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1 First person
2 Second person
3 Third person
ABS Absolutive extension
ADJ Adjective
ADV Adverb
AGAIN Verbal extension coding repetition of the action
ALL Allative
ALSO Verbal extension coding the truth of the proposition

compared to a previous propositions
APPL Applicative
ASSC Associative
AWAY Extension coding movement away
BEN Benefactive/dative
COLL Collective
COM Comment on the focus marker, particle fa
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COMPL Completive
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CONJ Conjunction
COP Copula
DBF Definite
DEM Demonstrative
DOWN Movement down extension
D:PVG Distal extension: Point of view of goal
D:SO Distal extension: Point of view of source
DU Dual
Eng. English
EP Epenthetic
EXCL Exclusive
FOR Preposition coding benefactive/dative
Fr French
Ful. Fula (Fulfulde)
PUT Future
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GO Goal orientation
Hau. Hausa
HON Honorific
HYP Hypothetical
IMP Imperative
IMPF Imperfective
IN Verbal extension indicating movement inside
INN Extension coding movement to or from an inner

space
INCEPT Inceptive
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INTERJ Interjection
1NV Inverse
LOG Locative
N Noun
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NORM Normative
OBJ Object marker
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out
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PAST Past (Referential past tense)
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REL Relative
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TENT Tentative
UH Unspecified human subject
UO Unspecified object
UP Verbal extension indicating movement upward
V Verb
VN Verbal noun

The following typographical conventions have been adopted: The Hdi and
other foreign language material in the text is italic. Translations are in sin-
gle quotation marks. Quoted speech within examples is in double quota-
tion marks. The rare instances of emphasis in the text are marked by ital-
ics. Abbreviations in examples are in small capitals.





Chapter 1

Introduction

1. The name and the classification of the language

The language described in the present grammar is called by its speakers
gwäcf-ä xdi 'language of Hdi' or simply xdi. The language is variously re-
ported in the literature as Hide, hido (Eguchi 1971), Xedi (Newman
1990a), and xadi (Dieu and Renaud 1983). Hoffmann 1971 has it as Tur
(Turu), i.e. under the English spelling of the name of the village where the
language is spoken.

The language is spoken in Tourou and surrounding settlements in the
Far North Province of Cameroon, on the border with Nigeria. Some
speakers of Hdi have emigrated to Nigeria, specifically to Mubi and Yola,
where the Hdi communities may number several thousand speakers. Our
cursory observation of the speech of speakers of Hdi who have spent a
long time outside of their community, whether in Nigeria or in Cameroon,
indicates considerable changes in syntax. Simple clauses shift toward
subject- verb-object order; complex sentences with verbs of saying very
often have the clausal order matrix-embedded. Neither of these orders is
characteristic of the Hdi spoken in Tourou, but they are found in many
languages with which Hdi speakers come in contact.

The noun xdi is a Hdi place name for the administrative term Tourou. It
is also the self-name of the language and the ethnonym. The evidence that
it is a toponym is provided by the high tone on the locative preposition da
preceding it. Before nouns other than toponyms the preposition has low
tone:

(1) dzä'ä da
go PREP xdi:lSG

am going to Hdi'

Evidence that xdi is an ethnonym is provided by genitive constructions
where it is a modifier:

(2) xi(fäkw-ä xdi
culture-GEN Hdi
The culture of Hdi'
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The evidence that xdi is also the name of a language is provided by its
usage without the expression gwäcf-ä 'language of:

(3) tä ghwä tä xgü-lu kä Kwindzilä gä
PREP mountain IMPF call-UH as Kwindzilä in
xdi yä
Hdi DEM
On the mountain called Kwindzilä in Hdi'

Other Chadic languages have words that may be cognates of the word
xdi, e.g. hide 'man' in Mina, Central Chadic. Given the fact that so many
self-names around the world are based on the lexemes 'man, people', it is
likely that a word meaning "man" was the source from which contempo-
rary [xdi] derives.

The name hide has been used in administrative documents in reference
to the people who speak the language. We represent the language in the
present work as Hdi, with the understanding that the initial h represents a
velar voiceless fricative. This is the closest transcription of the pronuncia-
tion of the word and also matches its phonemic structure, consisting of an
initial consonantal cluster followed by a high front vowel.

Eguchi 1971 gives the number of speakers, as per the 1962 census, as
5,963. Newman 1990a gives the number of speakers as 10,000 as of
1982. Hdi is used in local elementary schools only in the first grade, as is
the norm with most indigenous languages in Cameroonian public schools.

Hdi belongs to the Mandara group of the Central (Biu-Mandara)
Branch of Chadic (Newman 1990a, Dieu and Renaud 1983). Wolff (1981
and 1983) considers it to be a dialect of Lamang but does not support this
claim with any argumentation. Dieu and Renaud (1983: 357) list it as a
separate language belonging to the Western Branch of the Wandala
(Mandara) subgroup. Eguchi (1971: 195) also considers Hdi to be an in-
dependent language, stating the lack of mutual intelligibility between Hdi
and the surrounding languages, including the language of Ngosi (Lamang
according to Wolff 1983) in Nigeria. Tests of mutual intelligibility be-
tween Hdi and Lamang conducted by SIL teams have demonstrated that
there is no intelligibility between these languages (Stadler 1993).

According to oral history, the population of Hdi was established by
Matsa and his son Gulu. Matsa was one of the twelve sons of Kderi. The
other children of Kderi are said to have founded Kapsiki, Margi, Mabas,
Gdalu or Gdolu, Xduvun, and other places. This oral history is interest-
ing because the first three of these groups speak languages belonging to
the same branch as Hdi, Central Chadic.
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Fula (Fulfulde) and, to a lesser extent, Hausa are the second and third
languages for many speakers of Hdi. Hdi maintain trade relations also
with speakers of Kanuri (Nilo-Saharan), trading guinea corn for beans.
Fula, Hausa, as well as Mafa, another Central Chadic language, are the
principal sources of lexical borrowings into Hdi.

Data for the present grammar were gathered and rechecked in the field
by Frajzyngier during the summer of 1991, spring of 1993, and summers
of 1994, 1996, 1997, 1998, and 1999. The language assistants for this
study were Romain Siloa Mbaka (born in 1970, completed first year of
lycee in Mokolo); the late Patrice Douka Prafe (born in 1972, some
education at the lycee at Mokolo); Roger Prafe (no relation to Patrice
Douka Prafe; born in 1975, educated at the lycees in Mokolo and Maroua,
speaking Hdi at home); Abel Ndjidda Kassie (born in 1970); Francis
Barassoua Baigoua (born in 1971); Sikoa Sinowa (about 30 years old in
1996); and Benjamin Ngasnou (born in 1959). Benjamin Ngasnou spent
six years teaching elementary school in Mokolo, four years teaching in
Yagua, two years teaching in Tourou (Hdi), and twelve years teaching in
Maroua. His wife is from Tourou, and at home they speak Fula and Hdi.

Erin Shay participated in the work on this grammar from 1992 to 1995.
She then had to devote herself to another project, and Frajzyngier alone
gathered additional texts, revised the grammar, and brought it to its
present shape; he takes responsibility for all mistakes and errors.

We have been using two types of data: natural discourse data as oc-
curring in narratives, conversations, and folktales; and elicited data.
Examples from natural discourse data begin with a capital letter, regard-
less of whether they represent sentence initial fragment. The elicited data
are used in as few structures as possible to illustrate complex morphologi-
cal and morpho-phonological facts of the language and also to provide
ungrammatical examples when necessary. Such examples begin with
lower case letters.

Although the number of speakers of Hdi is small and the language is
spoken in a relatively constrained area, there are nevertheless some dialec-
tal differences. We did not have the opportunity to study the dialect situa-
tion in detail, but we would like to note the following observations. In the
dialect closer to the center of the village the future marker is dzä'a, while in
the slightly more remote area called ndruk, it is da. The first-person
singular subject pronoun is /in the center, but iyu in the dialect of the
more remote area.

The aim of this work is descriptive and explanatory. The description
consists of hypotheses concerning the form of linguistic structures and
hypotheses concerning the functions of linguistic structures. For both
types of hypotheses we provide supporting argumentation and often evi-
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dence. On the sound advice of Bernard Comrie, we refrained from draw-
ing implications for past and current theoretical controversies in linguis-
tics. We tried, however, space permitting, to explain various components
of grammar through their relationship to other constructions or subsys-
tems in the language.

The present study aims to be a reference grammar. Its scope includes
phonetics, phonology, morphology, and syntax and the semantic func-
tions coded by these means. The complex verb morphology and the rich
system of syntactic construction constitute the bulk of the present work.
The grammar is the first account of the grammatical system of this lan-
guage. A number of phenomena it describes have not yet been described
for any of the Chadic languages of the Mandara mountains, such as
Lamang (Wolff 1983), Mandara (Mirt 1969/1970, Frajzyngier 1984),
Mafa (Barreteau and le Bleis 1990), Mofu-Gudur (Barreteau 1988), and
Ouldeme (de Colombel 1996). The grammar thus provides valuable mate-
rial for a future comparative work in Chadic and Afroasiatic linguistics.
For a general linguist it provides a source of information on unusual for-
mal structures and the semantic functions they encode.

2. Typological characteristics of Hdi

2.1. Phonology

An interesting aspect of Hdi phonology is its syllable-structure conditions.
The syllabic onset allows for much more variation than the syllabic coda.
Clusters of two and three consonants are allowed in the syllabic onset,
while no clusters of consonants (with one possible exception: see Chapter
2) are allowed in the syllabic coda. Moreover, in the syllabic coda (as op-
posed to simply the word-final position), all obstruents become voiceless,
regardless of the voice characteristics of the consonants that follow them.
Clusters of up to three rearticulated vowels are allowed. In phrase-internal
position, vowels that do not have a grammatical function are deleted.
When a vowel is deleted, its tone is also deleted. A vowel that replaces
another in a sequence assumes the tone of the vowel it replaces; its own
tone is deleted.

2.2. Morphology

The lexical categories of Hdi are nouns (including pronouns), verbs, a
few inherent adjectives and adverbs, and interjections. The class of nouns
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includes a set of independent pronouns that behave like full nouns. Most
property concept words that have not been lexicalized as adjectives require
genitive markers in modifying constructions. Most adverbs, and a few
property concept words, are formed through reduplication of nouns or
verbs.

The verbal predicate can include inflectional morphemes coding: the
number of arguments; the semantic roles of the arguments; the spatial re-
lations between the event and the place of speech; the direction of move-
ment; the nature of the event (singular or plural); the plurality of the object;
the point of view; and the referentiality of the event. Tonal changes code
the distinction between dative and direct object pronouns.

A very salient feature of Hdi morphology, one that it shares with other
languages of the Mandara group, is the existence of a rich system of ver-
bal extensions that interact with inherent properties of verbs, with syntac-
tic coding means, with arguments present in the clause, and with each
other. Some verbal extensions have segmental structures identical with
locative prepositions; others have non-locative sources.

The reduplication of lexical items is a morphological means whose
functions differ depending on the lexical category being reduplicated.
Reduplicated property concept words may form adverbs. Reduplication of
numerals has a distributive function indicating that each of the individual
members of the numeral is a participant in the event. The reduplication of
verbs, alone or combined with other grammatical markers, is involved in
the formation of aspects. Indirect object pronouns and verbal extensions
are infixed between the reduplicated parts of the verb.

Nominal inflection is quite limited. The only inflectional markers we
found on nouns are the sporadically used plural marker, a genitive marker
that originated as a demonstrative and that is phonologically connected to a
preceding noun, and certain tonal changes in genitive constructions.

2.3. Syntax

In pragmatically and semantically unmarked constructions, i.e. construc-
tions that do not involve topicalization, focus, or role-changing markers,
the language is head first and nominative-accusative. In many such con-
structions the predicate, whether nominal or verbal, precedes the subject
and object, if any. When the predicate is verbal, the word order is verb-
subject-preposition-object, i.e., the subject follows the verb and the object
is marked by the preposition fa.

The following are some of the most salient characteristics of Hdi syn-
tax: (1) There are two types of clauses, pragmatically independent and
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pragmatically dependent, each having different formal properties. Prag-
matically independent clauses are those that can be interpreted on their
own, without any presuppositions. Pragmatically dependent clauses re-
quire specific presuppositions for their interpretation. The two types of
clauses are distinguished by verbal forms, aspectual markers, and subject
pronouns. Typically, pragmatically independent clauses are simple
affirmative indicative clauses, and about truth (yes/no questions).
Pragmatically dependent clauses are negative clauses, specific interroga-
tive clauses ('wh'-questions), comments on focused elements, relative
clauses, and a host of syntactically dependent clauses. (2) Hdi has two
ways of coding the third-person singular subject, depending on the type
of clause and on the aspect of the clause. (3) Subject pronouns are clitics
that can be added to verbs or to complements. (4) There exist several
means of coding pronominal objects, depending on the class of verbs
involved and the aspect of the clause. (5) There is tight interdependency
between morphological means of argument coding and configuration. (6)
Clausal order is used for the coding of modality.

Three means are involved in the coding of grammatical relations: posi-
tion with respect to the verb, extensions to the verb, and prepositions. The
use of these means interplays with the coding of aspect and the pragmatic
type of the clause. There is no one-to-one relationship between a given
coding means and the grammatical role it codes. The grammatical role of a
noun phrase is the result of interplay among the various coding means
used in a given structure. Thus, the position after the verb—the most
neutral coding device—may be occupied by the subject of a transitive or
an intransitive verb. In focus constructions, the position before the verb
may be occupied by either the subject or the object in focus. Which
argument occupies which position is determined in part by the way the
other arguments are coded and in part by the way in which aspect is
coded. These facts argue for assuming the existence of several phrase-
structure rules for various functional domains, such as the indicative
clause, focus, and others.

Semantic relations between verbs and arguments are coded by a system
of verbal extensions. Instead of postulating the existence of unitary
semantic roles such as "agent" or "patient", our analysis points to a coding
of a semantic relationship consisting of a cluster of features. There are two
fundamental categories coded in the grammatical system of Hdi: source-
oriented and goal-oriented. Various combinations of the two categories
may result in the representation of an event as being [+source oriented,
-goal oriented], [+goal oriented, +source oriented], or [+goal oriented,
-source oriented]. Depending on the inherent meaning of the verb, these
various representations of the event allow for the interpretation of various
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arguments as [+affected, +control], [+control, -affected]. Subject control
is coded by the point-of-view-of-goal marker a, subject affectedness is
coded by the point-of-view-of-source marker u. Goal orientation is coded
through tonal means whether the event is represented from the point of
view of goal or not.

Negative clauses can be either pragmatically independent or pragmati-
cally dependent. The two types of clauses have different formal character-
istics.

Topicalization differs from focus constructions in that the comment
clause on a topicalized element is pragmatically independent, and the
comment clause on an element in focus is pragmatically dependent. Rela-
tive clause constructions are in many respects identical with focus con-
structions in that the relative clause is identical with the comment-on-focus
clause. Relative clauses encode the existential status of the head noun.

The verb "to say" is omitted from most complex sentences in natural
discourse, leaving only the complementizer.

Complex sentence structure employs clausal order to code a difference
between de dicto and de re complements. De dicto complement clauses
precede the matrix clause, while de re complements follow the matrix
clause. Subject-to-object raising, or encoding the semantic subject of the
complement clause as the object of the matrix clause, is a coding means
whose specific function depends on the inherent properties of the verb.
Complement clauses also differ from matrix clauses in the system of as-
pect coding.

We have tried, as much as possible, to provide sources of grammati-
calization for each grammatical category. We do this not only because of
historical interest but also because an understanding of the sources of
grammatical constructions may explain their contemporary form and some
of their properties.

2.4. Discourse structure

It has been claimed (DuBois 1985 and his other writings) that clauses with
two full noun phrases are extremely rare in natural discourse. Although
we did not conduct a systematic study of discourse, the sample of texts
included in the present grammar does not bear out this generalization.
Another generalization about discourse is that when a verb appears with a
single noun phrase, that noun phrase usually represents the object rather
than the agent. This generalization is also not supported by Hdi discourse.
When a new noun has been introduced by an intransitive verb, the full
noun may occur in the next clause of the same sentence with another in-
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transitive verb or with a transitive verb, regardless of the grammatical role
of the noun.



Chapter 2

Phonology

1. Introduction

Our aim in the description of the phonology of Hdi is to provide the main
principles of the formation of lexical and grammatical morphemes and the
rules for the phonetic realization of these morphemes. Accordingly, we
provide an inventory of underlying segments and rules about their pho-
netic realizations. Two factors affect the phonotactics of consonants and
vowels in Hdi: syllable structure constraints, and conditions on sequences
of consonants and vowels independent of the syllable structure. Certain
phonological rules whose scope is limited only to specific morphemes are
discussed when the phonetic realization of these morphemes is described.
One of these rules is the insertion of a nasal before pronouns beginning
with a vowel.

We also describe the function of phonology in the coding of the syn-
tactic organization of language.

2. Consonantal system

2.1. Phonetic consonants

The consonantal inventory includes: glottalized consonants, lateral frica-
tives, prenasalized stops, simple stops, affricates, and continuants. All
series except for glottalized consonants have voiced and voiceless con-
trasts.

We use the following graphic conventions. In the examples used
throughout this sketch, we represent the voiced lateral continuant {5 as z7,
in agreement with orthographies used for Cameroonian languages.
However, we represent the voiceless counterpart i as hi rather than s7, as
usually represented in Cameroonian language orthographies, because the
sequence consisting of the alveolar voiceless continuant and the lateral
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liquid si actually occurs in Hdi. Both voiced and voiceless lateral
continuants impressionistically end with a stop, voiced and voiceless
respectively. Hdi shares this characteristic, not otherwise noticed in the
study of lateral continuants, with a number of other Chadic languages
spoken in northern Cameroon.

The digraphs is and dz represent voiceless and voiced affricates. For
purely orthographic reasons we have chosen to represent the voiced velar
continuant γ as gh.

The full phonetic inventory, which does not include sounds found in
borrowed words, is represented in Table 1.

Table L Inventory of phonetic consonants

Stops
Voiced
Voiceless
Prenasalized

Glottalized
Affricates

Voiced
Voiceless

Continuants
Voiced
Voiceless

Lateral Cont.
Voiced
Voiceless

Nasals
Liquid

Glides

Bilabial Labial

b
P
mb

d 'w

β ν
f f

m

w

Alveolar

d
t
md, nd,
ndz
(f

ck
ts

z
s

b
i
n
Γ
1

Palatal

'y
dz
c

i
s

y

Velar

g
k, kw
ng

gh
X

Q

2.2. Underlying consonants

Table 2 represents a hypothesis with respect to the inventory of underly-
ing consonants. In the discussion that follows the Table 2 we provide
evidence for the phonological status of segments.
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Table 2. Inventory of underlying consonants

Stops
Voiced
Voiceless
Prenasalized
Glottalized

Affricates
Voiced
Voiceless

Continuants
Voiced
Voiceless

Lateral Cont.
Voiced
Voiceless

Nasals
Liquids

Glides

Bilabial Labial

b
P
mb
b

V
f

m

w

Alveolar Palatal

d
t
md, nd
d

dz, ndz
ts

z
s

b*
n

1
y

Velar

g
k
"g

gh
X

q

2.2.1. Bilabial versus labial consonants

Contrast among labial and labiodental underlying segments is provided by
the following items: bizi 'pubic apron worn by young women', pitsäkw
'hoe', fitik 'sun', fiv/'road', vixä 'sift', purkutu ndzum 'papaya', hlorpu
'side', tf-u-u-ghä-tfä-lu One has spit'.

A number of segments from the phonetic inventory appear to be in
complementary distribution. The bilabial voiceless fricative has been
recorded only in word-initial position when followed by a bilabial glide
and vowel a: [/warf] 'four5. The labiodental [f] occurs in many environ-
ments, including the word-initial and word-final position: fä-m-tä 'put in-
side', fitik'sun, time, day'. We postulate that the bilabial voiceless fricative
is a variant of the labiodental fricative, derived by the rule:

Rulel: f -» // [+round].

The rule states that the labiodental continuant becomes bilabial when fol-
lowed by either a round vowel or a labial glide. There are no instances of
[f] followed by a round vowel in the data. The bilabial voiced continuant
has been recorded only in some pronunciations of v when surrounded by
the high round vowel [u]. Thus there is a variant of the word dzvu: [jüßu]
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'hand'. We postulate that [ß] is a variant of v whose occurrence can be ac-
counted for by the rule:

Rule 2: v -> ß/u u.

All bilabial fricatives will henceforth be represented as for v.

2.2.2. Alveolar consonants and palatal variants

There is a contrast between alveolar voiced and voiceless stops before all
vowels:

(1) tä 'locative adjunct da 'preposition'
um 'big drum' xdi 'self-name'
turtukw One' dussum 'root'

Similarly, there is a contrast between alveolar voiced and voiceless
affricates:

(2) tsa 'definite marker' dzä'ä 'go'
tsi 'third singular subject' 'monkey'
tsudäy 'dangerous animals' dzumä 'hay'

There is also a contrast between voiced and voiceless alveolar continuants:

(3) sä 'come' za 'eaf
si 'referential past marker5 zidikw 'fly'
su 'drink:SO' zu 'eat:SO'

The palatal continuants s and z occur only when followed by front
vowels: [gäzengel] and [gezengel] 'a piece of metal, many of which form
the pubic apron of a pregnant woman'. We have in our data a few in-
stances of the prepalatal continuants : [ ] 'two', in lento speech [xiis].
We therefore take the palatalization of the final consonant to be caused by
the preceding long high vowel, which is subsequently shortened to Q in a
closed syllable. The palatalization of alveolar fricatives may be caused
therefore be the a preceding or a following front vowel:

Rule 3: [+alveolar] [+cont] -> [+pal]/V[+front].
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The rule of palatalization operates only when both the front vowel and
the alveolar consonant belong to the same morpheme. The rule does not
operate across morpheme boundaries. Thus when the verb sä 'drink' is
followed by the object imi'water5, the final vowel of the verb is replaced
by the first vowel of the noun, resulting in the phonetic structure [simi],
not [simi] 'drink water*. Since palatal continuants can be derived by rules,
we postulate them to be variants of the underlying alveolar continuants [s]
and [z].

Alveolar affricates become palatalized when followed by a high vowel.
The rule is obligatory for the high front vowel and optional for the high
round vowel. Thus [ts] becomes [c] and [dz] becomes [j] before [u] or [i]:

(4) dz-u-du-s-dza -> [/-ü-du-s-dzä], [dz-ü-d-us-dzä]
hit-SO-1SG-INV-hit
'he slapped me' (cf. dzä 'hit')

tsi —» [ci] 'third person singular subject'
jibil Outdoors' may well be underlyingly dzfoi
dzvu after optional vowel insertion —> [jüßu] 'hand'

Again, s does not palatalize even though it is preceded by a high front
vowel. The absence of palatalization is explained by the morpheme
boundary's occurring between the two segments. Eguchi 1971 does not
make a distinction between palatal and non-palatal voiced and voiceless af-
fricates, and represents them all as j and c respectively.

2.2.3. Velar consonants

There is a contrast between velar voiced and voiceless stops:

(5) kä 'sequential marker* gä 'preposition'
ki'yä 'small' gigd'ä 'mix'
kum 'want5 gu 'goaf

The labialized velar [kw] occurs in both word-initial and word-final posi-
tion. In the latter position it is in contrast with the velar stop [k]:
Word initial:
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(6) k
kä
ki

'complementizer'
'how'

Word final

(7) mtäk
gucfuk
väzäk
täkäzäk

'bush'
'together5

'rooster5

'man's leather
garment'

kw
kwä
kwitikw
kwälä

ghätäläkw
teekw
pitsäkw
turtukw
kitikw

'calabash'
'small'
'lack, fail'

'chicken'
One'
'hoe'
'alone'
'small'

We analyze the labialized velar as the result of high back vowel reduction
in word-final position. This reduction applies only to low tone syllables.
The rule of labialization could be formulated as follows:

Rule 4: ü -» w/C[+velar] #.

The instances of ku in word-final position have high tone: muku 'six',
räku 'proper name, feminine'. A cluster analysis of kw cannot be main-
tained, as there are no other word-final clusters in Hdi. Therefore, we
postulate kw as resulting from labialization of the high back vowel follow-
ing a velar consonant. Some words in the right-hand (kw) column above
are actually pronounced with either a high back vowel or the labial glide:
kitikw and kitiku 'small'.

Despite the analysis that derives kw from kü, we represent the seg-
ments as kw so as to reflect the phonetic realization and phonetic changes
that have taken place. Further support for the proposed hypothesis about
the origin of kw comes from a more general rule of labialization, as dis-
cussed below.

The contrast between the voiceless and voiced velar fricatives and gh
has been recorded in word-initial and intervocalic position. Both conso-
nants can also occur in clusters with other consonants, stops and continu-
ants alike, but not with each other, thus *xgh and *ghx. Members of
these clusters have different values for the feature voice. As is the case
with other obstruents, there is no voicing contrast in the word-final posi-
tion. We postulate both and gh as underlying segments:

(8) Voiceless
Initial xkän 'three'

xdi 'Hdi'
Medial riindu-xä 'men'

Voiced
ghon
ghuäq
tghäs

'head'
'ten'
'eight5
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A velar continuant may be palatalized when followed by the palatal
glide:

(9) yä vwäx yä —> [yä vwäxyä] and [yä vwäx'yä]
DEM field DEM
'that field'

bäbäx yä —» [bäbäxyä] and [bäbäx'yä]
shoe DEM
'that shoe'

2.2.4. Prenasalized and glottalized stops and affricates

In word-initial position there is a contrast between voiced, voiceless, pre-
nazalized, and glottalized series. Contrast alone, however, is not a suffi-
cient criterion to postulate prenasalized stops as underlying segments. In
view of the rich variation in consonant clusters in word-initial and medial
positions, one has to decide whether what appears as a prenasalized stop
[nd] (or prenasalized affricate [ndz]) is a single underlying segment or a
cluster of two segments. One criterion could be the role of the segment as
a tone-bearing unit. If a nasal is a tone-bearing unit, we postulate it to be a
separate segment. Another criterion is the length of the consonants in lento
speech. If, in lento speech, the speaker separates the nasal from the fol-
lowing stop, we consider the nasal to be a separate segment. If the
speaker does not separate the nasal from the following stop, we consider
the two to be components of one underlying segment, a prenasalized stop.
These two criteria have proven to be quite useful. For example, there exist
the words mndu 'man' (which was recorded with low-high tone sequence
as represented) and mbitsä 'proper name, masculine'. Either word could
begin with a prenasalized stop or a consonant cluster. Speakers of the lan-
guage have no difficulty in lengthening the first segment of the word
mndu, in effect producing two syllables. However, they cannot lengthen
the first segment of the word mbitsä to produce three syllables. Therefore,
the status of the initial nasal component in mbitsä seems to differ from that
in mndu. Other examples containing prenasalized stops are mnä 'say' and
ngä 'for (preposition)'. The third criterion for deciding whether a given
sequence of sounds is a consonant cluster or a complex segment is vowel
insertion. In the plural form of the verb the vowel a is inserted after the
first consonant. Thus the sequence ngl' 'mount' consists of two segments,
as evidenced by the vowel insertion:
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(10) tä ng-ä-1-äy ta plis-xä
IMPF mount-PL-PO OBJ horse-PL
'he mounts horses' (singular nglä)

(11) ia ngl-äy tä plis
IMPF mount-PO OBJ horse
'he mounts a horse'

Compare the plural form xänä 'sleep' of the verb x/j£'lie down'. Accord-
ing to the criteria listed above, the prenasalized stops should be included
in the underlying inventory.

Glottalized consonants are in contrast with non-glottalized consonants.
There are, however, instances in which the same word may be produced
with either a glottalized or a non-glottalized consonant: dädzä or bädzä
'spoil'. Glottalized glides V and 'y are not, however, underlying.

There is one prenasalized affricate, ndz, recorded in the verb ndzvä
'connect, tie'. Although we do not have the plural form of this verb that
would have demonstrated affirmatively that ndz is one segment, the gen-
eral phonotactics of consonants argues for its monosegmental structure.
There are no three-consonant clusters in word-initial position.

2.2.5. Nasals

There are three phonetic nasals: labial, alveolar, and velar. In syllable-final
but not word-final position all three nasals can occur. The alveolar nasal
becomes velar in syllable-final position as per the rule:

Rule 5: n -^ n/ #.

The evidence for velarization is provided by the behavior of the same con-
sonants in intervocalic and in word-final positions. Thus the nasal is velar
in word-final position in the isolation form for "child" [zwärj]. The plural
form is [zwäni], i.e., it has an alveolar nasal. When a word is used in a
syntactic construction, its phonetic form in isolation rather than its un-
derlying form is used. Thus when the word zwan is used in a genitive
construction, the form [zwärj] rather than [zwän] is used. The velar nasal
is realized as a cluster of a velar nasal and the voiced velar stop [g]. In
lento speech the following syllabic division obtains:
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(12) zwar) ä kn -» [zwärj.gä.kri]
child GEN dog
'puppy'

The rule finds additional support in the behavior of foreign words ending
in a nasal consonant:

(13) patrol] a da -> [pätrorj.gä.da]
boss GEN ISG
'my boss'

Not all velar nasals can be accounted for by the rule deriving the velar
nasal from the alveolar nasal:

(14) quhlm 'white'
kdiga- 'spot, espy'

Because of these and other cases where the two segments are in con-
trast, we postulate the velar nasal as an underlying segment. It is useful to
represent all velar nasals as ij, whether underlying or derived, as a re-
minder of how a consonant is pronounced in a given position. Thus the
first-person plural exclusive pronoun is represented as , the word for
'child' as zwar) or zoq, depending on the actual variant recorded. The con-
trast between the velar nasal # and the prenasalized velar stop ng is more
difficult to asses. In the prenasalized stop the velar stop is impressionisti-
cally much more audible.

2.2.6. Lateral continuants versus stops

The two lateral continuants hi and zl are in contrast with each other as well
as with other consonantal segments. There are no lateral continuants in
word-final position, but they do occur in the word-initial and intervocalic
position as well as in consonantal clusters, where they are the second
component of the cluster. As noted above, the lateral continuants end as
stops, voiceless and voiced as appropriate.

2.2.7. Glides

The velar and palatal glides are in contrast in word-initial, intervocalic,
and word-final position:
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(15) päkäw 'leopard'
-ay Object marker in imperfective'
taw 'cry'

Both glides can occur before low vowel a:

(16) wä 'negative marker5 yä 'demonstrative'

Before high vowel i the palatal glide occurs only as a member of a conso-
nant cluster, and even then, the number of attested cases is very small:

(17) myi-xä 'wives'

There are no cases of a palatal glide followed by the high back vowel u
other than as a variant of the first-person singular subject pronoun -iyu.
The presence of the glide in this form may be accounted for by an
epenthesis rule inserting a palatal glide between a front and a back vowel.

The labial glide occurs before both front and back high vowels,
whether in word-initial position or as a part of consonant cluster:

(18) w) 'mouth'
wig 'take out
gwi'yän 'elephant5
skwi 'thing'
wu 'interrogative particle'
wuyä 'festival'
wud 'fighf

Thus, there is a significant asymmetry in the distribution of labial and
palatal glides. The glottalized glides V and 'y have been recorded only
when in intervocalic position, preceded by a high front or back vowel and
followed by low vowel, described below in the rules of glottal stop inser-
tion.

2.2.8. Glottal stop and glide insertion

The glottal stop occurs in some intervocalic positions and preceding a
palatal or a labial glide. It would appear to be in contrast with other con-
sonants. The distribution of the glottal stop is, however, significantly dif-
ferent from that of other consonants in that it occurs only between identi-
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cal vowels or between a vowel and a glide that shares with the vowel the
features for height or roundness.

(19) zi'yä 'smell'
hlfyä 'leave, move one's household'
ki'yä 'a little'

' 'wives'
ü'wä 'milk5

dzä'ä 'go', 'future tense marker5

The glottal stop is an whose function is to preserve the second
underlying vowel of the word. Given the rules of vowel replacement, the
second vowel would have merged with the preceding vowel if there had
been no glottal stop. This rule accounts for the forms mf/'wives' and dzä'ä
'go', 'future tense marker*.

If the second vowel is lower than the first vowel, the glottal stop is in-
serted together with a glide whose features round and palatal are deter-
mined by the same features in the preceding vowel. This rule accounts for
the forms:

(20) zi'yä 'smell'
hlfyä 'leave, move one's household'
ki'yä 'a little'

The glottal stop insertion also accounts for the phonetic changes that take
place at morpheme boundaries:

(21) mi'i-a mghäm —> [mi'yämghäm]
wives-GEN chief
'wives of the chief

The second vowel of the sequence separated by the glottal stop may be
replaced by a vowel from the following morpheme, as per vowel
replacement ruless described in 5.6 below:

(22) nu'wä-äy -» [nü'wäy]
fatten-PO
'fatten'

(23) u'wä-ä uu -> [u'wa'u] and not [üüu]
milk-GEN IDU
Our milk5
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Two rules operate with respect to labial glides: The underlying labial
glide is deleted between a high round and a low back vowel, and a labial
glide is inserted between an underlying high round vowel and a low back
vowel.

The presence of an underlying palatal glide is also a barrier to vowel
replacement.

The word uvä has a variant wuvä. The two variants may be instances
of either glide insertion or glide deletion. Given the presence of other
words beginning with u, the variant with the initial glide is probably the
result of glide insertion.

The glide formation and the glide deletion rules are independently
supported by other data in the language. Rules of glide insertion and glide
deletion operate in tandem in other Chadic languages as well (cf. Fra-
jzyngier 1989).

3. Phonotactics of consonants

3.1. The distribution of single consonants

Four positions are relevant for the distribution of consonants: word-initial,
intervocalic, word-final, and phrase-final. All types of stops have been
recorded in word-initial and intervocalic position. In word-final, phrase-
internal position only some obstruents occur. In phrase-final position
fewer obstruents can occur than in word-final, phrase-internal position.
The distribution of stops is represented in Table 3.

Table 3. Distribution of stops in phonetic forms

Voiced
Voiceless
Prenasalized
Nasal
Glottalized

Word initial
b,d,g
P, t, k
mb, nd, ijg
n, m
b, cf

Intervocalic
b, d,g
P, t, k
mb, ng
n, m, ij
b, cf

Word final
b, d, g
p, k, kw

m, q
b, cf

Phrase final

p, k, kw

m,

The word-final, phrase-internal position may have consonants whose
presence results from the deletion of the final vowel. The word-final,
phrase-final position is not the one where the final vowels are deleted; any
consonants that occur there represent underlying word-final consonants.
The glottalized stops 6 and cThave not been recorded in phrase-final posi-
tion, e.g. in the phonetic form of words in isolation. But they are postu-
lated to be in word-final position in the underlying form of words: pcf
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'leave an object', ghud 'wash an object'. In addition, when the final vowel
of a word is reduced in the phrase-internal position, both globalized
consonants can occur in word-final position:

(24) xäcf kob da tsi wä
lack money PREP 3SG NBG
'he/she does not have any money'

Similarly the voiced stops have not been recorded in phrase-final po-
sition, but they do occur in word-final, phrase-internal position:

(25) xäd na
place DEM
'this place'

Affricates and continuants have a distribution similar to that of stops
(see Table 4).

Table 4. Distribution of affricates and continuants

Voiced
Voiceless

Word initial
z, gh, zl, dz
s, x, hi, ts

Intervocalic
z, gh, zl, dz
s, x, hi, ts

Word final
z
s, x, hi

Phrase final

s, x

3.2. Consonantal clusters

Consonant clusters in Hdi are constrained by the following elements: the
syllabic position of the cluster, the place of articulation, the manner of ar-
ticulation, and the syllabicity of the segment.

There are many more clusters allowed in the syllabic onset than in the
syllabic coda. Two-consonant clusters are common in both word-initial
and intervocalic position, but there are no clusters in word-final and
phrase-final position. The general principle for consonant cluster forma-
tion is that the consonants in a cluster should differ maximally, i.e., they
should differ in place of articulation, manner of articulation, and syllabic-
ity properties. Manner of articulation alone does not constrain consonant
clusters, since all possible combinations of consonants except for liquid-
liquid are allowed. Table 5 illustrates clusters allowed as syllabic onsets,
as evidenced by their appearance in word-initial position and clusters in
intervocalic position. Rows represent the first element in the cluster and
columns the second element. The position in parenthesis is the only posi-
tion allowed for the cluster:
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Table 5. Consonantal clusters and manner of articulation
Stops Continuants Nasals Liquids

Stops + + + +
Continuants + + + +
Nasals + + + +
Liquids + + + (V V) -

In word-initial position there may occur two stops: bgini 'bad spirit',
dgä 'thresh', icfa'pull'; a stop and a continuant: txä (Eguchi 1971 tghä)
'expel from body', tghä 'door'; or a continuant and a stop: xgä 'house,
compound', ztfä 'good'. Clusters with liquids in first or second position
are allowed in word-initial and intervocalic position: Igut 'cloth, shirt', xlä
'gather*, kn 'dog'. Affricates followed by continuants are allowed in word-
initial position: tsgh-ay 'send a thing'. There are very few cases of a
continuant followed by another continuant. The cases that have been
recorded occur in word-initial position: ghzu 'beer made from guinea
corn', ghzl 'chase'. There are no word-initial voiceless clusters: *xs, *sx,
*/x. There are instances of fx in intervocalic position as a result of the
combination of two morphemes: xla-f-xl-i' I gathered up'. The absence of
word-initial voiceless clusters is explained by the principle of the
maximalization of differentiation within a cluster. The word-initial posi-
tion represents the underlying form of the morpheme, where the maximal-
ization of differentiation operates, while word-medial clusters may repre-
sent different morphemes and are not subject to the maximalization of dif-
ferentiation principle.

3.3. Constraints imposed by place of articulation

Clusters of consonants produced in the same or an adjacent place of
articulation are allowed only if the manner of articulation is different. Thus
if the same place of articulation is involved and both consonants are stops,
they will differ in voicing: tdä 'dig', ddä 'fall'. If both consonants are
produced in the same place of articulation and have the same value for the
the feature voice, they will differ in the manner of articulation, e.g., one
will be a stop and the other will be a continuant: kxu 'smallpox vaccina-
tion, vaccination scar' (Eguchi 1971, kxä 'smallpox scar'). Clusters
formed by consonants produced in non-adjacent places are allowed
regardless of the manner of articulation, with an interesting constraint to
be described shortly. Table 6 represents allowed and disallowed clusters
from the point of view of the place of articulation.
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Table 6. Consonantal clusters and place of articulation
Bilabial Labial Alveolar Velar

Bilabial - - + +
Labial - - - +

Alveolar - stop-cont. + +
Velar - - + -

Two consonants in a cluster may have different values for the feature
voice: snä 'know, hear", 'slaughter1, dzäwä-p-dzäwä 'he sold it'.

Three-consonant clusters are allowed in the following configurations:
continuant-stop-stop, stop-continuant-stop, stop-stop-stop. All three con-
sonant clusters are allowed only in word-medial position, always repre-
senting a combination of different morphemes:

Nasal-stop-stop:

(26) kd-i-n-kda
Tinish-AWAY-3-finish'
'he finished if

Continuant-stop-stop:

(27) kdä-f-kda särak. . .
flnish-UP-flnish whip
'the whip finished ...'

Nasal-continuant-nasal:

(28) snä-n-sn-iyü
hear-3-hear-lSG

heard'

Continuant-continuant-sonorant:

(29) xla-f-xl-i
gather-UP-gather-1SG

gathered up . ..'
Nasal-stop-continuant:

(30) pgh-i-n-pgha tä hlu'wi
put-AWAY-3-put OBJ meat
'she threw away meaf
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With respect to stops, the following constraint obtains: Within the same
morpheme the first consonant has a place of articulation in front of the
place of articulation of the following consonant counting from the labial
region. Thus, pd, bg, and dgare allowed, but *db, *dp, *gb, and *gdare
not. Examples follow:

(31) dgä 'divide'
kä bgä 'because'

When two consonants belong to different morphemes, back conso-
nants may occur before front consonants. Thus the inner space extension
g [k] may be followed by the referential suffix -tä:

(32) klä-k-tä...
bring-INN-REF
'he/she brought i t . . . '

The order of continuants and stops is not determined by the place of ar-
ticulation of segments:

(33) txä 'expel'
ksä 'take'
tfvä 'like, wanf

With respect to continuants and affricates both orders are possible:

(34) maxtsim 'tomorrow'

Geminate clusters are allowed:

(35) ngha-n-ngh-i -> [ngha-nngh-i]
see-3-see-lSG

saw him'

3.4. Constraints imposed by the manner of articulation

In addition to the place of articulation, there are also constraints with re-
spect to the secondary characteristics of consonants that prevent certain
clusters from occurring. Clusters consisting of globalized consonants
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followed by lateral continuant are disallowed: *c/h/, *<fzl. If such a cluster
were about to occur, an epenthetic vowel would be inserted.

Three-consonant clusters consisting of a stop-stop-stop or stop-liquid-
stop are disallowed. Hence there are no clusters of the form: *ptk, *bdg,
*bgd, etc., or *kld, *klg, *klm, etc.

4. Consonant devoicing

A voiced consonant becomes voiceless when not followed by a sonorant
in a syllabic coda:

Rule 6: C [+voice] -» [-voice]/ [-son].

Evidence that this rule is conditioned by the syllabic position rather than
by the consonantal environment is provided by the existence in syllabic
onsets of clusters whose consonants have different values for voice.
Compare the behavior of the inner and down extension gä:

(36) vrä-gä-vr- dzäghä
return-INN -return-1SG home

returned home' (from a higher elevation)

When the extension is not followed by a vowel, the velar consonant is
voiceless even when following a vowel and preceding a voiced consonant:

(37) vrä-k-vr- dzäghä
return-INN -return- 1SG home

returned home' (from an equal elevation, said at the place to
which the subject has returned)

Consider also the "movement out" extension b as it occurs with the
verbs sä 'come' and la 'go'. The evidence for the underlying voiced quality
of the consonant of the extension is provided by morphemes when the
extension is followed by a vowel:

(38) sä-bä ä wä
arrive-OUT NBG NBG
'he did not come out5

The marker of "movement out" extension has two forms, The voiced b
with the verbs of movement sä 'arrive' la 'depart' and voiceless p with all
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other verbs. The voiced variant of the extension with the verbs sä and la
becomes voiceless before a voiceless obstruent:

(39) [sä-p-sä]
arrive-OUT -arrive
'he came ouf

Before a sonorant extension, b stays voiced:

(40) la-b-la
gO-OUT-gO
'he went out'

5. Vowel system

The phonetic vowels are a, a, /, u, e, and o. The two mid vowels are rare.
The only words containing o in our data are borrowings: Thus for gwär
'cola nut' a variant [gor] has been recorded. Both forms are borrowings
either from Fula gooro or Hausa goro 'cola nut'; kobu 'money', a Hausa
borrowing; and the occasional variant ghözu for ghzu 'beer' (bilbil in
northern Cameroonian French).

Only a few words in our data contain the underlying front mid vowel e
(which is lower-mid rather than higher-mid): den'hat', bekulä 'bulbul'.
Some of these words may be borrowings. The noun bekulä must be re-
lated to bokulay Pycnonotus barbatus (Pycnontides), bulbul commuri in
Mafa (cf. Barreteau and le Bleis 1990: 87). The word den"'hat' is certainly
related to the word dara 'hat, fez' commonly found in the area (Margi,
Hoffmann 1963; Hausa, Abraham 1962). Many instances of phonetic e
appear to be the product of lowering of the high front vowel i in closed
syllables: dimdim or demdem 'all'. Since we cannot account for all
instances of e as a borrowing or a product of the lowering rule, we
postulate e as an underlying vowel.

The high central vowel a is fully predictable in the verbal system,
where it is inserted by the requirements of tone realization and syllable
structure constraints. In the nominal system schwa is in contrast with
other vowels: ghon 'head', Ighuij 'a type of yellow cake'. Thus although
with respect to verbs, we do not postulate schwa to be part of the underly-
ing structure, with respect to nouns there is no choice, unless one would
postulate vowelless underlying structures with schwa inserted by
epenthesis rules. We postulate therefore that some schwas are inserted and
that others are part of the underlying structure (see Table 7).
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Table 7. Inventory of underlying vowels
Front
/
e

Central
3

Back
u
a

Evidence of vowel contrasts is provided by the following pairs of
lexical items representing open and closed syllable environments:

(41) tä 'preposition'
kwitikw 'small'
kn 'dog'
-ku 'absolutive marker5

(42) mghäm 'chief
um 'big drum'
ton Onion'
nguduf 'heart5
txurum 'rat5

5.1. Vowel raising

The low vowel a may be raised to e when followed by a palatal glide, as
evidenced occasionally in pronunciation of the imperfective object marker
-ay. The raising has been observed in speech of some speakers:

(43) guy-ay-mu tä vghä —> [güy-ey-mu]
meet-PO-lPL.lNCL OBJ body
'let us meet5

(44) [xn-äy] or [xn-ey]
cut-PO
'slaughter1

The sequence ay may be reduced to [e] in fast speech:

(45) tä z-äy-z-äy-M -> [ze-ze]
IMPF eat-PO-eat-PO-UH
'they are eating'

The form [ ] coexists with [z-ay]. The raising rule is optional. Most
forms do not raise a when it is followed by y: zb-äy 'choose', kurn-ay
'like, want5, tsudäy 'animals dangerous to man'.
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5.2. Vowel lowering

Sporadic vowel lowering takes place when a high vowel is followed by a
low vowel. The high vowel may be lowered one step:

Rule?: V[+high] -> [-high]/ CV[+low].

(46) ghuzu-a kwalaba -> [ghözä kwäläbä]
beer-GEN bottle
'bottled beer5

Vowel lowering may also be caused by low consonants, viz. velar contin-
uants and the glottal stop; thus, i becomes e when followed by a low con-
sonant:

(47) söxä —> [stixä] and [stexä]
'kidneys'

5.3. Vowel rounding

The high vowel becomes round when followed by the round glide within
the same morpheme or across a morpheme boundary within the same
phrase. The following rule accounts for this process:

Rule 8: V[+high] -^ [+round] / w.

It is not possible to determine whether the vowel that becomes round is
underlyingly front or schwa. Given the fact that the final non-grammatical
vowels are deleted in phrase-internal position (cf. 5.7 below), and that
schwa is inserted for syllabification, the examples below may represent
equally well the rounding of the front high or central high vowel:

(48) xadu wä -> [xäcfimuwä]
lack water NBG
'there is no water*

(49) xäni wä -> [xänuwä]
sleep NBG
'he does not sleep'
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(50) xdi a ka tsi wä —» [xdä-ä-kä tsü-wä]
Hdi NBG COMP 3SG NBG
'she should not be a Hdi'

The vowel rounding rule does not apply when i is the only component of
a morpheme, as in the case of the first-person singular marker:

(51) xäcfu xiya da i wä [iwä]
lack guinea corn 1PL.EXCL PREP 1SG NBG
'we have no guinea com at my place'

5.4. Vowel fronting

The high central schwa is fronted when followed by the palatal glide y.
The rule applies to schwas that have been inserted after word-final vowels
were deleted, as per rule described in 5.7. below:

(52) rnndu yä — » mndoyä — > [mndiyä]
man COP
'it is a man'

(53) cfgu yä ->d£3 yä -> [dgiyä]
threshing COP
'it is threshing'

5.5. Vowel epenthesis

Three factors motivate vowel epenthesis: syllable structure conditions,
consonant clusters constraints, and the realization of grammatical tone.

The syllable structure condition requires a vowel insertion if a disal-
lowed syllable structure were going to occur as a result of the affixation
process. Thus if a disallowed syllabic onset or coda were going to
emerge, an epenthetic vowel must be inserted. The tone realization condi-
tions require a vowel insertion, if the absence of the tone were about to af-
fect the grammatical coding that is realized by the tone. The consonant
cluster constraint requires epenthesis if a disallowed cluster were about to
emerge.

The syllabification process takes place from left to right. The vowel is
inserted in the first place where the violation of the syllabic structure oc-
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curs. The vowel from the next syllable is copied into the disallowed posi-
tion or into the first position that requires a tone realization:

(54) kl'-g-i-cf-ä-ghä -> [kligidaghä]
take-lNN-AWAY-lSG-PVG-D:PVG water
'bring me some water!'

(55) kl'-g-i-xa imi -> [kligixa]
take-INN-lSG-DOWN water
'bring me down some water!'

If the syllable does not have its own tone, the tone of the epenthetic vowel
the same as the tone of the source from which the vowel is copied (cf. 7.4
below):

(56) b-d-i-d-f-ba -> [bididifbä]
build-ALL -AWAY -1 SG-UP-build
'he built me [a wall]'

The epenthetic vowel is a if the vowel in the next syllable is a:

(57) mä kl-a-d-a-f-ka -» [mäklädäfkä]
PROH take-EP-ALL-PVG-UP-2SG
'do not take it up there'

If the tone position is the last position in the word, that is, if there is no
following syllable in the same word, the epenthetic vowel is schwa. Thus
when the negative auxiliary xäcfu is followed by a subject enclitic, the
final vowel u is deleted because it is in phrase-internal position, but it is
replaced by schwa because of the need to code high tone before the
following subject:

(58) xacf qni... -> [xacfo-rjni]
lack IPL.EXCL
'we do not .. . '

Whether a vowel in a given structure is epenthetic or underlying can be
determined only from the morphological and syntactic structure of the
verb.
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Syllable onsets with a consonant followed by a sonorant are disal-
lowed. To prevent such clusters an epenthetic vowel is inserted. For the
sonorant y the i is inserted according to the rule:

Rule 9: 0 -> i/C #y.

For example, the interrogative marker for non-human participants is ή.
When the marker is followed by the copula y , the vowel i is inserted:

(59) ή y -» [m'y ]
what COP

Sonorant 1 is transparent with respect to vowel insertion. The
epenthetic vowel is identical with the vowel following the sonorant:

(60) vra-k-vr--lu -> [vra-k-vr-u-lu]
return-INN -retum-UH
'they returned' (high tone n the epenthetic vowel because it
precedes a subject pronoun)

When the [-human] interrogative π is followed by a word beginning with
a consonant, an epenthetic vowel is inserted. The epenthetic vowel is
identical with the first vowel present to the right of the interrogative
marker:

(61) ή ζ-ύ-k n -» [η-ύ-ζ-ύ-k n ]
what eat-SO-2SG Q
'what did you eat?

5.6. Vowel replacement

The morpheme-final vowel is replaced by the initial vowel of the follow-
ing morpheme if the two belong to the same phrase:
Rule 10: Vi -> V2/ _ #V2.

The rule always operates in fast speech. When the associative plural
marker I in subject position follows complementizer k , the result in nor-
mal speech is the sequence [kii]. In slow speech it is [k i]. The tone of
the morpheme whose final vowel is replaced remains and is realized on
the new syllable. The final vowel replacement may result in one vowel or
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two vowels, viz., the sequence Vi+ V2 may result in V2 or in V2V2- In
normal speech only one vowel is produced after replacement. In lento
speech two vowels are rearticulated. Both of these cases are illustrated by
the following examples:

(62) tä -> [timi]
OBJ water

(63) ndä fi -> [ndfi]
ASSC ISO
'with me'

(64) tä u'wä -> [tuü'ä]
OBJ milk

(65) sä imi —> [siimi]
drink water
'to drink water"

The first-person singular object marker -ixä and the subject clitic /replace
the final vowel of the verb. Thus, when the first-person benefactive pro-
noun is added to the verb pcfä 'to leave some' with the goal-oriented
marker at the vowel of the verb is replaced by the vowel of the pronoun:

(66) pcf-ixä-pcfä
leave-ISO-leave
'he left it for me'

Subject clitics:

(67) nghä-n-ngh- tä lumä
see-3-see-lSG PREP market

saw him at the market

(68) ndus-iyu
close-ISG

am close' (cf. ndusä 'close')

Vowel replacement affects not only lexical vowels but also grammatical
morphemes. The following example has two replacements: the lexical
vowel i by the genitive morpheme a and the genitive marker ä by the
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vowel of the first-person dual. The lexical low tone of the word kn 'dog'
remains stable throughout these replacements:

(69) kn-ä- -> [krau] and [krim]
dog-GEN-lDU
Our dog'

The liquid 1 is transparent with respect to vowel replacement, i.e., the
vowel following the liquid replaces the final vowel of the preceding mor-
pheme. The vowel replacement is, however, not obligatory:

(70) tä lumä -> [tülumä] and [ta lumä]
PREP market
'at the market5

(71) tf-u-'u-äghä-tfä-lu -> [tf-u-'wä-ghä-tfu-lu]
spit-lDU-D:PVG-spit-UH
'we (1DU:INCL) were blessed'1

The interrogative 'where' is gä, as attested by examples in which this
word is followed by a consonant-initial morpheme. But when gä is fol-
lowed by a vowel-initial morpheme, the vowel a is replaced by the vowel
of the following morpheme:

(72) gä ff nä -> [gffnä]
where ISO Q
'where am I?

Another vowel-initial morpheme is the first-person dual marker .
When it is added to a verb, the vowel of the verb is replaced by u:

(73) - - —» [ - -zä]
eat-lDU-eat
'let us eat!'

(74) su-uu-sa —> [süusä]
drink-iDU-drink
'let us drink'
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5.7. Vowel deletion

In phrase-internal position the morpheme-final vowel is reduced. Thus the
interrogative marker wä 'who' is realized as [w] in phrase-internal posi-
tion:

(75) slä-ä wä nä -» [släwnä]
leg-GEN who Q
'whose leg?

When the vowel reduction would result in a disallowed consonant
cluster, a schwa is inserted. Consider the word mndu 'man'. In phrase-in-
ternal position the final vowel is deleted. But if the following word begins
with a consonant cluster, a schwa is inserted. The schwa assumes the tone
of the syllable to which it is added:

(76) mndo rxä
man wise
'wise man'

The situation is similar for monosyllabic words that begin with a conso-
nant cluster. When such words are followed by a word beginning with a
consonant, vowel deletion would result in a three-consonant cluster in
word-initial position. An epenthetic schwa is therefore inserted to satisfy
syllabification rules:

(77) xdi xon -> [xdaxsrj]
Hdi 3PL
'these are Hdi people'

5.8. Glide formation

A high back vowel Ipecomes a glide after a velar, labial, or liquid conso-
nant and before a, according to the rule:

Rule 11: u —» w/C[+velar, labial, liquid] (C)a.

(78) gu a wä -> [gwääwä]
goat NBG NBG
'it is not a goaf
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(79) kcfä-ku-ä- -> [kdakwäni]
finish-ABS -GEN-3 SG
'its having finished'

A glide may emerge as a result of vowel spread. The vowel a originating
as a genitive marker may spread to the left. If it encounters a velar conso-
nant followed by a high round vowel, the high vowel becomes a labial
glide:

(80) zgun-ä -» [zgwänä]
man (vir)-GEN
'man's'

(81) kobö-ä- -> [kwäbä-u]
money-GEN-lDU
Our money'

An example of labialization following a labial consonant is provided by
the behavior of the root fu 'heaf when followed by a:

(82) fu-fwä imi
heat up-heat up water
'water heated up'

(83) fw-ä-p-fw-ä Imi
heat up-PVG -UP-heat up water
'water boiled'

It is very likely that morphemes that have the sequence [C[velar] wa]
represent a sequence /C[velar] ua/. Thus ghwän 'ten' may be underlyingly
ghuän.

The sequence ua, even after a velar consonant, may result in round low
mid vowel [o]. Thus the word zwän 'child', probably derived from zuän,
is sometimes pronounced zorj.

(84) markw ä tan —> [märkwätän] and [markotarj]
wife GEN 3PL
'his wife' (The third-person plural rather than singular pronoun is a
polite form. In contrast to the plural, the possessor pronoun has
low tone.)
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5.9. Glide metathesis

Two types of metathesis have been observed. In one the labial glide
moves from word-final position to penultimate position. The following
variants of the word for 'chicken, hen, rooster' have all been obtained in
isolation: ghätäläkw, ghätäläuk, ghätalok. We take the first form to be the
underlying one, since there are other words ending in kw. The second
form is an instance of segment metathesis, whereby the labial glide is
moved to the position before the last consonant. The third variant repre-
sents the fusion of the vowel a with the labial glide or the high back vowel
after metathesis.

6. Syllable structure

6.1. Allowed and disallowed syllabic structures

A syllable in Hdi has the following properties: The onset and the coda
may be absent and the syllable may consist only of the nucleus, which
may be a vowel or a sonorant: a'negative marker', m.da.rä.yä 'hunter',
m.täk 'bush'. The onset may consist of a consonant: tä 'preposition', or a
cluster of consonants, CC. The cluster may consist of a stop and a glide:
kwä 'calabash'; a liquid followed by a stop: Igut 'dress', rvu 'cow'; a
continuant followed by a stop or a sonorant: xdi 'self-name', v wax 'field'; a
stop followed by a continuant: ksä 'touch', nghä 'see', skä.lä 'dance'; a stop
followed by a continuant: txurum 'rat', pghintä 'proper name feminine'.
The onset may consist of three consonants, provided that the first is a
continuant or a liquid, the second is a stop, and the third is a sonorant:
skwä 'buy', Idra 'start'.

The coda may consist of one consonant, which may be a sonorant
(including liquids and nasals), a stop, or a fricative: za.vacf'a season',
max.tsim 'tomorrow', nguduf 'heart'. The alveolar nasal becomes velar in
word-final position: xoq 'third-person plural subject marker*. Apart from
sonorants, no voiced consonants may appear in the coda position. Glottal-
ized consonants are voiceless, as in other Chadic languages. The only
phonetic consonant cluster in coda position consists of a stop followed by
a glide, a result of the labialization of the final u following a velar conso-
nant: kwitikw 'small', turtukw One'.

In addition to consonants and vowels, tone is an important element that
enters into the syllabification process. Tone is an independent component
of the structure of a morpheme.
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Syllabification proceeds from left to right after morphemes have been
put together and word-final vowels have been deleted when appropriate
(i.e. when not in prepausal position and when not constituting grammati-
cal morphemes). Syllabification proceeds as follows: The first nasal con-
sonant is associated with the first tone if a morpheme has more than two
tones: mndu 'man'.

If the word has only one tone, the consonants, up to the allowed
number and in the allowed sequence, constitute the onset of the syllable,
and the first vowel constitutes its peak, as in ndrä 'drive':

6.2. Preferred syllable structure

Although there exist many different types of syllabic onsets, there is evi-
dence that, all other conditions being equal, some onsets are preferred
over others, resulting in some types of syllables being preferred over
others. Specifically the type with one consonant in the onset is preferred
over the type with two consonants in the onset. Thus if a sequence CCT is
to be syllabified, the syllable structure CVC is preferred over the type
CCV, although both types are allowed in the language. The syllabic
structure VCC is disallowed. Here are a few examples of how the
preferred syllable structure affects the syllabification of morphemes
without underlying vowels.

If the morpheme does not have an underlying vowel, a schwa is in-
serted as a tone-bearing unit and as a syllabic peak. The schwa is inserted
after the preferred consonantal onset has been built. Consider two cases:
the addition of pronominal object markers in prohibitive constructions;
and the form of the verb before the allative extension da.

If a morpheme has a consonant and a tone followed by a vowel in the
subsequent morpheme, the two consonants together with the following
vowel form one syllable:

(85) mä - -kä ta ghzu —> [mävli-kä]
PROH give-lSG-2SG OBJ beer
'do not give me beer*

If there is a sequence of three consonants but two consonants form a
morpheme with their own tone, a schwa is inserted as a tone-bearing unit.
The schwa could be inserted either after the first consonant to form CVC
or after the second consonant to form the CCV structure:
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(86) mä vT-kä -> [vol-kä] or [vlo-kä]
PROH give-2SG
'do not give . ..'

Before the allative da which indicates movement to a specific place, the
verb may have the vowel a, indicating the participation of the subject
together with the object in the movement, or no vowel, if no movement of
the subject is implied. For the latter case, a schwa is inserted as a tone-
bearing unit. If the verb is monoconsonantal, the schwa is inserted after
the consonants:

(87) dz-dä-nä-dzä -» [dzs-dä-nä-dzä]
hit-ALL-OEM-hit
'he hit [a ball] from above'

Consider now the verb ngl' 'mount' in a similar situation, i.e. when the
subject is not the one who mounts. Since there is no underlying vowel be-
fore the extension da, and since the verb has a tone as part of its structure,
a schwa must be inserted. The schwa could be inserted after the first, the
second, or the third consonant. As it turns out, the schwa is inserted after
the second consonant, the syllabic structure CVC being preferred over the
structure CCV:

(88) ngol-dä-nä-f-nglä tä plis
mount-ALL-DEM-UP-mount OBJ horse
'she made him mount the horse' (but she herself did not mount)

If there is a disallowed sequence of three consonants, an epenthetic
schwa is inserted for syllabification. Consider the verb 'divide' dgä. When
followed by the "away" marker, the form becomes dgi. The first-person
object is d. The verb has also the "out" extension p. The sequence of the
pronoun, the extension p, and the first consonants of the verb would
produce a disallowed four-consonant cluster *dpdg. The first disallowed
sequence *tfpd is syllabified by the insertion of the epenthetic i after the
first consonant, and the second disallowed sequence *pdg is syllabified
by the insertion of schwa, p-däg:

(89) dg-i-di-p-dsga
divide-AWAY-1SG-OUT -divide
'divide [it] for me'
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7. Tone

7.1. The tonal system

The language has two tones, high and low. Tone plays an important role
in both the lexicon and the syntax of the language. In the lexicon tone dis-
tinguishes lexical items whose segmental structure is identical: xnä
'slaughter1 and xnä lie down'; sä 'come', sä 'drink*; zä 'eat' and zä 'forget*; tä
Object marker* and tä 'locative preposition'. Tone also plays an important
role in the coding of the semantic role of arguments, in the reference
system and nominal system, in modality coding, in virtually all
constructions in the language. All high tones in phrase-final position are
lowered, but they do not become as low as low tone. Compare the behav-
ior of verbs in the reduplicated form where the reduplicated, second, part
of the verb retains the tone of the first part. The low tone remains low:

(90) s-u-sä
drink-SO-drink
'he drank up'

The high tone becomes lower than the preceding high, but it is still higher
than the low tone:

(91) sä-sä
arrive-arrive
'he came down'

(92) z-u-za
eat-SO-eat
'he ate up'

Subsequently in this work we do not mark this slight lowering of the un-
derlying high tone in phrase-final position.

The underlying tone of a morpheme may change when it occurs in a
specific construction that has its own tone rule. Thus the formation of
questions about the truth (yes/no questions) is marked by the clause-final
marker rä and by high tone on the penultimate syllable of the clause. As a
result of this rule, all penultimate syllables, whether underlyingly low or
high, have high tone in the interrogative clause. Since tone is a coding
means for various syntactic and semantic functions, the functions of tone
are described when a given functional domain is discussed. In the present
section we deal with two questions: What happens with tone when two
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tone-bearing units fuse? and What tone is assigned to an epenthetic
vowel?

7.2. Tone and vowel deletion

If a vowel is deleted, as is often the case with word-final vowels in
phrase-internal position, and if a new syllable is not formed, the tone is
deleted as well. Consider the word for 'time', bäcfu, which can be com-
bined with the word luma 'market', to give 'market day'. The final vowel is
most often deleted in normal speech, giving bad lumä. Consider the noun
rverf'lion'. When this word occurs in phrase-internal position, both the
final vowel and the last high tone are deleted:

(93) sä-ghä rvor na
amve-D:PVG lion COMP
'While the lion was coming . . . '

(94) lum-a gözu yä ä w —> [göz-yä-w]
market-GEN Gozu DEM MEG NEG
'not on Wednesday'

Cf.:
(95) bad luma gozu

day market Gozu
'the day of the market in Gozu' (Wednesday)

7.3. Tone and vowel replacement

If a vowel is replaced by the next vowel, the tone of the first syllable be-
comes the tone of the new syllable as per the following rule:

Rule 12: CViTi + \2^2 -> CV2Ti.

In such a case the tone TI is preserved and the tone T2 is lost. The reten-
tion of the tone TI when Vi is replaced by V2 has an important effect on
the phonetic realization of morphemes beginning with a vowel. The
underlying tone on this vowel may change if the tone on the preceding
morpheme ending in a vowel is different. Here are some illustrations of
the operation of the rule.

The negative existential verb is xädu 'lack, not to be'. When it is fol-
lowed by its subject beginning with a vowel, the verb loses its final
vowel. That vowel is replaced by the first vowel of the following word.
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Thus if the subject is im/'water5, the result of the vowel replacement is
[xädimi], i.e., the last tone of the verb is retained, but the first tone of the
noun im/is lost:

(96) Underlying Vowel replacement and tone retention
xäcfu uni wä —» [xäd'-im-u wä]
lack water NBG
There are no rains.'

The genitive marker a is realized with low tone as ä if the preceding word
ends in a vowel and has low tone:

(97) zwän-i-ä kn —> [zwänä kri]
child-PL-GEN dog
'children of dog'

If a high vowel is not deleted, as is the case with grammatical
morphemes, the high vowel becomes a glide, and its tone is also deleted.
We have examples only of grammatical morphemes with high tone vowel:

(98) vu ä da -> [vwäda]
fire GEN ISO
'my fire'

7.4. Tone and vowel epenthesis

When a morpheme has an inherent tone, the epenthetic vowel acquires the
tone of the morpheme. Consider the tone on the epenthetic vowel in the
reduplicated form of the verb with the definite object marker n and with
the inverse extension -s. The presence of these consonants combined with
the initial consonant of the verb creates a disallowed consonantal sequence
nsC, and therefore requires insertion of the vowel glossed as "EP". If the
pronominal object is dative, the verb has high tone and the epenthetic
vowel has low tone:

(99) ghun-i-n-i-s-ghuna
send-AWAY -3-EP-INV -send
'he sent him somebody for good'

If the pronoun is a direct object, the verb has low tone and the
epenthetic vowel has high tone, all in accordance with the coding of the
semantic roles of objects:
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(100) ghun-i-n-i-s-ghunä
send-AWAY -3-EP-INV -send
'he sent someone away with him for good'

The verb ndra in the imperfective aspect of a pragmatically dependent
clause does not have a morphemic vowel. When it is followed by a glide,
an epenthetic high front vowel must be inserted and that vowel has high
tone:

(101) tsä diyäk tä ndro ya -> [ndriyä]
DEF bird IMPF fly DEM
'the bird that is flying away'

If a vowel is inserted for syllabification purposes into a position that
does not carry a tone of its own, the inserted vowel acquires the tone of
the preceding syllable. Consider the word märäkw 'woman'. The second
vowel of this word is epenthetic because the consonantal onset with three
consonants is disallowed. An argument in support of this hypothesis is
the form of this word in the genitive construction, where the word occurs
without the second vowel:

(102) märkw-ä kn -> [märkwäkri]
female-GEN dog
'bitch'

7.5. Tone and phrasal structure

Tone has become a means to code a connection between syntactic ele-
ments. The general principle is as follows: For certain morphemes there is
an option of having the last tone high or low. The low tone on those mor-
phemes codes the end of a phrase, and the high tone codes the phrase-in-
ternal position. This means, in turn, allows the determination of what
constitutes a phrasal unit and what types of phrases there are.

Consider the referential marker -ta suffixed to the verb. In indicative
clauses (in subjunctive clauses it behaves differently) this morpheme has
either high or low tone. It has a high tone if the element that follows it
belongs to the same syntactic phrase as the verb. It has low tone if the el-
ement following it belongs to a different syntactic phrase. Consider the
following example where in the first clause, the referential marker is fol-
lowed by the object of the verb and has high tone. In the second clause,
the verb is followed by an adverb, and the referential marker has low tone:
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(103) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xlä-f-tä zwän-ä kri
then COMP-3SG SEQ gather-UP-REF child:PL-GEN dog
kä pgh-i-n-tä gucfuk distä-ni
SEQ put-AWAY-3-REF together in-3SG
'And then he gathered the children of Dog and put them all inside
it [the beans].'

8. Conclusions

The phonological system of Hdi is characterized by a rich consonantal
system and a relatively limited vowel system. Syllable structure rules al-
low for two- and three-consonant sequences in the syllabic onset and no
consonantal clusters in the syllabic coda. If a disallowed consonant cluster
is going to emerge, epenthetic vowels are inserted.

Voiced consonants become voiceless in the syllabic coda. The alveolar
nasal becomes a velar nasal in word-final position.

Tone plays a role in both lexical and grammatical distinctions. Every
syllable has a tonal characteristic.

If the vowel of the syllable is deleted (not replaced), then the tone of
that syllable is deleted as well. When two vowels belonging to different
morphemes are in sequence, the first vowel is replaced by the second. The
tone of the replaced vowel is preserved.

The rule of vowel replacement and tone retention often results in pho-
netic realizations of morphemes different from their underlying forms.
Since the phonetic realizations are in fact the means of coding semantic
and syntactic functions, in the present grammar it is the phonetic rather
than the underlying form that is represented. Doing otherwise would have
obliterated the functions of the coding means that Hdi has developed.





Chapter 3

The structure of the noun phrase

1. Introduction

We consider as a noun phrase any endocentric construction whose head is
a noun (cf. Bloomfield 1933). In this chapter we describe all noun phrase
constructions we have found, except for nominalized clauses, described in
Chapters 19 and 23.

We begin the present chapter with a description of the lexical category
noun, followed by modifying constructions (including possessive con-
structions) in which the modifier is nominal and pronominal. When the
modifier is nominal, there are several types of modifying constructions
that differ in their markers of modification and in their function. Two of
the markers of modification are derived from and identical with demon-
stratives. Grammaticalization from demonstrative to genitive marker is a
widely attested phenomenon in Chadic and non-Chadic languages. We
then discuss constructions with demonstratives, property concept words,
quantifiers, and conjoined noun phrases. The modification of a noun by
deictic and anaphoric markers is discussed in Chapter 4.

2. Nouns

We take the inherent property of serving as an argument of a clause to be
the defining and sufficient characteristic of the nominal class. Some lexical
items are inherent nouns; others are derived from verbs. The inherent
nouns can serve as heads of noun phrases, which in turn can serve as
arguments of a verb.

There is no distinction for gender or other nominal classes coded
within the nominal system, the verbal system, or the reference system of
the language. Only proper names have lexicalized the gender distinction.
Some female names are derived through the addition of the suffix wä to
the masculine name. The name mbitsä, derived from the verb mbftsä
'remain', is given to a boy bom after the death of all preceding siblings. A
girl born after the death of all preceding siblings is given the name
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mbitsäwä. Nouns can take possessive suffixes, definite suffixes, and
number suffixes.

Some nouns, such as proper names, have a complex structure consist-
ing of preposition and noun or even verb and noun. Proper names are fre-
quently chosen for their presumed power to prevent certain types of
calamities: mä xäcfok 'into the ground' (mä 'in, from'). In proper names the
preposition has high tone). Another example is ngä rgwä 'for fertilizer'.
More neutral (but less common) names include mo-ghzu 'in [the time of]
beer" and ndrä-ghzu 'breaking the grain for beer5.

Some nouns are compounds consisting of noun and verb: mnd-ä räyä
'hunter5, which derives from mndu 'man' plus räyä 'hunt'. The evidence of
compounding is provided by the replacement of the final vowel of the
noun by the genitive marker ä.

3. Morphological coding of number

Singular is the unmarked category. Plural is marked by several means,
whose use is lexicalized, i.e. it cannot be predicted from any of the
semantic or phonological characteristics of the noun. The most productive
is the suffix xä, segmentally identical with the first part of the third-person
plural independent pronoun xäxän. Since xon serves by itself as the third-
person plural subject, it is clear that the independent pronoun consists of
two parts. The old third-person plural pronoun was probably xa, as
evidenced by comparative data from closely related languages such as
Glavda, where the third-person plural anaphor is ha, and Mofu-Gudur,
where the third-person plural pronoun is ha. The plural marker xa thus
derives from the third-person plural pronoun:

(1) Singular Plural Gloss
mndu mndu-xä 'man'

miä-xä 'woman'
sigä sigä-xä 'pof
um um-xä 'big drum'
fam täm-xä Onion'
kätimi kälimi-xä 'a variety of kingfisher with

bright blue feathers'

A less frequent, unproductive plural marker is the suffix , which is iden-
tical with the associative plural marker:

(2) zwän 'child' zwän- 'children'
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This suffix has cognates in other Chadic languages, where it is often the
third-person plural pronoun (Frajzyngier 1997 and references there).

Another device is suffixation of the vowel ä accompanied by infixation
of the same vowel:

(3) zgun 'man' zgwänä 'men'

This device is also used in the verbal system to mark plurality of the ob-
ject, as described in the Chapter 5 section 5. (for both of these devices in
other Chadic languages, cf. Frajzyngier 1997).

If plurality is marked by some other means within the clause, the noun
does not have to be marked for plural:

(4) täghä tä skwi dägälä
learn OBJ thing more
'learn more things'

The overt marking of plurality on nouns is not very common, suggest-
ing that the nominal plural markers are not inflectional morphemes
(Frajzyngier 1997). Thus with the quantifier mdä 'all', some nouns have a
plural marker and others do not, as in the following phrases taken from
the same sentence. As in many other languages, human nouns are more
likely to be marked for plural than non-human nouns:

(5) fnda mndu-xa
all man-PL
'all men'

indä tsä purkutu ndzum yä
all DEF story DEM
'all the stories'

Similarly with the quantifier dägälä 'many', the noun does not have to be
marked for plurality:

(6) skwi dägälä
thing many
'many things'
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4. Associative plural

The term associative plural is used for forms that code a group functioning
as one argument. The associative plural marker is the vowel i, preceding a
noun or a conjoined noun phrase:

(7) kn ndä päkäw-ä ghuvi
ASSC.PL dog ASSC leopard-GEN feces
'Dog and Hyena.'2

(8) kä yäyä-tä gulu nda ziri
SEQ give birth-REF ASSC.PL Gulu ASSC Ziri
'and he begot Gulu and Ziri'

(9) kä Z9 i kderi ndä zwän-ä-ni ta
SBQ live ASSC.PL Kderi ASSC children-GEN-3SG PREP
mghäm
well
'and Kderi and his children lived happily'

When the marker i precedes a single noun, the meaning of the con-
struction is "noun and company":

(10) kä vrä-gä-tä i ngaxngax
SEQ return-INN-REF ASSC.PL NgahNgah
'and Ngah Ngah and his people returned'

The associative plural may be used together with the collective marker:

(11) 1 la ddbhm la dzätä
ASSC.PL COLL Dabbm " COLL Dzata
'Diblim people and Dzata people'

The use of the associative plural ; before each noun has a distributive
function, indicating that each of the participants (with his/her people) is a
separate group, i.e. separate from other groups:
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(12) tsä yä gub' nä zämänä i käfiälä
DEF DEM also DEM time ASSCPL Kaftala
välärj, i mbulgoy ngäxngäx tä
Valan ASSC:PL Mbulgoy ASSCPL NgahNgah COM
ghuyä mndu mä tsä fitik yä
make suffer people PREP DEF time DEM
'It was also at that time that Kaftala Valan with his people, Mbul
goy with his people, and Ngah Ngah with his people made people
suffer1

When the marker i precedes a conjoined noun phrase, the two com-
ponents of the noun phrase function as one argument:

(13) i päkäwäghuvi kä nzä-tä ndä kn
ASSC.PL hyena SEQ stay-REF ASSC dog
'Hyena and Dog [once] lived together.'

With the associative plural the semantic roles of both nouns must be
the same. Arguments that have different semantic roles cannot be used in
the associative plural construction:

(14) *lä-ghu-lä mbitsä ndä kobu tä
go-SO-go ASSC.PL Mbitsa ASSC money PREP

market
for 'Mbitsa went to the market with money'

5. Modifying constructions of the type noun—verbal noun

These are constructions where the modifier follows the head without any
overt marker of connection. The modifier in such a construction must be a
verbal noun, i.e. a noun derived from a verb:

(15) bacfu pghu
day initiation
'day of initiation'

(16) bäcfu skäl-ä hlä
day dance-GEN cow

"1

'day of the holiday of bull' (skälu 'dance', verbal noun)
Cf.:
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(17) *bäcfu hlä
day cow
for'day of the bull'

The only exception seems to be:

(18) bädti luma
day market
'day of the market5

But market may be considered to be a noun describing an activity as well
as a place.

6. Modifying constructions marked by demonstratives

Modifying constructions with demonstratives have the form Head
Demonstrative Modifier. The demonstrative involved most often is a, but
other demonstratives, usually nä, may also be used. Since the function of
the demonstrative ä corresponds to the function of genitive markers in
other languages, it is glossed here as "GEN" in order to facilitate the
recognition of the construction involved.

6.1. Phonetic realization and categorial status of the genitive ä

If the noun ends in a vowel, that vowel is replaced by the vowel of the
genitive marker. In such cases the vowel assumes the last tone of the
noun:

(19) hlu'wf-a kri -> [hlu'wakri]
meat-GEN dog
'dog meaf

(20) wi-ä tghä -> [wätghä]
mouth-GEN expel?
'door5

Nouns come into the genitive construction in their surface phonetic real-
ization rather than in their underlying form:
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(21) zwäij-ä- [zwängäni]
child-GEN-3SG
'his child'

Compare the behavior of the genitive marker with that of plural marker
/. The plural marker is added to the underlying form of the word rather
than to its phonetic form:

(22) zwän- -> [zwäni]
child-PL
'children'

We conclude that the genitive construction is not a morphological but
rather a syntactic means of coding. This is additional evidence that the
genitive marker ä is the same as the remote demonstrative ä, and that it still
retains its independent syntactic status. However, if a preceding noun
ends in a vowel, the genitive marker replaces the last vowel of the noun,
and the genitive behaves just like a suffix. Consequently, we represent the
genitive marker as -ä, because there is never a pause between the preced-
ing noun and the genitive marker, and the genitive marker forms a peak of
the last syllable of the noun.

When the head ends in vowel a, the presence of the genitive marker
cannot be detected, because even if it is there, it would assume the tone of
the vowel a ending the head:

(23) krs-xä mbitsä
dog-PL Mbitsa
'Mbitsa's dogs' (kn 'dog')

(24) hlä-xä pdumndu
cow-PL Pdumndu
'cows of Pdumndu' (from pdu 'lack* and mndu 'man')

If the consonant preceding the genitive marker is labial or velar, the high
rounded vowel is labialized rather than replaced, as per labialization rules:

(25) -ä mtäk -» [vwämtäk]
fire-GEN bush
'bush fire'

If the modified noun ends in a consonant, the genitive marker -ä forms a
syllable with the last consonant of the noun:
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(26) gwäcf-ä xdi märkw-ä
language-GEN Hdi woman-GEN Hdi
language of Hdi' 'Xdi woman'

(27) mghäm-ä xdi -» [mghämäxdi]
chief-GEN Hdi
'chief of Hdi'

6.2. Functions of modifying constructions head-a modifier

The function of ä and other demonstratives is to code the noun preceding
the demonstrative as the head and the noun following the demonstrative as
the modifier. Thus the construction narrows the range of the head. The
types of modifiers can be quite diverse:

(28) zivr-ä xdi
origin-GEN Hdi
'the origin of Hdi'

(29) mndu-ä xdi -> [mndaxdi]
man-GEN Hdi
'a Hdi man'

The construction may involve a container-unit relationship:

(30) im-ä tsä ghwäni ya
water-GEN DEF medicine DEM
'water of this remedy' (in which the remedy was dissolved)

The construction codes purpose when the modifier is a verbal noun:

(31) xgä xäni
house sleep
'the house for sleeping'

The genitive construction is also used for the expression of quantification
when the unit is the head (we do not know what the underlying vowel for
br- 'flock' is):
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(32) br-ä twäk 'a herd of sheep'
br-ä gu(-xä) 'a herd of goats'
br-a ghätäläkw 'a brood of chickens'

7. The order modifier head

The order modifier head has been recorded with two types of morphologi-
cal marking, the genitive marker -a and the comment marker fa. This order
seems to defy the transparency of the coding means, for if a given means
has function A, it should not have function B, which is the opposite of A.
The contradiction in the coding means is, however, only apparent. The
modifier head order is applied only when the first component inherently
codes property concepts, such as "new", "main", "bad", "another":

(33) lffd-a Igut
new-GEN cloth, shirt
'new clothes'

(34) mgham-a wuyä
chief-GEN festival
'main festival'

(35) indä ghwätfäk-ä skwi mä xga yä
all bad-GEN thing PREP home COP
'that is all bad things at home'

Here are examples with the word säni Other, another*:

(36) sän-ä skwi 'another thing, something'
sän-ä mndu 'somebody', 'some man'
sän-ä märäkw 'a certain woman'

8. Possessive constructions

The genitive marker -a is the main means of coding possessive construc-
tions, although the demonstrative na is also used. The marker -ä is used
with nominal and pronominal possessors. The general structure of the
possessive construction is Possessum -a Possessor. As in other genitive
constructions, the genitive marker replaces the last vowel of the head and
assumes its tone:
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(37) kr-ä mbftsä
dog-GEN Mbitsa
'Mbitsa'sdog'(Jtri'dog')

8.1. Possessive pronouns

The possessive pronouns code person (first, second, and third) and num-
ber (singular, dual, and plural). Dual is a category of the first person only.
The paradigm of the first person also has a distinction between inclusive
and exclusive. The construction in which the possessor is pronominal has
the form Possessum Demonstrative Possessor. When the possessor is
pronominal, only the demonstrative a can be used as a genitive marker.
Tone on possessive pronouns is high (see Table 8).

Table 8. Possessive pronouns
Person
First

Second
Third

Singular
da

ghä

Dual plural
mu (INCL)
qni (EXCL)
ghuni
tan/tan

In contrast to many Chadic languages, there is no distinction between
alienable and inalienable possession:

(38) pitsäkw-ä-dä/nni/täq
hoe-GEN-lSG/lPL.EXCL/3PL
'my hoe/our hoe/their hoe'

(39) - -zä tä hlu'w-ä-ni
eat-SOeat OBJ meat-GEN-3SG
'he ate all of his meat5

(40) dzv-ä-dä der-ä-(fä
hand-GEN-lSG hat-GEN-lSG
'my hand' 'my haf

If the possessive pronoun begins with a vowel, this vowel replaces the
genitive marker and assumes its tone. The tone on the original pronoun
remains high. The resulting vowels are rearticulated:
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(41) pitsäkw-ä- -> [pitsäkw- - ]
ho-GEN-lDU
Our (DU) hoe'

(42) pitsäkw-ä-ghuni
hoe-GEN-2PL
'your (PL) hoe'

If the noun ends in a vowel, the final vowel of the noun is deleted and
the only vowel between the noun and the possessive pronoun is the geni-
tive marker ä. The genitive marker has, however, the tone of the syllable
whose vowel it replaces. Here is a paradigm of possessive pronouns:

(43) kn-ä- -> [kr-a-rjni]
dog-GEN-lPL.EXCL
Our dog'

kn-ä-cfä -> [krä-rfä]
dog-GEN-lSG
'my dog'

kri-ä-ghä -> [kräghä]
dog-GEN-2SG
'your dog'

kn-ä-ghum -> [krä-ghuni]
dog-GEN-2PL
'your (PL) dog'

(44) kobu-ä- -> [ko&ä-rjni]
money-GEN-lPL
Our money'

If the genitive marker ä is added to a morpheme ending in a, the genitive
marker replaces the last vowel of the possessum and assumes its tone:

(45) hlä-ä-(fä -> [hlä-da]
cow-GEN-1SG
'my cow'
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(46) xiyä-cfä xiyä- hlnä-ni
guinea com-1SG guinea corn-1 PL work-3SG
'my guinea corn' Our guinea com' 'his work'

(47) da-mu
father-1PL.INCL
Our father"

If the possessive pronoun begins with a vowel, the genitive marker,
which has fused with the vowel of the preceding noun, is replaced by the
vowel of the possessive pronoun. The only possessive pronoun with an
initial vowel is the first-person dual inclusive uu. The pronoun is com-
posed of two vowels, and in a possessive construction the first vowel re-
places the genitive marker and a glottal stop is inserted between the two
instantiations of u:

(48) dä- -» [du'u] (rearticulated vowels)
father-IDU
Our father"

The possessive construction with the element turtukw One' forms the
adverb "alone":

(49) lä-ghu-lä ta lumä turtukw-a-ni
go-D:SO-go PREP market alone-GEN-3SG
'he went to the market alone'

8.2. Honorific possessives

Some kinship terms, e.g. "mother", "wife", and "husband", require
the use of plural rather than singular possessive pronouns, even if the
intended possessor is singular. For the third-person singular possessor
the possessive pronoun is tan, derived from the plural form tan, and
glossed here as 3HON for ' third honorific:
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(50) lä-m-ä- nda tä zläqgwätfäk
go-IN-GEN-3SG ASSC PREP back entrance
ngä lä-m-ä- hlä-nä-ghä-tä
NORM gO-IN-GEN-3SG fmd-DEM-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ
zd'äl-ä-tän
husband-GEN-3HON
'Having entered through the back of the compound, she should
find her husband.'

The plural form tan is used when a husband of other women is referred
to:

(51) lä-m-ä- ndä tä zlängwäcfäk
enter-IN-GEN-3SG ASSC PREP back entrance
ngä lä-m-ä- hlä-nä-ghä-tä
NORM gO-IN-GEN-3SG search-DEM-D :PVG -REF
zo'äl-ä-tän
husband-GEN-3PL
'Having entered through the back entrance, she l should find their2
husband.' (Note the third- person plural possessive tan rather than
third singular m.)

The evidence that it is a matter of politeness is provided by the fact that no
such distinctions are made with respect to non-kinship terms:

(52) ngä hlä-nä-ghä-tä- tä kwä
NORM search-DEM-D :PVG-REF:SUBJ-3SG OBJ calabash
tä ghon-ä-ni
PREP head-GEN-3SG
'she i should find her 1/2 calabash'

8.3. Unspecified possessor

The unspecified human subject does not have the corresponding posses-
sor form. Instead, the is coded by the word mndu 'man'. The evidence for
this interpretation is provided by the fact that when the unspecified
possessor is involved, the word mndu is not accompanied by any
determiners. Moreover, the use of the unspecified possessor causes
further complications in the system of reference. Consider the following
sentences, where the possessum is the father, and the unspecified
possessor is coded by mndu:
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(53) ghuz-ä duxwäl tä fucfäku mändä
beer-GEN adult IMPF begin (Ful.) when
mtä tä dä-ni mä mndu
death PREP father-3SG PREP man
The beer of adulthood begins after the death of one's father.'

The speaker now wants to draw the implications of this fact for the sur-
viving son. Not having appropriate pronouns to choose from, the speaker
settles on the first-person singular pronoun, which in this case does not
refer to the speaker:

(54) yäwä mtä tä
well death PREP
tä märä-n-tä
OBJ show-3-REF
tämä
already
The death of the man's father would mean that I am already an
adult.'

dä- mä mndu tä kum-äy
father-3SG PREP man IMPF want-PO
kä zläy nä ndä gl-iyu
SEQ COMP COMP STAT grow-lSG

9. Topicalizing modification

The word ghaq 'head' preceded by the locative preposition tä has been
grammaticalized to mark the topic of conversation, partially overlapping
with the meaning of English "about, on the subject of, etc." In this func-
tion, the forms are also followed by the genitive marker and by the modi-
fier noun. But unlike in possessive constructions, in the prepositional
function the word ghorj does not constitute one phrasal element with the
following noun, and it is so marked by the low tone on the genitive
marker:

(55) purkutundzum tä ghoq-ä hlä
story PREP head-GEN cow
'the story about the cow'

(56) purkutundzum tä ghon-ä mbitsä
story PREP head-GEN Mbitsa
'the story about Mbitsa'
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(57) nä nä gwäcfä dzä'ä gwäcf- na nä
DEM DEM word PUT tell-lSG DEM DEM
tä ghäq-ä ndzä-ku-ä-cfä kcfä
PREP head-GEN happen-ABS-GEN-1SG last year
The story that I am going to tell is about what happened to me last
year.'

The interest of this construction lies in the fact that the genitive marker has
low tone. The word ghoq followed by the genitive marker a with high
tone codes the possessum:

(58) ghoij-ä hlä ghorj-ä mbitsa
head-GEN cow head-GEN mbitsa
'head of a cow' 'head of Mbitsa'

10. The collective

The category collective is coded by the form la preceding a noun. The
form la has not been attested other than in the collective construction. A
noun whose collective form is marked by la may be animate or inanimate.
A possible analysis of the form la is that it represents the form lu followed
by the genitive marker a. The form lu occurs in the language as coding an
unspecified human subject. The phonological product of lu followed by a
could well be la.

The form is used to designate members of the same clan:

(59) la doblom
COLL proper name
'the Diblim people'

lä xütsä
COLL proper name
'the Hutsa people'

The evidence that la has grammaticalized as the marker of the collective is
provided by the fact that it can occur with nouns meaning "man" and
"woman":

(60) lä mndo rxä
COLL man wise
'wise people'
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The collective form is different from the plural, as shown by the fact that it
can be used together with the plural form:

(61) la mii-xa
COLL woman-PL
'womenfolk'

(62) lä dghä mbläm
COLL blacksmith pure
'blacksmiths who make objects of religious cult*4

(63) lä dghä mbuldä
COLL blacksmith impure
'blacksmiths'

(64) lä rveri
COLL king
'kings' (the term rveri also means 'lion'

(65) lä rveri-xä
COLL king-PL
'kings'

The collective marker may also be used with names of animals. Such
names do not take plural marking:

(66) la zidikw
COLL fly
'flies'

(67) lä kn
COLL dog
'dogs!' (an insult)

11. Double modifying constructions

A modification that involves a hierarchy where the modified noun phrase
is itself a modifying element may be expressed in at least two ways. In
one, the possessive construction is marked by the genitive -a. Several
nouns may be linked by the genitive construction:
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(68) mäkwä midz-ä-
girl:GEN mother-in-law-GEN-3SG
'his fiancee' (lit. 'daughter of his mother-in-law')

(69) zwäg-ä midz- -
son-GEN mother-in-law-GEN-3SG
'her fiance'

(70) ghäl-ä twäk-ä-<fä
thief-GEN sheep-GEN-lSG
'thief of my sheep'

Several nouns may be joined by the comment marker tä (cf. Chapter 19,
section 4) and the genitive marker a:

(71) kwä tä päx-ä xiyä
calabash COM search-GEN guinea corn
'calabash for taking guinea corn out of a granary'

12. Noun nä Noun

The construction Noun nä Noun is used only in a few fixed expressions
related to domestic animals. Since this morpheme is identical with the
proximate demonstrative, we gloss it as "DEM". The marker nä has low
tone, whereas the demonstrative has high tone in most of its usages. The
tone used on demonstratives is a coding means for the existential status of
the head noun. Low tone on demonstratives codes the de dicto domain of
the head noun, viz. reference to a type rather than to a token:

(72) mä nä gu
mother DEM goat
'a female adult goaf (not 'a mother of a goat')

Consider the word hlä, which designates a single bovine animal with-
out any specification of its sex. We gloss it as "cow" because this is the
closest lexical item available in English. The modifying construction with
mä 'mother5 and nä codes a female bovine:

(73) mä nä hlä
mother DEM cow
'cow' (there is also a separate lexical item for 'cow' rvu)
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(74) skwä-skwä- tä mä nä hlä türtukw
buy-buy-3PL OBJ mother DEM cow one
'they bought one cow'

(75) mä-nä twäk mä-nä ghätäkwäl (metathesis
of ghätäläkw?)

mother-OEM sheep mother-OEM chicken
'ewe' 'hen'
(Eguchi 1971, our morpheme separation and glosses)

The marker nä cannot be used in the possessive function to express kin-
ship terms:

(76) *mä nä mbitsa
mother DEM Mbitsa
for 'mother of Mbitsa'

13. Modification through the preposition ngä for'

The modification relationship between two nominal expressions may also
be coded through the preposition nga'iof (glossed as "FOR") in the fol-
lowing construction: Noun ngä Noun. In most cases, this construction is
used where the modifier is the intended owner or destination of the head:

(77) uvä ngä-cfä
cat FOR-lSG
'the cat for me'

Nouns followed by the preposition ngä must have high tone, regard-
less of their underlying tones. Thus hlä 'cow', gü 'goat', and kn 'dog' all
have high tone before ngä:

(78) hlä ngä-ni
cow FOR-3SG
'the cow is for him'

(79) kn ngä-ghä
dog FOR-2SG
'the dog is for you'
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(80) gu ngä pcfumndu
goat FOR Pdumndu
'the goat is for Pdumndu'

(81) mnäk yä ngä
liver COP FOR 3SG
'this liver is for him'

Cf.:
(82) mnäk-ä-ni

liver-GEN-3SG
'his liver1 (part of the body, or food)

The construction with ngä is also used for the coding of expressions des-
ignating old females of a species:

(83) mä ngä hlä
mother FOR cow
'an old cow'

The construction with ngä is also used when the modifier is a verb:

(84) skwi ngä z-äy
thing FOR eat-PO
food'

14. Modification through the comment marker ta

The modifying construction described in the present section has the fform
Noun tä Noun. The form tä is identical with object marker and also with
the marker of the comment clause when the subject is in focus. This func-
tional syncretism may not be accidental. We gloss tä as "COM" for
"comment marker" because we claim that the modifier is conceived as a
comment on the head. The function of the construction is to code an at-
tribute of the head.

Two types of nouns can serve as heads in the construction Noun tä
Noun: verbal nouns and ordinary nouns.

(85) mtä tä dä- mä mndu
death COM father-3SG PREP man
'death of the man's father1
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Either intransitive or transitive verbs can be used in such constructions:

(86) glä tä zwän tä kum-äy tä märä-n-tä.. .
grow COM child IMPF want-PO OBJ show-3-REF
'the child's growth will show . . . '

(87) tä - skäl-ä tä hlä mämu tälä
PREP back-GEN dance-GEN COM bull exist exorcise
zärjwä
demon
'In addition to the festivity of the bull there is the exorcising of
demons.'

The construction Nouni tä Noun2 can be used for ethnicity names.
Interestingly, it is used when the head of a construction refers to a female.
Forms with tä can be replaced in each case by forms with the genitive -a:

(88) mäkwä tä xdi
girl PREP Hdi
'aHdigirl'

(89) mäkw-ä xdi
girl-GEN Hdi
'aHdigirl'

(90) märkwä tä xdi
woman PREP Hdi
'a Hdi woman'

(91) märkwä xdi
womanrGEN Hdi
'a Hdi woman'

(92) mäkwä tä mätäkäm
girl PREP Mafa
'a Mafa girl'

(93) mäkwä mätäkäm
girl Mafa
'a Mafa girl'

For males, the ethnicity name alone can be used:
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(94) sä-ghä-sä ' däxäwu
anive-D:PVG-arrive Hdi yesterday'
'a Hdi man came yesterday*

One can also use the word mndu 'man' in the genitive construction with -ä:

(95) mnd-ä '
man-GEN Hdi
'a Hdi man'

(96) mnd-ä märwä
man-GEN Maroua
'a man from Maroua'

An explanation for the different behavior of heads whose referents are fe-
male probably reflects the general social status of women at the time the
construction with tä grammaticalized.

Constructions with tä can also be used with inanimate nouns. The
construction with inanimates codes the purpose served by the head noun:

(97) kwä tä ghdn
calabash PREP head
'head calabash' (red painted calabash worn as headgear)

(98) leghuä tä ghzu
calabash (small) PREP beer
'calabash for bilbU'

(99) sigä tä (fäli
clay pot (small) PREP sauce
'a clay pot for sauce'

(100) luä tä bidä
sky PREP small red millet (fonio)
'the year of the small millef (Refers to the year when millet, as
opposed to guinea corn, is planted. Millet is planted in the same
year as beans.)

These forms cannot be replaced by any other construction involving two
nouns. The following forms are all ungrammatical:
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(101) *kwa ghon
calabash:GEN head
for 'head calabash'

(102) *loghuä gä ghzu
calabash (small) PREP beer
for 'calabash in which bilbil beer is served'

(103) *sfg-a cfali
clay pot (small)-GEN sauce
for 'a clay pot for sauce'

The forms with tä cannot be used for possessive constructions:

(104) *kwä tä süoä
calabash PREP Siloa
for 'Siloa's calabash'

But there are other nouns that can be used with either the marker tä or
the marker -a:

(105) dzumä tä xgä
hay PREP house
'hay for the house' (for the roof)

(106) dzum-ä xgä
hay-GEN house
'hay for the house'

There are also nouns that cannot be used with the marker tä but that can be
used with the genitive marker -ä:

(107) *r5ihl tä xgä
soil COM house
for 'earth for the house'

(108) rdihl-ä xgä
soil-GEN house
'earth for the house' (clay from which the house is built)
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(109) dzäw'-ä xgä
wood-GEN house
'wood for the house' (wood used for building the roof of the
house)

The order of the head and modifier is reversed if the modifier is inher-
ently a property concept, such as a color term:

(110) indä ngrä tä skwi mä xgä yä
all black COM thing PREP home COP
'that is all black things at home'

15. Coding the notion of belonging

There exists a construction having the form Possessum-Genitive-Pronoun
mä Possessor, where the pronoun codes the features person and number
of the possessor. The form mä is identical with the preposition meaning
'within'. The construction is used only when both components, the
possessor and the possessum, are nominal. Hence the possessive pro-
nouns added to the possessum may only be third-person singular or plu-
ral. The function of the construction is to code the notion of belonging,
i.e. a situation where the head, or possessum, is not under the physical
control of the modifier:

(111) kr-ä- mä mndu/mbitsä
dog-GEN-3SG PREP man/Mbitsa
'a dog belonging to a man/Mbitsa'

(112) kr-ä- mä märäkw
dog-GEN-3SG PREP woman
'a dog belonging to a woman'

(113) kr-ä-tän mä mndu-xä
dog-GEN-3SG PREP man-PL
'a dog belonging to men'

The use of the possessive pronoun with mä alone is ungrammatical:

(114) *kn mä mndu
dog PREP man
for 'dog of man'
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The construction with preposition ma can be used with kinship terms.
The types of kinship terms with which it can (and must) be used and those
terms with which it cannot be used provide a clue to its distinct function.
The construction is used for coding the parent-child relationship, but not
the child-parent relationship or a spousal relationship.

(115) dä- ma mbitsa
father-3SG PREP man
'Mbitsa's father*

(116) da-tan ma zwan-i
father-3PL PREP child-PL
'children's father'

(117) dä- mä märäkw
father-3SG PREP woman
'woman's father*

(118) ma- ma mndu
mother-3SG PREP man
'man's mother5

As these examples illustrate, the construction is used only when the
modifier cannot be higher than the head in the kinship hierarchy.

(119) mta tä d-a- mä mndu
death PREP father-GEN-3SG PREP man
'the death of the man's father*

For the child-parent relationship or spousal relationship the genitive
marker -a is used:

(120) zwäq-ä mndu
child-GEN man
'man's child'

(121) märkw-ä mndu
woman-GEN man
'man's wife'
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(122) za'äl-ä mä-dä
husband-GEN mother-1SG
'my mother's husband' (talking about somebody who is not one's
father)

For the parent-child relationship, the genitive construction with the
marker ä is not allowed:

(123) *dä-ä mndu
father-GEN man
for 'man's father"

Non-human possessors are also allowed:

(124) mndu-xä mä tsä luwa yä
man-PL PREP DEF place DEM
'people of that place'

The evidence that the construction codes belonging rather than physical
possession or control is provided by those usages where the possessum is
present on the scene but the possessor is not. Thus the following saying is
used when one finds something, even a trifle, and one is reminded that
even that little object has an owner and may be important for its owner:

(125) kwadsr zwän-a- tsi nä plis- - mä
even so child-GEN-3SG 3SG COMP horse-GEN-3SGPREP
mndu
man
'Even if it is small, it is somebody's horse' (i.e., even though it is
small, it still belongs to somebody)

The use of the genitive construction is not allowed in such a situation:

(126) *kwador zwän-ä-ni tsi nä plis-ä mndu
even so child-GEN-3SG 3SG COMP horse-GEN man
for 'even if it is small, it is somebody's horse'

The construction is also used when the head and modifier are not
specific:
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(127) ma kl-i-di-k-kuni kwädsrw-ä-ni
PROH take-AWAY-lSG-EP-2PL any
mä kwä tä ghsn
PREP calabash PREP head
'do not bring me any head calabashes'

The construction with the genitive ä can be used in the predicative
function only if it is followed by the copula ya\

(128) kwa dor zwäij- - is/ plis- mndu
even so child-GEN-3SG 3SG COMP horse-GEN man
yä
COP
'Even if it is small, it is a man's horse'

The construction with mä may be preceded by a question word coding
the features human or non-human of the noun following ma::

(129) wä- mä mndu tä sä-ghä
who-3SG PREP man COM arrive-D:PVG
'what kind of man came?

16. Coding the absence of specific attributes

The construction coding the absence of an attribute has the form Head kul
Attribute. The form kul is glossed as "without". The marker kül may oc-
cur with the negative xäcf'lack5 if the complement is an inherent noun:

(130) tä zä cfäfä kul xä(f(u) dali
IMPF eat food without lack sauce
'he is eating mush without sauce'

(131) tä sä ghordi kul xad(u) sukur
IMPF drink gruel without lack sugar
'he is drinking gruel without sugar5

If the attribute is derived from a verb, it has the absolutive marker ku:
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(132) hlä-xä kul (fughwänä-ku tä xänu-lu
cow-PL without healthy-ABS IMPF slaughter-UH
täntän
first
'sick cows are slaughtered firsf

(133) mdo-xä kul dughwänä-ku
man-PL without healthy-ABS
'sick people'

17. Modification of nouns by adjectives

The defining characteristic of adjectives adopted in the present work is that
of modifying a noun. A lexical item must be considered an adjective if (1)
it modifies nouns and (2) it cannot be used as an argument. Terms for
size, shape, and quality are adjectives in Hdi; color terms are not.

The group of adjectives includes the following (the exhaustive list of
items found in our data): dägälä'laige\ kitikw'small', ki'yä'small', xduzä
'big-bellied', sluxä Oval', tumbuzla 'round', tontängä 'hard', ma 'good,
beautiful, pretty'. The modifying construction with adjectives has the form
Noun Adjective, without any intervening marker. This fact is the evidence
for the categorization of these terms as adjectives.

Inherent adjectives in attributive function occur after the noun they
modify:

(134) vu ki'yä xvä kwiuk
fire small work little
'small fire' 'small work'

(135) mndu-xä cfughwänä gu dägälä
man-PL healthy goat large
'healthy people' 'large goaf

(136) sigä tontsngä
pot hard
'a hard pof

(137) indä skwi Ina mä xgä yä
all thing good PREP home COP
'that is all good things at home'
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Below are examples illustrating the modifying function of adjectives and
the inability of adjectives to function as arguments:

gü dägäla
goat large

dägäla
all

gu kitikw/ki'ya
goat small

kfokw
small

(138) ndä ngh- tä
ASSC see-lSG OBJ

saw a large goaf
Cf.:
(139) *nda ngh- tä

ASSC see-lSG OBJ
for saw a large one'

(140) ndä ngh-iyu tä
ASSC see-lSG OBJ

saw a small goat5
Cf.:
(141) *ndä ngh-iyu tä

ASSC see-lSG OBJ
for saw a small one'

xbuzä 'big-bellied':

(142) ndä ngh-iyu tä gü xbuzä
ASSC see-lSG OBJ goat big-bellied

saw a big-bellied goaf
Cf.:
(143) *ndä ngh-iyu ta xbuzä

ASSC see-lSG OBJ big-bellied
for saw a big-bellied one'

sluxä'ovaY, tumbüzlä 'round':

(144) mal ghon tumbüzlä kä (ghon) sluxä
surpass head round as head oval
wä-kwä-
good-ABS:GEN-3SG
'a round head is nicer than an oval one'

'good', 'beautiful', 'pretty':
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(145) nda ngh-iyu tä gu ma
ASSC see-lSG OBJ goat good

saw a nice goaf

Unlike other modifying constructions, inherent adjectives do not allow the
genitive marker between the head and the modifier:

(146) *gu-ä dägälä
goat-GEN large
for 'large goat3

All adjectives listed above may be used as predicates in verbless
clauses and also as adverbs.

18. The comparative form of the modifying construction

There are only two degrees with respect to modifying constructions with
adjectives: the unmarked and the comparative, the latter corresponding in
its scope to the English comparative and superlative. A comparative modi-
fying construction is formed by the use of the copula ya following the
head noun and preceding the adjective:

(147) mndu yä dägälä
man OOP important
'the most important man'

Cf.:
(148) mndu dägälä

man important
'an important man'

(149) mndu yä kiokw
man COP small
'the smallest man'

(150) mndu yä ndäxicfä
man COP wisdom
'the wisest man'
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19. Modification through color terms

Color terms are not adjectives, because in a modifying function they must
either be part of a genitive construction marked by -a or be preceded by
the form kä 'like'. Terms for "black" and "white" are formed using the
preposition kä, which Eguchi defines as 'like', and the word rjgrä 'black'
('areole', in Eguchi 1971) or quhlfn 'white' ('tooth' in Eguchi 1971). In
predicative constructions the color terms precede the subject (Chapter 15,
section 5):

(151) gu-ä ngrä
goat-GEN black
'a black goaf

plis-a ngra
horse-GEN black
'a black horse'

Cf.:
(152) kä nghlirj yä Igut ya

PREP white COP Cloth DEM
'that cloth is white'

Here are other examples of modifying constructions:

(153) ndä lgut-a ngrä tä päcfu-lu tä mndu
ASSC cloth-GEN black IMPF cover-UH OBJ man
'it is with black cloth that the man is covered'

(154) näsär-ä ngrä
white-GEN black
'an African boss' (näsär 'white man')

(155) ndä ngh-iyu tä vdzf-ä cM [vdzä dvä]
STAT see-lSG OBJ monkey-GEN red

saw a red monkey'

Given the fact that with other modifiers the preposition kä codes a lesser
degree of a given property or a lack of certainty with respect to a given
property, it is possible that the preposition kä with color terms may also
mean 'having a color like':
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(156) ndä ngh-iyu tä kä dvä
ASSC see-lSG OBJ monkey like red

saw a red monkey'

(157) ndä ngh-iyu tä gu kä ngrä
ASSC see-lSG OBJ goat as black

saw a black goat'

Color terms may be used as arguments, which indicates that they are
inherently nouns:

(158) ndä ngh-iyu tä ngrä mä Igut
ASSC see-lSG OBJ black in dress

saw black [color] in a dress'

(159) ndä ngh-iyu tä dvä mä Igut
ASSC see-lSG OBJ red in dress

saw red [color] in a dress'

(160) ndä ngh-iyu tä rjuhlin mä Igut
ASSC see-lSG OBJ white in dress

saw white [color] in a dress'

Some modifiers, including color terms, are derived from other lexical
categories through reduplication:

(161) kuzun-kuzun 'green' cf. kuzun 'fresh leaves'
rbihl-rdihl 'gray, clay color" cf. rbihl 'clay5

In a modifying construction the head must be followed by the genitive
marker -a:

(162) tä kumä-yu tä lgut-a kuzun-kuzun
IMPF want-ISO OBJ cloth-GEN green

want a green cloth' (kuzun 'fresh leaves')

If a noun is modified by a possessor, by a color term, and a definite or a
demonstrative form, the sequencing of these components is as follows:
Definite Noun Possessor kä Color term Demonstrative.
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(163) ngha-n-ngh-iyu tä tsa hlä mbitsä kä ngrä
see-3-see-lSG OBJ DEM cow Mbitsa like black
yä
DEM

saw Mbitsa's black cow'

We recorded no comparative forms in which the modifier was a color
term.

20. Co-reference and disjoint reference in possessive con-
structions

The word sam 'another* is exploited in a periphrastic construction to code
disjoint reference between the possessor and the subject.

(164) lä-ghu-lä da gra san-a mndu
go-D:SO-go PREP friend other-GEN man

went to the house of his2 friend' (lit. 'friend of another man')

(165) la-ghu-la da gra san-a märäkw
go-D:SO-go PREP friend other-GEN woman
'he went to the house of her friend'

Compare the coding of co-reference through the simple possessive pro-
noun. The possessive pronoun in such a construction unambiguously
refers to the subject of the clause:

(166) lä-ghu-lä da gra-ni
go-D:SO-go PREP friend-3SG
'he/she went to his/her friend's'

21. Modification through numerals

Modification through cardinal numerals has the order Noun Numeral:

(167) skwi turtukw
thing one
One thing'
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Modification through ordinal numerals has the form mä Numeral-Genitive
Noun:

(168) ma xis-ä märkwä-tän
PREP second-GEN wife-3PL
'their second wife'

22. Noun modified by a quantifier

Quantifiers include the same lexical items that function as adjectives:
turtukw One, alone', dägälä 'many', kitikw 'a little', kfya 'some, little',
dimdim or demdem 'a lot', and possibly several others. Constructions with
quantifiers have the form Noun Quantifier. Other material, such as a
possessive pronoun, may intervene between the noun and the quantifier.
Quantifiers do not occur with deictics.

(169) skw-f-p-skwa ta u'wä ki'ya
buy-lSG-OUT-buy OBJ milk little
'she sold me some milk'

(170) täghä tä skwi dägälä
learn OBJ thing many
'learn many things'

(171) s-ü-sä tä ghzu demdom
drink-SO-drink OBJ beer all
'he drank all of the beer*

Quantifiers may follow a verb with its subject, but unlike nouns they
are not preceded by the object-marking preposition tä:

(172) tsä-n-ts- kitikw
cut-3-cut-lSG little

tried to cut a little'

(173) tea-is-/ demdem
cut-cut-ISO all

cut everything'

Quantifiers from this group cannot occur in clause-initial position,
which provides an argument that they are not adverbs:
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(174) *kiukw snä-nä-n-sni-i
a little hear-DEM-3-hear-1SG
for heard him a little'

(175) * demdem sna-na-sn-i
all hear-DEM-hear-lSG
for heard everything'

Some quantifiers precede the noun:

(176) indä xlya-nf inda fitik
all guinea corn-3SG all day
'all his guinea corn' 'every day'

The quantifier indä 'all' may occur with the quantifier demdem 'all', which
follows the noun:

(177) yäghä ta indä xuzlä-xä-dä demdem kä-'ä
give me OBJ all good-PL-1SG all COMP-3SG
' "give me back all my things," he said'

There is a set of quantifier-like expressions consisting of the form kwä
or ko 'every' and a form dor. These forms are combined with forms that
otherwise function as question words, wä 'who', gä 'where', and pro-
nouns, resulting in kwä dor w-a-n/'anything', kwä dor-wä-tsi 'anybody',
kwä dor-ga-tsi 'anywhere'. Such forms function as independent argu-
ments:

(178) kwä dor-wä-tsi xgä-gä-xgä
anybody call-lNN-call
'call anybody!'

(179) kwädärw-ä-ni Igut tsi dzä'ä dinä
anything cloth 3SG PUT well
'any cloth will be good'

The form kwä is a cognate of and possibly a borrowing from Hausa
quantifier ko, which also functions as a marker in expressions meaning
"everything" and "everybody".
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23. Summary of modifying constructions

The potential structures of noun phrases with demonstratives, possessors,
quantifiers, adjectival and nominal modifiers are as follows (the term head
refers to the head noun):

DEF/DEM Head GEN Possessor kä Color term DEM

DEF/DEMHead PREP Modifier kä Color term DEM

The genitive marker is identical with the remote demonstrative. Nominal
modifiers are marked by different prepositions.

Two quantifiers precede the head:

säni-GEN Head
another

kwä Head
all

Quantifiers demdom all' and kiukw 'little' follow the head.
Numerals as quantifiers follow the noun. Numerals as modifiers (ordinal
numerals) form a genitive construction with a noun.

24. The associative phrase

The term associative phrase refers to structures Noun Phrase nda Noun
Phrase. These structures encompass the functions of associative and co-
ordinated conjunctions corresponding to "Noun and Noun" and "Noun
with Noun" in English.

24.1. Nouns in associative phrases

Nouns are conjoined in associative phrases by the associative preposition
ndä. The conjoined structure may occur as either the subject or the object
of the clause. If the components of an associative phrase are human, such
a phrase must be preceded by the associative plural i:
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(180) kä zd i kdon ndä zwänäni tä
SEQ live ASSCPL Kderi ASSC child:PL-GEN-3SG COM
mghäm
chief
'and Kderi and his children lived happily* (lit 'royally')

(181) äyä tä i gulu ndä zM ndä...
give birth OBJ ASSCPL Gulu ASSC Ziri ASSC
'and he begot Gulu and Ziri and ...'

If the structure consists of several noun phrases, the associative marker
occurs before the last noun only:

(182) zivr-ä xdi zämän-ä gä xdi
origin-GEN Hdi civilization-GEN PREP Hdi
ndä mghäm-ä wuyä skwi gä xdi
ASSC chief-GEN festival thing PREP Hdi
Origin of Hdi, civilization of Hdi, and the main festival of Hdi'

24.2. Pronouns in associative phrases

The use of pronouns in associative phrases, whether in the subject or
object function, obeys the following rule: If the singular participant is the
first member of the associative phrase, it is represented by a plural rather
than a singular pronoun. Thus instead of the third-person singular
pronoun, the third plural must be used, and instead of the first-person
singular, the first plural must be used:

(183) mbäcf kä mäyä kä rwä-xsn ndä
then COMP hunger SEQ threaten-3PL ASSC
zwänä-ni
child:PL:GEN-3SG
'then hunger threatened him and his children'

(184) a/;/!/ ndä zwän-ä-cfä tä rwä-ku da
IPL.INCL ASSC child:PL-GEN-lSG IMPF threat-ABS PREP
mäyä
hunger

and my children are suffering from hunger5
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25. Disjoined noun phrase

For nominal disjunction, contemporary Hdi uses the form ko Or5, which
is present in two vehicular languages of the area, Hausa and Fula. This
form could be a retention from Proto-Chadic or it could be a loan from
either Fula or Hausa:

(185) kl-i-g-icfä-ghä cfäfä ko ghrdi
take-EP-!NN-AWAY-lSG-D:PVG mush or gruel
'bring me mush or gruel'

26. Conclusions

If the modifier inherently refers to an entity, the head precedes the modi-
fier. If the modifier is inherently a property concept, the modifier precedes
the head. The type of modification is determined by the morphological
marker occurring between the head and the modifier. The markers of the
relationship between the head and modifier are the genitive marker ä, de-
rived from the remote demonstrative; the marker na, derived from the
proximate demonstrative; the marker mä, identical with the preposition
"in"; the marker ngä, identical with the preposition "for"; the marker fa,
identical with the comment marker.

The associative noun phrase marked by the form ndä includes the
functions of associative and conjoined noun phrases.





Chapter 4

Deixis and anaphora

1. Introduction

The present chapter focuses on two issues: deixis and anaphora. The
scope of anaphoric coding includes previous mention in discourse. Sen-
tence-internal anaphoras, such as those in complex sentences or in topical-
ized or focused arguments, are discussed together with constructions
where they may occur.

2. Independent pronouns

Syntactically, independent pronouns behave like nouns; they are not af-
fixes or clitics. These pronouns are used as subjects and objects in prag-
matically dependent clauses, as predicates of equational clauses, and as
objects of prepositions.

There is no gender distinction in the pronominal system or anywhere
else in the grammatical system. In the first-person plural there is a distinc-
tion between the inclusive and the exclusive categories. There is also a
first-person dual inclusive category. There is no dual for any other per-
son, nor is there a separate first-person dual exclusive. Such a notion is
coded by the first person plural exclusive:

Table 9. Independent pronouns
Person
First

Second
Third

Singular
//

käghä
tsätsi

Dual
w (INCL)

Plural
amu (INCL)
<i/7/i/(EXCL)
k&ghunf
xäxon

The third-person pronoun tsätsi is a compound consisting of the pre-
vious-mention marker tsä and the third-person singular pronoun is/. Sup-
port for this hypothesis is provided by the fact that in focus constructions
involving pronouns, every pronoun may be preceded by the form tsä. The
third-person singular pronoun in focus constructions is, however, tsätsi
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rather than *tsätsätsi. The variant tsftsf, recorded in fast speech, is a result
of progressive vowel assimilation.

There exist forms ///jj/for the third-person singular and ghunifor the
second-person plural which occur after certain prepositions.

The first-person dual codes "thee and me"; the first-person plural
inclusive ämu codes "thee, me, and other people with us"; and the first-
person plural exclusive ärjni codes "me and other people (excluding
thee)". The same distinctions between first-person dual, first-person plu-
ral inclusive, and first-person plural exclusive are coded by pronominal
affixes to the verb and nouns.

There is no independent pronoun for the unspecified human partici-
pant, a category coded in subject and possessive paradigms (cf. Chapter
3, section 8.1. and Chapter 6, section 4.3.).

Object pronouns, described in argument coding, serve also as objects
of prepositions.

The first- and second-person pronouns are by definition deictic. But
the third-person independent pronoun tsatsi, possibly composed of tsä-tsi,
may be used only anaphorically:

(1) wä tsätsi nä
who 3SG Q
'who is that person?* (referring to a person mentioned in discourse)

This expression cannot be used deictically, viz. pointing to somebody.
(The tone on tsä is high, but it is lower than the tone on tsi, which is ex-
tra-high by virtue of its being a penultimate tone in the interrogative
clause. Cf. Chapter 16, section 2.1.)

3. Deixis

There is a three-way distinction within the deictic system, coding three
degrees of distance with respect to the speaker: ä 'remote', yä 'middle
distance', and nä 'proximate'. The deictic forms can be reduplicated to be
used in a clause like independent nouns:

(2) bä-f-b- tä yä-yä
build-UP-build-lSG OBJ DEM-DEM

built thaf
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(3) bä-f-b- u nä-nä
build-UP-build-lSG OBJ DEM-DEM

built this'

(4) bä-f-b- tä ä-ä
build-UP-build-lSG OBJ DEM-DEM

built that thing over there'

Demonstratives do not code the number of the objects they point to or
of the nouns they modify. The deictic modifying construction has the
form (Demonstrativei) (Demonstrativei) Noun (Demonstrativei)
Demonstrativei, i.e., the demonstrative may occur once after the noun,
may be repeated twice before and twice after the noun, twice before and
once after noun, once before and twice after the noun. The demonstratives
immediately preceding and following the noun have high tone. The first
demonstrative in the construction (Demonstrativei) (Demonstrativei) pre-
ceding the noun has low tone:

(5) tä kumä- tä nä skälu nä
IMPF like-lSG OBJ DEM dance DEM

like this dance' (the one I am observing)

3.1. Proximate deictic nä

The construction with two demonstratives preceding the noun and one
following it is restricted to deictic environments where there is the least
distance between the speaker and the referent:

(6) nä nä mäkwä nä
DEM DEM girl DEM
'this girl here' (immediate proximity; within hand's reach)

With the demonstrative nä, there is no difference in meaning between
Demonstrative Demonstrative l Noun Demonstrative and Demonstra-
tive NounDemonstrativei:

(7) nä mäkwä nä
DEM girl DEM
'this girl here' (same distance as in the preceding example)
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Evidence for the proximate deictic function of the form nä is provided
by those clauses in natural discourse where the speaker and the object
modified by the deictic forms are at the same location, in proximity of
each other:

(8) no tä klä-gä-ghä-f-tä tä
what COM bring-INN-2SG-UP-REF PREP
nä fu nä nä kä xoy
DEM tree DEM DEM COMP 3PL
' "What brought you here to this tree?" they said.' (The addressee
and the speaker sit on the same tree.)

(9) xiyä-xiyä skwi txä-f- tä nä
guinea corn-guinea com thing expel-UP-lSG PREP DEM
d616w6r nä nä. . .
book (Ful.) DEM DEM
The kinds of things that I write in this notebook . ..'

(10) kä 3 ) mäntsä nä nä kcfix
COMP 3PL thus DEM DEM donkey
nä nä, kcfix-ä xiyä yä
DEM DEM donkey-GEN guinea corn COP
(Children of the God, having given a donkey to a man) 'Said, "this
donkey here is the donkey of guinea corn"'

The demonstrative nä may also be used to narrow the meaning of a
temporal expression, indicating that the time of the event is the same as the
time of speech. In such expressions the demonstrative is not reduplicated.
This usage constitutes an argument in support of the hypothesis that
reduplication has a deictic function. Time in general or a period of time is
not compatible with visual deixis:

(11) xvä-ä-x9n tä värä bit nä wä
plant-NEG-3PL OBJ beans year DEM NEG
'they did not plant beans this year5

3.2. Middle distance deictic yä

The syntactic and tonal properties of the demonstrative yä are the same as
those of the demonstrative nä. The demonstrative yä points to a referent in
the environment of speech, but at a distance at which the referent cannot
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be touched. The construction is felicitous only if accompanied by ges-
tures. Otherwise, it is opaque and uninterpretable.

(12) yä yä mndu yä
DEM DEM man DEM
'that man'

(13) yä yä mäkwä yä
DEM DEM girl DEM
'this girl' (the girl must be visible)

If there is only one demonstrative before the noun, the distance is
closer than if there are two demonstratives before the noun:

(14) yä mäkwä yä
DEM girl DEM
'this girl' (closer distance; must be visible)

A noun that is present in the environment of reported speech may be
followed by the deictic yä. In the following two sentences, the word sigä
'pof is marked by the demonstrative yä:

(15) lä-ghä päkäwghuvi kä mnä-n-tä kn
go-D:PVG hyena SEQ tell-3-REF dog
yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä yä
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mnä-nä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-DEM-REF
'and Hyena said to Dog, "Do not look inside this pot," he told
him.'

3.3. Remote demonstrative & and its connection with third-person singular

The remote demonstrative marker a, which occurs rarely in our data in that
function, marks objects far away from the speaker:

(16) no xg-ä-n fä (ä is rearticulated, separate from )
what name-GEN-3SG DEM
'what is the name of that thing over there?
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(17) ä ä makwä ä
DEM DEM girl DEM
'that girl' (She is visible but far away. The middle distance
demonstrative yä is used for previous mention in discourse)

There is an interesting connection between the emote demonstrative ä
and the third-person singular suffix -ä, which occurs after complementiz-
ers and auxiliary verbs. Not only do both markers have the same phono-
logical form, but they also have identical phonological properties. When
either a is added to another form, usually it is word-final, and it does not
constitute a syllable with a preceding segment but is rearticulated. We
conclude that the remote demonstrative ä and the third-person singular ä
are the same morpheme.

3.4. Deixis and the presentative function

The form wuyä or wiyä (a result of vowel fronting) has a presentative
function. Its function is to introduce a new speech fragment:

(18) wuyä kä-qni ndä-XQf)
here COM-1PL.EXCL ASSC-3PL
'here is what we told them'

(19) wuyä kä qni zlrä-f-tä ndä fäläk yä
here COMP 1SG.EXCL start-UP-REF ASSC wind OOP
'here is how we have started:...'

The form wuyä may well consist of the form wu 'which' followed by
the demonstrative yä.

4. Anaphora and definiteness

An anaphor is used as a reference to an element previously mentioned in
discourse. The term anaphor refers to a morpheme that is bound by an el-
ement previously mentioned in discourse. An anaphoric expression may
include a noun accompanied by markers indicating that the noun has been
previously mentioned in discourse. The term definite refers to a specific
coding means rather than to a specific function.
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4.1. An anaphoras an argument

There are several types of anaphora. Most anaphora are built with the
previous-mention marker tsä, glossed "DEF " for "definite". The form
tsä alone, i.e. without any noun, may function as an anaphor for an
argument:

(20) xäcf-kä kä nghä tsä wä
lack-2SG SEQ look DEF NBG
'you should not look at it*

(21) zä ä zwärj tä tsä wä kä-'ä
eat NBG child OBJ DEF NED COMP-SG
kä klä-ugh-tä kä f-u-d-u-tä
SEQ take-D:PVG-REF SEQ put-SO-ALL-EP-REF
* "Children do not eat it," he [Hyena] said, [and he] took it and ate
it up.'

The anaphor tsä can be used as a modifier of a noun. Its antecedent could
be an event previously mentioned in discourse:

(22) tä xulä tsä ngä xgä-f-tä xgä ghuni. . .
PREP back DEF NORM call-UP-REF call 2PL
'Afterwards, they would call you up ...'

The marker tsä can also be modified by a demonstrative:

(23) ba-f-b-f tä tsä yä
build-UP-build-lSG OBJ DEF DEM

built that [thing mentioned in discourse]'

4.2. An anaphor as a modifier

There are different means for the coding of for an argument of the verb,
for a locative adjunct, for a proposition. Moreover, there are different
means of coding anaphora, depending on the type of argument. The
coding of previous mention for the subject is different from the coding of
previous mention for other arguments. The general rule is the use of the
definite frame tsä. .. yä, which surrounds a noun, or follows a noun. If
the object has been previously mentioned in discourse, it is marked by the
definite frame. The subject is marked by the definite frame if (1) it has
been previously mentioned in discourse and (2) it is a new topic. The
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frame tsä Noun Phrase yä is used only when the noun has been mentioned
in discourse. If the noun has been mentioned in discourse and is the focus
of a clause, the frame tsä yä follows the noun:

(24) dägä bad tsä yä dzä'ä ghlrä-f-tä
from day DBF DEM PUT perform-UP-REF
tsä mndu yä tä wuyä
DEF man DEM OBJ rites
'From that day on the man will perform the rites'

Evidence for the proposed function of the definite marker with the
subject is provided by the fact that a sentence with a nominal subject ac-
companied by the definite marker cannot be the first sentence of a dis-
course, narrative, and so on. Once a noun phrase has been introduced, its
subsequent mention may be accompanied by the definite marker tsäyä:

(25) tä xul-ä väku xis ngä pgh-äy- tä
PREP back-GEN year two NORM pour-PO-3SG OBJ
pghu
libation
'After two years he should pour a libation' (i.e., proceed with the
initiation)

(26) pghu tsä yä dzä'ä märä-n-tä
libation DEF DEM PUT show-3-REF
snä-n-tä- tä dädä-xä- ndä mtä
know-3-REF-3SG OBJ father-PL-3SG STAT dead
dägä dä-ni dä- mä dä- dä-ni
PREP father-3SG father-3SG PREP father-3SG father-3SG
mä dä-ni xä gulu
PREP father-3SG until Gulu
'It is the libation that will make him know his dead parents, back to
Gulu.' (Gulu is a forefather whom the xutsä, ktfäy, luwä, and
Idoblom clans claim as their ancestor. There are several dozen
clans in Hdi.)

In the following sentence from a narrative describing a festivity, the
word mndu 'man' is enclosed in the definite frame because it refers to
somebody previously mentioned in discourse who is also the new topic:
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(27) ngä sä-bä tsä mndu yä jibil
NORM go-OUT DEF man DEM outdoors
ndä Igut-ä ngrä tä vghä-ni
ASSC cloth-GEN black PREP body-3SG
The man should come out wearing black clothes.'

Evidence that the frame tsä... yä codes previous mention in discourse is
provided by the fact that it can be used with possessive pronouns:

(28) kä dzä'ä gälä tsä zwän-ä-ghä yä
SEQ PUT raise:PL DEF child: PL-GEN-2SG DEM
'and you will raise your children' (children have been previously
mentioned in discourse)

(29) kä lä-ghä-xdij ghälä-ghä tä tsä klugä yä
SEQ go-D:PVG-3PL steal-D:PVG OBJ DEF dish DEM
'and they went and stole the dish'

The following fragment illustrates the use of the definite frame after a
focused element that has been mentioned previously in discourse:

(30) tä xul-ä skäla tä hlä mamu tälä
PREP back-GEN dance-GEN COM bull exist exorcise
zärjwä
demon

addition to the festivity of the bull there is the exorcising of
demons.'

(31) tälä zäqwä tsä yä tä märä-n-tä
exorcise demon DEF DEM COM show-3-REF
xlo-g-i-n-tä indä ghwäcfäk-ä skwi mä
gather-iNN-AWAY-3-REF all bad-GEN thing PREP
xgä yä
home DEM
'It is tälä zäijwä that shows that one has chased away all the bad
things from the compound.'

To find evidence for the proposed hypothesis regarding the function of
the frame tsä. . . yä, consider the use of this marker in the following
fragment (tonal notation as in the text written by Roger Prafe).
Background: enemies persuaded Kderi to spend the night on the road
rather than to go home, saying that there was a lion in the neighborhood.
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The fragment begins with a new topic, Kderi. The new topic is coded by a
full noun. Although Kderi was mentioned before in discourse, and he is
in fact the main protagonist of the story, there are several other characters
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs:

(32) kä ghloq-gä-f-tä kderi tä ghhq, kä
SEQ fear-lNN-UP-REF Kderi OBJ fear SEQ
xan-tsi xädä
sleep-3SG there
'Kderi was afraid and spent the night there'

In the next sentence the subject is unspecified human. The object is a don-
key, which was also mentioned in the previous discourse. The word kdix
'donkey' is surrounded by the definite frame.

The "previous mention" that qualifies a noun for definite marking does
not have to consist of the same lexical item. It may refer to an object that
changes its form and name over time. The man at whose house Kderi
spent the night has not been mentioned in discourse, but the place was,
having been mentioned as "there". Therefore, mndu 'man', part of
prepositional phrase, is surrounded by the definite marker:

(33) kä xdba-nä-tu-lu tä tsä kdix yä
SEQ tie-DEM-REF-UH OBJ DEF donkey DEM
gä tsä mndu tä xän tsi gä taq yä.
PREP DEF man IMPF sleep 3SG PREP 3PL DEM
'And the donkey was tied up at [the house of] the man where he
was to spend the night.'

In the next sentence the topic switches to enemies, which is marked by the
frame tsä... yä. The object has also been mentioned before in the dis-
course. It is the same as in the previous sentence and is repeated again,
surrounded by the frame tsä... yä:

(34) kä lä-ghä tsä tsomok-xä-ni yä
SEQ go-D:PVG DEF enemy-PL-3SG DEM
mbcfä-p-tä tsä kdix-ä- yä
replace-OUT-REF DEF donkey-GEN-3M DEM
ndä vuvü'ukwä kdix
ASSC small donkey
'And his enemies replaced his donkey with a smaller one.'
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In the next sentence the new topic is Kderi. It is referred to by the word
mndu 'man'. But since it is a new topic, it is surrounded by the frame tsä.
. . yä:

(35) hli'iä-f-tä tsä mndu yä tä xäni,
wake-UP-REF DEF man DEM PREP sleep
ks'ä kä-'ä na kdix-ä- a wä
COMP-3SG COMP-3SG COMP donkey-GEN-SG NEG NEC
'When the man woke up, he realized that it was not his donkey.'

The following two sentences illustrate the fact that what determines the
use of the definite marker with an object is not the mention of the object
itself but rather of the referent. The word värä 'beans' serves as the
antecedent for the phonologically unrelated mbizä 'bean dish', which is
enclosed in the frame tsä... yä:

(36) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä klä-'ä-tä värä
then COMP hyena SEQ take-PART-REF beans
'and Hyena took some beans'

(37) lä-ghä päkäwghuvi käy
go-D:PVG hyena INTER!
kä lä-b dingä tsä mbizä yä
SEQ go-OUT put on the fire DEF bean dish DEM
Then, Hyena put the bean dish on the fire.'

The fact that a noun has been mentioned before does not automatically
mean that its subsequent mention, even under the condition of co-refer-
ence, will be marked by a demonstrative or the definite frame. In the same
folktale from which the preceding two examples were taken, the subse-
quent mention of mbizä 'bean dish' several sentences after its previous
mention is not accompanied by any deictic or previous-mention marker.
The noun does not play an important enough role in the clause; it is just
the object of a preposition:

(38) kä 1-iyu ngäs-i-n-tä vu mistä
SEQ go-lSG push in-AWAY-3-REF fire under
mbizä kä päkäwä ghuvi
bean dish COMP hyena
' "I have to push in the fire under the bean dish," said Hyena.'

Similarly in the following fragment:
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(39) lä-bä kn ya mbäcf kä-'ä kä
go-OUT dog DEM then COMP-3SG SEQ
gunä-nä-f-tä sigä
open-DEM-UP-REF pot
'When Dogi went, hei opened the pot.'

(40) kä ä kä-'ä nghä-dä-tä nä
SEQ 3SG COMP-3SG look-ALL-REF COMP
zwän-ä-ni rnä sigä
child:PL-GEN-3SG PREP pot
'And he saw that his children were in the pot.'

A noun followed by a possessive pronoun may be marked for previous
mention in discourse:

(41) tsä kdix-ä- ya

'the donkey of his'

The definite marker tsä may be the only modifier of a noun, i.e. oc-
curring without the demonstrative ya. When this is the case, the definite
marker tsä follows rather than precedes the noun:

(42) dxä-dä-gh-i tvi tsä wä
pass-ALL-D:GO-lSG place DEF MEG

did not pass by there' (referring to a place mentioned before in
discourse)

5. Specific and non-specific "child"

One noun, zwarj 'child', in its singular and plural forms, serving as direct
object or as possessum, distinguishes the specific, definite, known noun
in the domain, as opposed to general, non-specific noun in the domain de
dicto. The distinction is coded through tonal changes on the noun.

(43) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xlä-f-tä zwän-ä kn
then COMP-3SG SEQ gather-UP-REF child:PL-GEN dog
'And then he gathered the children of Dog'

Retaining the high tone on the noun gives a quite different meaning,
where the possessor is general, in the domain de dicto:
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(44) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xlä-f-tä zwän-ä kn
then COMP-3SG SEQ gather-UP-REF child:PL-GEN dog
'And then he gathered the puppies'

The use of low tone alone, without any other determiners, codes the
specificity of the noun:

(45) ndä bäghä zwäij
STAT satisfied child
'the baby/child is satisfied'

No other nouns have been recorded marking this distinction:

(46) ndä bäghä mndu
STAT satisfied man
'the man is satisfied'

(47) *ndä bäghä mndu
STAT satisfied man
for 'the man is satisfied'

5.1. The coding of locative anaphora

Locative anaphora can be coded by several means. One is through the use
of the form fv/'place' followed, not preceded, by previous-reference
marker tsa:

(48) bxä-dä-gh-iyü tvi tsä wä
arrive-ALL-D:PVG-lSG place DEF MEG

did not arrive there' (to a place mentioned earlier in discourse)

Compare the deictic:

(49) bxä-dä-gh-i tvi a wä
anive-ALL-D:PVG-lSG place DEM NEC

did not arrive there' (deictic)

Another means is through the use of the previous-mention marker tsä pre-
ceded by locative preposition(s). Thus the preceding example (48) is fol-
lowed in the conversation by a sentence where the locative anaphora is
coded by the locative preposition tä preceding the anaphora-marking tsa:
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(50) lä a kä ndä tä tsä wu
go NEC 2SG toward PREP DEF NBG
'You did not go there?

An anaphor for time expression is also enclosed in the definite frame.

(51) wuyä kä tä mäg-äy mä tsä fitik
here is COMP 3PL IMPF do-PO PREP DEF time
yä tämä
DEM now
'that is how they made it during that time'

5.2. The prepositional anaphor

The anaphor tsä also has the function of prepositional anaphora, referring
to previous statements:

(52) tä xul-ä tsä mäntsä kä lä-f-f da
PREP back-GEN DEF then SEQ gO-UP-lSG PREP
mokolö
Mokolo
'Afterwards I went to Mokolo.'

The anaphor referring to a premise mentioned before in discourse,
corresponding to English "therefore", is the particle käy, often realized
as ke, which occurs at the end of the clause. The previous-reference
marker tsä has low tone when it follows the complementizer kä. The
previous-reference marker thus behaves in the same way as subject
pronouns, which also have low tone when following the complementizer
kä:

(53) kä tsä mghäm yä käy nä. . .
COMP DEF chief DEM therefore COMP
The chief said that therefore ...'

(54) bä-f-b- tä tsä xgä yä käy
build-UP-build-lSG OBJ DEF house DEM therefore
Therefore I built the house.'
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6. Conclusions

A noun may be modified by one of the following deictic demonstratives:
proximate na, middle distance yä, or remote ä. The demonstrative typi-
cally precedes and follows the noun. If a noun is modified by another
noun and the phrase is marked by a demonstrative, the phrase has the
structure Noun Modifier Demonstrative.

There is a construction specifically encoding previous mention in dis-
course. This construction consists of the frame tsä... yä surrounding the
noun phrase or tsä yä following the noun phrase in focus. Although we
gloss the construction as "definite", it is used only for previously men-
tioned nouns that are also sentence topics.





Chapter 5

Verbal root and stem

1. Introduction

There are three basic verbal categories in Hdi: root, simple stem, and
reduplicated stem. There is a considerable distinction between the role of
consonants on the one hand and the role of vowels and tone on the other.
This distinction is only partially similar to the one encountered in Semitic
languages. The root is the verbal form from which through regular mor-
phological processes, mainly the addition of vowels and tonal changes,
various verbal stems are derived. Complete or partial reduplication is a
coding means for a variety of functions.

The present chapter describes the properties of roots and the mecha-
nisms of inflectional and derivational morphology applying to verbal roots
and stems. The function of each form is described in subsequent chapters.

2. The verbal root and thematic vowels

Unlike nouns, verbs cannot begin with a vowel. This constitutes a fun-
damental phonological difference between the two categories. The onset
of the verb may consist of a single consonant or a cluster consisting of
two consonants: z 'eat', s 'drink', kl 'take', rri 'have sexual intercourse',
ndzv 'attach, connect'. Whether a verb begins with a single consonant or
with a cluster of consonants has implications for the formation of plural
forms of verbs.

The individual, unpredictable components of the verb are the tone, the
consonantal structure, and, in case of polysyllabic verbs, the first vowel.
These elements constitute the underlying form of the verb, the root. The
existence of the category root is provided by two arguments. The first is
the existence of alternations of verbal forms whereby some forms end in
vowels a or schwa:
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(1) mbäcf kä- kä cfg-ä xiyä
then COMP-3PL SEQ thresh guinea corn
'and they thresh guinea corn'

(2) mbäcf kä- kä cfg-ä-tä xiyä
then COMP-3PL SEQ thresh-REF guinea corn
'and they threshed guinea corn' (finished threshing)

(3) mbäcf kä-xän kä cfg9
then COMP-3PL SEQ thresh
'and they started/got into threshing'

The second argument for the existence of the category root is that the
vowels code specific syntactic or semantic functions of the subject, the
point of view from which the event is presented, the type of clause, and
the aspect.

Schwa in verbal forms is an epenthetic vowel, whose presence is mo-
tivated by syllable structure constraints and by the need to realize the tone
of the verb, since the tone carries both lexical and grammatical functions:

(4) kä zä-tsi tä skwi
SEQ eat-3SG OBJ food
'let him eat!'

Cf.:
(5) kä z9-tsi tä skwi

SEQ eat-3SG OBJ food
'and he is/was eating'

(6) kä so-tsi
SEQ drink-3SG
'and he is/was drinking'

(7) kä sä-tsi
SEQ drink-3SG
'he should drink'

(8a) kä lo-tsi
SEQ go-3SG
'and he was going'
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(8b) kä lä-tsi
SEQ gO-3SG
'and he should go'

3. The underlying tone of the verb

Monosyllabic verbs can have either high or low tone. Bisyllabic verbs
display all possible combinations of high and low tones. The underlying
tone of a verb can be discovered by examining different verbs in the same
syntactic and morphological environments. One of such environments is
the imperfective form of the verb in pragmatically dependent clauses. This
form has no vowel other than the epenthetic schwa. Unlike the tone of
other aspectual forms, the tone of such a form is not affected by the sub-
ject pronoun that follows it:

(9) ghzu tä sz-kä xiyä tä -kä
beer IMPF drink-2SG com IMPF eat-2SG
'it is beer that you drink5 'it is corn that you eaf

ghzu tä so-tsi xiyä tä -tsi
beer IMPF drink-3SG corn IMPF eat-3SG
'it is beer that he drinks' 'it is com that he eats'

ghzu tä si- xiyä tä -
beer IMPF drink-lSG corn IMPF eat-lSG
'it is beer that I drink5 'it is corn that I eaf

In order to determine the underlying tone of the verb, we examine these
forms when the verbs differ, e.g. before a vowel-initial suffix such as
source-oriented marker or goal-oriented marker a, before the potential
object marker -ay, and the verb in the independent imperfective aspect.
The following examples illustrate the use in this environment of the verbs
za'live' and zä 'eaf:

(10) kä Z9 i kdori ndä zwän-ä-ni tä
SEQ live ASSCPL Kderi ASSC child:PL-GEN-3SG PREP
mghäm
chief
'and Kderi and his children lived happily'
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(11) kä zd i kdori ndä zwän-ä-ni tä
SEQ eat ASSC:PL Kderi ASSC child:PL-GEN-3SG PREP
mgharn
chief
'and Kderi and his children ate royally' (elicited)

Verbs retain their underlying tone in the imperative form:

(12) za 'eat!' za 'forget!'
pghä 'accompany him!' pghä 'pour!'
sä 'drink!' sä 'come!'

Tonal differences between verbs can also be observed in the perfective
form, which is coded by reduplication. The examples below are organized
in pairs representing such contrasts:

(13) zä-p-zä
disappear-OUT -disappear
'it has been forgotten'

(14) zä-p-zä
eat-öLTT-eat
'he ate up something'

(15) sä-p-sä
drink-OUT-drink
'he drank up'

(16) sä-p-sä
am ve-OUT-arrive
'he came ouf

(17) sä-ghä-sä
arrive-D :PVG -arrive
'he came'

(18) sä-ghä-sä
drink-D :PVG -drink
'he drank and went away'
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(19) zä-ghä-zä
eat-D:FVG-eat
'he ate and went away'

(20) pghä-dä-p-pghä
accompany-ALL -CUT -accompany
'he accompanied him going out5

(21) pgho-dä-nä-p-pghä
pour-ALL -DEM-OUT -pour
'he poured out something for him'

Another environment where the tonal difference between verbs mani-
fests itself is in the citation form of the verbs readily given by the speaker.
For many verbs the citation form includes the suffix -ay. The tone on this
suffix for monosyllabic verbs varies, which can be explained by the fact
that the suffix assumes the underlying tone of the verb:

(22) z-äy 'eaf z-äy 'be forgotten, disappear"
51-ay 'break' s-äy 'drink'
ts-äy 'cuf d-ay 'cook5

pgh-ay 'pour5 dz-äy 'kill, hit5

kl-äy 'take' b-äy 'build'
tsgh-ay 'send a thing'

With bisyllabic verbs the suffix -ay also has different tones, which
clearly indicates that both syllables of the verb have an inherent tone:

(23) daw-ay 'ask' ghun-äy 'send a person'
xwäy-äy 'run' tsux-äy 'cough'
dif-ay 'hide' däl-äy 'nail down'
dghäd-äy 'chew'
ngats-ay 'have'

Thus the single tone of monosyllabic verbs and the two or more tones
of polysyllabic verbs constitute part of the underlying structure of the
verb. The underlying tone of the verb (as of many other morphemes) may
change, because tone is a coding means and various functions are coded
by different tones. In particular, the high tone of the verb is a coding
means that indicates direction toward a goal, including the dative, rather
than a direct function for pronominal objects.
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4. Number coding in verbs

There are three means to code the plurality of the verb: suffix a, reduplica-
tion, and lexical suppletion. The coding of plurality through suppletion is
in the domain of lexicon, and therefore its form is not predictable. The
two other means, however, correlate with the segmental structure of the
verb, more specifically with the number of consonants.

5. Plural marking through the infix -a-

The plural marker ä is used only with poly consonantal verbs. The marker
a is inserted after the first consonant of the verb: Thus the plural form of
the verb xnä 'slaughter* is x-ä-nä:

(24) kä x-ä-nä-tä gu-xä
SEQ slaughter-PL-REF goat-PL
'he slaughtered goats'

(25) päkäw tä käsä-tä xon
leopard COM catch-PL-REF 3PL
'a leopard caught them'

Cf.:
(26) ksä-f-ksä tä gu

catch-UP-catch OBJ goat
'he caught a goat*

The plural form of the verb, unlike other inflectional forms of the verb, is
included in both parts of the reduplicated verb:

(27) x-ä-nä-x-ä-nä tä hlä
slaughter-PL-slaughter-PL OBJ cow
'he slaughtered cattle'

Cf.:
(28) xnä-xnä tä hlä

slaughter-slaughter OBJ cow
'he slaughtered a cow'

The formation of plural stems through a insertion allows us to deter-
mine whether the initial sound of a verb is a consonant cluster or a single
segment. The prenasalized stop ng turns out to be a single segment:
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(29) tä ng-ä-1-äy tä plis-xä
IMPF mount-PL-PO OBJ horse-PL
'he mounts horses' (singular nglä)

(30) tä ngl-äy tä plis
IMPF mount-PO OBJ horse
'he mounts a horse'

The plural form of monoconsonantal verbs, such as yä 'to give birth',
da 'cook', tsä 'cut', is not derived through suffix a. These verbs form their
plurals through reduplication instead.

6. Verbal plural through reduplication

Monoconsonantal verbs and several biconsonantal verbs form their plural
through reduplication. There are different rules of reduplication for the
non-consonantal verbs and for poly consonantal verbs. For monoconso-
nantal verbs the formation of the plural through reduplication also in-
volves the use of the plural infix a.

The process of plural formation involves the following steps: The first
consonant of the verb is reduplicated leftward. For the verb yä 'to give
birth', the reduplication yields the form *y-ya. The next step is the inser-
tion of the plural-forming vowel a (with high tone) after the first conso-
nant, yielding the form yäyä. If such a form is used in the perfective of
pragmatically independent clauses, the whole verb is reduplicated:

(31) yä-yä-yä-yä tä xän
give birth:PL-give birth:PL OBJ 3PL
'she gave birth to them'

Compare the singular form of the verb:

(32) yä-yä tä zwärj
give birth-give birth OBJ child
'she gave birth to a child'

Consider now the derivation of the plural form of the verb sä 'drink'
with the source-oriented marker u. First the consonant (without the tone)
of the verbal root is reduplicated in front, giving the form *s-sa. Then the
plural infix a is added after the first consonant, yielding the form sasa.
Then the source-oriented marker u is added to the verbal root, yielding the
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form säsu. The reduplication of the verb in the perfective aspect does not
involve the reduplication of the source-oriented marker u, yielding the
form:

(33) s-a-s-u-s-a-sa-lu
drink-PL-drink-SO-drink-PL-drink-UH
One drank them, one after another1

By a similar process the plural form of the verb zä 'eat5 is derived:

(34) z-ä-z-u-z-ä-zä tä
eat-PL-eat-SO-eat-PL-eat OBJ 3PL
'he ate them, one after another"

The source-oriented marker u may also be added to the first redupli-
cated part of the verb, after the plural marker a has been inserted, resulting
in the pattern C-a-u-C-CaCa. The fusion of a and u results in the vowel o.
The tone on the resulting vowel is high, representing the tone of the plu-
ral marker ä.

(35) so-s-sä-sä
drink: PL: SO-drink-drink-drink
'he drank them all, one after another5

(36) -z-zä-zä
eat:PL: SOeat-eat-eat
'he ate them all, one after another5

For bisyllabic verbs, the plural is formed by repeating leftward the first
syllable. In the perfective aspect the reduplicate theme of the verb is
repeated twice:

(37) cfä-cfäxä-nä-f-(fä-cfäxä tä Igut-ä zwän-
PL-sew-DEM-UP-PL-sew OBJ dress-GEN child-PL
'he sewed the children's clothing5

That it is the first syllable that is reduplicated rather than the first con-
sonant is shown by the fact that the vowel of the first syllable of the verb
is also the vowel of the reduplicated syllable:
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(38) di-difa-nä-di-difä tä sigä
PL-hide-DEM-PL-hide OBJ pot
'he hid one pot after another*

(39) bu-bukwä-nä-ghä-bu-bukwä tä bukä tä zwän-i
PL-cover-DEM-D:PVG-PL-cover OBJ cover OBJ child-PL
'he covered one child after another5

7. Suppletive plural

Many plural verbs are not lexically or morphologically related to their sin-
gular counterparts. The verb skwä 'to buy' with extensions p 'OUT' or i-n
'AWAY-3' means 'to sell one thing'. The verb dzäwä means 'to trade a plural
object'. Consequently, the object of dzäwä does not have to be marked for
plural. The object of skwä has to be marked for plural if plural is the
intended meaning:

(40) tä dzäw-äy-dzäw-äy tä hlä-(xä)
IMPF buy.PL-PO-buy.PL-PO OBJ cow-PL
'he is buying/selling cows'

(41) skwä-p-skwä tä hlä
buy-OUT-buy OBJ cow
'he sold a cow'

(42) tä skw-äy-skw-äy tä hlä-xä
IMPF buy-PO-buy-PO OBJ cow-PL
'he buys cows'

Lexically plural verbs may not be used with objects overtly marked for
singulative, but they may be used with singular objects, i.e. objects not
marked for plurality:

(43) *ia dzäw-äy-dzäw-äy tä hlä turtukw
IMPF buy.PL-PO-buy.PL-PO OBJ cow one
for 'he is buys/sells one cow'

Singular verbs that have lexical plural counterparts cannot be reduplicated
to show plurality (ksä 'take one thing' vs. mbä 'take many things'):
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(44) ksä-dä-f-ksä mbitsä tä lumä
take.SG-ALL-UP-take Mbitsä PREP market
'Mbitsä took it to the market5 (market at higher elevation)

(45) mbä-dä-f-mbä mbitsä tä lumä
take.PL-ALL-UP-take Mbitsä PREP market
'Mbitsä took them to the markef (market at higher elevation)

(46) *ksä-ksä-dä-f-ksä-ksä mbitsä tä lumä
take.PL-ALL-UP-take Mbitsä PREP market
for 'Mbitsä took them to the market'

Plural verbs cannot be reduplicated in the same manner as singular verbs
that have no lexical plural counterparts:

(47) *mbä-mbä-dä-f-mbä-mbä mbitsä tä lumä
take-PL-ALL-UP-take Mbitsä PREP market
for 'Mbitsä took them to the markef

8. Functions of verbal plurality

The plural form of the verb, regardless of how it is coded, indicates plu-
rality either of the subject of an intransitive verb or of the object of a
transitive verb. The plural coding of the verb therefore has ergative
characteristics, a phenomenon attested in other Chadic and non-Chadic
languages (Frajzyngier 1985c, 1997). Here is an example of plural coding
with an intransitive verb:

(48) d-ä-cfä-gä-d-ä-cfä
fall-PL-lNN-fall
'they fell down'

Cf.:
(49) ddä-gä-ddä

fall-INN-fall
'he fell down'

When the verb is transitive, the plural marker on it codes plurality of
object or action. The object does not have to be marked for plural:
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(50) snä-n-sn-iyu tä x-ä-n-äy-tän tä hlä
hear-3-hear-lSG OBJ cut-PL-PO-3PL OBJ cow

heard them slaughtering cows'
Cf.:
(51) snä-n-sn-iyü tä xn-äy-tän tä hlä

hear-3-hear-lSG OBJ cut-PO-3PL OBJ cow
heard them slaughter a cow'

The plural verb has ergative characteristics in that it codes only the
plural subject of the intransitive verb or the plural object of a transitive
verb. Consider the verb dlä 'break'. When the subject of this verb is af-
fected and there is no controller, the verb has the vowel ti:

(52) bl-u-bla zligämä yä fu yä
break-SO-break branch DEM tree DEM
'a branch of that tree has broken'

The plural form of the verb indicates that many branches broke:

(53) däl-u-bälä zligämä-xä yä fu yä
break-PL-SO-break branch-PL DEM tree DEM
'branches of that tree have broken'

The plural reduplicated form cannot be used with an object explicitly
marked as single:

(54) *tsä-tsä-tsä-tsä tä fu turtuk
cut-cut-cut-cut OBJ tree one
for 'he cut one tree' or *'they cut one tree'

Cf.:
(55) tsä-tsä tä fu turtuk

cut-cut OBJ tree one
'he cut one tree'

If the object is not marked as single, i.e., if the form of the noun un-
marked for number is used, the plural form of the verb indicates plurality
of the object:

(56) tsä-tsä-tsä-tsä-tsä tä fu
cut-cut-cut-cut-cut OBJ tree
'he cut many trees'
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There is an interrelationship between nominal and verbal marking of
plurality, whereby if number is marked on the verb, either lexically or
grammatically, it does not have to be marked on the noun, and if it is
marked on the noun, it does not have to be marked on the verb. The noun
does not have to be marked for plurality when it is followed by a numeral
larger than one.

9. Functions of thematic vowels

The vowels occuring within the verbal root are called thematic because
they derive various stems of the verb. A given root may be lexicalized
with a thematic vowel, and such a form may serve as a source for further
inflectional and derivational changes.

9.1. The problem

In the reduplicated form of the verb, the second reduplicated part ends in
the vowel a unless the following subject pronoun begins with a vowel.
The non-reduplicated verb or the first part of the reduplicated verb may
end in the vowels a, u, i, and schwa. The schwa represents an epenthetic
vowel; hence, it should be treated as the absence of a vowel, still a fourth
possibility with respect to vowel alternations in the verb. One needs to de-
scribe the functions of the three vowels and of the form with schwa. The
functions of the vowels u and / are relatively transparent, but the function
of the vowel a is not. Eguchi 1971 represents all verbs with the final
vowel a. And indeed verbs end in this vowel in the great majority of syn-
tactic constructions. Yet, assuming that a is an underlying part of every
verb would be to accept a very strange view whereby the underlying seg-
ments do not carry the function of distinguishing one morpheme from
another. One cannot postulate that a is a derivational morpheme deriving
verbs, because one cannot derive a verb from any other lexical item
through the addition of the vowel a, or indeed through any other means.
Therefore, we describe the functions of vowels by delineating first those
whose functions are relatively narrow, and the function of a will emerge
as an "everything else" function, which can nevertheless be formulated in
a more narrow sense.

In our presentation of vocalic functions we start with the marked cases
of the vowel u, the vowel i, and the zero vowel, and we contrast them
with the vowel a and with each other when appropriate.
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9.2. A hypothesis concerning verb-final vowels

The two vowels u and a are involved in the coding of the distinctions that
we shall call "source-oriented" and "goal-oriented". Speakers choose to
represent the event from one or the other point of view in a way similar to
the way they choose to represent participants, aspect, or any other gram-
matical category coded in the language. The terms source and goal desig-
nate clusters of functions. The source includes the subject of the clause
and for verbs of movement the place from which the movement origi-
nates. The goal includes direct and objects and the place or spatial
configuration toward which movement is directed. Here is a simple illus-
tration. The verb gun Open' with the source-oriented marker indicates that
the subject is affected:

(57) gun-u-guna sigä
open-SO-open pot
'the pot opened'

Inserting the goal-oriented marker rather than source-oriented marker into
the verbal form results in the nonsensical (58):

(58) gunä-gunä sigä
open-open pot
'the pot opened something'

(59) bl-ä-blä tä xäsu'u
break-PVG-break OBJ branch
'he broke off a branch'

(60) bl-u-blä xäsu'u
break-SO-break branch
'the branch broke off

Inherently transitive verbs can have the point of view markers added
directly to the root. When the source-oriented marker u is added to these
verbs, they assume the tone of the root. The verbs z 'eat' and s 'drink' are
realized as [zu] and [sü], and these forms mean "to eat one's fill" and "to
drink to one's satisfaction":

(61) z-u-za
eat-SOeat
'he ate his fill'
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(62) s-ü-sä
drink-SO-drink
'he drank his measure'

These constructions have direct correspondence to the so-called reflex-
ive glossed as "REFL" forms of many Indo European languages:

(63) H se comio...
3SG:M REFL eat
'He had his fill of ...'

(64) H se tomo. . .
3SG:M REFL drink
'He gorged himself with ...' (Spanish, cf. Maldonado 1999)

With other transitive verbs the source-oriented marker indicates that the
event occurred for the benefit of the subject. Consider the verb hlr 'to
forge'. The evidence that the marker u means that the forging is done for
the benefit of subject is provided by the fact that one cannot add a bene-
factive phrase marked by ngä to a phrase whose verb has the vowel u:

(65) hlr-u-hlrä tä pitsäkw *ngä-cfä
forge-SO-forge OBJ hoe FOR-lSG
'he forged himself a hoe'

Cf.:
(66) hlrä-f-hlrä tä pitsäkw ngä-cfä

forge-UP-forge OBJ hoe FOR-lSG
'forge a hoe for me!'

(67) hlfi-cfi-f-hlrä tä pitsäkw
forge- AWAY-1 SG-UP-forge OBJ hoe
'he forged a hoe for me'

The point of view markers may be added after the extension gh coding
movement on a level. The tone on the marker is high if the movement
does not involve arrival, and it is low if the movement does involve ar-
rival. Since the source-oriented marker always codes departure and not
arrival, it always has high tone. The goal-oriented marker a has high tone
after the movement extension gh when arrival is not involved and low
tone when arrival at the goal is involved:
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(68) lä-lä 'he descended'
lä-ghu-lä 'he left [the place where the speaker is]'
lä-ghä lä 'he arrived [at a place other than the one where the
speaker is]'

The verb sä 'come' may occur with the goal-oriented marker, but it
cannot occur with the source-oriented marker. This constraint is explained
by the semantic contradiction such a combination would produce, some-
thing to the effect of "*come away from here". Use of the goal-oriented
marker with the movement extension does not result in a difference in
meaning between the verb sä followed by the goal-oriented marker and the
verb alone:

(69) sä-sä 'he descended to find me' (he came)
sä-ghä-sä 'he came'

A schwa occurs as the verb-final vowel in certain environments. There
is a schwa before the allative extension da when there is a pronominal ob-
ject in the verb:

(70) -dä-nä-ghä-zä tä cfäfä
eat-ALL-DEM-PVG-eat OBJ food
'in addition [to the food known or mentioned previously in
discourse], he ate mush'

(71) *zä-dä-na-ghä-zä tä dafä
eat-ALL-DEM-PVG-eat OBJ food
for 'in addition, he ate mush'

When the object in the clause is the primary object, the verb must end in
the vowel a:

(72) zä-dä-zä tä väzäk
eat-ALL-eat OBJ rooster
'he ate too much rooster*

(73) *zo-dä-zä tä väzäk
eat-ALL-eat OBJ rooster
for 'he ate too much rooster5
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The verb has the root form (with the schwa inserted) in the imperfec-
tive aspect in pragmatically dependent clauses, e.g. in the dependent apo-
dosis clause nghd 'see':

(74) kä lä-ghä väzäk ndzdä-vä-tä
SEQ go-D:OO rooster spend time-APPL-REF: SUBJ
väzäk tä xvä tä ngho-tso nä kä
rooster PREP work PREP see-3SG COMP SEQ
sa-ghä uvä
arrive-DiPVG cat
'Rooster came. After having done some work, he sees Cat com
ing.'

Sequential clauses:

(75) kä wud9-x9n tä wudä
SEQ fight-3PL OBJ fight
'and they were fighting' (a lion and an elephant previously men
ioned in discourse)

Imperfective in relative clauses:

(76) xiyä kul xvä-lu gä xdi
guinea corn NEG grow-UH in Hdi
'guinea corn that is not grown in Hdi' (refers to corn grown in the
dry season)

In the present work we cite verbs in their goal-oriented form, i.e. with
the vowel a, for two reasons: (1) in comparison with other forms this
form occurs in a larger number of slots in the verbal paradigm; and (2)
choosing to represent a thematic vowel allows us to represent the underly-
ing tone of the verb in a readable way.

The verbal root with a point of view marker constitutes a verbal stem.
Such stems have lexicalized to the point that other markers, including
point of view markers, are added to them. A lexicalized stem built on the
goal-oriented marker may have the source-oriented marker added, and
conversely, a lexicalized stem built on the source-oriented marker can
have the goal-oriented marker added.
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10. The structure of polysyllabic verbs

A polyconsonantal, polysyllabic verbal root contains a vowel. Given the
fact that verb-final vowels carry specific semantic functions, one should
examine whether the underlying vowels are also associated with semantic
functions. Indeed, the nature of the vowels in polyconsonantal roots and
the meanings associated with them indicate that they might have originated
as roots followed by thematic vowels that have subsequently became part
of the lexical form of the verb.

Polysyllabic verbs may have the same consonantal onsets as monosyl-
labic verbs, but their first vowel may only be a, /, u, or 3. We quote the
form with the second vowel because it is a tone-bearing unit and the tone
may be either high or low: bädzä 'spoil', bukwä 'to cover, intr.', tfifa
'hide', ghbäsa 'laugh', rnboda 'count, change the crop on a field every year
or every two years'.

The vowel u occurs in intransitive or transitive verbs. Some of these
verbs code the event from the source orientation, as described above, i.e.
the subject: tsuxä 'cough' (movement from body), sucfä 'take clothes off,
ghwälä 'dry' /ghuäläV, zlombä 'fall' (about non-human objects) (3 is variant
of u before a consonantal cluster), guy a 'meet'. The syntactic evidence for
the lexicalized meaning of these verbs as encoding source orientation is
provided by the fact that their subjects are the affected arguments without
any additional marking:

(77) ghwälä-p-ghwälä Igut
dry-OUT-dry cloth
'the cloth dried'

(78) ghwalä-p-ghwälä tä Igut
dry-OUT-dry OBJ cloth
'he dried the cloth'

Many verbs with the vowel i code movement away or separation: cfffa
'hide', tsfhlä 'husk', xidä 'bite', gigcfä 'sift', fida 'plane [wood]'. Some
verbs with the vowel i that do not share the semantic feature of separation
are borrowed: e.g., vindä 'write' is a borrowed from Fula winda. The verb
dingä 'put on the fire' is probably also a borrowing from Fula ju ingo.
There are, however, verbs with the vowel i that do not imply separation
and are not borrowings from other languages, e.g. xitfa 'play'.

Even if the initial vowel of polysyllabic verbs might once have been a
grammatical morpheme with a specific semantic function, in the contem-
porary language that does not affect the syntactic properties of these
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verbs. For this reason we consider the first vowel of polysyllabic verbs to
be underlying.

11. Verbal nouns

The categoriality of a form as nominal or verbal is determined on the basis
of a syntactic test, specifically, the ability of the form to function as an ar-
gument of a clause, and on the basis of a morphological test, whether the
form can take possessive suffixes.

There are two types of verbal nouns. One type ends in vowel u or L
The conditions determining whether the high vowel is front rather than
back are not phonological, because some verbs can have both types of
nouns, one with a front and the other with a back vowel. For most verbal
nouns, substituting the front vowel for the back, or the back vowel for the
front, results in nonsense words. The tonal pattern of the verbal noun is
the same as that of the verb.

(79) Verb Verbal noun
kätä 'to help' kätu 'help'
vä 'light a fire' vu Tire'
skälä 'dance' skälu 'dance'
ghalä 'steal' ghälu 'thief,'theft'
väghä 'spend time' väghu 'time spent*
pghä 'spread' pghu 'libation'
wäxä 'cry' wäxu 'cry'
cfga 'thresh' cfgu 'threshing'

Polyconsonantal verbs that have initial vowel i have the nominal form
ending in i:

(80) vnixä Vomif Vomif
xffdä 'bite' xfidf 'bite'
ßcfä 'plane [wood]' ftdi 'planing'

But the verb xänä 'sleep' has the verbal noun xani.
Verbal nouns take possessive pronouns with the genitive marker -a,

which replaces the last vowel of the noun and assumes its tone. The pos-
sessors in such constructions are the controlling rather than the affected
arguments of the verb:

(81) xfidi-a-ni -> [xfid-a-ni]
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bite-GEN-3SG
'his biting'

(82) xfidi-ä kn
bite-GEN dog
'a dog's bite'

(83) fidi- -
plan-GEN-3SG
'his planing (wood)'

(84) wäxu-ä-cfä
scream-GEN-lSG
'my scream'

(85) wäxu-ä kn
scream-GEN dog
yelp of the dog'

(86) skälu-ä-ni
dance-GEN-3SG
'his/her dance'

[xid-äkri]

-> [fidani]

—> [wäx-ä-cfä]

—> [wäx-äkri]

[skäläni]

In a verbal noun if the consonant preceding the final vowel u is labial,
the vowel u is labialized when followed by the suffix -a:

(87) vu-a-ni
fire-GEN-3SG
'his fire'

—» [vwäni]

Some derived nouns have suffix -a. This type has quite different syn-
tactic properties from nominal actions. Intransitive verbal nouns may have
possessive pronouns added directly to the verb:

(88) xwäyä 'to run' xwäyä-cfä 'my run, my race'

Transitive verbs in this class cannot have possessive pronouns added
directly to the verb. Instead, nominalization is possible only if the object is
included:

With a possessive pronoun:
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(89) bä *bä da
'to build' build ISO

With an object and a pronoun:

(90) bä xgä da.
build house 1SG
'my building of a house'

The object of a transitive verb must be followed by the genitive marker, as
shown by the form of objects. Thus, the noun vli 'place' has the final
vowel a in nominalized form. The explanation is that it is the genitive
marker that replaced the final vowel of the noun:

(91) nghä via da
look place 1SG
'my looking af

The possessive pronoun cannot be added to a transitive verb:

(92) *ngha da
look ISO
for 'my looking'

12. Conclusions

The verbal root of monosyllabic verbs in Hdi consists of all the conso-
nants and the tone. The verbal stem is formed through the addition of
vowel a, u, or i. These vowels carry specific semantic functions. The first
vowel in polysyllabic verbs is underlying, although historically it may
well have been a grammatical morpheme.

The verbal stem may be simple or reduplicated. The second part of the
reduplicated verb has the vowel a, unless it is replaced by the onset of the
following morpheme beginning with a vowel.



Chapter 6

Argument coding

1. Introduction

The bulk of this chapter deals with the formal means of coding the first
and the second arguments of various verbs. We refer to them as the
subject and the object with the understanding that these terms do not imply
specific semantic relationships. We also describe how other noun phrases
representing adjuncts are added. Only marginally do we touch on the issue
of the coding of the semantic roles of arguments. That issue is discussed
in Chapter 8.

In Hdi there are three means of differentiation of arguments in a clause:
(1) position with respect to the verb; (2) prepositions; and (3) verbal
inflection, which includes extensions added to the verb. The latter two
means also code semantic relations between arguments and verbs. The
actual means employed for coding a specific argument depend on the
pragmatic function of the argument (such as topic or focus), the type of
clause it occurs in (the basic distinction here is between pragmatically in-
dependent and pragmatically dependent, and between matrix and comple-
ment clauses). In addition, the coding means employed depend on
whether the argument is nominal or pronominal and on the deictic
relationship between the place of speech and the place of the event. The
interplay of these factors produces a rather complex morphosyntactic
system.

In pragmatically neutral clauses, i.e. non-topicalized, non-focus, non-
specific interrogative clauses, Hdi is a predicate-initial and verb-initial lan-
guage. Consequently, only one argument may be marked by position, viz.
the one right after the predicate. The remaining arguments must be marked
by other means available, viz. prepositions and verbal extensions. If sev-
eral arguments are present in the clause, there is a hierarchy with respect
to which argument may occupy the position after the verb. The unmarked
order in a clause is Predicate Subject. The unmarked order of constituents
in a simple sentence with a verbal predicate is Verb Subject (tä Object) (fa
Object) (Adjunct).

Although direct and indirect objects as well as adjuncts are marked by
prepositions, there is a difference between the two types of categories in
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that if the verb is transitive, in the imperfective aspect it must have the ob-
ject marked by a nominal, pronominal, or potential object marker. The
adjuncts are defined as non-obligatory components of a clause. The cate-
gorial status of the receiver of an object depends very much on the type of
verb. With some verbs it is an obligatory constituent, an argument, and
with others it is an adjunct.

2. Types of arguments

Arguments of verbal or non-verbal predicates may be nominal or
pronominal. Contrary to some theoretical claims (cf. DuBois 1985),
clauses with two nominal arguments do occur in natural discourse in Hdi,
as in the following examples:

(1) kä ks-u-tä uvä tä väzäk
SEQ touch-SO-REF cat OBJ rooster
'And Cat devoured Rooster.' (from "Work for Squirrel's In-laws")

(2) kä zl-i-n-tä tsä mghäm yä
SEQ chase-AWAY-3-REF DEF chief DEM
[täzonä-ni\ tä tsä märkw-ä-tän yä
OBJ son-GEN 3SG [error] OBJ DEF wife-GEN-3PL DEM
The chief chased away his wife.'

Even when an intransitive verb serves to introduce a nominal argu-
ment, the next clause may contain the same argument represented by the
same noun. The following example, from a running text, contains several
clauses. The first clause uses an intransitive verb to introduce the nominal
argument, its subject. The second clause contains the same nominal argu-
ment, also as subject, in addition to another argument, which is locative.
Only in the third clause is the nominal argument väzäk 'rooster* replaced
by a pronominal marker:

(3) kä lä-ghä väzäk ndzdä-vä-tä väzäk
SEQ go-D:GO rooster remain-APPL-REF: SUB J rooster
tä xvä tä ngho-tsi nä kä sä-ghä
PREP work IMPF see-3SG COMP SEQ arrive-D:GO
uvä
cat
'Rooster came. Having done some work, he sees Cat coming.'
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Oral texts, a sample of which is given in Chapter 27, amply illustrate
the occurrence in narratives of two full nouns in a single clause. More
specifically, see sentences 7, 10, 11, 17, 27, 29, and 33 in the "Story of
Dog and Hyena", sentences 3, 7, and 14 in the "Beer of Adulthood", and
sentences 1, 23, 30, 36, 44, 51, 67, and 70 in the text "Work for Squir-
rel's In-laws".

3. Defining the terms

We define "subject" as the unmarked argument of the verb. This argument
directly follows the verb. The existence of the category subject, as op-
posed to some other category, is argued on the basis of the following
characteristics: Subjects are never marked by the preposition fa. There ex-
ists a separate morphological category of subject pronouns that do not
code any other function. Subjects in the perfective aspect are relativized in
a manner different from the relativization of all other arguments. Only
subjects may and must occur after the complementizer kä and after some
verbs. Subjects may occur in clause-final position, after other arguments,
without any preposition. No other argument has this property.

"Object" is the second argument of the verb. If there is a subject be-
tween the verb and the object, the object is marked by the preposition tä.

4. Coding of the subject

The unmarked argument of a transitive verb has the same formal proper-
ties as the single argument of an intransitive verb. The subject occurs after
the verb, unless it is fronted for the coding of various information-related
functions, such as topic or focus. In pragmatically independent clauses,
the word preceding the subject has high tone, regardless of the category of
the word and regardless of its inherent tone. The subject can be coded by
three types of morphemes: a full noun phrase, an independent pronoun,
and a pronominal clitic.

4.1. A full noun phrase as subject

The nominal subject follows the verb in all tenses and aspects except in
the imperfective in pragmatically marked clauses. The nominal subject is
part of the same syntactic phrase as the verb, as evidenced by the high
tone on the last syllable of the verb, regardless of the inherent tone of the
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verb. The verbs sä 'come' and zä 'eat' are inherently high and keep the high
tone before the subject:

(4) sä-sä mbitsä
arrive-arrive Mbitsa
'Mbitsa came down'

(5) - -zä mbitsä
eat-SO-eat Mbitsa
'Mbitsa ate up'

The verb sä 'drink' is inherently low, but it also has high tone before the
subject:

(6) s-u-sä mbitsä
drink-SO-drink Mbitsa
'Mbitsa drank up'

Consider the verb xän- 'sleep' with the suffix -ay. When the verb precedes
the subject, it has high tone:

(7) tä xän-äy tsä mndu yä tä xäni dägälä
IMPF sleep-PO DBF man DFJV1 OBJ sleep large
'that man sleeps a lot

When the verb is followed by an adjunct belonging to a different phrase,
the suffix has low tone:

(8) tsä mndu yä tä xän-äy xäd nä
DEF man DEM COM sleep-PO here DEM
'it is that man that spent the night here'

If the verb ends in a referential marker, the referential marker has high
tone before the subject:

(9) kä ksä-f-tä dängwä t-ü
SEQ catch-UP-REF illness OBJ-lSG
'and an illness caught me'

The referential marker ta has low tone in phrase-final position. Com-
pare the following sentences: In the first the verb is followed by the sub-
ject and consequently the referential marker ends in high tone. In the sec-
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ond, the verb is followed by a prepositional phrase, with which it does
not form a phrase, and consequently the referential marker has low tone:

(10) kä nzä-tä i päkawäghuvi ndä kn
SEQ stay-REF ASSC.PL hyena ASSC dog
'[At one time] Hyena and Dog lived together.'

Cf.:
(11) ...i päkawäghuvi kä nzä-tä ndä kn

. . . ASSC.PL hyena SEQ stay-REF ASSC dog
' . . . Hyena and Dog lived together.'

4,2. Independent subject pronouns

The independent pronouns listed in Table 9 (Chapter 4) can serve as the
argument of a clause or as the object of a preposition. Independent subject
pronouns are used in pragmatically dependent clauses, i.e. clauses that
require some other clause for proper interpretation, e.g. negative clauses.
Independent pronouns as subjects have the same syntactic properties as
nominal subjects, viz., they follow the predicate, and the verb ends in a
high tone before the subject pronoun:

(12) väghä-väghä käghä rä
pass well day-pass well day 2SG Q
'did you have a nice day? (an afternoon or evening greeting)

(13) . . . xwäyä-ghu xäxoq tä ghurum ma
. . .run-D:SO 3PL PREP hole COND
.. . nglä-ghu xaxdQ t-ubu ma,
. . . climb-D :SO 3PL PREP-granary COND
' . . if they ran into a hole,... if they climbed into a granary'

4.3. Pronominal subject clitics

The pronominal subject system distinguishes four persons: first, second,
third, and the unspecified human subject / , glossed as "UH". Within the
first person there is a distinction between the first-person dual inclusive
(you and I), first-person plural inclusive (you, I, and other people with
us), and first-person plural exclusive (I and other people, excluding you).
In the second and third persons there is a distinction only between
singular and plural. There are different subject markers for the third-
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person singular depending on the pragmatic type of clause and aspect.
Table 10 presents subject markers in both pragmatically dependent and
pragmatically independent clauses. It does not include, however, subjects
coded by possessive pronouns.

Table 10. Subject pronoun clitics
Person
First

Second
Third
Unspecified human

Singular
/, fyü,

M
0, a, tsi

Dual
(INCL)

Plural
/mi (INCL)
/7/7/(EXCL)
kunf

9
lu

The clitics can follow the verb stem, the verbal extensions, or the
reduplicated form of the verb. They can also follow verbal complements
or even adjuncts. Phonologically the clitic is connected with the preceding
word in the following way: The vocalic clitics, such as first-person singu-
lar and first-person dual, replace the vowel a of the verb and form sylla-
bles with the last segment of the verb. Consonant-initial pronouns follow
the verb without any pause, but the verb ends in a high tone preceding the
pronoun. The high tone on the verb is the indicator that the element that
follows it belongs to the same phrase. Because of these factors, subject
clitics are represented as suffixes when they occur after verbs; however,
they belong to the syntactic category of clitics rather than the morphologi-
cal category of verbal suffixes.

The evidence for pronominal subjects being clitics is provided by the
fact that they follow any predicate, be it a verb, a noun, or a locative noun
phrase:

(14) si tä lum-iyu
PAST PREP market-1SG

was at the market recently*

(15) si tä lumä-ka m
PAST PREP market-2SG Q
'were you at the market recently 7

The third-person singular subject is unmarked in pragmatically
independent clauses:

(16) si tä Mmä
PAST PREP market
'he was at the market9
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(17) si tä kcfix
PAST PREP donkey
'he was on a donkey'

Cf. the third person plural subject:

(18) si tä k(fix-x9n
PAST PREP donkey-3PL
'they were on a donkey'

Any grammatical morpheme that precedes the subject clitic must end in
a high tone. Consider the locative adverb midä 'inside', whose tonal
structure is shown in its use with the third-person singular subject in a
pragmatically independent clause, i.e. with an unmarked subject:

(19) si nudä
PAST inside
'he was inside'

The last tone of the noun becomes high before a subject pronoun:

(20) si midä-kä
PAST inside-2SG
'you were inside'

If the subject pronoun is vocalic, as is the case with the first-person singu-
lar marker /, the vowel of the subject assumes the last tone of the noun,
which has become high:

(21) si mid-i
PAST inside-ISO

was inside'

(22) si rwdu-u
PAST inside-1 DU
'the two of us were inside'

When subject pronouns are added directly to the verb in the perfective
aspect, the verb ends in the vowel a and a high tone regardless of the un-
derlying tone of the verb. Compare the tonal pattern of pronouns follow-
ing the verbs sä 'drink' and zä 'eat'. The tone of the first singular pronoun
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is identical with the tone of the preceding syllable because i replaces the
preceding vowel and assumes its tone:

(23) ISO su-s- - -
2SG susä-kä zu-zä-kä
3SG süsä zuzä
IDU.INCL susu- - -
IPL.INCL susä-mu -zä-mu
1PL.EXCL su-säqni zä-zä-
2PL susä-kuni zu-zä-kuni
3PL susä- zu-zä-xon

The subject clitic may be added to the object of the clause, as is
optionally the case in the imperfective future:

(24) dzä'ä mnä purkutu ndzum-
PUT tell story-ISG

am going to tell a story ... '

(25) dzä'ä mnä purkutu ndzum-ka
PUT tell story-2SG
'you are going to tell a story ...'

The subject clitic, however, does not behave like a morphological
suffix, as shown by the fact that it is added, not to the underlying form of
the lexical item, but rather to its phonetic realization. Thus when the first-
person singular pronoun /follows a word ending in a nasal consonant, it
does not form a syllable with the nasal consonant but is a separate syllable
instead:

(26) dzä'ä cfäwä ntfäq -> [dzä.ä.da.wä ntfärj.i]
PUT ask glue ISG

am going to ask for glue'

4.3.1. The first-person singular subject pronoun

The two forms of the first-person singular subject pronoun /and iyu are
dialectal variants. The form iyu is used in the area called Ndruk, and the
form /is used in other areas. Speakers from the two areas are very consis-
tent with respect to this usage. In the present work we represent the first-
person singular subject as it was recorded from various speakers.
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(27) vrä-k-vr- dzäghä kä mbäz-i
return-INN-return-1SG home SEQ wash-lSG
tä mbäzä
OBJ wash

returned home and washed'

(28) vrä-k-vr-iyu dzäghä kä mbäz-iyu ta mbäzä
return-INN-return-1 SG home SEQ wash-lSG OBJ wash

returned home and washed' (home is the place of speech)

4.3.2. The third-person singular subject pronoun

The third-person singular marker a occurs only following the complemen-
tizer kä:

(29) gä kdix-ä-cfä na kä-'ä ndä tsä
where donkey-GEN-lSG Q COMP-3SG ASSC DEF
mndu-xä yä
man-PL DEM
' "Where is my donkey?" he asked those people.'

The third-person subject pronoun is unmarked in all aspects in pragmati-
cally independent clauses:

(30) ndänä-p-xä guli tä ghaqgä ghoijg-ä
think-OUT-DOWN also PREP about head-GEN
xadik kul xädu kcfä-vä-k-tä-ni
world without lack finish-APPL-INN-REF-3SG
'He also thought about the infinite world' (written source)

(31) kä vra-ghu tä da tsä mtäk yä
SEQ return-D:SO PREP PREP DEF bush DEM
'and he returned to the bush' (written source)

The pronoun is/, realized with an alveolar or a palatal affricate [ci], oc-
curs in several types of pragmatically dependent clauses. Here is an ex-
ample from a conditional protasis clause:

(32) kä mä tä vrä-ku-tsi kä-'ä wä,
SEQ COND IMPF return-ABS-3SG COMP-SG NEG
' "if it were to be able to return," he said' (written source)
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Here is an example from a sequential clause:

(33) kä zl-i-n-tä-tsi kä xwäyä-ugh-tä
SEQ leave-AWAY-3-REF-3SG SEQ run-SO-REF
'he left it and escaped'

4.3.3. The unspecified human subject pronoun

The unspecified human subject pronoun is lu. Since 1 is transparent with
respect to vowel assimilation, the preceding vowels are most often re-
placed by u:

(34) z-u-zä/ - skwä-sku-lu
eat-SO-eat-UH buy-buy-UH
One ate already* One bought'

The function of lu is to code an unknown human plural subject. The
evidence for this function is provided by the fact that verbs denoting ani-
mal but not human activities are ungrammatical with the subject lu::

(35) *ia xufä-lu tä xäsu'u rä
IMPF eat through-UH OBJ wood Q
for 'can one eat through the wood?

(36) *ghwäghwä-ghwäghwä-lu
bark-bark-UH
for 'they/one barked'

Cf.:
(37) ghwäghwä-ghwäghwä Aii

bark-bark dog
'a dog barked'

With verbs that can have human and non-human subjects, the form with
lu codes only human subjects:

(38) xuxr-äp-xuxrä mbgä
gnaw-OUT-gnaw mouse
'a mouse gnawed a hole in the wood'
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(39) xuxra-p-xuxr-u-lu
gnaw-OUT -gnaw-EP-UH
'people drilled a hole in the wood'

(40) xumdz-äp-xumdzä-lu
scrape from inside-OUT-scrape from inside-UH
'they scraped the [soft] inside of something'

Elicited data built on sentences actually recorded in discourse show that
the unspecified human subject may include the speaker:

(41) kä xlyä-f-tu-lu kä -ghu-lu
SEQ leave-UP-REF-UH SEQ go-SO-UH
'and then one got up and went5 (natural discourse fragment)

kä bugä tsä yä kli- kä sä-ghä
SEQ reason DEF DEM take-lSG SEQ amve-D:PVG
'and that is why I came here' (elicited follow-up on the previous
example)

But natural texts do not support inclusion of the first person within the
group represented by lu. Every use of lu in natural texts involves unspec-
ified humans, with the speaker not being part of the group. We translate
such subjects by the the third person plural 'they' rather than by the form
One' which in English may include the speaker:

(42) tä skälu-lu tä skalu girvidik
IMPF dance-UH OBJ dance night
'they danced all night5

The unspecified human form differs from the third-person plural sub-
ject in that the latter is used when the identity of the referents is known:

(43) kä wudo-xon tä wudä
SEQ fight-3PL OBJ fight
'and they were fighting' (a lion and an elephant previously men
tioned)

One cannot replace xsn with lu in the above clause.
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5. Coding of the object

The term object in the present work refers to the second argument of the
verb. This term does not designate any specific semantic relationship with
the verb. The semantic relationship between the verb and arguments is
marked by inflectional changes on the verb.

There are several types of objects that differ in their syntactic coding:
full noun phrases; independent and affixed pronominal objects; reflexive
objects; and cognate objects. The pragmatic status of the clause, the aspect
, the inherent properties of verbs, and the person and number of the object
are the determining factors with respect to whether and how an object is
marked. With some verbs the addition of an object requires inflectional
changes in the verb. In what follows we describe formal means for the
coding of objects, how those means are used with different types of verbs
and in different aspects, and the coding of the semantic functions of
objects.

5.1. The absence of an overt object

The coding of the third-person singular object depends on the following
factors: the information status of the object; the aspect of the clause;
whether the clause is pragmatically dependent or independent; and the in-
herent characteristics of the verb.

The third-person singular object pronoun is unmarked in the perfective
aspect, whether coded by reduplication or by the referential marker ta (cf.
Chapter 12, sections 2 and 3):

(44) ngä lä-bä mndu-xä ksä-gä-ghä-tä
NORM go-OUT man-PL touch-INN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ
'People should go out, catch him, and bring him back'.

(45) kä ghunä-dä-m-tä-tsi
SEQ send-ALL -IN -REF-3SG
'and he sent him inside'
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(46) la-mä zingä da tughwäzäk kä
go-lN Zinga PREP hibiscus SEQ
hlä-nä-ghä-tä-tsi tä päkäwäghuvi kä
fmd-DEM-D:PVG-REF-3SG OBJ hyena SEQ
ks-u-tä-tsi
touch-SO-REF-3SG
'When Zinga entered the hibiscus, he found Hyena and devoured
him.'

The third person pronominal object does not have to be marked in the
stative aspect:

(47) ndä snä falak
STAT know Falak
'Falak knows'

5.2. Object coding through the preposition tä

The independent object, whether nominal or pronominal, may be coded
by one of several means, depending on whether there is a subject follow-
ing the verb. If there is subject after the verb, the object is coded by the
preposition tä glossed as "OBJ":

(48) ngätsä-f-ngäts- tä lfid-ä Igut
have-UP-have-lSG OBJ new-GEN cloth

have new clothes'

(49) tsgha-da-f xaxsn ta sanl
put up-ALL-UP 3PL OBJ one
They sent up one [bag]'

If the object consists of a conjoined noun phrase, there is only one
object marker, and it precedes the first component of the noun phrase:

(50) skwä-skw- tä plis ndä ma na hla
buy-buy-ISG OBJ horse ASSC female DEM cow

bought a horse and a cow'

(51) dzäwä-dzäwä tä plls-xä ndä hlä-xä
buy.PL-buy.PL OBJ horse-PL ASSC cow-PL
'he bought horses and cattle'
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The object-marking preposition fa differs from the locative preposition
tä in tone:

(52) ndä ngh-i tä ptä
STAT see-lSG OBJ mat

saw the mat5

Cf.:
(53) ndä ngh- tä ptä

STAT see-lSG PREP mat
saw it on the mat5

The similarity and difference between the locative preposition tä and the
object-marking prepositon tä appear not to be accidental. The low-high
tone distinction is exploited in several other morphemes, e.g. the locative
preposition da occurring before inherently locative nouns and the locative
preposition da occurring before all other nouns; the sequential marker kä
and the complementizer kä; the referential marker tä and the subjunctive-
referential marker tä. High tone on verbs indicates directionality toward
the following argument or extension, including the coding of the benefac-
tive/dative function. High tone is also a marker of phrase-internal posi-
tion. It is possible that the object marker fa is a composite structure con-
sisting of fa plus high tone.

5.3. Object coding in clauses with the referential marker

Recall that the object marker is tä. When there is a subject between the
verb with the referential marker and the object, both the referential marker
and the object are marked by the morpheme fa:

(54) kä xlä-f-t-fi tä zwän-ä
SBQ gather-UP-REF-lSG OBJ child:PL-GEN
päkäwäghuvi
hyena
'and I gathered the children of Hyena'

If the object were to follow the verb directly, the two markers fa' would be
in sequence. Such sequences, however, do not occur, and the referential
suffix and the object marker are reduced to one form, i.e., only one fa oc-
curs instead of the expected sequence -fa fa:
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(55) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä-tä xvä
then COMP hyena SEQ farm-REF farm
'Hyena had already farmed.'

(56) täntän mbäcf kä kä xgä-n-tä väzäk
first then COMP-3SG SEQ call-3-REF rooster
'First he invited Rooster.'

(57) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xlä-f-tä zwän-ä
then COMP-3SG SEQ gather-UP-REF child:PL-GEN
päkäwäghuvi
hyena
Then he gathered the children of Hyena'

Cf.:
(58) *mbäcf kä-'ä kä xlä-f-tä tä

then COMP-3SG SEQ gather-UP-REF OBJ
zwän-ä päkäwä ghuvi
child:PL-GEN hyena
for Then he gathered the children of Hyena'

Since the referential and object markers are identical in all respects, one
could claim that tä is just an object marker and that there is no referential
marker fa. An argument against this interpretation is that the marker tä
occurs as the referential marker with intransitive verbs with and without
extensions:

(59) kä dcfä-tä xiyä
SEQ fall-REF Corn
'and then corn fell down'

(60) kä dcfä-gä-tä-tsi
SEQ fall-INN-REF-3SG
'and then he fell down'

It is very likely that the origin of the constraint on two occurrences of tä
in a sequence lies in their being perceived as representing the same
grammatical morpheme or at least that the two markers belong to the same
grammaticalization chain. The absence of any pause between the verb and
the marker tä indicates that the marker is attached to the preceding verb.
We represent the marker as "REF" (referential) rather than "OBJ" (object)
because the suffix tä also occurs with intransitive verbs. It is, neverthe-
less, very possible that the referential marker derives from the object
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marker. Such a hypothesis would also account for why the prototypically
intransitive verbs sä 'come' and la 'go' do not have the perfective marked
by tä. When an intransitive verb like xwäyä 'run' occurs with the referen-
tial marker tä, it means that a very specific distance has been run:

(61) kä xwäyä-tä
SEQ run-REF
'and he ran it5 (tä has low tone because it is in phrase-final
position)

Without the marker tä the verb in a sequential clause means inception but
not completion of an action:

(62) kä xwäyä
SEQ run
'and he started to run'

5.4. Object coding through position after the verb

In the dependent imperfective aspect, the object directly follows the verb.
The verb must end in the vowel -a, and the tone must be high, regardless
of the inherent tone of the verb. In the same aspect, when the subject fol-
lows the verb, the verb ends in schwa rather than a (as described in the
Chapter 12, section 5). Consider the verbs sä 'drink' and snä 'listen'.
When these verbs are followed by the object in pragmatically dependent
clauses, they have high tone, as they would if they were followed by the
subject:

(63) tä s-ä imi -» [simi]
IMPF drink-GEN water
'while he was drinking water5 (The penultimate tone is actually
higher than the last tone, possibly the effect of the low tone on the
first syllable of im/.)

(64) tä snä gwäcfä
IMPF listen-GEN word
'while he listened' or 'while he obeyed'

High-tone verbs keep their tone high:
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(65) tä z-ä cfäfä
IMPF eat-GEN food
'while he was eating'

6. Pronominal object affixes

6.1. The coding means

Pronominal objects are suffixed to the simple form of the verb and infixed
into the reduplicated form. There is a distinction between direct and indi-
rect object pronouns. Direct object affixes are represented in Table 11. No
more than one object pronoun can be added to the verb, which means that
one cannot have a sequence of direct and dative pronominal affixes in the
verb. The verb before the object pronouns ends in the stem vowel, either a
or L The stem cannot have the vowel u, which codes source orientation.

Table l L Direct object affixes
Person
First

Second
Third

Singular
/, (f, i-xa

ghä
0,n

Dual
w (INCL)

Plural
mu(INCL)
nm(EXCL)
ghuni
xon

For the first- and second-person singular and plural, there is only one set
of pronouns that serves either as direct object or as dative/benefactive. For
the third person the direct object is unmarked unless it is referential. The
third-person indirect object is overtly marked. The major coding means to
distinguish between the two functions of object pronouns is through tonal
structure. Pronominal direct objects for all verbs have high tone. The verb
before a pronominal direct object has low tone regardless of the underly-
ing tone of the verb. The low tone is a means of coding the natural, inher-
ent, unmarked object for a given verb. For most verbs, this is the direct
object. For some verbs, however, the direct object is dative. Consider the
verb blä 'break'. The evidence that it has inherently high tone is provided
by its quotation form bl-ay, and by the perfective form without any object,
blä-blä 'he broke if. Before pronominal direct objects it has low tone:

(66) 51ä-ghä-p-blä
break-2SG-OUT -break
'he broke you'
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(67) -i-cfi-p-blä
break-AWAY-lSGOUT -break
'he broke me'

(68) dlä-nä-p-blä
break-DEM-OUT -break
'he broke him'

(69) blä-qnä-p-blä
break-1 PL.EXCL -OUT-break
'he broke us'

(70) blä-ghunä-p-blä
break-2PL-OUT -break
'he broke you (PL)'

The third-person plural pronominal object is coded through the form nä
affixed to the verb and the third-person plural pronoun xon preceded by
the object-marking preposition tä:

(71) dlä-nä-p-blä tä 9
break-DEM-OUT-break OBJ 3PL
'he broke them'

If the verb inherently occurs with semantically dative object pronouns,
such pronouns always have high tone. The verb also has high tone before
such pronouns:

(72) skw-ixä-skwä tä skw-ä z-äy
buy-lSG-buy OBJ thing-GEN eat-PO
'she bought me something to eat5

(73) skwä-ghä-skwä tä skw-ä z-äy
buy-2SG-buy OBJ thing-GEN eat-PO
'she bought you something to eaf

(74) skwä-nä-skwä tä skw-ä z-äy
buy-DEM-buy OBJ thing-GEN eat-PO
'she bought him something to eaf
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In order to code the pronoun as a direct object with such verbs, it is
necessary to use the construction with the preposition tä followed by the
independent pronoun:

(75) skwä-skwä tä käghä
buy-buy OBJ 2SG
'she bought you'

(76) skwä-skwä t-fi
buy-buy OBJ-lSG
'she bought me'

The third-person singular object is unmarked:

(77) skwä-skwä
buy-buy
'she bought it/him'

The problem that needs to be resolved is the functional distinction
between various pronominal affixes for the same person and the function
of the independent object pronouns.

6.2. First-person singular object affixes

The first-person singular object affixes are i, i-xä, and da. The form da is
a cognate of the first-person possessive marker da.

The pronoun / replaces the vowel of the preceding verb and assumes its
grammatical tone, i.e. the tone that the verb has before the direct object:

(78) ks-i-ksa
touch- ISO-touch
'he touched me' or 'he wounded me' (ksä 'catch him/it!' has
underlying high tone)

(79) kzl-i-kzla
wait-lSG-wait
'he waited for me' (kzlä has underlying low tone)

The form ixä is equivalent to the form L The form ixa occurs optionally
when there are no other extensions in the verb:
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(80) kzl-ixä-kzlä
wait-1SG-wait
'he waited for me'

(81) ks-ixa-ksa
touch-ISO-touch
'he wounded me', 'he touched me'

The form cf is used if the verb has the stem-formative movement-away
marker /or the source-oriented marker :

(82) hl-i-d-a-gha-hla [hl-i-daa-hlä]
fall-AWAY -1SG-PVG -D :PVG-fall
'he found me' (The hlä 'fall' is intransitive, and the marker i has a
transitivizing function here.)

Without extensions the form da cannot be used:

(83) *ksä-(fä-ksä
touch-touch
for 'he wounded me', 'he touched me'

(84) *kzlä-cfä-kzlä
wait- ISO-DOWN -wait
for 'he waited for me'

(85) mantsa ya kä- mb-i-di-f-ta
like that DEM COMP-3PL cure-AWAY-lSG-UP-REF
That is how they cured me'.

The form id- when followed by the distal extension gh must have the
vowel a:

(86) kl-i-gi-dä-ghä-kla ta sigä tontängä
take-EP-INN -AWAY -1SG-D:PVG -take OBJ pot hard
'bring me a hard pot'

(87) ks-u-d-tä a mbitsä wä
tOUch-SO-ISG-REF NBG Mbitsa NBG
'Mbitsa will not hit me'
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(88) ks-i-d-tä a mbitsa wä
tOUCh-AWAY-lSG-REF NBG Mbitsa NBG
'Mbitsa will not catch me and throw me out*

To avoid a disallowed consonant cluster or syllabic structure, the pronoun
id will be followed by an epenthetic vowel. The epenthetic vowel is iden-
tical with the vowel preceding cf. The tone on the epenthetic vowel is de-
termined by the syntactic environement. If the epenthetic vowel precedes
the inward-movement extension g [k] or third-person definite object n the
tone on the vowel is low. For example, four-consonant clusters such as
cfkks or dnks are not allowed, and syllabification rules require an
epenthetic vowel to be inserted after the first consonant, creating two syl-
lables: c/VC and CCV:

(89) ks-i-di-k-ksa
touch-AWAY -1SG-INN -touch
'he caught and brought something for me'

(90) ks-i-di-n-ksa
touch-AWAY -1 SG-3-touch
'he touched it for me'

Evidence that form icf is combined with the movement-away extension
/ is provided by syntactic and semantic facts: Syntactically, pronouns
other than the first person can be combined with /. Semantically, the pres-
ence of /adds meaning that is not present in the inherent meaning of the
verb and is not linked with the first-person singular pronoun:

(91) ks-i-gh-tä a mbitsa wä
hit-AWAY-2SG-REF NBG Mbitsa NBG
'Mbitsa will not catch you and throw you out'

(92) ks-i-n-tä ä mbitsa wä
hit-AWAY-3-REF NBG Mbitsa NBG
'Mbitsa will not catch him and throw him out'

Evidence that the use of extensions requires the use of the form da is
provided by the distribution of these forms. If there is an extension, the
form ixa cannot be used, and the form da must be used for the first
singular. If there is no extension, the form da cannot be used, and instead
the form i or ixa must be used:
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(93) päkäw tä ks-i-dä-ghä-tä
leopard COM touch-AWAY-1 SG-D:PVG-REF
'a leopard surprised me'

(94) päkäw tä ks-ixä-tä
leopard COM touch-1SG-REF
'a leopard wounded me'

The movement-away extension codes the momentary presence of an ob-
ject in a certain place:

(95) ngh-i-d-ngha tä luumä
see-AWAY-lSG-see PREP go
'he saw me pass by at the market5

(96) ngh-ixä-nghä tä lumä
see-lSG-see PREP go
'he saw me at the markef

(97) kcf-i-cf-kcfa
finish-AWAY -1 SG-fmish
'he finished me' (he made me tired)

(98) kcf-ixä-kdä
finish-1 SG-fmish
'he finished me completely' (he made me tired)

(99) hl-i-dä-ghä-hlä
fell-AWAY -1SG-D :PVG -fell
'he found me'

When the verb hlä takes the object marker /xä, it means "make fall":

(100) hl-ixä-hlä
fall-lSG-fall
'he made me fall'

The form xä is identical with the extension xä glossed as "DOWN", with
the extension coding repetition of the action, and with the nominal plural
marker xä:
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(101) lä-xä-dä da xdi säwärä tä
go-DOWN-lSG to Hdi jaundice (Ful.) IMPF
kuzl-fxä-tä k- ndä golgi-rjni
ache-lSG-REF COMP-lSG ASSC family-1PL
'after I went to Hdi, I told my family that I was suffering from
jaundice' (lit. 'jaundice aches me')

(102) sid-ä- tä dz-ixä-tä
meanness-GEN-3SG IMPF kill-lSG-REF
'his meanness kills me'

(103) bäl-lxä-bälä
wound-1SG-wound
'he wounded me' (neither i alone nor c/i" alone can be used)

(104) *bäl-cfä-bälä
wound-1 SG-wound
for 'he wounded me'

(105) k(fa mäntsä kä ksä-tä- tä hlonä
last year then SEQ work-REF-lPL.EXCL OBJ work
xäda nä kät-ixä-kätä ndä kobö deydey
place DEM help-lSG-help ASSC money sufficiently
'Last year, we worked here, and that helped me with money suf
ficiently' (ixä cannot be replaced by cT, but can be replaced by /)

6.3. Pronouns and the order of extensions

The object marker i always occurs after the verb and before verbal
extensions:

(106) tsä mndu tä kl-i-g-tä yä
DEM man COM take-lSG-INN-REF DEM
'the man who brought me'

(107) pgh-i-di-p-pgha
accompany-1 SG-ALL -OUT -accompany
'he accompanied me there'

If the pronoun id occurs with one extension only. This extension fol-
lows the pronoun:
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(108) tsä mndu tä kl-i-di-g-tä yä
DEM man COM take-AWAY-lSG-INN-REF DEM
'the man who brought me'

(109) tägh-i-cfi-f-täghä tä xidä-ku ngä mbäcfä
leam-AWAY-lSG-UP-learn OBJ advice-ABS FOR walk
'he advised me to walk'

(110) dg-i-di-p-d9gä
pound-AWAY-lSG-OUT-pound
'divide [it] for me'

If the pronoun id occurs with two extensions, then one extension, either
allative da or inner space g, occurs before the pronoun cf, and other ex-
tension(s) follow it:

(111) tsä mndu tä kl-i-gi-cfä-ghä-tä yä
DEM man COM take-EP-INN-AWAY-lSG-D:PVG-REF DEM
'the man who brought me'

(112) pgh-i-d-i-di-p-pghä
accompany-EP-ALL -AWAY -1SG-OUT -accompany
'he accompanied me there'

6.4. The third-person plural object

The third-person plural object is coded by the pronoun xan. In perfective
aspect the pronoun is preceded by the object-marking preposition tä. The
inherently intransitive verb must have the suffix na:

(113) kä gävä-dä-nä-p-tä'tsi tä xän
SEQ move-ALL-DEM-OUr-REF-3SG OBJ 3PL
'and he pushed them'

hlä-nä-ghä-hl-iyu tä xän
fmd-DEM-D:PVG-fmd-lSG OBJ 3PL

found them'

dgä-nä-dgä tä xsn
divide-DEM-divide OBJ 3PL
'he divided them'
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If the verb is transitive, it does not have the third person singular suffix
:

(114) yä-yä-yä-yä tä
give birth:PL-give birth:PL OBJ 3PL
'she gave birth to them'

In the dependent imperfective aspect, the plural object marker is suffixed
to verb:

(115) no tä za-xdn (nä)
what IMPF eat-3PL Q
'what eats them? (What is their predator?)

In the comment-on-focus clause with the third-person plural object pro-
noun, the verb does not have the form nä affixed:

(116) pakaw tä käsä-tä xan
leopard COM touch:PL-REF 3PL
'a leopard caught them'

6.5. Unspecified human object

The unspecified human subject lu does not have pronominal counterparts
in the object (and possessive) set. The unspecified human subject is coded
by the word mndu 'man'. The scope of such an object is people in general,
but it may also include the speaker:

(117) dzä'ä phlä-phlä- tä mndu käbgä
PUT kill.PL-kill.PL-3PL OBJ man because
xäx3ij tä dzä-tä da-da. kä gäwä.
3PL COM kill-RJ£F father-ISO COMP Gawa
' "They will kill us, because it is they who killed my father," said
Gawa.'

7. The specific object in the perfective aspect

The transitive verb may also have the third-person object marker -n-
glossed as "3" for "third person". That marker -n- is a pronoun is evi-
denced by several distributional characteristics.
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The verb, regardless of its underlying tone, has a low tone before - -,
a characteristic common to all pronominal direct objects:

(118) zä-n-zä
eat-3-eat
'he ate if

(119) sä-n-sä
drink-3-drink
'he drank if

The function of the marker -n - is to indicate that the object is specific,
whether mentioned before in discourse, known to the hearer, or otherwise
identifiable.

(120) xgä-n-xgä mbitsä
call-3-call Mbitsa
'Mbitsa invited him/her"

If the object is not specific, the marker -n - is not used:

(121) xgä-xgä mbitsä tä kwä drwä
call-call Mbitsa OBJ even all
'Mbitsa invited anybody, but nobody in particular' (cf. French
n'importe qui)

Addition of the marker -n- in the above clause makes it referential, "invite
everybody individually", i.e., the invited people are specific:

(122) xgä-n-xgä mbitsä tä kwä drwa
call-3-call Mbitsa obj even all
'Mbitsa invited everybody individually'

Whenever the object is referential, it must be marked by the suffix -n. In
the following example the speaker deploys the marker -n because in the
previous discourse, the speaker had explicitly requested that Lion not be
invited:
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(123) sä-ghä rvor nä ä käbgä-wu kol-kä
arrive-D:PVG lion COMP INTER! why Q take-2SG
Jira xgä-n-tä rver [ . . . ]
SEQ call-3-REF lion
'While Lion was coming, "Why did you invite Lion ...?'"

The form -n can be the only marker of referentiality of the object, i.e., the
object itself does not have to be marked by any definite markers or
demonstratives. Thus, when the object is one of the anthropomorphized
protagonists of the story, it is not modified by the definite marker, but the
verb has the marker - -. In addition to the preceding example compare the
following:

(124) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-n-tä
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-3-REF
päkäwäghuvi
hyena
Then Dog came and helped Hyena'

If the verb does not have the marker -n -and it is followed by an ordinary
noun, the noun is interpreted as an indefinite nominal object:

(125) sä-ghä rver nä ä käbgä-w kol-kä
arrive-D:PVG lion COMP INTERJ why take-2SG
kä xgä tä rveri
SEQ invite OBJ lion
'When a lion came, "Why did you invite a lion?"'

(126) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä päkäwäghuvi
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help hyena
Then Dog came and helped a hyena'

If the nominal object following the verb is marked for defmiteness, the
verb must have the marker -/?:-

(127) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-n-tä tsä
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-3-REF DEF
päkäwäghuvi yä
hyena DEM
Then Dog came and helped the hyena'
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The marker -n- cannot be used if the object is not marked as definite or
specific. The omission of the marker -n- when the object is definite results
in an ungrammatical sentence:

(128) *mbäd kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä tä
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help OBJ
tsä päkäwäghuvi yä
DEF hyena DEM
for Then Dog came and helped the hyena'

The form -n- can be used without a nominal object overtly present in
the clause, provided that the object has been previously mentioned in dis-
course:

(129) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-n-tä
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-3-REF
Then Dog came and helped him [hyena].'

The following two clauses follow each other in a conversation:

(130) gä tsi nä kä-'ä
where 3SG Q COMP-3SG
' "Where is she?" he said'

(131) ghzl-i-n-ghzla-lu...
chase-AWAY -3-chase-UH
' "She has been chased away ..."'

It is in complementary distribution with object pronouns for other per-
sons:

(132) mb-i-(fi-f-mba-kuni
recover-AWAY -1 SG-UP-reco ver-2PL
'did you (PL) cure me?

(133) mbü-'u-f-mbä-xdn
recover-1 DU-reco ver-3PL
'they cured the two of us'
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8. Inherent properties of verbs and object coding

The present section provides a typology of verbs with respect to the num-
ber and type of arguments they take, and the manner in which these argu-
ments are coded.

There is a class of intransitive verbs that cannot have an object of any
kind added. These verbs include sä 'come' and la 'go'.

There is a class of intransitive verbs that in certain aspects must have an
object. This object, however, must be cognate, i.e. formed from the same
segmental structure as the verb, or semantically restricted to only one
verb. Some of these verbs are xwäy 'run', xän 'sleep', and lorn Tight'. The
presence of an object with such verbs is a means of coding aspect. The
verbs sä 'come' and la 'depart' cannot have cognate objects.

There is a class of transitive verbs whose nominal object is marked by
the preposition ta or by a suffix in the case of pronominal objects. Even
when these verbs occur without a second argument, their subjects are
controlling.

There is a class of labile verbs, where the same form can be used with
one or two arguments. When these verbs occur with one argument only,
i.e. with the subject, the subject represents the affected noun phrase, i.e.
the noun phrase that undergoes change.

There is a class of verbs, mainly verbs of perception, that must have an
object-coding affix added if followed by a nominal object.

There is a class of intransitive verbs whose only argument, the subject,
is affected. These verbs must also have an object-coding affix added if
they occur with a nominal object.

In what follows we describe the properties of each class of verbs and,
on the basis of these properties, draw conclusions about the inherent lexi-
cal meaning of the verbs.

8. L Intransitive verbs that do not allow an object

Some intransitive verbs, including sä 'come' and la 'go', cannot have an
object added:

(134) la-la
go-go
'he went5 (speaker at the place higher than the potential destination)

One cannot add a nominal object to this class of verbs:
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(135) *M-/ä tä Mbitsa
go-go OBJ Mbitsa
for 'he made Mbitsa go' (or any other meaning)

sä-sä
'he came'

(136) * sä-sä tä mbitsä
arrive-amve OBJ Mbitsa
for 'he made Mbitsa come' (or any other meaning)

One can, however, add a pronominal dative object to such verbs. Such an
object codes the beneficiary. The coding of the pronominal object as da-
tive is accomplished through the high tone on the verb in both reduplicated
parts:

(137) 1-aä-lä
go-lSG-go
'go for me!' (but not 'he made me go')

Some intransitive verbs may have a pronominal object added. In such
constructions the subject of the clause is the causer but not a participant in
the event described by the verb, and the object is the participant in the
event coded by the verb (cf. 6.2. above for the forms of the first person
singular object pronoun):

(138) ddi-g-ixä-dcfä
fall-INN-lSG-fall
'he made me fall' (by pushing me, or shaking the tree, etc..

Cf.:
(139) ddä-gä-ddä

fall-INN-fall
'he fell'

(140) dda-ga-dd-i
fall-INN-fall-lSG

fell'
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8.2. Object coding with verbs of perception

Verbs of perception without objects of any kind simply indicate the per-
ception on the part of the subject. They do not code external stimuli of
perception, things seen or heard. Thus if one asks:

(141) snä-n-snä-kä ta gwäcfä tä ghoij-ä xiyä rä
hear-3-hear-2SG OBJ word PREP head-GEN corn Q
'have you heard about the corn?5

The answer is:

(142) sna-sn-i
hear-near-ISO

heard'

Addition of the marker -n- codes the specific piece of information
asked about:

(143) sna-n-sn-i
hear-3-hear-lSG

heard if

If there is a nominal or pronominal object marked by ta, verbs of per-
ception must have the marker -n - added

(144) snä-n-snä ta plis-ä cfä
hear-3-hear OBJ horse-GEN 1SG
'he heard my horse'

The difference between the use of the marker -n- with verbs of
perception and its use with other verbs is that with verbs of perception it is
used whenever there is a nominal object, regardless of whether the object
is referential:

(145) snä-n-snä tä skwi
hear-3-hear OBJ thing
'he heard something'

(146) snä-n-snä tä yä skwi yä
hear-3-hear OBJ DEM thing DEM
'he heard that thing'
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(147) nghä-n-nghä tä mghäm
see-3-see OBJ chief
'he saw a chief

(148) nghä-n-nghä tä lumä
see-3-see OBJ market
'she saw the market'

The marker - - occurs even in a negative clause:

(149) xäcf skwi sna-n-tsi wä
NBG thing hear-3-3SG NBG
'he heard nothing'

The marker -n- occurs with verbs of perception when there is a clausal
complement:

(150) zi'yä-n-zi'y- tä drä-ku-ä-m
smell-3-smell-lSG OBJ burn-ABS-GEN-3SG

smelled it burn'

9. Object coding in the independent imperfective aspect

Transitive verbs in the imperfective aspect must have the object marker
-ay, (glossed as "PO" for "potential object"). The tone on the marker -ay
becomes low if it is added to a low-tone verb ending in a vowel. The evi-
dence that -ay is an object marker is provided by the fact that it cannot be
used with intransitive verbs:

(151) dzä'ä xwäyä
PUT run
'he will run'

(152) dzä'ä xäni
PUT sleep
'he will sleep'

(153) dzä'ä ndru
PUT fly
'it will fly'
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The marker -äy occurs even if there is a nominal object in the clause.
The marker is used regardless of whether the object is referential or defi-
nite:

(154) dzä'ä hlov-äy tä fndä mndu-xä
PUT hit-PO OBJ all man-PL
'he is going to hit everybody'

(155) dzä'ä htöv-äy tä rnndu
FUT hit-PO OBJ man
'he is going to hit somebody*

Here are examples with definite and indefinite objects:

(156) dzä'ä htiv-äy tä tsä kdix yä
FUT hit-PO OBJ DBF donkey DEM
'he is going to hit this donkey'

(157) dzä'ä b-äy tä tsä xgä yä
FUT build-PO OBJ DBF house DEM
'he is going to build the house'

(158) dzä'ä b-äy tä xgä
PUT build-PO OBJ house
'he is going to build a house'

The potential object marker -äy cannot be replaced by the referential
object marker -n:

(159) *dza'a hldvä-n tä tsä kdix yä
PUT hit-3 OBJ DBF donkey DEM
for 'he is going to hit this donkey'

(160) *dzä'ä htivä-n tä kdix
FUT hit-3 OBJ donkey
for 'he is going to hit this donkey'

The potential object marker -ay is not used in the imperfective aspect in
a pragmatically dependent clause, such as a comment on the focused
element, even if the object has been previously mentioned in discourse: (0
shows the place that äy would have occupied):
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(161) indä dimanche nä mämu manage ndänä
every Sunday (Fr.) COMP exist marriage (Fr.) now
'Every Sunday there is a marriage now'

(162) indä dimanche tä mägä-0-xsn
every Sunday (Fr.) IMPF do-3PL
'every Sunday they do it?

Compare a pragmatically independent clause with the unspecified object
marked:

(163) tä mäg-äy-xän indä dimanche
IMPF do-PO-3PL every Sunday (Fr.)
They do it every Sunday?

Compare also the following sentence where both clauses are in the imper-
fective aspect and have the same verb mag 'do'. The first clause is prag-
matically independent, and the verb has potential object marker -ay. The
second clause is a comment on the focused locative, and the verb does not
have the object marker -ay.

(164) tä mäg-äy-xsn ämä ndä mä nizeryä tä
IMPF do-PO-3PL but ASSC PREP Nigeria IMPF
mägu-lü bad" tsä
do-UH day OEF
They do it, but it is in Nigeria that they do it on those specific
days.'

The omission of the potential object marker in the first clause and its in-
sertion in the second clause, or either of those operations alone, results in
an ungrammatical sentence:

(165) *tä mäg-xsn ämä ndä mä nizeryä tä
IMPF do-3PL but ASSC PREP Nigeria IMPF
mäag-äy-lu bäcf tsä
do-PO-UH day DBF
for They do it, but it is in Nigeria that they do it on those specific
days.'
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10. Coding the addressee of verbs of saying

The addressee of verbs of saying is coded in a way similar to the coding
of the object of verbs of perception. If the addressee is a noun or indepen-
dent pronoun, the verb must have the third-person definite object suffix
-n:

(166) lä-ghä päkäw ghuvl kä mnä-n-tä kn
go-D:PVG hyena SEQ tell-3-REF dog
'Hyena said to Dog ...'

(167) kä mnä-n-tä kn tä gwäcfä
SEQ tell-3-REF dog OBJ word
'and Dog told him the word'

If the clause does not have an addressee, the verb does not have the object
pronoun:

(168) kä mnä-tä kn tä gwäcfä
SEQ tell-REF dog OBJ word
'and Dog said the word'

11. Additional argument coding

The marker nä, which we gloss as "DEM" because of its identity with the
proximate demonstrative, can be added to verbs to code the existence of
an additional argument in the proposition, whether such an argument is
actually present in the clause or not. The marker nä has the distributional
properties of the pronominal object marker in that it occupies the same
position as other pronominal object markers, and it is mutually exclusive
with affixed object markers. For similar phenomena in other Chadic lan-
guages see Frajzyngier 1985a. The use of the marker nä is motivated by
several factors. One of these factors is the inherent lexical properties of
verbs, with which we begin our discussion.

One class of verbs takes pronominal objects through suffixation with-
out any additional changes, but it must have the marker nä when occurring
with nominal objects. The verb cfifä 'hide' has such properties. First its
use with object pronouns:
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(169) cfifä-ghä-cfifä
hide-2SG-hide
'he hid you'

(170) kä cfifä-ghä-tä-tsi
SEQ hide-2SG-REF-3SG
'and consequently he hid you'

If the subject exercises control over the event and is at the same time
the affected subject, the verb must have the goal-oriented marker a fol-
lowed by the source-oriented marker u:

(171) kä cfifä-ugh-tä-tsi
SEQ hide:PVG-SO-REF-3SG
'and consequently he hid himself

(172) dira-ugh-difä väzäk
hide:PVG-SO-hide rooster
'rooster hid himself

There are two conditions for the occurrence of these verbs: Either they
have an object, or if they occur with the subject alone, the verb must have
the source-oriented marker u added:

(173) *cfifä-cfifä väzäk
hide:PVG-hide rooster
for 'rooster hid himself or 'rooster hid something'

One can add another nominal argument to the verb cfifä only if the
marker na is suffixed to the verb. The verb preceding the marker na must
end in the goal-oriented marker -a. The last tone on the verb is low, which
demonstrates that nä functions as the direct object:

(174) (fifä-nä-cfifä tä väzäk
hide-DEM-hide OBJ rooster
'he hid the rooster*

(175) kä cfifä-nä-tä-tsi tä väzäk
SEQ hide-DEM-REF-3SG OBJ rooster
'and consequently he hid the rooster1
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An object cannot be added without the form nä regardless of whether the
verb has the goal-oriented marker a and/or the source-oriented marker u:

(176) *cfifä-cfifa tä väzäk
hide-hide OBJ rooster
for 'he hid the rooster1

(177) *cfffä-ugh-difä tä vazäk
hide-SO-hide OBJ rooster
for 'he hid the rooster*

If the object of the clause is an independent pronoun marked by the
preposition tä, the verb must still be marked by the third-person pronoun
nä, regardless of the person of the independent object:

(178) kä cfifä-nä-tä-tsi ti-i
SEQ hide-DEM-REF-3SG OBJ-lSG
'and consequently he hid me'

The class of verbs that must take an additional argument marker takes
as its subject the argument that is affected, that undergoes a change, or
that does not have control over the event. The subject of the verb pcfä
'remain' is the person or thing that remains:

(179) pcfä-pcfä cfäfä kfyä ngä zwän-ä-
remain-remain food small FOR child.PL-GEN-3SG
'some food remained for his children'

(180) pcfä-pcfä mbitsä
remain-remain Mbitsa
'Mbitsa remained'

The verb pcfä can take a pronominal object only in the dative function
as marked by the high tone on the verb and low tone on the pronoun:

(181) pcfä-ghä-pcfä mbitsä
remain-2SG-remain Mbitsa
'Mbitsa left something for you'

If a direct object, whether nominal or pronominal, is to be added to the
verb pcfä 'remain', through the preposition tä, the verb must have the
marker nä:
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(182) pdä-nä-pcfä tä cfäfä kfyä ngä
remain-DEM-remain OBJ food small FOR
zwän- -
child.PL-GEN-3SG
'she set aside some food for her children'

(183) pdä-nä-pdä ti-i
remain-DEM-remain OBJ-lSG
'he spared me' (e.g. in a battle)

The verb hlä 'fall' is intransitive:

(184) hlä-hlä tä xädik
fall-fall OBJ ground
'he fell down'

One can add an object pronoun to this verb and the meaning is "to find",
an extension of "fall upon":

(185) hlä-ghä-ghä-hlä
fall-2SG-D:FVG-fall
'he found you'

The addition of the marker nä alone results in a causative construction:

(186) hlä-nä-hlä tä zom
fall-DEM-fall OBJ snake
'he made the snake fall'

(187) hlä-nä-ghä-hlä tä zom
fall-DEM-D:PVG-fall OBJ snake
'he found a snake'

(188) lä-mä zingä da tughwäzäk kä
go-IN Zinga PREP hibiscus SEQ
hlä-nä-ghä-tä-tsi tä päkäwäghuvi kä
fmd-DEM-D:PVG-REF-3SG OBJ hyena SEQ
ks-u-tä-tsi
touch-SO-REF-3SG
'When Zinga entered the hibiscus, he found Hyena and devoured
him.'

One cannot add an object to the verb hlä 'fall' without the marker nä:
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(189) *lä-mä zingä da tüghwäzäk kä
go-IN Zinga PREP hibiscus SEQ
hlä-ghä-tä-tsi tä päkäwüghuvi kä
fmd-D:PVG-REF-3SG OBJ hyena SEQ
ks-u-tä-tsi
touch-SO-REF-3SG
for 'When Zinga entered the hibiscus, he found Hyena and de
voured him.'

The examples given so far may make one believe that the marker nä is
simply an object marker. But that is not the case; as with some other
verbs, the additional argument could be a new subject, albeit in a different
semantic role. Consider the verb zä 'disappear, be forgotten'. Its subject
in the unmarked form is the person or thing that disappeared, that is for-
gotten:

(190) za-p-z-i
be forgotten-OUT-be forgotten-1SG

was forgotten'

(191) zä-p-z-ä kcfix
be forgotten-OUT-be forgotten donkey
'a donkey was forgotten'

(192) za-p-z-a pltsakw
be forgotten-OUT-be forgotten hoe
'a hoe was forgotten'

(193) zä-ghä-zä
disappear -D:PVG-disappear
'he went far1

If one adds to the verb zä a subject that forgets, rather than one that is
forgotten, the verb requires the marker na:

(194) zä-nä-p-z-
forget-DEM-OUT -forget-1SG

forgot something'

(195) zä-nä-p-z- tä pitsäkw-ä-ghä
forget-DEM-OUT-forget-1 SG OBJ hoe-GEN-2SG

forgot your hoe'
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(196) *za-p-z-i tä pitsäkw-ä-ghä
forget-OUT-forget-ISO OBJ hoe-GEN-2SG
for forgot your hoe'

The verb mbä 'recover5 is inherently intransitive, its subject being the
person or animal that recovers (from illness):

(197) mbä-f-mbä hlä
recover-UP-recover cow
'the cow recovered'

(198) mbä-mb-äf-mbä-mbä hlä-xä
recover-recover-UP-recover-recover cow-PL
'the cows recovered'

(199) mba-f-mb-i
recover-UP-recover-1SG

recovered'

Pronominal object infixes can be added without any change to the verb:

(200) mbi-di-f-mba
cure-1-UP-cure
'he cured me'

If one wants to add a nominal object, however, the verb must have the
demonstrative nä affixed:

(201) mbä-nä-f-mb- ta hlä-cfä
cure-DEM-UP-cure-lSG OBJ cow-lSG

cured my cow'

11. L The additional argument marker and verbs of perception

The additional argument marker nä with verbs of perception adds the
meaning of control on the part of the subject. The verb ngha 'to see' must
have a high tone before the form nä; then it means "visit", "espy". Recall
that with the pronoun n it has low tone and it means "to see":
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(202) nghä-nä-nghä tä plis-ä-cfä
see-DEM-see OBJ horse-GEN-lSG
'he espied my horse'

(203) nghä-nä-nghä tä mghäm
see-DEM-see OBJ chief
'he visited a chief

Cf.:
(204) nghä-n-nghä tä mghäm

see-3-see OBJ chief
'he saw a chief

(205) nghä-nä-nghä tä lumä
see-DEM-see OBJ market
'she visited the market*

(206) nghä-n-nghä tä lumä
see-3-see OBJ market
'she saw the market'

The verb snä 'hear, know' with the object marker n means "know".
With high tone and the object marker nä it means "obey, follow", i.e., the
verb involves control of the event:

(207)

(208)

Cf.:
(209)

sna-sn-i
hear-hear-lSG

obeyed'

snä-nä-snä tä mghäm
hear-DEM-hear OBJ chief
'he obeyed the chief

snä-n-snä tä mghäm
hear-3-hear OBJ chief
'he knew a chief

An explanation for the marking of control through the additional ar-
gument marker must be sought in the very notion of additional argument.
If there is more than one argument in a clause, the default function for the
subject is control. Doing something for somebody obligatorily involves
control over the event. In Hdi the dative function is coded by high tone on
the verb. If the object of a visit is first rather than third person, the first-
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person pronoun chosen is also the same as the one used for the dative
function:

(210) ngh-i-cfä-ghä-nghä tä lumä
see-AWAY-lSG-D:FVG-see PREP market
'he visited me at the market'

11.2. The addition of an argument to a transitive verb

The marker nä may be added to a transitive verb that takes an object in its
unmarked form. When the form nä is added to an inherently transitive
verb, it does not mean 'do for X* but rather 'in addition to doing some-
thing, do X5:

(211) za-nä-zä
eat-DEM-eat
'eat again!'

When the marker nä follows another extension, it codes the presence of an
additional object in the proposition, whether mentioned in the clause or
not:

(212) zo-dä-nä-zä tä däfä tä ghäq-ä ghzu
eat-ALL-DEM-eat OBJ food PREP head-GEN beer
'he ate mush in addition to drinking beer*

If the sentence has only one object and the verb has the extension nä,
the nominal object in the clause is interpreted as the "additional" object,
added to some other known but not overtly coded object:

(213) -dä-nä-zä tä cfäfä
eat-ALL-DEM-eat OBJ food
'in addition, he ate mush'

Cf.:
(214) zä-dä-zä tä väzäk

eat-ALL-eat OBJ rooster
'he ate too much rooster"

With Stative transitive verbs the marker nä gives a dynamic, non-stative
meaning. The addition of nä to the verb ngä 'hold' results in the meaning
'grab', a dynamic event:
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(215) ngä-nä-ngä n ngä-nä ä wä ä nä
hold-DEM-hold Q hold-OEM NEG MEG 3SG DEM
päkäwäghuvi nä kä-'ä
hyena Q COMP-3SG
' "Did hyena grab it or didn't he?" he thought.'

Additional evidence that the marker nä codes goal orientation is pro-
vided by the fact that it cannot occur with the source-oriented marker u:

(216) - - tä väzäk
eat-SO-eat OBJ rooster
'he ate up a rooster3

Cf.:
(217) *z-u-nä-zä tä väzäk

eat-SO-DEM-eat OBJ rooster
for 'he ate up a rooster1

12. Cognate objects

The term cognate object designates objects derived from the same root as
the verb. Cognate objects can be derived from transitive or intransitive
verbs that do not involve movement of the subject, such as xänä 'sleep,
PL', mbäzä 'wash', välä 'jump'. Cognate objects are ending in the vowel a,
i, or u. Like other objects, cognate objects are marked by the if they are
separated from the verb by the subject:

(218) manga hlg-äy- tä hlgu
instead plant-PO-3SG OBJ plant
'instead of him planting'

(219) mängä dzängäy-dä tä dzängä
instead study-1SG OBJ study
'instead of me studying'

Cognate-object constructions have several functions. One of them is
focus on the event or on the predicate, rather than on the participants:
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(220) hlgä-f-hlgä-xan tä hlgu ämä diyä-f ä
plant-UP-plant-3PL OBJ plant but germinate-UP NBG
xiyä wu
corn NBG
They planted, but the com did not germinate.'

(221) dg-äy-tän tä cfgu yä
thresh-PO-3PL OBJ threshing DEM
'While they were threshing'

(222) kä wudo- tä wdä, kä wdo- tä wdä,
SEQ fight-3PL OBJ fight SBQ fight-PL OBJ fight
kä wdo- tä wdä, mu vwäx-ä
SEQ flght-3PL OBJ fight PREP field-GEN
midz-ä yäghi
mother-in-law-GEN squirrel
They fight, they fight, they fight, in the field of Squirrel's mother-
in-law.'

(223) kä - tä
SEQ vomit-1SG OBJ vomit
'after [...],! vomited'

A cognate object is obligatory if the verb is transitive, the aspect is
perfective, and no object has been mentioned before in discourse. Thus,
one cannot omit the cognate object from the following sentence:

(224) mbäd kä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä-tä xvä
then COMP hyena SEQ farm-REF farming
'Hyena had already farmed.'

Cognate objects may also be used in the normative and prohibitive moods:

(225) tä xul-ä väku xis ngä pgh-äy- tä
PREP back-GEN year two NORM pour-PO-3SG OBJ
pghu
libation
'After two years he should pour a libation'

Cognate-object constructions can be used in questions about the truth
of the proposition if the focus is on the predicate:
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(226) ämä hhgä-f-hldgä-xon tä hldgä
but plant-UP-plant-3PL OBJ plant Q
an hlägä-f ä wä
or plant-UP NBG NBG 3PL
'But did they plant or did they not plant?

With some verbs, instead of the phonologically cognate object, an unspec-
ified object skwi 'thing' can be used:

(227) tä tä d-äy-lu tä skwi xädä käi ra
COM IMPF cook-PO-UH OBJ thing there still Q
'Do they still cook over there?

Intransitive verbs of motion la 'go', sä 'come, and vrä 'return' cannot
have cognate objects.

Cognate objects may be fronted for topicalization or focusing (all ex-
amples elicited):

(228) mbäzä mbäzä-ugh-mbäzä Pghinta
wash wash-D:SO-wash Phinta
'washing, Phinta washed'

(229) mbäzä yä/nä mbäzä-ugh-mbäzä Pghinta
wash DEM/DEM wash-D:SO-wash Phinta
'washing, Phinta washed'

Cf.:
(230) mbäzä-ugh-mbäzä Pghinta tä mbäzä

wash-D:SO-wash Phinta OBJ wash
Thinta washed'

13. Arguments of verbs nza and tsä 'become*

Objects of the verbs nzä and tsä 'become' are coded in ways different from
the coding of objects of other verbs. The second arguments of these verbs
are marked by prepositions kä 'like' or mändä 'like'. The preposition kä
'like' is used for the strong assertion, whose semantic structure is "X
became Y". The construction with mändä 'like' is used to code a lesser
degree of certainty, corresponding to "X became almost Y".

The marker kä is a preposition and together with the noun that follows
it constitutes a separate phrase, as shown by the fact that the referential
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marker preceding it has low tone, the characteristic of the phrase-final
position:

(231) kä nzä-tä kä xäläwäy
SEQ become-REF like mad
'and she became mad'

(232) kä nzä-tä mändä xäläwäy
SEQ become-REF like mad
'and she became almost mad'

(233) ts-u-tsa kä xäläwäy
become-SO-become like mad
'he became mad'

(234) ts-u-tsa mändä xäläwäy
become-SO-become like mad
'he became almost mad'

14. Independent object pronouns

Independent pronouns are marked by the preposition fa. Table 12 repre-
sents the set of independent object pronouns:

Table 12. Independent object pronouns

First

Second
Third

Singular
ü

käghä
tsä

Dual Plural
ämu (INCL)
äqni(EX.CL)
käghum

The vowel a of the object marker fa is replaced by the first vowel of
vowel-initial object pronouns, hence if/and fifii for the first-person sin-
gular and the first-person dual.

Pronominal objects are coded by the independent form in three syn-
tactic environments: the stative aspect, in pragmatically dependent clauses,
and in object topicalization. The third-person plural may be coded only by
the independent pronoun.
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14.1. Pragmatically dependent clauses

The independent form of the pronoun preceded by the preposition tä codes
the object in several types of pragmatically dependent clauses. Here is an
illustration of the use of the independent object pronoun in various types
of such clauses.

Focus on object:

(235) magä-tä-cfä tä
do-REF-lSG OBJ
dzäng-äy-d'ä tä
study-PO-lSG OBJ
.t-ll
OBJ-lSG

lekol käy mäntsa manga
school then then instead
dzängä kä ksä-f-tä dängwä
study SEQ touch-UP-REF illness

'Instead of me studying, an illness caught me.'

Compare a non-focused clause:

(236) kä ks-i-f-tä
SEQ touch-1SG-UP-REF
'an illness caught me'

dängwä
illness

(237) ksä-f-tä dängwä t-u käy mäntsa
touch-UP-REF :SUBJ illness OBJ-lSG then then
lä-xä-dä tä lopitäl mä xäcfu kwobü
go-DOWN-lSG PREP hospital (Fr.) even lack money
wu
NEG
'When the illness caught me, I went to a hospital, [but] there was
no money then anymore.'

Non-focused variant:

(238) ks-i-f-tä dängwä
touch-1SG-UP-REF illness
'when illness caught me'

Comment on the focus clause:
If one of the arguments of the clause is fronted for focus, the remaining
material is a comment on the focused element. In such clauses the
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pronominal object is coded by the independent form preceded by the
preposition tä:

(239) mändä xiya tä ngh-iyu tä käghä
like guinea corn IMPF see-lSG OBJ 2SG
'you are very beautiful' (lit. see you like guinea corn')

(240) fitik cfva-fa-a-ka ti-fi wu
since like-UP-NEG-2SG OBJ-lSG NBG
'since you do not like me . . . '

Focus on subject:

(241) fi dzä'ä ghunä-ghä tä käghä
ISO PUT send-D:PVG OBJ 2SG
'it is I who will send you'

14.2. Independent object pronouns in the stative

The verb in the stative aspect cannot have pronominal objects affixed, and
therefore object pronouns, if any, must be marked by the preposition tä:

(242) ndä nghä tf-
STAT see OBJ-lSG
'he saw me'

(243) *nda nghä- [gh-fi\
STAT see-lSG
for 'he saw me'

Another motivation for the use of independent object pronouns is a
constraint on what arguments the verb may take in the affixal form. If the
verb takes a dative argument as an affix, the direct object is coded by the
independent pronoun:

(244) ghunä-gä-ghä-ghunä mälä-cfä ti-i
send-INN-D:PVG-send older brother-1SG OBJ-lSG
'my older brother sent me to you'
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15. Conclusions

The language has two grammatical relations, the first argument and the
second argument, which for the sake of reference are called "subject" and
"object". The two arguments have different syntactic properties, but they
do not have specific semantic roles associated with them. The "subject" is
coded through the position immediately following the verb. The "object"
is coded by the preposition tä preceding the nominal object, including in-
dependent pronouns or by object suffixes to the verb. The first-person
pronominal object may be coded by three forms, each coding a different
type of affectedness of the speaker. The third-person singular pronominal
object is unmarked. The language does, however, have a means of coding
the referentiality of the third-person pronominal object.

There are several classes of verbs that differ in the way an object can be
added to them. Verbs of perception, if occurring with a nominal object,
must have the referential object marker n added. The addition of a
pronominal object to an intransitive verb results in a causative construc-
tion.





Chapter 7

Coding the semantic roles of arguments

1. Introduction

There is no one semantic role/function associated with the category subject
in Hdi. The semantic function of subject is coded by the stem-forming
markers a, u, and i, and by verbal extensions. Similarly, there is no one
semantic function associated with the argument marked by the preposition
fa, which we refer to as object. Although objects are in most instances
affected, they vary in degree of affectedness. The semantic role of object
is coded by stem-forming markers and by verbal extensions. Verbal stems
formed with the markers a and u may be further changed by the addition
of another marker from the same set (but not the same marker) and by the
addition of various extensions. All these markers are affixed to verbs. The
categories subject and object simply represent the first and second argu-
ments of the verb.

The semantic relations coded through the system of inflectional mark-
ing on the verb include: goal orientation, source orientation, which often
implies affectedness of the subject or the event done for the benefit of the
subject; partial affectedness of the object; indirect affectedness of the sub-
ject; and total affectedness of the object, or the object's disappearance.

2. Point of view of source

Source orientation is marked by the vowel u added to the verbal root. The
source-oriented marker assumes the tone of the verb:

(1) z-u-za
eat-SO-eat
'he ate everything' (Spanish: el se comio Russian: on najelsja)

(2) s-u-sä
drink-SO-drink
'he drank everything' (Spanish: 61 se tomo)
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With some intransitive verbs, the marker u codes affectedness of the
subject:

(3) kä mt-u-tä dä-ni
SEQ die-SO-REF father-3SG
'and his father died'

With transitive verbs, the source-oriented marker indicates that the
subject is affected, as in the two examples given above. With verbs that
can take either a controlling or an affected subject, the marker u indicates
that the subject is affected:

(4) dr-u-drä xäsuü
burn-SO-burn wood
'the wood burned'

(5) bädz-u-bädzä Igut
spoil-SO-spoil cloth
'the cloth spoiled'

Such verbs cannot be used with the goal-oriented marker a and with an
inanimate subject:

(6) *bädzä-bädzä Igut
spoil-spoil cloth
for 'the cloth spoiled'

If a controlling subject occurs with such a verb, a marker entailing the
existence of a controlling subject must be added to the verb. Such exten-
sions are all goal-oriented markers, such as -i-rj "AWAY-3" or -nä
'additional argument'marker.

(7) bädz-i-n-badz- tä Igut -> [bäj-i-n-bäj- tä Igut]
spoil- AWAY -3-spoil-lSG OBJ cloth

spoiled the cloth'

(8) kä bädz-i-q-bädzä kuni
SEQ spoil-AWAY-3-spoil 2PL
'if you spoil if (taken from written narrative)
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The source-oriented marker may imply action for the benefit of the
subject. When the source-oriented marker u is added after the vowel a, it
is realized [ugh]:

(9) kä klä-ugh-tä kä f-u-d-u-tä
SEQ take-D:SO-REF SEQ put-SO-ALL-EP-REF
'he took it out [of the pot] and ate it up' (lit. 'put it in himself)

The source-oriented marker u may occur after the goal-oriented marker
a. The verb cfifä 'hide' can take u only after the vowel a, viz. cfffä-ugh-tä
and not *<fifu-ta, because hiding involves the subject's control:

(10) kä lä-m-tsi difä-ugh-tä
SEQ go-IN-3SG hide-SO-REF
'And he entered and hid himself.'

(11) kä lä-ghu väzäk cfifä-ugh-tä
SEQ go-D:SO rooster hide-SO-REF
'And the rooster went and hid himself.'

The verb cfv' 'like' provides excellent evidence for the hypothesis that
the vowel a codes control on the part of the subject, and that the vowel u
codes the affectedness of the subject. If the vowel u is added to the stem
ending in a, the meaning of the verb involves control on the part of the
subject "choose, select, prefer":

(12) kä dvä-ugh-ta mäkwä tä zväxw
SEQ like-SO-REF girl OBJ bat
'the girl chose the bat [for herself]'

If the vowel u is added directly to the verbal root, the verbal stem means
'to love', a process that does not involve control:

(13) kä (fv-u-tä mäkwä ta zväxw
SEQ like-SOREF girl OBJ bat
'the girl liked the baf

There is a class of verbs whose basic theme codes the affectedness of
the subject. These verbs have the vowel u as part of their stem. Subjects
of those verbs, i.e. the unmarked arguments, are affected rather than con-
trolling:
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(14) fu-fa inn
heat-heat water
'the water boiled'

(15) rwu-rwä xiyä
rot-rot guinea corn
'the guinea corn dried'

When a proposition containing a stem that inherently codes the affect-
edness of the subject contains a goal, the stem must be followed by the
goal-oriented marker a. Here is an example with the verb nu 'be fat, be-
come faf :

(16) tsä mndu nu'wä-nä-f-lu tä hlä yä
DEF man fatten-PVG-DEM-UP-UH OBJ cow DEM
'the man for whom the cow was fattened'

3. Point of view of source in the imperfective

3. L The form of the absolutive marker

The point of view of the source in the imperfective aspect is marked by the
suffix -ku, glossed as "ABS" for "absolutive", added to the verbal stem
ending in the vowel a. Subjects following the verb with extension -ku are
either affected arguments of transitive verbs or subjects of intransitive
verbs; they are never controlling arguments of transitive verbs.

(17) tsä xiyä tä ghwälä-ku yä
DEF corn IMPF dry-ABS DEM
'corn that dries'

Cf.:
(18) tsä xiyä tä ghwäl-tsi yä

DEF corn IMPF dry-3SG DEM
'corn that he dries'

(19) tä ghwälä-ku 6
IMPF dry-ABS Q (est [Fr.])
'So it dries up?
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(20) tä sä-ku imi
IMPF drink-ABS water
'the water is drinkable'

3.2. The functions of the absolutive marker

The marker ku represents the point of view of the object of the transitive
verb or the subject of an intransitive verb. The evidence for this hypothe-
sis is that it cannot occur with the potential object marker -ay, nor can it
occur with the referential marker -fa. The marker ku is the imperfective
counterpart of the source-oriented marker u, which is used only in the per-
fective aspect:

(21) tä drä-ku xäsu'u
IMPF burn-ABS wood
'the wood is burning, is burnable'

(22) tä dru-tä xäsu'u
IMPF burn:SO-REF wood
'the wood has burned'

For inherently transitive verbs, the subject of the verb with ku is not
controlling:

(23) cfiyä-f-cfiyä-tsi ya na ama tä
germinate-UP-germinate-3SG DFJvl COMP but IMPF
ghwälä-ku
dry-ABS
'It has germinated, but it dries up'

Cf.:
(24) ghüb-f-n-ghubä ämä ndä nä-nä tä

wash-AWAY-3-wash but ASSC DEM-DFJd IMPF
gh wäl-äy-gh wäl-äy
dry-PO-dry-PO
'he washed [it] and now he is drying [it] up'

The form with the marker ku, like other verbal forms, can be followed
by possessive subject pronouns in certain types of clauses. The form with
ku represents the non-controlling subject:
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(25) kdä-ku-a-n tsä xädä
finish-ABS-GEN-3SG DEF here
'It ends here.'

Cf.:
(26) kcf-i-n-tä-n tsä xädä

finish-AWAY-3-REF-3SG DEF here
'he finished it here'

(27) tä wäwä-kw-ä-ni kn
PREP walk around-ABS-GEN-3SG dog
'Dog is taking a walk'

Cf.:
(28) tä wäw-äy kn

PREP walk around-PO dog
'Dog is walking somebody'

The absolutive extension can be used even if the verb has an object, but
the extension indicates the state of the subject:

(29) kdä-ku-ä-tän tä vixä-p-tä värä mbäcf
finish-ABS-GEN-3PL PREP sift-OUT-REF beans then
ka-xön kä wä-dä-p-tä tsä värä yä
COMP-3PL SEQ take.PL-ALL-ÖUT-REF DEF beans DEM
dzäghä
home
'When they were done sifting the beans, they brought them home'

Compare the goal-oriented:

(30) kcf-u-kcfä- mä vixä värä
finish-SO-fmish-3PL PREP sift beans
'they finished sifting the beans'

With the verb yä 'beget, give birth' the extension ku indicates the event
from the point of view of the person born:

(31) o ghälä-kä kä värä du'u ghälyä
INTER! like this COMP beans father-1 DU earlier
tä yä-ku ndä slä ndä slä [tsä]
IMPF yield-ABS ASSC leg ASSC leg like that
' "Oh, it is like this: The beans of our forefathers earlier were born
with feet."'
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Cf.:
(32) yä-f-yä dägälä

give birth-UP-give birth a lot
'it has produced a lot'

The extension is used when there is only one argument of a transitive
verb and that argument is affected rather than controlling:

(33) ndä sn-iyü kä tsä mariage-xä yä tä
STAT hear-lSG COMP DEF marriage (Fr.)-PL DEM IMPF
mäggä-ku gä xdi kä-xan mändi
make-ABS PREP Hdi COMP-3PL like
dängäl-xä yä
marriage (Ful.)-PL DEM

have heard that marriages are being made in Hdi.'

(34) tä mäggä-ku ä tsä wä
IMPF do-ABS NEG DEF NEG
'It is being done, isn't it?

Cf.:
(35) tä mäg-äy-M tä manage gä xdi

IMPF do-PO-UH OBJ marriage (Fr.) PREP Hdi
'they are arranging marriages in Hdi'

(36) tä tsirä-ku tä vghä
IMPF defecate-ABS PREP body
'he defecated on himself

The following example contains four verbs with the controlling subject
and one with the affected subject:

(37) kä sä-ghä ghub-i-n-tä kä dgä-tä
SEQ arrive-D:PVG wash-AWAY-3-REF SEQ pound-REF
kä pghäm-tä m-imi ngä lbä-kw-ä-ni
SEQ pour-REF IN-water FOR wet-ABS-GEN-3SG
'she came, washed it, pounded it, poured it into water, for it to
become wet5

The absolulive extension can be added to the intransitive verb ndzä
'happen'. The affected argument is represented by possessive pronouns:
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(38) nä-nä gwäcfä dzä'ä gwäcf- nänä tä ghong-ä
DEM-DEM word PUT tell-lSG DEM PREP head-GEN
ndzä-kw-ä-cfä kcfä
happen-ABS -1SG last year
The story that I am going to tell is about what happened to me last
year.'

4. Point of view of goal

Goal orientation is marked by the suffix -a, which can be added either di-
rectly to the verbal root or to the source-oriented marker u. The goal-ori-
ented marker codes the event as directed toward a goal and thereby implies
that the subject is controlling.

Evidence that the marker a is a separate morpheme rather than an un-
predictable underlying component of the verb is provided by the fact that it
can occur after the source-oriented marker u. In the sequence 1C [labial or
velar] u a/, the vowel u is reduced to the feature [round], realized as labial-
ization of the preceding consonant:

(39) fw-ä-fwä tä irm
heat-PVG-heat OBJ water
'he heated water"

Cf.:
(40) fu-fwä imi

heat up-heat up water
'water heated up'

(41) rw-ä-rwä tä zfndiij
rot-PVG-rot OBJ germinated corn
'he made the germinated corn rof

(42) rw-i-n-rwä tä xiyä
rot-AWAY-3-rot OBJ corn
'he made the corn spoil' (by damaging the stems)

Compare the verb with a non-controlling subject:

(43) rwu-rwä xiyä
rot-rot guinea corn
'the guinea corn dried'
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The verb with the goal-oriented marker cannot be used with subjects
that physically cannot have control over the event:

(44) *fw-ä-fwä um
boil-PVG-boil water
for 'the water boiled'

There is a class of verbs that can be used with a controlling subject and
an affected object. These are prototypically transitive verbs, in that their
inherent properties and underlying form indicate the presence of the
controlling subject and affected object. If the affected object is the subject
of these verbs, they require the source-oriented marker :

(45) M-ld-i tä Igut
wet-wet-lSG OBJ cloth

wet the cloth'

(46) Ib-u-lba Igut
wet-SO-wet cloth
'the cloth became wef

A non-controlling subject cannot occur with the goal-oriented marker a:

(47) nba-lbä Igut
wet-wet cloth
for 'the cloth became wef

The verb ghüäl 'dry' displays the same properties:

(48) ghwälä-ghuäl-i ta Igut
dry-dry- 1SG OBJ cloth

dried the cloth'

(49) ghuäl-u-ghwälä Igüt
dry-SO-dry cloth
'the cloth dried'
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5. Movement-away extension /

5.1. The form of the movement-away extension

The movement-away extension /, glossed as "AWAY", is suffixed directly
to the root and acquires the underlying tone of the last syllable of the verb.
The tone on the verb may vary, depending on the role of the following
object, as described earlier. If there are object suffixes, the movement-
away extension, as well as point-of-view-of-source extension immediately
precede the object suffix. If there is no other grammatical marker between
the verb and the object suffix, it makes no difference whether the move-
ment-away marker is analyzed as preceding the object suffix or following
the verb. The third-person object suffix n must be used if the object is
third person:

(50) pgh-i-n-pgha ta hlu'wi
put-AWAY-3-put OBJ meat
'she threw away meat5

(51) pgh-i-n-pghä tä hlu'wi distä (fall
put-AWAY-3-put OBJ meat into sauce
'she put meat into a sauce'

The movement-away extension occurs only in the perfective forms of
the verb coded either through reduplication or through the marker kä in
sequential clauses. The extension must be followed by one of the
pronominal suffixes, d for the first-person singular, gh for the second-
person singular, or n for the third-person singular and third-person plural:

(52) mbcf-i-cf-mbcfa
replace-AWAY -1 SG-replace
'he replaced me' (he came and I went away)

(53) mbcf-i-gh-mbcfa
replace-AWAY -2SG-replace
'he replaced you'

(54) mb(f-i-n-mbcfa
replace-AWAY -3-replace
'he replaced him'
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5.2. The functions of the movement-away extension

The movement-away extension can be added only to transitive verbs. It
indicates either that the object is no longer at the scene at which the event
occurred or that the object does not have its previous integrity:

(55) kä zl-i-n-ta tsä riigham ya
SEQ chase-AWAY-3-REF DBF chief DEM
[tazonä-ni\ tä tsä märkw-ä-tän yä
OBJ son-GEN 3SG [error] OBJ DEF wife-GEN-3PL DEM
The chief chased away his wife.'

(56) ngh-i-n-ngha tf-'i tä luumä
see-AWAY-3-see OBJ-lSG PREP market
'he saw me pass by at the market5

(57) kä zl-i-n-tä-tsi kä xwäyä-uhg-tä
SEQ leave-AWAY-3-REF-3SG SEQ run-SO-REF
'he left [a bag] and escaped'

(58) mbäcf ka-'a kä w-i-g-i-n-tä kä
then COMP-3SG SEQ take.PL-AWAY-INN-3-REF SEQ
lä-ghw- cfifä-nä-tä zwän-ä-ni
go-D:SO-REF hide-3-REF child.PL-GEN-3SG
'He took his children and hid them.'

Even with verbs that do not affect the object in any way, the move-
ment-away extension indicates that the object is not in the place referred to
in the clause. With verbs of perception, the extension indicates that the
object is no longer present at the place where it was perceived:

(59) ngh-i-n-ngha a kwä tä ptä
see-AWAY-3-see OBJ calabash PREP mat
'he saw a calabash on the mat? (the calabash is no longer there)

Cf.:
(60) nghä-n-nghä tä kwä tä ptä

see-3-see OBJ calabash PREP mat
'he saw a calabash on the maf (the calabash may still be there)

(61) ngh-i-n-ngh-i tä kn
see-AWAY-3-see-ISO OBJ dog

saw a dog' (running, no longer there)
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Cf.:
(62) nghä-n-ngh- tä kn

see-3-see-lSG OBJ dog
saw a dog' (it may still be there)

Adding the movement-away extension to transitive verbs that do not
imply movement has the meaning of "verb + take away". This is
especially evident with verbs whose inherent meaning implies acquisition,
such as "catch", "take", "gather", "give birth":

(63) talä zäijwä tsä yä tä märä-n-tä
exorcise demon DEF DEM COM show-3-REF
xlo-g-i-n-tä indä ghwäcfäk-ä skwi mä
gather-INN-AWAY-3-REF all bad-GEN thing PREP
xgä yä
home DEM
'It is tälä zärjwä that shows that one has chased away all the bad
things from the compound.'

(64) kl-i-n-kla
take-AWAY-3-take
'he took it away'

(65) ks-f-gh-ksa
touch-AWAY -2SG-touch
'he caught you and threw you away'

The following examples illustrate the function of indicating the effect
on the integrity of the object:

(66) bl-i-n-dlä tä xäsu'u
break-AWAY-3-break OBJ branch
'he broke the branch' (into two parts)

(67) dr-f-n-dra tä xäsu'u
burn-AWAY-3-bum OBJ wood
'he burned the wood away' (implies he will not have use for the
product)
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(68) kcfä-kW'ä fitik-ä zl-i-n-tä zwän-i
finish-ABS-GEN time-GEN free-AWAY-3-REF child-PL
'at the end of vacation' (lit. 'at the end of the time of the release of
children')

The extension is used when the movement involves placing one thing
under another:

(69) mbäd kä kä - -n-tä
then COMP SEQ light-AWAY-3-REF fire
ki'yä ndä mistä-ni
small PREP under-3SG
Then he lit a small fire under it.'

Cf.:
(70) mbäd kä kä v-äf-tä tä kzun

then COMP SEQ light-UP-REF fire PREP grass
Then he lit the fire in the grass.'

(71) kä l-iyu ngas-i-n-ta mistä mbizä
SEQ go-lSG pushin-AWAY-3-REF fire under bean dish
kä päkäwghuvi
COMP hyena
' "I have to push in the fire under the bean dish," said Hyena.'

5.3. Transitivizing functions of the movement-away extension

The movement-away extension combined with the third-person definite
object marker n has a secondary function of transitivizing verbs. Thus the
intransitive verb vrä 'return' becomes transitive through the addition of i-n:

(72) vr-f-n-vrä tä pitsäkw
return-AWAY-3-return OBJ hoe
'he returned the hoe'

Cf.:
(73) vra-k-vra

retum-INN -return
'he returned'

Certain transitive verbs cannot be used with the movement-away ex-
tension because the verb inherently involves separation (via 'give'). These
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verbs thus provide additional evidence for the function of the extension as
implying movement away:

(74) *vl-f-n-vl-fyü tä pitsäkw-ä-cfä
give-AWAY-3-give-lSG OBJ hoe-GEN-lSG
for gave him my hoe'

Cf.:
(75) vlä-n-vl-iyü tä pitsäkw-ä-cfä

give-3-give-lSG OBJ hoe-GEN-lSG
gave him my hoe'

6. Dative and benefactive argument coding

The term dative is used in the present work for the recipient of an object,
and the term benefactive for the beneficiary of an event. Hence, these are
terms describing semantic relations between arguments and the verb. Both
of these functions may be coded by the same formal means. The coding of
dative/benefactive function of the object, whether nominal or pronominal,
is an interaction between the inherent properties of the verb and the coding
means available.

If the dative argument is nominal, it is coded by the preposition tä, the
same preposition that codes the direct object. The function of the argument
as dative rather than direct object is coded by the high tone on the verb.
The nominal dative argument, including third-person plural, can precede
or follow the direct object, i.e., the word order with a dative and direct
object can be either Verb Dative Object or Verb Object Dative:

(76) vlä-n-vl- tä tä kobu
give-3-give-lSG OBJ 3PL OBJ money

gave them money'
vlä-n-vl- tä kobu tä
give-3-give-lSG OBJ money OBJ 3PL

gave them money'

(77) vlä-n-vlä mbitsä tä kobu tä mbäkä
give-3-give Mbitsä OBJ money OBJ Mbaka
'Mbitsa gave money to Baka'

If there is a possibility of ambiguity, the dative phrase follows the
direct object:
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(78) vlä-n-vl-iyu tä kuzun tä gu-xä
give-3-give-lSG OBJ fresh leaves OBJ goat-PL

gave him leaves for the goats'

6.1. Coding the dative on the verb

If the verb can occur with either direct or dative object pronouns, the dis-
tinction between the dative and direct object function is carried by the verb
and by the form of the pronouns. In both cases the coding is through tonal
changes. The two means are, however, independent of each other.

The verb codes the presence of a dative argument through a high tone
on the last syllable. In the case of reduplicated verb, both parts of the verb
end in a high tone. The evidence that tone alone codes the difference be-
tween dative and direct object is provided by examples that are identical
except for the tone on the verb. In the following example the first-person
vowel i assumes the tone of the verb. For the benefactive function the tone
is high; for the direct object function the tone is low:

(79) pd-ixä-pdä
leave-ISO-leave
'he left it for me'

(80) pd-ixä-pdä
leave-ISO-leave

was abandoned', 'he left me'

The distinction between dative and direct object function in the situation
when the pronoun is separated from the verb by the allative extension da
or the inner-space extension gä is marked on the verb. The pronoun is
coded as dative by the verbal root and a high tone. An epenthetic vowel is
inserted after the verb to carry the high tone of the dative marker and to
allow proper syllabification. The epenthetic vowel is schwa if the vowel in
the next syllable is a:

(81) klo-dä-ghä-klä tä pitsäkw dzäghä
take-ALL-2SG-take OBJ hoe home
'he brought a hoe for you to your house'

(82) köl -g-ä-nä-ghä um
take-INN-PVG-3SG-D:PVG water
'bring him some water!'
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Similarly with the allative extension d:

(83) ksl-d-ä-nä-ghä hui
take-ALL-PVG-3SG-D:PVG water
'take some water for him!'

If the next syllable has a high vowel i or u, the epenthetic vowel is / or u:

(84) kl-i-g-i-dä-ghä wä kdix-ä-dä,
take-EP-INN-AWAY-lSG-D:PVG NBG donkey-GEN-lSG
kä-'ä kä wäxu
COMP-3SG like cry
' "bring me back my donkey," he said crying'

In the following example the epenthetic vowel has been inserted twice:
first after the verb b 'build' and second after the allative extension d:

(85) b-i-di-di-f-ba t& muxul
build-EP-ALL-AWAY-lSG-UP-build OBJ wall
'he built me a wall'

The coding of the pronominal object as direct is done through the goal-
oriented marker ä and the low tone following the verbal root:

(86) klä-dä-ghä-ghä-klä dzäghä
take-ALL-2SG-D:PVG-take-3SG home
'he brought you home'

If the root has no vowel or has schwa and it is followed by the allative or
inner-space extension, the pronominal object cannot be interpreted as di-
rect:

(87) *klo-dä-ghä-ghä-klä dzäghä
take-ALL-2SG-D:PVG-take-3SG home
for 'he brought you home'

Under the conditions of vowel assimilation, the vocalic distinction in
the verb disappears and the role of the object pronoun is coded solely by
the tone on the verb:
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(88) kl-i-gi-cfä-ghä-klä di iqni
take-EP-INN-AWAY-lSG-D:PVG-take PREP 1PL.EXCL
'he brought me home'

(89) kl-i-gf-(fa-ghä-klä tä kn
take-EP-lNN-AWAY-lSG-D:PVG-take OBJ dog PREP

1PL.EXCL
'he brought a dog for me to my home'

Consider the verb cfäwä 'ask'. With the high tone the verb means "ask
for a thing, order". If the dative pronoun is present, then the pronoun rep-
resents the beneficiary of the event:

(90) däwä-nä-(fäwä tä däfä
ask-DEM-ask OBJ food
'he asked for food for him'

The source-oriented marker u indicates that the beneficiary is the subject:

(91) (fäw-u-tfäwä tä däfä
ask-SO-ask OBJ food
'he asked for food for himself

The high tone of the verb alone codes the presence of the dative argument,
even if the argument itself is not overtly coded in the clause. The high tone
occurs on the verb-final syllable even if there is no subject following the
verb:

(92) cfäwä-cfäwä tä däfä
ask-ask OBJ food
'he ordered food'

(93) cfäwä-cfäwä musä tä däfä
ask-ask Musa OBJ food
'Musa ordered food'

With low tone on the verb, the meaning does not imply the presence of an
addressee in the event:
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(94) cfäwä-n-cfäwä tä däfä
ask-3-ask OBJ food
'he asked about food'

The high tone on the verb may indicate the presence of a purpose for
which the event has occurred:

(95) dr-ä-drä tä xäsuu
burn-PVG-burn OBJ wood
'he burned wood [for charcoal]'

(96) dr-ä-drä tä xäsuu
burn-PVG-burn OBJ wood
'he burned wood'

Inherently transitive verbs, i.e. verbs that do not require a pronominal
object when occurring with a nominal object, code the dative argument
without any tonal changes on the verb. The first part of the reduplicated
verb keeps the underlying tone, and the last tone is low before the object
phrase. Here are examples of low-tone verbs da 'cook' and bä 'build':

(97) dä-nä-dä tä däfä
cook-DEM-cook OBJ food
'he cooked for him'

(98) bä-nä-f-bä tä xgä
build-DEM-UP-build OBJ house
'he built him a house'

Here is an example of a high-tone verb:

(99) skwä-nä-skwä
buy-DEM-buy
'he bought [it] for him'

(100) skwä-skwä
buy-buy
'he bought [it]'
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6.2. Pronominal dative arguments

The set of dative pronouns is identical with the set of direct object pro-
nouns except that the third-person singular has to be overtly marked by
the form n or na. The same phonological rules apply to dative pronouns as
to direct object pronouns, viz., if the pronoun begins with a vowel, that
vowel replaces the last vowel of the verb.

Table 13. Dative pronouns
Person
First

Second
Third

Singular
/, -xä, cfa,

ghä
n, na

Dual
(INCL)

plural
ma (INCL)
qna (EXCL)
ghuna
xan

6.3. Verbs whose direct object is recipient

The pronominal objects of the verbs via 'give' and mnä tell' behave as if
they were direct object pronouns in that they have high tone. The pro-
nouns are infixed in the reduplicated form and suffixed in the simple form:

(101) mnä-mnä mna-nä-mnä
tell-tell tell-DEM-tell
'he said' 'he told him'

mnä-ghä-mnä mn-u'u-mna
tell-2-tell tell-lDU-tell
'he told you' 'he told us'

mnä-mä-mnä mnä-rjnä-mnä
tell-1 PL.ESfCL-tell tell-1 PL.EXCL -tell
'he told us' 'he told us'

6.4. The two forms of the third-person singular dative pronoun

The third-person singular pronoun na codes the definite, known ad-
dressee; the pronoun n codes the unspecified addressee:
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(102) yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä ya
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mnä-nä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-DEM-REF
"'do not look inside the pot," he told him.'

Replacing the form nä to n in the last verb would produce a different
meaning:

(103) mnä-n-tä
tell-3-REF
'he told someone'

When one speaks about a hypothetical dative in a narrative, then the pro-
noun n rather than nä is used:

(104) pghu tsä ya dzä'ä märä-n-tä
libation DBF DEM PUT show-3-REF
snä-n-tä- tä dädä-xä-ni ndä mtä
know-3-REF-SUBJ-3SG OBJ father-PL-3SG STAT dead
dägä dä- dä-nf mä dä- dä-ni
PREP father-3SG father-3SG PREP father-3SG father-3SG
mä dä- xä gulu
PREP father-3SG until Gulu
'It is the libation that will make him know his dead parents, back to
Gulu.'

Similarly with the verb Wa'give':

(105) vlä-n-vl- tä kodu
give-3-give-lSG OBJ money

gave money'

(106) vlä-nä-vl- tä kodu
give-DEM-give-lSG OBJ money

gave him (specific person) money'

The third-person plural dative is coded by the third-person dative
singular object marker nä with the verb mnä 'say' or n affixed to the verb
via 'give' and by the third-person plural pronoun xon preceded by the
preposition tä:
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(107) mnä-nä-mnä tä xdn
tell-DEM-tell OBJ 3PL
'he told them'

(108) vlä-n-vl-iyu tä xan tä kobu
give-3-give-lSG OBJ 3PL OBJ money

gave them money'

6.5. The functions of the first-person singular dative pronouns

As in the case of the first-person singular direct object pronouns, there are
also two forms of first-person singular dative pronouns. The form ixä is
used if there are no extensions added to the verb, and the form cfis used if
the stem has the marker i or u or if there are extensions, whether
preceding or following the first-person object pronoun:

(109) mn-ixä-mnä *mn-icfä-mnä
say-lSG-say say-lSG-say
'he told me' for 'he told me'

The verb mbä 'chase away' may take the first-person pronoun id either as
a direct object or as dative object. In the first case the tone on the verb is
low, and in the second it is high. Since the vowel i assumes the tone of
the verb, it has high or low tone:

(110) bl-i-di-dlä tä pitsäkw
break-AWAY-lSG-break OBJ hoe
'he broke my hoe'

(111) mb-i-di-f-mba-xan
chase-AWAY -1 SG-UP-chase-3PL
'they cured him for me' (mbä 'chase away' includes chasing away
an illness)

(112) mb-i-cTi-f-mbä-xon
chase-AWAY-ISG-UP-chase away-3PL
'they cured me'

The evidence that vowel / is a part of the first-person pronoun is provided
by the fact that the vowel i does not occur with other object pronouns:
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(113) mbä-ghä-f-mbä-xön
chase away-2SG-UP-chase away-3PL
'they cured [your wound] for you'

(114) mbä-ghä-f-mbä-xsn
chase away-2SG-UP-chase away-3PL
'they cured you'

(115) zl-i-cf-1-rj-wä-zlä ta tvi
leave-AWAY-lSG-EP-3-PL.IMP-leave OBJ road
'allow me ...' (written sources)

Before the distal goal-oriented extension ghä, the first-person pronoun d
is followed by the vowel a rather than by an epenthetic vowel. This is in
accordance with the general rule regarding all locative extensions:

(116) tf-i-d-ä-ghä-tfä-lu tä wi
spit-AWAY-lSG-PVG-D:PVG-spit-UH OBJ mouth
for was blessed'

(117) *tf-i-cfi-ghä-tfä-lu ta wi
spit-AWAY-lSG-D:PVG-spit-UH OBJ mouth

was blessed'

Compare the verb zla 'release'. Without any extension the first-person
singular is ixa\ with an extension, e.g. inverse s, the first-person singular
pronoun is id:

(118) zl-ixa-zla
release-1 SG-release
'he released me' (for my benefit)

(119) zl-i-di-s-zla
release-AWAY -1SG-INV -release
'he released me' (to my detriment)

The vowels of the verbal forms are u or i for all persons. The
vowels depend on the point of view coding on the stem:

(120) ka dz-u-gu-du-du-s-dza käghä nä. . .
SBQ gO-SO-INN-ALL-lSG-INV-gO 2SG COMP
'If you come there for me, then ...'
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(121) kä dz-u-gu-du-nu-s-dzä käghä
SEQ gO-SOINN-ALL-DEM-INV-gO 2SG
'if you come for him'

(122) kä dz-u-gu-du-ghu-s-dzä tsätsi
SEQ gO-SO-INN-ALL-2SG-INV-gO 3SG
'if he comes for you'

The imperative function corresponding to "give me!" has been lexical-
ized through the form yägha, which incorporates both the order and the
first-person dative:

(123) yäghä tä indä xuzlä-xä-cfä demdem kä-'ä
give me OBJ all good-PL-1SG all COMP-3SG
' "return all my things," he said'

6.6. Dative pronouns with simple transitive verbs

If the verb can take both direct and dative objects, the dative function of
the object is coded by high tone on the verb and low tone on the pronoun.
The verbs that have inherently high tone keep the high tone in construc-
tions with dative arguments. Here is a paradigm with all the dative object
pronouns. The verb bla 'break' occurs with the extension p 'OUT' in all
persons except first singular, a fact for which we have no explanation:

(124) blä-ghä-p-blä
break-2SG-OUT-break
'he broke it for you'

(125) bli-xä-blä
break-ISG-break
'he broke it for me'

(126) blä-nä-p-bla
break-DEM-OUT -break
'he broke it for him'

(127) blä-rjnä-p-blä
break-1 PL.EXCL -OUT-break
'he broke it for us'
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(128) dlä-ghunä-p-dlä
break-2PL-OUT -break
'he broke it for you'

Compare the direct object form:

(129) blä-nä-p-dlä
break-DEM-OUT -break
'he broke him'

To a verb with a dative object pronoun a nominal direct object is added in
the usual way, i.e. with the preposition fa. The dative function may imply
benefactive as well as malefactive effect on the argument:

(130) lä-wä-lä da ghdn- xäcfik da käs-icfi-k
go-PL.lMP-go PREP head-GEN world PURP take:PL-lSG-lNN
tä mndu-xä
OBJ man-PL
'go into the world and bring me people ...'

(131) dzä'ä y-i-gi-cfi-p-yä-kuni
PUT give birth-EP-INN-AWAY-lSG-OIJT-give birth-2PL
tä xuzlä-xä-dä
OBJ good-PL-ISO
'you are going to take away my goods'

Verbs that have inherently low tone change the last tone to high to mark
the dative argument, e.g. ztembä 'stone':

(132) ztimbä-nä-ztimbä
stone-DEM-stone
'he stoned it for him'

zlomba-gha-zldmba
stone-2SG-stone
'he stoned it for you'

(133) kä gunä-nä-f-tä sigä
SEQ Open-DEM-UP-REF pot
'and he opened the pot for him'
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6.7. Dative coding indirect affectedness

The dative form of the verb codes the indirect affectedness of an argu-
ment, i.e. a situation in which A acts on B and affects C. Argument B
may be a body part or any other noun:

(134) bl-i-cTi-p-ola tä dzvu
break-AWAY-1SG-OUT-break OBJ hand
'he broke my hand'

(135) blä-ghä-p-blä tä dzvu
break-2SG-OUT-break OBJ hand
'he broke your hand'

(136) blä-ghä-p-blä tä üdzu
break-2SG-OUT-break OBJ stick
'he broke your stick'

Compare direct affectedness coded by the direct object form of the verb:

(137) blä-ghä-p-blä
break-2SG-OUT -break
'he broke you'

6.8. Dative pronoun and extensions

If the verb has only one extension, dative pronouns, just like direct object
pronouns, precede this extension:

(138) sä-ghä uvä xvä-nä-n-tä uvä tä xvä
anive-D:PVG cat work-DEM-TENT-REF cat OBJ work
kiukw
little
'After Cat came and worked a little for him'

(139) tfä-nä-ghä-tfä-lu tä wi
spit-DEM-D:PVG-spit-UH OBJ mouth
'he was blessed'
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(140) ndä snä-kä n säräk, htiv-i-cfi-p-htivä
STAT know-2SG Q club hit.PL-AWAY-lSG-OUT-hit.PL
tä indä mndu-xä
OBJ all man-PL
'Do you understand, stick? Hit everybody for me!'

If the verb has more than one extension, the dative pronoun follows all
extensions except for the last one (on the order of extensions see the
Chapter 10, section 4):

(141) xgä-n- - tä rver wä kä
call-3-REF:SUBJ-lSG OBJ lion NBG SEQ
dz-u-gu-du-du-s-dzä käghä nä
gO-SO-INN-ALL-lSG-INV-gO 2SG DEM
xgä-n- - tä rver wä kä'-ä
call-3-REF-lSG OBJ lion NBG COMP-3SG
' "I will not invite Lion. If you come there for me, I will not invite
Lion," he said.'

6.9. Other functions of the dative form of the verb

The dative form of the verb, i.e. the high tone on the last syllable, does
not necessarily imply the presence of a dative or benefactive argument.
With the verb ngh 'see', the high tone changes the meaning to "visit";
hence it adds the feature [control] to the function of the subject:

(142) nghä-ghä-ngh- tä lumä
see-2SG-see-lSG PREP market

visited you at the market5

nghä-ghä-ngh-i
see-2SG-see-lSG

saw you at the market3

6..10. Coding of dative and benefactive through prepositions

If the dative argument is nominal, it is coded by the object-marking
preposition tä, as illustrated by the example quoted earlier:
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(143) vla-n-vl-iyu tä kuzun tä gu-xä
give-3-give-lSG OBJ fresh leaves OBJ goat-PL

gave him leaves for the goats'

The benefactive argument may be coded by the preposition ngä 'for5.
The verb does not code the presence of the prepositional phrase with ngä:

(144) skwä-skw- tä kwä tä ghon ngä muk
buy-buy-lSG OBJ calabash PREP head FOR girl
mä-ghä
mother-2SG

bought a head calabash for your sister* (mäkwä 'girl', muk does
not occur alone)

The pronominal dative may also be coded through the preposition ngä.
Pronouns following the preposition ngä are selected from the possessive
set:

(145) klä-gä-ghä ngä-ghä
take-!NN-D:PVG POR-2SG
'he brought for you'

(146) klä-gä-ghä-klä ngä-ghä
take-lNN-D:PVG-take POR-2SG
'he brought it for you'

(147) tä da skw-ä z-äy ngä-cfä
IMPF cook thing-GFJST eat-PO FOR-lSG
'she is cooking something for me to eaf

7. Co-referentiality of arguments

7.1. Co-referentiality of the subject and the direct object

The co-referentiality of the subject and the direct object is coded by use of
the word vghä 'body' as the object. Such a construction codes the subject's
having control over the event and also being affected by the event. The
notion of subject control is a crucial function of the object coded by vghä.
The evidence that both of these semantic properties are coded by the
construction with vghä is provided by the fact that when the same verb
occurs without vghä, the clause does not imply control:
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(148) su(fä-sucf-i tä vghä
undress-undress-1SG OBJ body

undressed'

(149) dzä'ä mbä-mb-äf-mbä-mu tä vghä-*mu
PUT cure-cure-UP-cure-lPL OBJ body-1 PL
'we will recover*

(150) mb-äf-mbä tä vghä-ni
recover-UP-recover OBJ body-3SG
'he cured himself

(151) mbä-f-mbä
recover-UP-recover
'he recovered' (no implication of his control over the event)

(152) mb-äf-mbä-mu
recover-UP-recover-1 PL
'we recovered'

7.2. Co-referentiality of the subject and the dative

The co-referentiality of the subject and the is coded by the preposition ngä
'FOR' followed by pronouns coding the features person and number of the
subject:

(153) drä-drä ngä
burn-burn FOR 3SG
'he burned it for himself

The disjoint reference between the third-person singular subject and the
dative argument is coded through the addition of the dative pronoun na to
the verb. The prepositional phrase with the third-person dative in such
cases is optional, but if it occurs, its pronoun is co-referential with the da-
tive pronoun affixed to the verb and not with the subject pronoun:

(154) drä-nä-drä (ngä-nf)
burn-DEM-bum FOR-3SG
'he burned it for him'
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7.3. Co-referentiality of the subject and the locative

The co-referentiality of the subject and the locative is coded by the form
vghä 'body' preceded by a locative preposition:

(155) tä tsira-ku tä vghä kä bgä tä
IMPF defecate-ABS PREP body SEQ because COM
xädu ntfäij ngä nu'wä-f-tä mndärä-ni wä
lack glue FOR close-UP-REF anus-3SG NBG
'he defecated on himself because there was no glue to close his
anus'

(156) ngä sä-bä tsä riwdu yä jibil ndä
NORM go-OUT DEM man DEM outdoors ASSC
Igut-ä ngrä tä vghä-ni
cloth-GEN black PREP body-3SG
The man should come out wearing black clothes.'

8. Coding of the reciprocal function

The reciprocal function, viz. A acting on B and B acting on A, is marked
by the verb followed by the plural subject and the noun vghä 'body' pre-
ceded by the object marker tä. The form vghä is not followed by a pos-
sessive pronoun:

(157) dzä'ä guy-ey-mu tä vghä mäxtsim
FUT meet-PO-lPL OBJ body tomorrow
'will we meet tomorrow?

(158) dzä'ä guy-oy-kuni tä vghä mäxtsim
FUT meet-PO-2PL OBJ body tomorrow
'will you meet [each other] tomorrow?

(159) * dzä'ä guy-ey-mu tä vghä-mu mäxtsim
FUT meet-PO-lPL OBJ body-lPL tomorrow
for 'will we meet [each other] tomorrow?

The reciprocal function coding by vghä came about through the
grammaticalization of the exclusiveness of the event, i.e. its restriction to a
group of plural participants. In the following example there is not what is
generally assumed to be a reciprocal function, viz. A acting on B and B
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acting on A, and yet the marker vghä is used, because it confines the ac-
tivity to just the subject mentioned in the clause:

(160) tä tä tsk-äy-M tä vghä tä
COM IMPF gather-PO-UH OBJ body PREP
hldäy mäntsä ghälyä rä
often like once Q
T)o people gather as they used to?

Once exclusiveness has been established, in subsequent sentences the
marker vghä does not have to be repeated with the same verb. Thus the
preceding example is followed in the conversation by the following sen-
tences:

(161) tä tsk-äy- de <- ctöi(Hau.)
IMPF gather-PO-3PL indeed
They gather indeed.'

(162) tä tsk-äy- wä
IMPF gather-PO-3PL NBG
They gather, don't they?

In purpose clauses the reciprocal marker vghä is not preceded by the
object marker tä. It is followed by possessive pronouns:

(163) sä-ghä-sä-xon da kätä vghä-tän
arrive-D:PVG-arrive-3PL PURP help body-3PL
'they came to help each other*

9. The applicative extension vä

The extension vä follows the verb stem with the vowel a. The verb before
this extension has a low tone if the event is directed toward the subject,
and it retains its underlying tone if the event is directed toward an object.

(164) zlghä-vä-zlgh- tä nlslä-cfä
take-APPL-take-lSG OBJ gift-ISO

took my gift' (for myself)

The applicative extension precedes locative extensions:
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(165) dgä-vä-p-dgä-xän
divide-APPL-OUT -di vide-3PL
'they divided themselves'

The function of the applicative extension is to code the event's occur-
ring for the benefit of the subject. The evidence for this hypothesis is
provided by the fact that the extension cannot be used if the event is for
the benefit of persons other than the subject:

(166) zlghä-vä-zlgh- tä wslä-
take-APPL-take-lSG OBJ gift-3SG

took his gift' (for myself)
Cf.:
(167) zlghä-f-zlgh- tä nlslä-ni

take-UP-take-lSG OBJ gift-3SG
took his gift'

(168) bukwä-vä-bukw- tä Igut
cover-APPL-cover-lSG OBJ cloth

covered myself with a cloth'

The extension vä cannot be used if the beneficiary is other than the
subject:

(169) *zl-i-cfi-n-vä-zlä tä pitsäkw
leave-AWAY-1 SG-3-APPL-leave OBJ hoe
for 'he left me a hoe' (cf. ex. (178) below)

With verbs zä 'eat' and sä 'drink' the extension codes selfish eating and
drinking:

(170) ndä-vä-ndä
swallow-APPL-swallow
'he swallowed everything' (in a selfish way)

(171) zä-vä-zä tä cfäfä
eat-APPL-eat OBJ food
'he ate all the food'

(172) sä-vä-s-iyu tä ghzu
drink-APPL-drink-lSG OBJ bilbil

drank all the beer5
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When the extension vä is added to the verb pghä 'pour5, the meaning is
equivalent to "pour into oneself, drink":

(173) pghä-vä-pgh- tä ghzu
pour-APPL-pour-lSG OBJ bilbil

drank a lot of beer*
Cf.:
(174) pgh-1-n-pgh-f tä ghzu

pour-AWAY-3-pour-lSG OBJ bilbil
poured the beer5

The applicative extension with intransitive verbs codes a limitation of
the event to the subject only or to a certain time or effort:

(175) ndzcfä-vä-tä zingä . . .
spend time-APPL-REF: SUBJ Zinga
'After Zinga has spent some time,...'

(176) ndzcfä-vä-tä-cfä kitikw . . .
last-APPL-REF :SUBJ-lSG small
'After spending some time, I . . . '

The verb zlä 'leave' requires the additional argument marker nä before
the extension :

(177) kä dvä-ugh-ta mäkwä tä zväxw
SEQ like-SO-REF girl OBJ bat
kä zlä-nä-vä-tä kuku
SEQ leave-DEM-APPL-REF pigeon
The girl chose the bat and left the pigeon'

If the beneficiary is other than the subject, a dative construction is used:

(178) zl-i-di-n-zlä tä pitsäkw
leave-AWAY-lSG-3-leave OBJ hoe
'he left me a hoe'

9.1. Partial affectedness of the subject

The function of the extension vä is similar to the source-oriented marker
u. Both can occur with transitive verbs. The extension vä in such cases
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codes partial affectedness of the subject, while the marker codes com-
plete affectedness of the subject:

(179) 61ä-51ä
break-break
'he broke if

(180) dlä-vä-p-dlä
break-APPL-OUT -break
'this thing broke into two'

(181) bl-u-61a
break-SO-break
'it broke'

(182) 51-u-dlä tsä fuya
break-SO-break DEF tree Q
an blä-vä-p-ndä-dlä
or break-APPL-OUT-ASSC-break
'did this tree break completely or did it break partially?

The difference between the affected argument coding through vä and
the applicative coding is in the tone of the verb. If the event is performed
for the benefit of the subject, the verb has a high tone. If the subject is af-
fected only, the verb has a low tone:

(183) bla-va-bla
break-APPL-break
'he broke it for himself

(184) drä-drä
burn-burn
'he burned if

(185) dr-u-dra
burn-SO-bum
'it burned'

(186) drä-vä-drä
burn-APPL-bum
'he bumed it for himself
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(187) drä-vä-drä
burn-APPL-burn
'this thing burned a bit'

The unmarked argument of the verb giglcf 'shake' is the controlling agent:

(188) gigidä-n-gigidä tä fu
shake-3-shake OBJ tree
'he shook the tree'

(189) gigicfä-n-gigidä fu ia. hlxwa-xa-ni
shake-3-shake tree OBJ leaf-PL-3SG
'the tree lost its leaves'

The verb must have the applicative suffix vä if the subject is affected:

(190) gigidä-vä-gigidä fu
shake-APPL-shake tree
'the tree shook'

(191) *gigicTä-gigi(fä fu
shake-shake tree
for 'the tree shook'

Similarly with the verb kcfä 'end':

(192) xäcfik kul xäcfu kcfä-vä-k-tä-
earth REL.NEG NBG end-APPL-INN-REF:SUBJ-3SG
'the world that does not end'

The extension vä can be added to the verbal stem ending in to indicate
the partial affectedness of the subject:

(193) dr-u-v-drä tä vghä-
bum-SO-APPL-burn OBJ body-3SG
'he burned his body'

9.2. The applicative extension and the negative

If an inherently high-tone transitive verb with the applicative extension is
followed by one argument in the negative clause and the verb has high
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tone, the argument is construed as the object. If the verb has low tone, the
argument is construed as subject, albeit a non-controlling one. The role of
the extension vä is thus to code orientation toward the sole argument, the
subject, whatever its semantic role might be. Moreover, the extension
codes the non-affectedness of that argument. The extension vä in negative
clauses is thus in contrast with the extension ku, which codes the affect-
edness of the object:

(194) zä-vä ghüväzu wä
eat-APPL pig NEG
'pig is not edible', One does not eat pork'

(195) zä-vä ghüväzu wä
eat-APPL pig NBG
'the pig did not eat all'

(196) sä-vä nä nä mi nä wä
drink-APPL DEM DEM water DEM NEG
'this water is not drinkable'

(197) zä-vä yä hlu'wi yä wä
eat-APPL DEM meat DEM NEG
'this meat is not edible'

Cf.:
(198) tä zä-ku yä hlu'wi yä

IMPF eat-ABS DEM meat DEM
'this meat is edible'

The inherently low-tone verbs stay low in both of these environments:

(199) sä-vä ä imä ä wä
eat-APPL NEG water DEM NEG
'the water is not drinkable'

(200) sä-vä ghüväzu wä
eat-APPL pig NEG
'the pig did not drink all'

The extension vä cannot be used with a negative clause containing both an
agent and an object:
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(201) klä-gä-*vä-ghä a tä hllhlik wä
take-INN-D:PVG NBG OBJ egg NBG
'he did not bring eggs'

(202) tä t-äy-lu ta cfaD ma xilba
IMPF fetch-PO-UH OBJ sauce PREP pot
'the sauce is served in the xilba pot'

The applicative extension may be followed by the affected marker u. In
such constructions, the applicative extension indicates a diminutive action,
and the marker codes affectedness of the subject:

(203) phlä-va-ugh-phlä sigä
break-APPL-SO-break pot
'the pot broke a little bit*

10. The inverse extension 5

10.1. The form of the inverse extension

The inverse extension is marked by the consonant s and either the affected
subject marker u or the movement-away marker i followed by the definite
object marker n. The resulting underlying structure in the perfective is
thus: Verb-j/u-/j-s-Verb. Since all verbs begin with a consonant, a disal-
lowed segmental sequence results: n-s-C. The movement-away marker i
or the source-oriented marker u provides epenthetic vowels for syllabifi-
cation between n and s:

(204) mäs-u-n-u-s-mäsä tä rdi tä wubisim
apply-SO-3-EP-INV-apply OBJ ointment PREP mouth
'hei put the ointment on his2 mouth'

(205) mäs-i-n-i-s-mäsä tä rdi tä wubisim
apply-AWAY-3-EP-INV-apply OBJ ointment PREP mouth
'hei wiped off the ointment from his2 mouth'

The coding of the pronominal object as benefactive rather than direct is
accomplished through the following tonal changes: With monosyllabic
verbs the tone on the verb is low for the direct object but high for the
benefactive. The tone on the epenthetic vowel preceding the marker -s is
high for the direct object and low for the benefactive:
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(206) dz-u-cfu-s-dzä
hit-SO 1SG-INV -hit
'he hit me once'

(207) dz-u-cfu-s-dzä
hit-SO-1SG-INV-hit
'he hit for me once'

(208) dz-u-cf-dza
hit-SO-ISG-hit
'he hit me'

(209) dz-u-ghu-s-dzä
hit-SO-2SG-INV-hit
'he slapped you once'

(210) dz-u-ghu-s-dzä
hit-SO-2SG-JNV-hit
'he slapped for you'

With polysyllabic verbs, when the tone of the second syllable of the
verb is fixed, the distinction between direct and benefactive object is
coded by the tone on the epenthetic vowel preceding s: high for the direct
object, and low for the benefactive function:

(211) hlingwi-n-is-hlmgwa
push-3-INV-push
'he pushed him'

(212) hlingw-i-n-i-s-hllngwa
push-AWAY -3-INV-push
'he pushed it for him'

(213) hnngw-i-cfi-s-htingwa
push-AWAY -1 SG-INV -push
'he pushed me'

Cf.:
(214) hlingw-i-di-s-hlingwa

push-AWAY -1 SG-INV -push
'he pushed for me'
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10.2. The functions of the inverse extension

The extension s indicates that the pronominal object that follows the verb
has a function different from the one that would be assigned to the pro-
noun by the unmarked form of the verb. Thus, the arguments occurring
with the inverse extension do not all have the same relationship to the
verb, but rather, with different verbs they have different relationships.
Accordingly, the description that follows lists some of the functions of the
inverse extension observed in texts and in elicited data. The markers u or i
that are required by the inverse extension are added to the verb or they
precede the object pronoun suffixed to the verb.

With intransitive verbs the object is not the causee but rather indirectly
affected, i.e., the action of the subject indirectly affects the object:

(215) xwäyä-gu-du-cfu-s-xwäya
run-INN -ALL-1SG -run
'it escaped from me', 'it ran out on me' (e.g. a goat taken to the
market)

Verbs that take inanimate objects, such as sä 'drink' and zä 'eat', can
have pronominal objects added if the verbs have the inverse extension.
Such constructions are the causative constructions for transitive verbs.
The pronoun marked by the extension s is the causee of the event:

(216) kä s-u-du-s-tä-xdn
SEQ drink-SO-1SG-INV-REF-3PL
'they made me drink'

(217) z-u-m-u-s-za-xon
eat-SO-1 PL.INCL-SO -INV-eat-3PL
'they made us eat*

(218) s-u-ghu-s-s-i
drink-SO-2SG-INV -drink-1 SG

made you drink'

One cannot add a human object pronoun to such verbs without the inverse
extension:

(219) *sä-ghä-s-i
drink-2SG-drink-lSG
for made you drink*
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The object of the verb with the inverse extension is coded by the preposi-
tion fa:

(220) kä s-u-(fu-s-tä-xon tä ghwäni
SEQ drink-SO-lSG-INV-REF-3PL OBJ medicine
'they made me drink the medicine'

If the causee is a full noun or an ndependent pronoun, the verb has to
have a pronominal suffix coding the features person and number of the
object noun phrase. The tone before the pronominal suffix coding the in-
stigator of the event, the causer, is low rather than high, as is usually the
case before the controlling subjects:

(221) s-u-qn-u-s-sa-xon tä im tä
drink-SO-1 PL.EXCL-INV-drink-3PL OBJ water OBJ
ägni ndä zwän ngä mä-tfä
1PL.EXCL ASSC child FOR mother-1 SO
'they made me and a friend of mine [lit. 'my brother"] drink water"

(222) s-ü-mu-s-sä-xon tä imi tä
drink-SO-1 PL.INCL-INV-drink-3PL OBJ water FOR
ämu ndä käghä
IPL.INCL ASSC 2SG
'they made us drink water5

If the third-person singular object pronoun n is used, the inverse
marker s gets deleted when followed by another continuant:

(223) s-u-n-s- tä skwi
drink-SO-3-drink-lSG OBJ thing

made him drink'

(224) s-u-ghu-s-s-iyu tä imi
drink-SO-2SG-INV-drink-lSG OBJ water

made you drink water5

The verb hlmgwa 'get pushed around5 is inherently an intransitive verb.
Its unmarked form contains the source-oriented marker u:

(225) hling-u-htingwa
push around-SO-push around
'that thing got pushed ouf
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If another argument is to be added, the verb requires the movement-away
marker /followed by appropriate pronouns: cf for the first singular, gh
for the second, and for the third person. The addition of a new argument
requires high tone on the verb:

(226) hlmgw-i-(f-hlingwa
push-AWAY -1 SG-push
'he pushed me'

(227) hlingw-i-gh-hlingwä
push-away-2-push
'he pushed you'

(228) hlingw-i-n-hlmgwa
push-AWAY-3-push
'he pushed him'

(229) hlingw-i-n-hlingwä tä mbitsä
push-AWAY-3-push OBJ Mbitsa
'he pushed Mbitsa'

Addition of the inverse extension s changes the role of the pronominal
object from direct object to benefactive:

(230) hlingw-i-n-is-hlingwa
push-AWAY-3-INV-push
'he pushed him for him'

(231) hlingw-i-di-s-hlingwä
push-AWAY -1SG-INV -push
'he pushed for me'

Consider now the verb dzä'ä 'go', which can have object pronouns
added only if it is has the inverse marker s:
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(232) xgä-n- - tä rver wä kä
call-3-REF-lSG OBJ lion NBG COND
dz-ü-gü-du-cfu-s-dzä käghä nä
gO-SO-INN-ALL-lSG-INV-go 2SG COMP
xgä-n- - tä rver wo kä-'ä
call-3-REF-lSG OBJ lion NBG COMP-3SG
' "I will not invite Lion. If you come there for me, I will not invite
Lion," he said.'

The inverse extension also codes the indirect affectedness of the object
for verbs whose object pronouns would otherwise be interpreted as being
directly affected:

(233) Id-i-ghi-s-ldä tä xgä
destroy-AWAY-2SG-INV-destroy OBJ house
'he destroyed your house'

The inverse function can alter the lexical meaning of the verb. When
the inverse extension is added to the verb dzä 'kill', the extension changes
the meaning to 'hit5:

(234) dz-ü-mu-s-dzä-xän
hit-SO-1 PL.INCL-INV -hit-3PL
'they hit us'

The use of the unmarked form of the verb would give a somewhat im-
probable utterance:

(235) dzä-mä-dzä-X9n
hit-lPL.INCL-hit-3PL
'they killed us'

With the verb mnä 'say', the extension s does not change the function
of the preceding subject, but rather changes the function of the unmarked
object. The verb does not mean "tell something" but rather "tell about
something":

(236) mn-u-tfu-s-mnä cf. mn-ixä-mnä kitikw
tell-SO- ISG-INV-tell tell-lSG-tell a little
'tell me about if 'tell me something'
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(237) mn-u-n-us-mnä tä purkutu ndzum
tell-SO-3-INV-tell OBJ story
tä ngwäyä
OBJ Ngwaya
'he told Ngwaya part of a story'

Similarly with the verbs via 'to give', the inverse extension indicates
that the recipient has received only some of the objects mentioned:

(238) - - -s-vlä tä ko&u
give-SO-lDU-INV-give OBJ money
'he gave us (DU) some money'

Cf.:
(239) - - -vlä tä kobu

give-SO-DU-give OBJ money
'he gave us (DU) money'(underspecified amount)

The use of the inverse extension does not prevent the coding of the
distinction between benefactive and direct object through tonal means.
High tone on the third-person marker n codes dative/benefactive function,
low tone codes direct object:

(240) ghun-i-n-i-s-ghuna
send-AWAY -3-EP-INV -send
'he sent him away for good'

(241) ghun-i-n-i-s-ghuna
send-AWAY -3-EP-INV -send
'he sent somebody for him'

In sum, the extension s alters the relationship between verbs and argu-
ments, without explicitly coding which characteristic is involved.

11. The system of partitive extensions

Three extensions cannot occur with each other: ä, , and ghu. Since there
is nothing with respect to their phonological structure that would prevent
the cooccurrence, the constraint indicates that the functions may belong to
the same semantic subdomain, where they are mutually exclusive. We
propose that the extension rj codes an attempt at accomplishing the event,
the extension a codes partial effect on the object or the benefit of subject,
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and the extension ghu codes that only part of the whole was affected or
separated from the whole.

12. The partitive extension ä

The extension ä has the same phonological form as the plural marker a,
but it is added to the verb theme, i.e. the verb followed by its thematic
vowel, rather than inserted after the first consonant of the verb, as is the
case with the plural marker ä. With an affected object the extension ä indi-
cates that only part of the object is affected. Evidence for the proposed
value of the extension is provided by its contrast with the unmarked form
of the verb. The extension behaves phonologically like a direct object in
that the verb that precedes it has low tone:

(242) xnä-ä-xnä tä hlu'wi ndä mängä
cut-PART-cut OBJ meat ASSC knife
'he cut a piece of meat with a knife1

Cf.:
(243) xnä-xnä mbitsä ndä mängä

cut-cut Mbitsa ASSC knife
'Mbitsä slaughtered it with a knife'

If the verb is reduplicated for plural coding, the extension ä is added
after the first reduplicated theme:

(244) ghwä-ä-ghwä-nä-f-ghwä-ghwä mbitsä
cut-PART-cut-DEM-UP-cut-cut Mbitsa
'Mbitsa slaughtered some of them'

With the plural object, the extension indicates that only some members
of the plural set are affected, as in (244). With the singular object, the
extension indicates that the event applies to only part of the object:

(245) ndzdä-vä-tä-dä kiukw mändä
last- APPL-REF: SUB J-1SG small after
sä-ä-tä-cfä t-im-ä tsä
drink-PART-REF:SUBJ-lSG OBJ-water-GEN DEF
ghwäni yä kä - tä
medicine DEM SEQ vomit-1 SG OBJ vomit
'Some time after I drank some water of this remedy, I vomited'
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Additional evidence for the partitive function of ä is provided by the
fact that the extension cannot be used with the adverb demdem 'all', be-
cause it would result in internal contradiction:

(246) sä-ä-sä t-imi *demd6m
drink-PART-drink OBJ-water all
'he drank some water5

The partitive extension indicates that only part of the object is affected:

(247) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä klä-ä-tä värä
then COMP hyena SEQ take-PART-REF beans
'and Hyena took some beans'

13. Locative arguments

13.1. Prepositions da and da

The term locative argument refers to arguments of verbs of movement.
These arguments are coded by the prepositions da or da. The preposition
with the high tone, da, is used when the following noun is a place name
or another inherent locative. The form with the low tone, da, is used when
the following noun is not a place name or an inherent locative:

(248) lä-xä-cfä da xdi. . .
go-DOWN-lSG PREP Hdi
'Having gone to Hdi I . . .'

(249) dägä rvore, dägä gwi'yän kä
CONJ(Hau.) lion CONJ (Hau.) elephant SEQ
ddä-dä-tä-xän da vu mä xäcfik
fall-ALL-REF-3PL PREP fire PREP ground
'Lion and Elephant fell into the fire in the ground.' (Instead of dägä
the associative preposition ndä can be used.)

Unlike in many other Chadic languages, human and animate locatives are
not marked by any special means. They align with other nouns, but not
with toponyms, in that they are preceded by low tone da:
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(250) kä lä-ghä-tsi da üvä
SEQ go-D:PVG-3SG PREP cat
'and he went to Cat.'

In the discussion that follows (but not in the examples) the two variants of
the preposition are represented by the toneless form da,

The preposition da codes movement to or from a place. The distinction
of the direction of movement is coded by the inherent properties of verbs
of movement, which have the direction as a part of their meaning. The
verb la means "to go to" and the verb sä means "to arrive". The spatial
orientation of the goal is coded by locative extensions added to the verb.
In the following example the verb la 'go to' is followed by the extension /
indicating movement up:

(251) tä xulä tsä mäntsä kä lä-f- da
PREP back DEF then SEQ go-UP-lSG PREP
mokolo
Mokolo
'Afterwards I went to Mokolo.'

If the verb is inherently non-directional, e.g. xwäyä 'run, escape', the
directionality is coded by use of a directional verb:

(252) mbatf kä-'ä kä xwäya-ugh-tä lä-ghu
then COMP-3SG SBQ run-SO-REF go-D:SO
da zwän-i
PREP child-PL
Then he fled and he went to his children.' (The high tone on zwän
indicates that the children are not referential, i.e. mentioned before
in the clause.)

(253) bädu pghu dzä'ä hlfyä-f-hlfyä märäkw kä
day initiation PUT get up-UP-get up woman SEQ
la-ugh- da lada-ni
go-SO-REF PREP woman's family-3SG
On the day of the initiation the wife will get up and go to her par
ents.'

Another means of coding the directionality of movement is through the
use of extensions, more specifically the distal extension gh followed by
either the source-oriented marker u (coding the direction from) or the point
of view of goal marker a (coding the direction to). In the following
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example the distal cum source-oriented extension ghu follows the non-
directional verb klä 'take'.

(254) tä xulä tsä mäntsä kä cfäwä-u-tä kuku
PREP back DEF that SEQ ask-SO-REF pigeon
tä indä xuzlä-xä-ni klä-ghu-tsi da tsi
OBJ all good-PL-3SG take-D:SO-3SG from 3SG
'Afterwards the pigeon asked for all his things that the bat had
taken from him.'

The locative argument of the verb skwä 'buy' is the source rather than
the goal:

(255) skwä-skwä tä hlä da mbitsä
buy-buy OBJ cow PREP Mbitsa
'he bought a cow from Mbitsa'

No locative preposition is used when the word dzäghä 'home' is the
goal. The word dzäghä seems to be used only when the home in question
belongs to the subject:

(256) kä wä-dä-p tä tsä värä yä dzäghä
SEQ take.PL-AJX-OUT OBJ DEF beans DEM home
'they brought the beans home'

The preposition da can also code locative arguments of non-movement
verbs, such as the verb 'to look':

(257) yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot
'do not look inside the pot'

13.2. Spatial specifiers distä 'inside' and rnista 'under, behind'

They behave in a way different from prepositions in that they are followed
by possessive pronouns:

(258) sä-ghä-sä mistä-cfä
arrive-D:PVG -arrive under-1SG
'come follow me'
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(259) b9ghlä-x9n nustä-täg
follow-3PL under-3PL
'they followed them'

The specifiers appear to be complex structures consisting of the preposi-
tions mi or di followed by the lexeme sf/'waist' followed by the genitive
marker a. The evidence for sf/being "waist" is provided by the following
example:

(260) sf-a mbitsä
waist-GEN Mbitsa
'the waist of Mbitsa'

The evidence for the existence of prepositions mi and di is provided by
the following:

(261) mi-tghä mi-da
'at home, at my place' 'inside'

(262) xäcf-kä kä ngha di-dä wä
lack-2SG SEQ look PREP-PREP NEG
'you should not look inside'

(263) nus-a-ni
'under if

Eguchi 1971 gives the following examples:

(264) misa nusä-cfä
'sur5 [mistake, should be sous 'under*] 'under me'

14. Conclusions

The semantic role of subject and object is coded by stem inflections con-
sisting of the vowel a (coding goal orientation), u (coding source orienta-
tion), and i (coding movement away and loss of object integrity). The dis-
tinction between direct and dative object is coded by tonal changes, high
tone on the verb coding the dative function of the object, low tone coding
the direct object function.
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The extension va codes partial affectedness of the subject and to a large
extent is a counterpart of the marker ü that codes the complete affectedness
of the subject or the event with the subject as beneficiary.

The inverse extension s indicates that the object has a semantic rela-
tionship different from the one it would have with the inherent character-
istics of the verb.

The marker ku codes that the subject of the clause is affected. The
partitive marker a codes partial affectedness of the object.

The locative preposition da (with different tones, depending on the in-
herent properties of nouns) codes movement with unspecified directional-
ity. The direction of the movement is coded by the inherent properties of
verbs and/or locative extensions. Prepositions are also used to code the
associative, oblique object, dative/benefactive, and instrumental. Some of
these coding functions may also be performed by extensions.



Chapter 8

Extensions coding the manner of an event

1. Introduction

Affixes to the verb may code a number of domains, not including the
coding of person, and number of arguments. We refer to those affixes as
"extensions" in accordance with terminology used in African (and Chadic)
linguistics. In the present chapter three extensions are described: the "do
again" extension, the "tentative" extension, and the "associative"
extension.

2. "Do again" extension gl

The extension gl, if not followed by a vocalic morpheme, is realized as
[gl] or [gol], depending on local syllabification conditions. The extension
is added directly to the verbal root:

(1) so-gl-s-i
drink-AGAIN -drink-1SG

drank again'

(2) zo-gl-z-i
eat-AGAIN-eat-1SG

ate again'

(3) kä mäso-gl-tä-tsi
SEQ apply ointment-AGAIN-REF-3SG
'and he was again applying the ointment"

The addition of this extension to the verbal root followed by the goal-ori-
ented marker a results in an ungrammatical construction:

(4) *zä-glä-nä-ghä-z-i
eat-AGAIN -DEM-D :PVG -eat-1 SG
for ate again'
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The marker gl is followed by the goal-oriented marker a if there is a
referential marker or a locative extension following. If there is a locative
extension, the tone on the point-of-view-of-goal marker a is high:

(5) maso-gl-a-f-masa
apply ointment-AGAIN-PVG-UP-apply ointment
'he again applied ointment'

(6) sd-gla-gha-s-i
drink-AGAIN -D :PVG-drink-1SG

drank again and went'

(7) kä lo-gl-ä-p-tsi kä mä his
SEQ go-AGAIN-PVG-OUT-3SG SEQ PREP two
'when he went for the second time'

The additional argument marker nä can be added. The tone of the goal-
oriented marker a is low if it is an object:

(8) mätä vro-gl-ä-nä-f-vrä-lu tä mäg-äy
how return-AGAIN-PVG-DEM-UP-return-UH OBJ make-PO
kä-'ä
COMP-3SG
' "how will it be redone?" he said'

(9) so-gl-ä-nä-ghä-s-i
drink-AGAIN -PVG -DEM-D :PVG-drink-1 SG

drank something else again and went'

(10) zo-gl-ä-nä-ghä-z-i
eat-AGAIN -PVG -DEM-D :PVG-eat-1 SG

ate again'

Compare the same verb without the "do again" extension:

(11) za-na-gha-z-i
eat-DEM-D :PVG -eat-1 SG

ate in addition the food mentioned before'

The "do again" extension is also added to the verbal root with the plural
form of the verb, which for monoconsonantal verbs must be reduplicated:
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(12) zä-zo-glä-na-ghä-zä-z-i
eat-eat-AGAIN -DEM-D :PVG -eat-eat-1SG

added many things and ate them all'

In negative clauses with the "do again" extension the scope of negation
is the notion "again", meaning that the event was not repeated:

(13) s9-gdl-tä-dä gä mäxtsim-ä-
drink-AGAIN-REF-1 SG PREP nextday-GEN-3SG

-glä a t-fi wä
Vomit-AGAIN NEG OBJ-lSG NBG
'After I drank again the next day, I did not vomit anymore'
(lit. 'it did not vomit me anymore')

(14) tä xula fitik mku sno-gl- tä skwi
PREP back time six feel-AGAIN-1SG OBJ thing
tä kuzl-ixä-tä mä ndzugu mä ndzugu yä
COM ache-lSG-REF in joints PREP joints DEM
wä
NBG
'After six days I did not feel anymore that thing that made me ache
me in the joints' (lit. 'that ate me in the joints')

(15) kä l9-glä-p-tsi kä mä his
SEQ gO-AGAIN-OUr-3SG like PREP two
'and he went out for the second time'

The source of grammaticalization of the "do again" extension is most
probably the verb gla 'grow, be numerous'.

3. Tentative extension A, rj

The tentative extension codes an attempt to accomplish the event. The
definite marker n, realized as before velar consonants, has acquired the
function of the tentative extension, or the marker of a non-accomplished
event. The evidence that this marker is in fact identical with the third-per-
son definite marker added to verbs is provided by several facts: (1) It can
occur only with transitive verbs and with those intransitive verbs of
movement that may include distance covered as their object. (2) The tone
of the verb before the tentative extension is low, as it is before object pro-
nouns. (3) Many clauses are inherently ambiguous in isolation:
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(16) sa-n-s-i
drink-3-drink-lSG

tried to drink if and drank it'

(17) xwayä-n-xwäyä tä xwäyä
run-3-run OBJ race
'he tried to run the race' and 'he ran the race'

The marker cannot occur with intransitve verbs that code point of view
of source (affected subject):

(18) *fu-n-fa
for 'it tried to heat'

Once the goal-oriented marker is added, the marker n can be used as well:

(19) fwä-n-fwä
heat:PVG -TENT-heat:PVG
'he tried to heat if or 'he heated if

The identity of the definite marker and the tentative extension marker is
further supported by the fact that the two cannot cooccur.

Additional evidence that the tentative and definite markers are the same
is provided by the fact that if there is no cognate object, the clause with the
marker n can be interpreted as involving a definite object:

(20) dzangä-g-ä-i kcfä wä
learn-TENT-NEG-lSG last year NBG

did not try to study last year5 or did not study it last year5

(21) xnä-q-xn- kitikw
slaughter-TENT-slaughter-lSG little

tried to slaughter a little' or slaughtered it a little'

The tentative extension can occur with the plural object. Were the to
represent here a definite specific object, it could not occur with the third-
person plural object:

(22) xänä-Q-xan- tä
slaughter:PL-TENT-slaughter:PL-lSG OBJ 3PL

tried to slaughter them' (I did not slaughter any)
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The scope of negation is the extension, not the verb:

(23) dzängä-ij-ä- tä dzängä kcfä wä
leam-TENT-NEG-lSG OBJ leam last year NBG

did not try to study last year.'

One of the functions of the tentative extension is to code that the aim of
the event has not been achieved:

(24) xga-n-xg-iyu
call-TENT-call-lSG

tried to call him'

(25) xgä-g-xg-iyu
call-INN-call-lSG

called him' (and he came)

What remains to be explained is how the definite marker came to ac-
quire the tentative meaning.

4. Associative extension ndä

The extension ndä is formally identical with the associative marker and the
stative marker. We gloss this extension as ASSC so as to maintain the con-
nection with the associative preposition ndä. The extension is added after
object pronouns, if any. The role of the extension is to code the semantic
role of an adjunct as a topic of conversation.

The extension marks the presence of the topic of verbs of mental ac-
tivity, e.g. "think about", "find out about", "remember", "recall".
A verb with the extension ndä may be followed by a clausal complement:

(26) dukwä-f-ndä-dukwä mbitsä tä
realize-UP-ASSC-realize Mbitsa OBJ
zä-nä-p-tä- tä pitsäkw-ä-ni
forget-DEM-OUT-REF-3SG OBJ hoe-GEN-3SG
'Mbitsa realized that he forgot his hoe'

A verb with the associative extension ndä may be followed by a preposi-
tional phrase with the preposition tä. The associative marker on the verb
codes die semantic role of the object of the prepositional phrase:
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(27) dukwä-f-ndä-dukwä mbitsä tä pitsäkw-ä-
realize-UP-ASSC-realize Mbitsa PREP hoe-GEN-3SG
'Mbitsa has found out about his hoe'

(28) grä-f-ndä-grä mbitsä ta
measure-UP-ASSC-measure Mbitsa OBJ
zä-nä-p-tä- tä pitsäkw-ä-
forget-DEM-OUT-REF-3SG OBJ hoe-GEN-3SG
'Mbitsa realized that he forgot his hoe'

Another function of the associative extension is the coding of circum-
stances related to the object:

(29) hlä-nä-ndä-hl- tä ghäli
fmd-DEM-ASSC-fmd-lSG PREP stealing

found him stealing' (i.e., he was stealing)

(30) täwä-nä-ndä-täw- tä nzä-ku
fmd-DEM-ASSC-fmd-lSG PREP seat-ABS

found him sitting' (he was sitting)

The object of the verb with extension ndä may be coded by the associative
ndä rather than by the object marker tä:

(31) grä-f-ndä-grä tsä dzvä-cfä yä ndä
measure-UP-ASSC-measure EOF hand-lSG DEM ASSC
pitsäkw-ä-cfä
hoe-GEN-lSG

found my hoe by chance'

5. "Also" extension xä

There is an extension xä that is phonologically identical with the down-
ward-movement extension xä, but that occurs only with transitive verbs.
The function of this extension is "do X with respect to also" and its
scope is the object. Compare the following sentence where there is no ex-
tension xä in the first clause, but there is one in the second clause. In fact,
the extension xä cannot be added to the first clause, and it cannot be omit-
ted from the second clause:
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(32) kä hlfyä-f-tä zväxw kä (fäwä-f-tä ntfän
SEQ leave-UP-REF bat SBQ ask-UP-REF glue
cfäwä-f-xä-tä däwrä
ask-UP-ALSO-REF cloth
The bat left and asked for glue and also for clothing'

(33) cfäwä-f-xä-tä mudubi däwä-f-xä-tä
ask-UP-ALSO-REF eyeglasses (Hau.) ask-UP-ALSO-REF
dädäx ngä dzä'ä da mäkwä
shoes FOR go PREP girl
'He also asked for eyeglasses and shoes in order to go to a girl.'

6. Conclusions

Three extensions, the "do again" extension gl, the tentative extension n,
and the associative extension ndä, code the manner in which an event is
accomplished. The extension xä 'ALSO', phonologically identical with the
downward-movement extension xä and the plural marker following
nouns, codes new information in addition to that provided earlier. These
extensions cannot occur with each other but they may occur with other in-
flectional markers on the verb, in particular, with various types of verbal
stems.





Chapter 9

Adjuncts

1. Introduction

All adjuncts other than inherent lexical adverbs are marked by a preposi-
tion. Unlike the object, which is also marked by a preposition, nominal
adjuncts do not lose their prepositional markers when they are in a posi-
tion different from that in a pragmatically neutral clause. In this chapter we
describe the coding of the locative, manner, time, reason, and instrumen-
tal. The unmarked position for all adjuncts is sentence final, but they can
be moved to other positions for various pragmatic functions. Adverbial
phrases of time may be marked by the same prepositions that mark loca-
tive phrases, but they may also be marked by the associative preposition
nda. The syntax of adverbial phrases of time is quite different from the
syntax of locative expressions.

2. The oblique argument

A clause may have, in addition to an object, another argument following
the object whose function is to serve as a comment on the object and per-
haps as a comment on event. Such an argument is marked by the preposi-
tion kä 'as, like':

(1) klä-f-klä kä märäkw
take-UP-take as wife
'he took her as his wife'

(2) klä-f-klä tä pghintä kä märäkw
take-UP-take OBJ Phinta as wife
'he took Phinta as his wife'

The oblique argument is used when one object is transformed into
another. The final product is coded as oblique:
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(3) kä d-u-tä kä ghzu
SEQ cook-SO-REF as beer
'and she transformed it into beer*

(4) d- kä dali
cook-SO as sauce
'she made a sauce out of it5

(5) kä tsuä-gä-f-tä-tsi täa, täa, täa, tä rvore
SEQ pull-INN-UP-REF-3SG OBJ OBJ OBJ OBJ lion
kä xnä-tä kä xutä ngä dzä'ä skäl-a-ni
SEQ cut-REF as hide FOR go dance-GEN-3SG
'He pulled up Lion [and] slaughtered him for the skin so that he
could go to the dance with [it (the skin)].' (xutä 'skin' and also loin
garment made from skin)

Compare xutä as object:

(6) kä xnä-tä xutä
SEQ cut-REF skin
'and he cut the skin'

The oblique argument marking is also used to code the names of people
and things:

(7) tsä sa-fa-tan yä gulf na,
DEF arrive-UP-3PL DEM also DEM
hlä-nä-ghä-hlä-xor) tä mndrä mndu-xä tä
fmd-DEM-D:SO-fmd-3PL OBJ clan man-PL IMPF
xgQ-lu kä Gudälu.
call-UH äs Gudälu
'Also when they came, they found a clan that was called Gudalu.'

3. The instrumental adjunct

The instrumental adjunct is marked by the associative preposition ndä.
The adjunct follows the arguments:

(8) ndä xnä hlä da mbitsä ndä mängä
STAT slaughter cow PREP Mbitsa ASSC knife
'the cow is slaughtered by Mbitsa with a knife'
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(9) kä gi lä-xä xdi-xä da guyä xai]
SEQ immediately go-DOWN Hdi-PL PURP meet 3PL
ndä Imu ndä ghödzi ndä Ighed,
ASSC war ASSC quiver ASSC bow
'And Xdi immediately went to meet them with war, with quiver,
with bow'

The associative phrase may be reduplicated. The reduplication:
associative has a distributive function:

(10) ndä zwar) ndä zwärj tä xulä-täij,
ASSC child ASSC child PREP back-3PL
ndä udzu ndä udzu mä dzvä-täq kä-'ä.
ASSC wood ASSC wood PREP hand-3PL COMP-3SG
' "Everybody has a child on her back and a piece of wood in her
hand," he said.'

4. The locative adjunct

In pragmatically unmarked clauses, all locative adjuncts occur in clause-
final position. They can be moved to clause-initial position for focusing or
topicalization. Some lexical items are inherently locative adjuncts. These
are unmarked, except by the position at the end of the clause. Other loca-
tive adjuncts are marked by prepositions.

4.1. Inherently locative adverbs

Inherently locative adverbs are derived from xäd 'place', followed by one
of several demonstrative markers:

(11) xädnä 'here'
xädyä [xädyä] 'here, proximate'
xädä a [xädä ä] 'there, anaphoric'

Such expressions follow the verb and are not marked by a preposition.
They may, however, be modified by a prepositional phrase:
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(12) lä-m-lä cfifä-ugh-tä xädi yä,
go-lN-go hide-SO-REF place DEM
mä tughwäzäk xäd yä da
PREP hibiscus place DEM RESP
' "Go hide yourself here, in the hibiscus, in this very place".'

The adverb xäd may be preceded by prepositions that function as spa-
tial specifiers, situating an object or event with respect to a place:

(13) lä-mä päkawäghuvi da xädä mä tughwäzäk
go-IN hyena PREP here PREP hibiscus
kä hlä-nä-ghä-tä-tsi tä kn
SEQ fmd-DEM-D:PVG-REF-3SG OBJ dog
'When Hyena entered the hibiscus, he found Dog.'

The form xädä a, which includes the remote demonstrative, functions
as a locative anaphor, i.e. as a marker referring to a location mentioned
earlier in discourse. This marker is opposed to the marker xäd yä, which
has a deictic function, pointing to a place near the speaker. Compare the
usage of the two forms in the following example. (The first locative ex-
pression used is xädyä 'here'. When the same location is referred to later
in the sentence, the form xädä-ä is used.)

(14) sä-ghä päkawäghuvi ndzcfä-vä-tä päkawäghuvi
anive-D:PVG hyena last-APPL-REF hyena
tä xvä kä yäghi mäntsä lä-m-lä
PREP work COMP squirrel COMP go-IN-go
da xäd yä bä mää skwi dzä'ä
PREP here DEM please exist thing go
hlä-nä-ghä-tä-kä xädä kä-'ä
fmd-DEM-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ-2SG here COMP-3SG
ndä päkawäghuvi
ASSC hyena
'When Hyena came, and after he worked for some time, Squirrel
told him: "Go in there, won't you, there is something that you are
going to find there," he told Hyena.'
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4.2. The preposition tä

The preposition fa marks the locative adjunct without any specification of
spatial relationships. The preposition tä cannot be replaced by da in ad-
junct phrases:

(15) mäg9-lu kä da tsghä tsä värä yä
before-UH SEQ PREP send DEF beans DEM
tä/*dä wubu
PREP small granary
'Before sending the beans up to the granary'

(16) mbädkä- lämä kä hlfi tsghä värä tä
then-3PL now SEQ go put up beans PREP
wubu
small granary
'Now they went to put the beans into the granary.'

(17) ki vR tä berek
how place PREP Berek
'How are things at Berek? (Berek <— barrack [Eng.] administrative
quarter of town)

The preposition tä may occur before a noun in clauses that imply a di-
rectional locative complement. But directionality is coded by the distal ex-
tension gh with the source-oriented marker u. The preposition tä does not
code directionality but rather a locative adjunct.

(18) la-ghu-la mbitsä tä lumä gä
go-D:SO-go Mbitsa PREP market PREP morning
'Mbitsa left for the market this morning'

(19) wää lä-ghw- tä luwa
there go-D:SOREF PREP sky
'there, it went into the sky' (about birds, airplanes)

4.3. The preposition gä 'inner space'

The preposition gä 'inner space' is used as the sole locative marker with
stative locative verbs. It locates the event or object within the deictic center
or as directed toward or from inside the deictic center. The deictic center,
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however, is not an enclosed space. It may be a compound, a group of
people, a country, or a market. The deictic center for the preposition gä
cannot be a pot, a bush, or the like.

(20) \ad im gä xdi wu ko
NBG water in Hdi NBG Q (Hau.)
'So, there are no rains in Hdi?

(21) tä (fghwänä vli gä xdi
COM be well area PREP Hdi
'Is everything fine in Hdi?

The preposition gä can be used with a human plural argument:

(22) xädu gä wu
not to be PREP 1PL.EXCL NBG
'she is not with us'

When the preposition occurs with a human or animate noun, it refers to
the home of the human or animate, not to the body:

(23) to, kä hlfyä-f-tä-tsi gä väzäk
well, SEQ leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP rooster
'Well, he left [the house] of the rooster*

4.4. The preposition mä 'in'

This preposition mä 'in' may be the sole marker of the locative phrase or it
may occur with other prepositions. It describes location with respect to an
enclosed deictic center, such as a pot, a house, a bush. Like other prepo-
sitions, it can be used with meanings both "to" and "from":

(24) mä täbä tsä zwanä kdon
PREP center DEF child:PL-GEN Kderi
'among these children of Kderi'

(25) kä lä-m hlä-nä-ghä-tä väzäk tä
SEQ enter-IN cat fmd-DEM-D:GOREF rooster COM
cfifä-ugh-tä mä tughwäzäk
hide-SO-REF PREP hibiscus
'When Cat entered, he found Rooster hiding in the hibiscus.'
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(26) kä a kä-' nghä-dä-tä na
SEQ 3SG COMP-3SG look-ALL-REF COMP
zwän-ä- mä sigä
child:PL-GEN-3SG PREP pot
'And he saw that his children were in the pot.'

The preposition mä cannot be used with directional verbs:

(27) pghä-dä-pghä tä zwän-ä- dä/*mä sigä
pUt-ALL-put OBJ child.PL-GEN-3SG PREP pot
'he put his children in the pot'

The preposition mä can be used in temporal expressions:

(28) mä sän-ä fitik
PREP other-GEN time
One day5

4.5. The associative preposition ndä as spatial specifier

The associative preposition ndä may be combined with locative preposi-
tions. It then has the meaning "by", "around", "about". When nda is
combined with the preposition ia, the meaning is either directional or sta-
tive:

(29) ngä lä-m-ä- ndä tä zlängwäcfäk
NORM enter-!N-GEN-3SG ASSC PREP back entrance
'She should enter through the back of the compound.'

(30) lä-ghw- ndä tä wätghä
gO-D:SO-REF ASSC PREP door
'he went out through the door*

Cf. ndä combined with the preposition mä:
(31) tä mäg-äy-xän ämä ndä mä nizeryä tä

IMPF do-PO-3PL but ASSC IN Nigeria IMPF
mägu-lu bäcf tsä
do-UH day DEF
They do it, but it is in Nigeria that they do it on those specific
days.'
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(32) ndä mä nlzoryä
ASSC in Nigeria:Q
'In Nigeria?

4.6. The benefactive adjunct

The benefactive adjunct is marked by the preposition nga'FOR':

(33) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi käy kä klä-ä-tä
then COMP hyena INTER! SEQ take-PART-REF
ngä zwän-ä-
FOR child:PL-GEN-3SG
'Hyena took some of it for his children.'

(34) käbgä xäcfu skwi ngä zä-y ngä tan wu
because lack thing FOR eat-PO FOR 3PL NBG
'Because there was nothing for them to eat'

The marker ngä also codes the person to whom something is sent:

(35) tä xulä tsä mbäcfkä- kä ts-ä-ghä-ghä
PREP back DBF then-lPL.EXCL SEQ send-PL-D:PVG
tä cfelewor ngä indä tsä mghäm-xä mä
OBJ paper (Ful.) FOR all DEF chief-PL PREP
luwä . . .
village
'Afterward we sent papers to all the village chiefs ...'

5. Adverbs of manner

The inherent adverbs of manner may occur in either clause-initial or
clause-final position. The adverb täntän 'first' has as its scope the time of
the event:

(36) täntän mbäcf kä-'ä kä xgä-n-tä väzäk
first then COMP-3SG SEQ call-3-REF rooster
'First he invited Rooster.'
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The adverb tfagal also means "first", but its scope is the subject of the
clause:

(37) tingol väzäk tä lä-ghä täntän
first rooster COM go-D:PVG first
'First arrived Rooster*

The adverb gucfuk 'together, a lot, in one group' may occur in clause-
initial position or it may follow the verb:

(38) kä pgh-i-n-tä gucfuk distä-ni
SEQ put-AWAY-3-REF together in-3SG
'and he put them all inside it [the beans].'

(39) guduk tsd-i-n-tä-tsi tä hlughul dlsta-ni
a lot put-AWAY-3-REF-3SG OBJ salt inside-3SG
'he put a lot of salt inside it5

The adverb mbuuluk 'very well' has been recorded in clause-final position:

(40) mbäcf kä mbizä kä dä-tä mbuuluk
then COMP bean dish SEQ cook-REF very well
Then the bean dish cooked very well.'

There is also at least one morphological device, reduplication (a com-
mon device for deriving adverbs in other Chadic languages), for deriving
adverbs from other lexical items:

(41) misi-misim 'fast3, 'easily'
tän-tän Tirsf

(42) kä s- tä tsä xwäni yä ki'yä ki'yä
SEQ drink-1SG OBJ DEF medicine DEM litüe litüe

drank that medicine in little quantities'

The adverbial expression ndä-ndänä probably consists of the reduplicated
associative preposition followed by the demonstrative na:

(43) dzä'ä skwä-i ndändänä
TUT buy-lSG immediately

will buy [it] immediately5
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If the adverbial expression is formed from inherent verbs, the verb is
reduplicated but each of the reduplicated parts is preceded by the locative
preposition tä:

(44) mghäm tä ghün-äf-t-fi tä xwäyä tä
chief COM send-UP-REF-lSG PREP run PREP
xwäyä
run
'it is the chief that sent me urgently'

(45) xwäyä tä vl-ixä-tä tä bäloij tä mbäcfä
Xwaya COM give-UP-REF-lSG OBJ ball IMPF walk
tä mbäcfä
PREP walk
'Xwaya gave me a ball while I walked by'

A few prepositional phrases functioning as adverbs must occur in
clause-initial position. This is the case with mä ndä 'like', which, together
with its noun, cannot occur in clause-final position:

(46) mändä xiyä tä ngh-iyu tä käghä
like guinea corn IMPF see-lSG OBJ 2SG
'you are very beautiful'

Cf.:
(47) *tä ngh-iyu tä käghä mändä xiyä

IMPF see-lSG OBJ 2SG like guinea com
for see you as guinea corn'

The adverb of manner may also be marked by the associative preposi-
tion ndä:

(48) sä- ndä xwäyä
arrive-SO ASSC run
'come running!' (singular addressee)

The adverb mäntsä 'like that' may occur at the beginning or at the end of
a clause:

(49) xnä-xnä-lu mäntsä
cut-cut-UH like that
'they cut it like thaf
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Color terms, when following a verb rather than a noun, have an adverbial
function:

(50) kä vnixä-gä-f-t-f täntän kä ghuv-ä
SEQ vomit-INN-UP-REF-lSG first like excrement-GEN
zwän tä xulä tsä kä kzunkzuq
child PREP back DEF like grass

vomited first yellow and afterwards green'

(51) änunä kä ghuv-ä zwän tä
but like excrement-GEN child IMPF
ghudz-i tä kwäni
urinate-1SG OBJ urine
'But I urinated yellow urine'

6. Adverbs of time

The unmarked position for adverbs of time is clause final, preceding ad-
verbs of manner, if any. Lexical items that are inherently adverbial are not
preceded by prepositions. This is the case with adverbs coding time, e.g.
kcfä 'last year":

(52) dzängäq-ä- tä dzängä kcfä wä
learn-NEG-lSG OBJ leam last year NBG

did not study last year.'

(53) nänä gwäcfä dzä'ä gwäcf- nänä tä ghongä
DEM word PUT tell-lSG DEM IMPF concerning
ndzä-kw-ä-cfä kcfä
happen-ABS -1 SG last year
The story that I am going to tell is about what happened to me last
year.'

The adverb tämä 'then, later, after, finally' occurs in clause-final posi-
tion in a pragmatically neutral clause:

(54) kä lä-ugh rvere tämä
SEQ go-SO lion then
'and then Lion went out'
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If an adverb of place is marked by a preposition, an adverb of time
follows the adverb of place:

(55) si tä lumä pghintä cfäxäw
PAST PREP market Phinta yesterday
Thinta was at the market yesterday'

The adverb gull 'still' also occurs in clause-final position:

(56) mämu zwän käy guli
exist child INTER! still
'he still has a child'

The adverb täkä 'anymore' occurs in clause-initial position and only in
negative clauses:

(57) täkä zwän ä wä
anymore child NBG NEG
'he is not a child anymore'

An adverbial phrase of time may also be marked by the associative
preposition ndä. Thus the expression corresponding to "now" has the
form of the associative preposition followed by the reduplicated demon-
strative . The tone of the first part of the reduplicated demonstrative is
high, and on the second part it is low:

(58) tä dghuän-lu ndä nä nä
IMPF bewell-UH ASSC DEM DEM
'they are well now'

(59) ndä fitika- tä htigu-lu tä htigu
ASSC time-3SG IMPF plant-UH OBJ plant
One plants at a well-determined time'

7. Interjections

We consider interjections to be adjuncts because they can be added to vir-
tually any clause. The interjection o, äw, occurs in clause-initial position.
It shows the speaker's impatience with, or neglect for, the thing men-
tioned:
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(60) 6 ghälä-kä kä värä d- ' ghälyä tä
INTERJ like this COMP beans father-IDU earlier IMPF
yä-ku ndä slä ndä slä [tsä\
yield-ABS ASSC leg ASSC leg like that
' "Oh, it is like this: The beans of our forefathers earlier were born
with feet."'

The interjection of regret, deception, and other unpleasant feelings is käy.

(61) tsä mndu yä käy yä ndä mtä
DEF man INTERJ OOP ASSC die
'it is the man that we talked about that is dead'

(62) käbgä wu kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä
because Q take-2SG SBQ call-3-REF
uvä käy yäghä kä xgä-n-tä üvä
cat INTERJ should not 2SG call-3-REF cat
kä-i [ki- ] käy-nf niä kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä
COMP-lSG Q-RHET why take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF
uvä kä-'ä ndä yäghi
cat COMP-3SG ASSC Squirrel
' "Why did you invite Cat, despite the fact that you should not
invite Cat, as I told you?" he said to Squirrel.'

The interrogative interjection is a. It occurs in clause-initial position. It
expresses disapproval of the thing questioned. The following example
contains three interjections:

(63) sä-ghä rver na a käbgä wu
arrive-D:PVG lion COMP INTERJ because Q
kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä rver käy [ke] wä ä
take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF lion INTERJ there
sä-ghä rver tämä xgä ngu kä tä rvere
arrive-D:PVG lion still invite why 2SG OBJ lion
yägh kä xgä-n-tä rver ki-
should not 2SG call-3-REF lion COMP-lSG
ke [käy] kä gwi'yän
INTERJ COMP elephant
'While Lion was coming, Elephant said, "Why did you invite
Lion, when I told you not to invite him? There is Lion coming,
haven't I told you not to invite Lion?"'
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8. Conclusions

Most adjuncts follow the verb. Non-inherent adjuncts are marked by vari-
ous prepositions. An oblique argument, i.e. an argument whose role is
not specified and that can be added to a variety of verbs, is marked by the
form kä 'as, like', identical with the sequential marker. The instrumental
adjunct is marked by the associative preposition ndä. If a lexical item is
not inherently an expression indicating time, the associative preposition
ndä is used to mark an adverb of time. The locative adjunct is marked by
the preposition fa. Interjections can occur in clause-initial or clause-final
position.



Chapter 10

Locative extensions

1. Introduction

Affixes to the verb may code three semantic domains involved in the cod-
ing of movement: the direction of movement, the position of the speaker,
and spatial orientation of movement with respect to the source or the goal.
In addition to locative functions, extensions may have a variety of other
functions, often linked to specific verbs. We present first the extensions
coding point of view, then general directional extensions, then a system of
extensions coding spatial orientation.

2. Coding of the point of view

The coding of the point of view is a fundamental category in the
grammatical structure of Hdi that pervades the system of locative
expressions and also the system of object pronouns. The term point of
view covers the point of view of the source from which movement
originates and the point of view of the goal of the movement.

3. Goal-oriented marker and the morphology of extensions

The vowel a, the goal-oriented marker (glossed "GO"), must follow the
verb whenever one of the spatial extensions from the set comprising f
'movement up', gh 'distal', p 'movement out', xä 'movement down', da
'allative', mä 'movement in' and ga 'inner space orientation' is added.
Compare the following examples, all in the prohibitive mood. The first
one has no extension, and the remaining have various locative extensions:

(1) mä kdl-kä
PROH take-2SG
'do not take if

(2) mä kl-ä-ghä-kä
PROH take-GO-D:GO-2SG
'do not take it there'
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(3) mä kl-ä-f-kä
PROH take-GO-UP-2SG
'do not pick it up'

(4) mä kl-ä-p-kä
PROH take-GO-OUT-2SG
'do not take it out5

(5) mä kl-ä-m-kä
PROH take-GO-!N-2SG
'do not put it in'

Two extensions, gä 'inner space orientation' and the allative da, are
preceded by a low rather than by a high tone:

(6) mä kl-ä-gä-kä
PROH take-GO-INN-PVG-2SG
'do not bring it down here'

(7) mä kl-ä-dä-kä
PROH take-GO-ALL-2SG
'do not take it down there'

If the verb contains a dative object, the goal-oriented vowel a does not
occur before the inner space and allative extensions. Pronouns follow the
ventive and allative extensions, and the verb has a high tone, as always
when the dative function is involved:

(8) kol-gä-nä-ghä imi
take-INN-3SG-D:PVG water
'bring him some water!' (Beneficiary is in the place of speech.)

(9) käl-dä-nä-ghä imi
take-ALL-3SG-D:PVG water
'take some water for him!' (Beneficiary is not in the place of
speech.)

(10) kl-i-g-i-d'-ä-ghä imi
take-EP-lNN-AWAY-lSG-PVG-D:PVG water
'bring me some water!' (the same level)

(11) kl-i-g-ixa imi
take-EP-INN-lSG-DOWN water
'bring me down some water!'
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The verb has the vowel a when followed by dative or direct object
pronouns, because the presence of an object involves goal orientation:

(12) mä kl-ä-nä-kä
PROH take-PVG-DEM-2SG
'do not take it for him'

(13) mä kl-ä-n-kä
PROH take-PVG-DEM-2SG
'do not take him'

If one locative extension follows another, the goal-oriented marker
must occur between the extensions:

(14) mä kl-ä-d-ä-f-kä
PROH take-PVG-ALL-PVG-UP-2SG
'do not take it up there [from here]'

(15) mä kl-ä-d-ä-p-kä
PROH take-PVG-ALL-PVG-OUT-2SG
'do not take it out there'

(16) mä kl-ä-g-ä-f-kä
PROH take-PVG-VENT-PVG-UP-2SG
'do not take it up here'

(17) mä kl-a-g-a-p-ka
PROH take-PVG-VENT-PVG-OUr-2SG
'do not take it out of there'

4. The system of locative extensions

Locative extensions consist of the following groups, arranged in the order
they occupy after the verb and the way they can be combined. Members
within each group cannot be combined with one another. With the verb
being the leftmost component, the extensions are organized as follows:

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
g 'inner space' gh 'distal / 'movement up'
da 'allative' p 'movement out'

xä 'movement down'
m 'movement in'
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Each extension can be the only extension following the verb. Any
member of Group 1 can be combined with the distal extension gh or with
any member of Group 3. The distal extension gh can also be combined
with any member of Group 3. Each combination results in a different
meaning of the clause. Extensions of the Groups 1, 2, and 3 can also be
combined, in that order.

Locative extensions are suffixed to non-reduplicated verb stems and
infixed to reduplicated verbs. They follow markers of the semantic roles
of subject and object. If the verb has a pronominal suffix coding the object
or the dative, the verbal extension follows the suffix. If there is a plural
marker in the imperative form of the verb, the imperative plural marker
follows the extensions:

(18) hli'ya-da-p- wä-hli'yä
leave-ALL -OUT -PL-leave
'get out of there'

Whether an extension is used depends not only on the function of the
extension alone but also on the inherent properties of verbs of movement,
if any. Thus if the verb has the inherent property of movement toward the
place of speech, the inner space extension is not used. If the meaning of
the verb implies "descent", the extension coding movement downward is
not used.

The primary function of locative extensions is to indicate the direction
of movement. If the verb codes only the manner of movement, the loca-
tive extensions are the primary means of encoding direction and spatial
orientation. The verb väl 'jump' inherently does not imply any direction, as
illustrated by the following example with the applicative marker vä:

(19) väl-ä-vä-väl-i
jump-APPL-jump-1SG

jumped' (e.g., seeing a snake, I jumped)

To code directionality, the locative extensions are used. The locative
phrase itself does not have to occur:

(20) väl-ä-p-väl- (tä )
jump-OUT-jump-lSG OBJ rope

jumped [over a rope]'
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(21) väl-ä-dä-p-väl-i da xädä ä
jump-ALL-OUT-jump-1SG PREP there DEM

jumped until there'

(22) väl-ä-m-väl-i
jump-IN -jump-1 SG

jumped in'

(23) väl-ä-dä-m-väl-i
jump-ALL -IN -jump-1 SG

jumped in there' (the place was mentioned before in discourse)

In what follows we discuss individual extensions, describing their
form and providing evidence for their primary and secondary functions as
well as constraints on occurrence with other extensions. Whenever we
have adequate data, we posit a grammaticalization source for the exten-
sion.

5. The distal extension g h

5.1. The form of the distal extension

Like all spatial extensions, the extension gh must be preceded by the goal-
oriented marker a. The phonetic form of object pronouns provides the
evidence for the presence of the vowel a before the distal extension gh.
The vowel u of the first-person dual inclusive pronouns is replaced by the
vowel a. Under the influence of the vowel a, from which it is separated by
gh, it is labialized and becomes [u'ä].

(24) tf-u'u-ä-ghä-tfä-lu tä wl -> [tf-u'wä-ghä-tfu-lu]
spit-lDU-D:GO-spit-UH OBJ mouth
'we (1DU:INCL) were blessed'

(25) hl-u'u-ä-ghä-hlä -> [hl-ü'wä-ghä-hlä]
find- IDU-PVG -D:GO-fmd
'he found the two of us' (The subject is not with the object.)

The distal extension must be followed by either the goal-oriented
marker a or the source-oriented marker u. The verb preserves its underly-
ing tone before the distal extension in both of its realizations. The distal
extension gh can occur with movement and non-movement verbs; its core
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role of coding directionality and point of view contributes to the meaning
of all types of verbs. The source-oriented and goal-oriented extensions
provide the specific directions and the points of reference with respect to
directionality.

5.2. The role of tone with the distal extension

The tone on the distal cum goal-oriented extension can be high or low.
The high tone indicates movement toward the goal from a point of view
other than that of the goal. The low tone on the distal cum goal-oriented
extension indicates movement toward the goal from the point of view of
the goal. The distal extension with low tone and and goal-oriented marker
a is glossed as D :PVG (distal, point of view of goal)

(26) pghi-g-i-cf-a-ghä-pghä
accompany-AWAY -1SG-INN -D:PVG -accompany
'he accompanied me here'

If the goal is not overtly coded, the default goal is the place of speech or
the place previously mentioned in discourse:

(27) sa-gha-sa
arrive-D :PVG -arrive
'he came'

The goal may also be overtly coded by the directional preposition da. The
use of the low-tone, goal-oriented extension with the verb la 'go' means
'arrive':

(28) lä-ghä-lä da xdi
go-D:PVG-go PREP Hdi
'he arrived at Hdi'

The distal source-oriented extension always has a high tone, regardless
of the characteristics of the verb. It always codes movement away from
the source:

(29) kä lä-ghu-tsi da zingä
SEQ go-D:SO-3SG PREP Zinga
'he went to Zinga' (from a place previously identified)
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(30) mbäd kä-'ä kä w-f-g-f-n-tä kä
then COMP-3SG SEQ take.PL-AWAY-INN-3-REF SBQ
lä-ghw- difa-nä-tä zwän-ä-ni
go-D:SO-REF hide-3-REF child:PL-GEN 3SG
'He took his children and hid them.'

(31) kä xlyä-f-tä-lu kä lä-ghu-lu
SEQ leave-UP-REF-UH SEQ gO-D:SOUH
One got up and went'

(32) lä-ghu-lä da xdi
go-D:SO-go PREP Hdi
'he went to Hdi'

(33) sä-ghu-sä da xdi
amve-DISO-arrive PREP Hdi
'he came to Hdi' (from the place of speech)

The tonal behavior of the two source-oriented and goal-oriented ex-
tensions has a unique motivation: The high tone codes direction away
from the source, be it the place of speech or participants. The low tone
codes direction toward the goal from the point of view of the goal. Since
the source-oriented always codes movement away, it always has high
tone. The goal-oriented extension has high tone when it codes movement
toward the goal from a point of view other than the goal, and low tone
when it codes movement toward the goal from the point of view of the
goal.

5.3. The distal extension with verbs of movement

A typical situation for the use of the distal extension with the source-
oriented marker is when one inquires about somebody in a place where
the person is expected to be. If the person has left, that will be expressed
with the source-oriented marker:

(34) lä-ghu-lä tä lumä
go-D:SO-go PREP market
'he went to the market5
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(35) ndrä-ghu-ndrä
fly-D:SO-fly
'it flew out forever*

The distal and source-oriented extensions may be used in the im-
perative mood:

(36) lä-ghu-wä-la
go-D:SO-PL-go
'go!'

The distal extension with the source-oriented marker can be used with
the verb sä 'come'. A locative phrase with such verbs codes the place from
which one came.

(37) sä-ghu-sa tä lumä
arrive-D:SO-arrive PREP market
'he returned from the market' (the speaker is at the place of arrival)

The use of the distal extension with the source-oriented marker allows
one to discover the inherent properties of the verbs. Thus if the extension
is used with the verb vra 'return', the meaning of the complex is to return
from a previously mentioned place. A locative phrase with such a verb
does not code the place from which one returned but rather a goal toward
which one returns. Therefore the verb must be analyzed as inherently
coding return toward a goal:

(38) vrä-ghu-vrä tä lumä
return-D:SO-return PREP market
'he returned to the market' (The speaker is at the place from which
the subject returned, not at the market.)

With the verb sä 'arrive', the distal extension with the source-oriented
marker codes the finality of movement:

(39) sä-ghu-sä
am ve-D: SO-arri ve
'he left the other place and came', 'he came for good'

Cf.:
(40) sä-sä

arrive-arrive
'he came'
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(41) mä sän fitik kä sä-ghu tsä
N certain day SEQ arrive-D:SO OEF
zwärj-ä- yä
child-GEN-3SG DEM
One day that son of his returned for good' (i.e. left his original
place)

(42) mä sän fitik kä sä-ghä tsä
IN certain day SEQ amve-D:GO DBF
zwän-ä- yä
child-GEN-3SG DEM
One day that son of his returned'

Additional evidence for the meaning of finality of the distal extension
followed by the source-oriented extension is provided by the fact that it
cannot be used in the dependent imperfective aspect:

(43) kä lo-*(ghu)-tsi da pakawaghuvi
SEQ go-D:SO3SG PREP hyena
'he goes to Hyena'

With the verb sä 'arrive', the presence or absence of the distal extension
gh does not affect the meaning of the reduplicated verb:

(44) sä-(ghä)-sä-xon da kätä vghä-tän
amve-D:PVG-arrive-3PL PURP help body-3PL
'they came to help each other1

With the simple form of the verb sä 'arrive', the goal-oriented extension is
required in referential clauses:

(45) kä sä-ghä ghub-i-n-tä
SEQ anive-D:PVG wash-AWAY-3-REF
'she came and washed it'

Without the extension it would not be clear where the subject arrived:

(46) *kä sä ghub-i-n-tä
SEQ arrive wash-AWAY-3-REF
for 'she came and washed it'
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In the following example the distal extension has high tone because it
refers to a goal away from the place of speech:

(47) tä ngho-ts9 nä tä sä-ghä uvä
IMPF see-3SG COMP IMPF arrive-D:GO cat
'he sees Cat coming.'

The clause is ungrammatical with the distal extension gha omitted, be-
cause it does not specify where the subject is arriving and yet the verb
implies that the event is being observed:

(48) *ia ngho-tso nä tä sä uvä
IMPF see-3SG COMP IMPF arrive cat
for 'he sees Cat coming.'

5.4. The object in the scope of the distal extension

The object may be in the scope of the distal extension. The functions of
the goal-oriented and the source-oriented extensions are quite different.
With the goal-oriented extension the object undergoes movement. With
the high tone the movement is seen from a point of view other than that of
the goal:

(49) ff dzä'ä ghunä-ghä-tä käghä
ISO FUT send-D:GO-REF 2SG
'it is I who will send you'

(50) kä klä-ghä-tä-(tsi) tä värä
SFjQ take-D:GO-REF-(3SG) OBJ beans
'and he took the beans away'

With the low tone the movement of the object is represented from the
point of view of the goal:

(51) kä klä-gä-ghä-tä-(tsi) tä värä
SBQ take-INN-D:PVG-REF-(3SG) OBJ beans
'and he brought the beans'

(52) kä klä-dä-ghä-tä-(tsf) tä värä
SEQ take-ALL-D:PVG-REF-(3SG) OBJ beans
'and he took the beans somewhere [and arrived there]'
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When the object is in the scope of the point of view of the source, the
extension means that one part of the object is separated from the rest:

(53) zä-ghu-zä
eat-D:SO-eat
'he ate the upper part of the food'

(54) sä-ghu-sä
drink-D:SO-drink
'he drank the upper part of a liquid'

The distal extension with the point of view of the source indicates that
the object affected is part of a larger structure:

(55) zä-ghu-zä cfwäk tä mndrä-
eat-D:SO-eat termites OBJ bottom-3SG
'the termites have eaten its bottom' (the rest is there)

(56) zä-ghu-zä (fwäk tä dzumä
eat-D:SO-eat termites OBJ hay
'the termites have eaten the hay' (of the roof)

In order to indicate that the "hay" is an entity in itself, not part of a
larger structure, the object marker nä must be inserted. If the distal exten-
sion ghu is used after the object, that means that only part of the object is
affected:

(57) zä-nä-ghu-zä cfwäk tä dzumä
eat-DEM-D:SO-eat termites OBJ hay
'the termites have eaten part of the hay' (The hay is not a part of
anything.)

(58) drä-ghu-drä tä
bum-DEM-D:SO-burn OBJ firewood
'he burned firewood only' (The other things he did not bum.)

(59) drä-nä-ghu-drä tä
burn-DEM-D:SO-burn OBJ firewood
'he burned a part of the firewood'
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(60) sä-nä-ghu-sä tä ghzu
drink-DEM-D:SO-drink OBJ beer
'he drank some beef (there is beer left)

Cf.:
(61) sä-ghü-sä tä imi a xpu [timä xpü]

drink-D:SO-drink OBJ water GEN flour
'he drank the upper layer of the water and flour mixture [and the
flour is left at the bottom]'

(62) zä-nä-ghu-zä
eat-DEM-D:SO-eat
'he ate the top part of it' (e.g. the meat, but left the rice)

5.5. The distal extension with non-directional verbs of movement

The function of the distal extension it to code directionality for verbs that
code only the manner of movement. The verb xwäyä means "run", and it
cannot take a directional locative without a locative extension. With the
distal goal-oriented extension it codes running toward the goal:

(63) xwäyä-ghä-xwäyä da xdi
run-D:GO-run PREP Hdi
'he fled to Hdi' (he lives there now)

With the distal source-oriented marker, the verb means running from a
source:

(64) xwäyä-ghu-xwäyä da xdi
run-D: SO-run PREP Hdi
'he ran away to Hdi'

Similarly with the verb ndra'lo fly, move fast': Without the extension the
verb indicates movement in general without an indication of directionality:

(65) ndr-u-ndrä tsä mwätä yä
fly-SO-fly DEF car DEM
'that car drove at high speed'

(66) ndrä-ghä-ndrä
fly-D:GO-fly
'it flew away'
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5.6. The distal extension with non-movement verbs

For non-movement verbs that do not have an allative da or inner space ex-
tension g, only the high-tone marker ghä is allowed, coding movement
toward a goal that is away from the place of speech:

(67) zä-ghä-zä
eat-D:GOeat
'he ate and went'

(68) sä-ghä-sä
drink-D:GO-drink
'he drank and went'

(69) ngä dä-gä-ghä-tä
NORM COOk-INN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ
'they should cook and bring tf

Non-movement verbs cannot occur with the low-tone ghä:

(71) *zä-ghä-zä
eat-D:PVG-eat
for 'he ate and came/wenf

(72) *sä-ghä-sä
drink-D :PVG-drink
for 'he drank and came/went'

This constraint on the occurrence of the low-tone distal extension with
non-movement verbs indicates that the default value for non-movement
verbs is the event occurring at the place of speech.

The verb ngha 'see' may be followed by the distal extension ghä, and
then the object of the verb is not the thing perceived. The verb acquires the
meaning "concern, regard":

(73) yä tä nghä-nä-ghä tä lekol
DEM OBJ see-DEM-D:GO OBJ school
'that is all that concerns the school'

Additional evidence that the extension gha codes goal orientation is
provided by the fact it cannot be used with verbs coding the point of view
of source. Such cooccurrence would lead to an internal contradiction.
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Consider the verb fu 'heat up, intransitive'. This verb cannot have goal-
oriented marker ghä added:

(74) *fü-ghä-fä
heat-D:GO-heat
for 'it heated up'

If the verb is used with an agent, it must have the goal-oriented marker
a added:

(75) fw-ä-fwä
heat-GO-heat
'he heated up something'

(76) fwä-ghä-fwä
heat-D:GO-heat
'he heated up something and went'

6. "Downward movement" extension xä

The extension xä indicates movement toward a lower place. In that func-
tion it has been recorded with two intransitive verbs only, sä 'come' and la
'go':

(77) lä-xä-cfä da xdi säwärä tä kuzl-ixä-tä
go-DOWN-lSG to Hdi jaundice IMPF ache-lSG-IMPF
ka-i ndä golgi
COMP-lSG ASSC family 1PL.EXCL
'after I went to Hdi, I told my family that I was suffering from
jaundice'

(79) sä-xä gä xdi
arrive-DOWN PREP Hdi
'he came from Hdi' (when the place of arrival is lower than Hdi,
speaker located at the place of arrival)

(80) ngh-i-n-ngh-fyu tä motä tä lä-xä
see-AWAY-3-see-lSG OBJ car IMPF go-DOWN
xädä a
there DEM

saw a car pass down over there'
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7. "Inner space orientation" extension g

7.1. Forms of the inner space extension

The inner space extension g is realized as [k] in syllable-final, word-inter-
nal position when not followed by another extension. When there is an-
other extension, the inner space extension is followed by the goal-oriented
marker ä and the sequence is realized as gä. The goal-oriented marker a
also codes movement toward a place previously mentioned in discourse.
The form without the goal-oriented marker has the place of speech as the
default place.

The verb before the extension g has a low tone, regardless of the
inherent tone of the verb. We gloss the extension as "iNff, for "inner
space":

(83) [sä-k-sä]
drink-INN-drink
'he drank and came'

(84) [zä-k-zä]
eat-lNN-eat
'he ate and came'

7.2. Functions of the inner space extension

The inner space extension codes an event with reference to some inner
space, with the direction toward or away from the inner space. The bidi-
rectionality is very important because in many other Chadic languages
cognate forms code the ventive, i.e. movement toward the place of speech
or another deictic center. The evidence for the bidirectionality with respect
to the inner space is provided by the fact that the inner space may serve as
a goal or a source of movement. Whether the inner space is the source or
the goal is determined by the inherent characteristics of the verb and other
extensions occurring with the verb. The default value of the inner space
extension is the goal:

(85) no Ü klä-gä-ghä-f-tä tä
what COM take-INN-2SG-UP-REF:SUBJ PREP
nä fu nä nä
DEM tree DEM Q
'what brought you up here to this tree?
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(86) kä vrd-glä-gä-f-tä tsä mndu-xä
SEQ return-AGAIN -INN -UP-REF DEF man-PL
'And those people again returned [to the place mentioned earlier in
discourse]'

Inner space is always the source of movement if it is followed by the
movement-out extension p:

(87) xwaya-ghu xäxorj tä ghurum ma
run-D:SO 3PL PREP hole OOND
hl9-vä-gä-p-xä tä xsn
gO-APPL-INN-OUT-DOWN OBJ 3PL
'even if they escaped into a hole, he would make them come out'

(88) mäntsä dokcfä tä yä-gä-p-tä
also Dikdi COM givebirth-INN-OUr-REF
lä doktä
COLL Dikdi
'also Dikdi begot the clan of Dikdi'

But the inner space extension may also code the source without the
movement-out extension, as we will see.

7.3. The inner space extension with verbs of movement

The inner space extension can be added to verbs of movement when it
codes the spatial orientation of the movement, toward or away from the
inner space. Compare the following, coding movement out by virtue of
the inherent meaning of the verb hli'yä 'get up':

(89) Kä hli'iä-gä-tä Xdi-xä tä ghurum
SEQ get Up-INN-REF Hdi-PL PREP hole
'And Hdi came out of the hole'

(90) kä tsuä-gä-f-tä-tsi täa, täa, täa, tä
SEQ pull-INN-UP-REF-3SG OBJ OBJ OBJ OBJ
rvere
lion
'he pulled out Lion' (from a pit)

Cf.:
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(91) kä tsuä-f-tä-tsi tä rvere
SEQ pull-UP-REF-3SG OBJ lion
'he pulled Lion' (but not from an inner space)

With the verb vra 'return', the extension codes return toward the place
from which one left. The inner space extension has the goal-oriented
vowel ä to code return to a place other than that last mentioned in dis-
course:

(92) kä vrä-gä-ta i ngax ngax
SEQ return-lNN-REF ASSC.PL Ngah Ngah
'Ngah Ngah and his people returned' (to Hdi; the last place men-
tioned in discourse was Mokolo.)

The inner space extension is coded by [k] alone when the return is to the
last place mentioned:

(93) kä vro-glä-k-tä . . .
SEQ return- AGAIN -INN -REF 3PL
'and they returned again ...' (to Hdi; the last place mentioned in
discourse was Hdi.)

7.4. The inner space extension with non-movement verbs

The inner space extension adds the spatial orientation of movement. Here
are two examples from natural discourse and their variants with the inner
space extension omitted. The first example involves movement toward the
deictic center:

(94) mbäcf ka-lu kä pghä-ga-p-tä mbizä
then COMP-UH SEQ pour-DMN-OUT-REF bean dish
Then, the bean dish was poured out and brought.'

Cf.:
(95) mbäcf kä-lu kä pghä-p-tä mbizä

then COMP-UH SEQ pour-OUT-REF bean dish
Then, the bean dish was poured out.'

(96) wu-gä-nä-p-tä ghüzu tä xärj
take.PL-INN-DEM-OUT-REF beer OBJ 3PL
One brings them beer5
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The following example involves movement out of an enclosed space:

(97) mbäcf kä kn kä klä-gä-f-tä ir-ä
then COMP dog SBQ take-lNN-UP-REF eye-GEN
zwärj-ä päkäwäghuvi
child-GEN hyena
'then Dog picked up an eye of a child of Hyena [from a pot].'

Omission of the inner space extension produces a grammatical sentence,
but it cannot be applied to deictic centers with inner spaces:

(98) mbäcf kä kn kä klä-f-tä ir-ä
then COMP dog SEQ take-UP-REF eye-GEN
zwäij-ä päkäwäghuvi
child-GEN hyena
'then Dog picked up an eye of a child of Hyena.' (e.g. from a
table)

(99) tsä lä xämäyädzi käy kä gi
def COLL HammanYaji EMTERJ SEQ immediately
dzä-gä-p-tä dulä krämäsä.
kill-INN-OUT-REF rifle
'the people of Hamman Yaji immediately shot their rifles'7

7.5. Arguments within the scope of the inner space extension

When the extension is used with non-movement transitive verbs, the
verbs could imply the movement of either subject or object. The
movement of the subject is coded by the vowel a preceding the inner space
extension:

(100) sä-gä-ghu-sä tä ghzu
drink-lNN-D:SO -drink OBJ beer
'he drank some beer and came'

The movement of the pronominal object is coded by the verbal root alone,
i.e. without the vowel a or u:

(101) xgo-g-icfä-ghä-xgä
call-lNN -1SG-D :PVG-call
'he called me and I came'
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(102) tälä zäqwä tsä yä tä märä-n-tä
exorcise demon DBF DEM COM show-3-REF
xlo-g-i-n-tä indä ghwäcfäk-ä skwi mä
gather-INN-AWAY-3-REF all bad-GEN thing PREP
xgä yä
home DEM
'It is tälä zäqwä that shows that one has chased away all the bad
things from the compound.'

7.6. Deictic center with the inner space extension

The default deictic center for movement toward an inner space is the place
established by the conversational context. The place itself does not have to
be overtly mentioned; it is the inner space extension that provides the
proper interpretation:

(103) ngä dä-gä-ghä-tä indä grä-xä-
NORM cook-INN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ all friend-PL-3SG
tä ghzu
OBJ beer
'All of his friends should cook beer and bring it there.'

Cf.:
(104) ngä dä-ghä-tä indä grä-xä-

NORM cook-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ all friend-PL-3SG
tä ghzu
OBJ beer
'All of his friends should cook beer and take it away.'

Similarly in the following example, the deictic center is the place where
the speaker is:

(105) kä tsä mghäm yä käynä dzä'ä
COMP DEF chief DEM therefore FUT
vrä-gä-nä-tä tsä märkw-i-iqni kä-'ä
retum-INN-DEM-REF DEF wife-1 PL COMP-3SG
The chief said: "I will make my wife return [to us]"' (low tone on
the definite marker because it is a part of the subject phrase and
follows the complementizer)

Omission of the inner space extension implies the return of the wife to her
own place:
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(106) kä tsä mghäm yä käynä dzä'ä
COMP DEF chief DEM therefore PUT
vrä-nä tä tsä märkw-i-iijni kä-'ä
return-DEM OBJ DEF wife-1 PL COMP-3SG
The chief said: "I will make my wife return [to her place]"'

And, finally, this example, where the deictic center is the place where the
speaker was:

(107) kä lä-gä-ghä-tä-tsi tä hlrorj-ä fu
SEQ dig-VENT-D:PVG-REF-3SG OBJ root-GEN tree
'She dug and brought a root of a certain tree'

Cf.:
(108) kä lä-ghä-tä-tsi tä hlroq-ä fu

SEQ dig-D:PVG-REF-3SG OBJ root-GEN tree
'she dug a root of a certain tree and took it away'

The inner space extension g is related to the spatial specifier gä coding
the inner space in locative adjuncts. In the following sentence, the same
morpheme appears in both functions:

(109) vrä-gä-f-vrä gä mokolo
retum-INN-UP-return PREP Mokolo
'he returned from Mokolo' (his place is higher than Mokolo)

8. The allative extension da

The extension da, which we gloss as "ALL", for "allative," can be added to
both intransitive and transitive verbs. The verb before this extension, like
the verb before the inner space extension gä, must have low tone. The
extension codes movement toward a specific place or presence at a spe-
cific place other than the place of speech. The term specific place desig-
nates a place mentioned in discourse or pointed to in the environment of
speech:

(110) tsä mndu tä klä-dä-ghä-p-tä yä nä
DEM man COM take-ALL-2SG-OUT-REF DEM DEM
grä-ghä yä
friend-2SG COP
'the man who took you there is your friend'

Cf.:
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(111) tsä mndu tä kl-i-g-tä yä (nä)
DEF man COM take-lSG-INN-REF DEM DEM
grä-cfä yä
friend-1SG COP
'the man who brought me here is my friend'

The evidence for the hypothesis about the meaning is provided by the
fact that the extension occurs when the locative goal is marked as definite,
i.e. previously identified in discourse:

(112) hli'yä-dä-m-tä-täq da tsä ghurum yä
gO-ALL-IN-REF-3PL PREP DEF hole DEM
'when they entered the hole'

The extension da codes the locative function of an unmarked noun
phrase following the verb. In the following example there is no locative
(or any other) preposition before the word tvf 'place':

(113) dxä-dä-gh- tvi tsä wä
pass-ALL-D:PVG-lSG place DEF NBG

did not pass by there' (referring to a place mentioned before in
discourse)

(114) - tä tsä wä
pass:NEG-lSG PREP DEF NBG

did not pass there'

Even if the locative argument or adjunct does not have formal markers
of definiteness or specificity, the extension alone codes such an adjunct as
specific:

(115) gävä-dä-p-wä-gävä tä hlorpu kä-'a
move-ALL-OUT-PL-move PREP side COMP-3SG
' "move to the side," he said'
(Squirrel directing Lion and Elephant to move to a previously pre-
pared place)

If the allative extension is omitted, the verb of movement does not mean
movement to a specific destination:
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(116) gävä-p-wä-gävä tä hlorpu kä-'ä
move-OUT-PL-move PREP side COMP-3SG
' "move a bit," he said'

When used with non-movement verbs, the extension adds directional
meaning. The direction is specific, to a place previously identified in dis-
course:

(117) kä ä kä-'ä nghä-dä-tä nä
SEQ 3SG COMP-3SG look-ALL-REF COMP
zwän-ä- mä sigä
child:PL-GEN-3SG PREP pot
'And he saw that his children were in the pot.'

(118) kä pghä-dä-tä da sigä
SEQ pUt-ALL-REF PREP pot
'he put them in the pof (da cannot be omitted)

One can omit a specific locative phrase from a clause with the extension
da, but one cannot omit the extension da from a clause with a specific
locative phrase:

(119) mbäcf kä-xän kä wä-dä-p-tä tsä värä
then COMP-3PL SEQ take.PL-ALL-OUT-REF DEF beans
yä dzäghä
DEM home
'they brought the beans home'

(120) mbäcf kä-xän kä wä-dä-p-tä tsä värä
then COMP-3PL SEQ take.PL-ALL-OUr-REF DEF beans
yä
DEM
'they brought the beans there'

(121) * mbäcf kä-xsn kä wä-p-tä tsä värä
then COMP-3PL SEQ take.PL-OUT-REF DEF beans
yä dzäghä
DEM home
for 'they brought the beans home' (or any other meaning)

When the extensions /'movement up' or xä 'movement down' follow
the extension da, they code movement toward a higher or lower place:
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(122) tsghä-dä-f xäxän tä säni lä-ghä-
put up-ALL-UP 3PL OBJ one go-D:PVG-3SG
mbäcf kä kä tsghä-dä-f-tä säni zlibi
then COMP SEQ send-ALL-UP-REF one bag
'after they sent up one bag, they sent another bag.'

9. "Upward movement" extension f(a)

9.1. The form of the upward movement extension

The extension /, glossed as "UP", is realized as fa in word-final position.
The evidence for the segmental and tonal structure of this extension is
provided by clauses where it is followed by possessive subjects. Verbal
nouns can be derived from verbs followed by the upward extension.
From the verb la 'go' followed by the extension f, the verbal noun is lä-f-
'climbing, going up'. When the possessive pronoun is added to this noun,
the genitive marker assumes the tone of the last syllable of the noun,
which is low:

(123) lä-f-ä-cfä da mokolö . . .
go-UP-GEN-lSG to Mokolo
'When I went to Mokolo ...'

The extension must be preceded by the goal-oriented marker a:

(124) kä xlä-f-tä zwän-ä kn
SEQ gather-UP-REF child:PL-GEN dog
'and he gathered the children of Dog'

(125) *kä xlo-f-tä zwän-ä kn
SEQ gather-UP-REF child:PL-GEN dog
for 'and he gathered the children of Dog'

The verb retains its tone before the extension f.

(126) pghä-f-pghä
accompany-UP-accompany
'he accompanied him'
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(127) pghä-f-pghä
pour-UP-pour
'he poured on something'

9.2. The functions of the upward movement extension

The extension f adds the meaning of upward movement to verbs of
movement and non-movement alike:

(128) vrä-gä-f-vrä gä mokolo
retum-INN-UP-return PREP Mokolo
'he returned from Mokolo' (his place is higher than Mokolo)

(129) xnä-dä-f-xnä-lu tä hlä
CUt-ALL-UP-CUt-UH OBJ COW
'they slaughtered a cow [and took it to a place at a higher level]'

With the verb hlä 'to fall' the extension adds the meaning "to fall upon
something, to find":

(130) hla-f-hl-i
fall-UP-fall-lSG

found it by chance'

(131) hla-hl-i
fall-fall-lSG

fell down'

With verbs that involve movement of an object the extension indicates
the direction in the movement of the object:

(132) kä tsuä-gä-f-tä-tsi täa, täa, täa, . . . tä
SEQ pull-INN-UP-REF-3SG OBJ OBJ OBJ OBJ
rvere
lion
'he pulled up Lion'

(133) xlä-f-xlä tä zwän-ä kn kä
pick up-UP-pick up OBJ child:PL-GEN dog SEQ
xwäyä
run
'he picked up the children of Dog and ran'
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With non-movement verbs the extension /describes the manner of the
verb. Opening a covered object involves movement up:

(134) kä gunä-nä-f-tä sigä
SEQ Open-DEM-UP-REF pot
'and he opened the pot5

Opening the door cannot involve the upward movement extension f.

(135) kä gunä-nä-tä tghä
SEQ open-DEM-REF door
'and he opened the door5

With some verbs, such as cfiya 'germinate', hlfya 'get up', and hlgä
'plant', the upward movement extension /is an obligatory component of
the verbal complex:

(136) hlogä-f-hlogä- tä hfegu äma diyä-f a
plant-UP-plant-3PL OBJ plant but germinate-UP NBG
xiyä wu
corn NBG
They planted, but the corn did not germinate.'

(137) (fiyä-f-cfiyä-tsi yä nä ämä tä
germinate-UP-germinate-3SG DEM DEM but IMPF
ghuälä-ku ghualä-ku
dry-ABS dry-ABS
'It has germinated; however, it dries up'

(138) kä hlfyä-f-tä zväxw kä cfäwa-f-tä ntfan
SEQ leave-UP-REF bat SEQ ask-UP-REF glue
cfäwä-f-xä-tä däwrä
ask-UP-ALSO-REF cloth
The bat left and asked for glue and also for clothing'

With many verbs, the extension displays a semantic broadening of
prepositions "on" or "up", such as the coding of completeness of the
event, achievement of the intended result, or total affectedness of the ob-
ject, similar to English "up" in "cut up", "fill up", "eat up":
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(139) ndä-f-ndä
swallow-UP-swallow
'he swallowed everything' (fast)

(140) ndä-'ä-ndä
swallow-PART-swallow
'he swallowed some'

(141) bätä-f-bätä
court-UP-court
'he courted a girl' (and he was successful)

Cf.:
(142) bätä-rj-bätä

court-TENT-court
'he tried to court a girl'

A likely source of the grammaticalization of the extension /is the verb
fa'puf:

(143) kä fä-t-i tä zlib-ä-cfä mä xgä
SEQ put-REF-lSG OBJ bag-GEN-lSG in house

put my bag in the house'

(144) kä fä-f-t- tä xäri tä pälä
SEQ put-UP-REF-lSG OBJ intestine PREP stone

put an intestine on a stone' (a procedure expected to prevent a
mishap)

10. The "movement into" extension m

The extension m(a), which we gloss as "IN", indicates movement inside a
locative goal. This is fundamentally different from the inner space exten-
sion, which is oriented with respect to the inner space of the source or
goal.

The movement-into extension adds the spatial orientation of movement.
The reference point for the spatial ortientation may be the locative object:

(145) vrä-m-vrä da vlä-ni
return-lN-return to place-3SG
'it returned to its place' (e.g. a dislocated bone)
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(146) vrä-m-vrä da lekol
retum-IN-return to school
'he returned to school'

(147) kcferi kä lä-m-i da Iwä tsä mndu-xä yä
Kderi SBQ go-lN-REF PREP place DEF man-PL DEM
'and Kderi entered the village of the people'

The reference point of the spatial orientation, however, does not have to
be the locative object or adjunct:

(148) äw, la-m-lä da difa-ugh-ta
INTER! gO-IN-go PURP hide-SOREF
'go in and hide yourself

(149) kä vä-m-tä
SEQ light-IN-REF fire
'he lit the fire inside [it]'

(150) ngä lä-mä-ni ndä tä zläqgwäcfäk
NORM go-IN-3SG ASSC PREP back entrance broken in the wall
'She should enter through the back of the compound.'

The extension may follow other extensions, such as da and gä:

(151) - -zä kä pcfä-dä-m-tä ki'yä
eat-SOeat SEQ leave-ALL-lN-REF small
'he ate outside and the rest [of the food] was brought inside'

(152) sä-w- tä-gä-m-tä tä imi
arrive-SO-REF draw-INN-lN-draw OBJ water
'fetch the water and bring it here!'

11. "Movement out" extension p

11.1. The forms of the movement-out extension

Like all locative extensions, the movement-out extension, glossed "OUT",
must be preceded by the goal-orientation marker a. The verb retains its
underlying tone before the extension p.
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(153) sä-p-sä
arrive-OJJT -arrive
'he came out5

(154) zä-p-zä
eat-OUT-eat
'he took something out and ate it'

(155) sä-p-sä
drink-OUT-drink
'he emptied a container by drinking'

The movement-out extension has two phonetic realizations: voiceless p
and voiced b. Almost all verbs have the extension marked by the voiceless
variant. In addition to the examples above, compare the following:

(156) skwä-pä ä i wä [skwäpiwä]
buy-OUT NBG ISO NBG

did not sell'

The voiced realization occurs only with the verbs sä 'come', and la 'go':

(157) [sä-b- wä] (<- sä-bä -ä-i wä)
arrive-OUT:NBG-lSG NBG

did not come out' (syllabic break between b and i)

(158) lä-b-ä-i wä or lä-bi-iwä
go-ouT-NEG:lsG NBG

did not go out'

(159) *lä-p-ä-f wä
gO-OUT-NBG:lSG NBG
for did not go'

The different behavior of these verbs with respect to the extension
parallels their different behavior with respect to the referential marker in
sequential clauses, which is i rather than ta. But even with these two
verbs, when the extension is followed by a voiceless consonant, it is
voiceless, in accordance with the constraint on the feature voice in clus-
ters:
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(160) sä-b-s- ... [säpsi] jibll
arrive-OUT-go-lSG outdoors

went out*

11.2. The functions of the movement-out extension

When used with verbs of motion, the extension indicates movement out
from a deictic center, not necessarily an enclosed space:

(161) kä gä vä-dä-p-tä-
SEQ move-ALL-OUr-REF-3PL
'they moved out'

(162) ngä sä-bä tsä mndu yä jibil ndä
NORM gO-OUT DEM man DEM outdoors ASSC
Igut-ä ngrä tä vghä-ni
cloth-GEN black PREP body-3SG
The man should come out wearing black clothes.'

With transitive verbs that do not involve movement, the extension
codes the removal of something from an object:

(163) äse (Hau.) lä-p-lä tä vsl mä xädik
while dig-OUT-dig OBJ place PREP ground
'While he previously dug up a hole in the ground'

The extension also codes the onset of an event:

(164) tä xula tsä kä ghudäsä-p-tä lä jiji
PREP back DEF SEQ laugh-OUT-REF COLL in-laws
'Afterwards the in-laws burst out laughing.'

When the "OUT" extension is added to the verb "buy", it codes the no-
tion of "selling", since the object is being taken away from its place:

(165) skwa-p-skwa tä hlä tä lumä
buy-OUT-buy OBJ cow PREP market
'he sold a cow at the market*

Cf.:
(166) skwä-skwä tä hlä tä lumä

buy-buy OBJ cow PREP market
'he bought a cow at the market'
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The extension has become a part of many verbs, where its contribution
to the total meaning cannot be easily isolated, e.g. the verb ndänä 'think':

(167) ndänä-p-xä kä mändu-xä ...
think-OUT-DOWN like man-PL
'he thought about people ...'

The extension 'OUT' also has the non-locative meaning of surpassing a
certain norm:

(168) xädu zwar) tä mälä-p-tä classe3 wä
NEC child IMPF be big-OUT-REF grade (Fr.) 3 NBG
'there is no child who has passed grade 3' (written source)

(169) kä yäwu ndä-kw-ä-gä-p-tä xdi. . .
SEQ time exist-ABS-INN-OUT-REF Hdi
'Ever since Xdi has existed . . . ' (written source)

Like the preverbs coding the direction out of the deictic center in Slavic
languages, the extension 'OUT' is used with verbs coding change from one
object into another:

(170) tä xulä tsä mbad ka-qni kä
PREP back DEF THEN COMP-lPL.EXCL SEQ
mbddä-pä-f-tä xgä tsa guyä
change-OUT-UP-REF name DEF association
'afterwards we changed the name of the association'

12. The extension ra

The extension occurs as the last in the sequence of all extensions. Since
there were only two instances of this extension in our texts, the function
of this extension remains to be explained:

(171) ksä-dä-p-rä-lu tä tv-ä purkutu ndzum-ä
touch-ALL-OUT-XXX-UH OBJ road-GEN story-GEN-3SG
'following the stages of its history

(172) käbgä nghä-dä-p-ro-tsi tä däqgwä. . .
because see-ALL-OUT-XXX-3SG OBJ poverty
'because he evaluated the poverty . . . '
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13. Conclusions

The system of locative extensions serves several functions. One function
is to code the directional orientation of movement with respect to the deic-
tic center. For the distal extension there is a distinction between source
and goal orientation, and for goal orientation there is an additional distinc-
tion between the goal-oriented point of view and the point of view other
than the goal, coded by tonal changes. The locative extensions allow for a
description of movement along the vertical dimension, from lower to
higher or from higher to lower. They also allow for the description of
movement from inside out or from outside in. One extension codes
movement with respect to the inner space. One extension codes allative
movement toward a referential place. Several extensions code the spatial
orientation of the movement, such as up, down, and out. Several exten-
sions can occur with the same verb, each extension coding a different pa-
rameter with respect to direction, spatial orientation, specificity of the
locative goal, and the manner in which the event is performed.

Some extensions derive from prepositions: da, gä, m. Other extensions
derive from verbs: / 'up' from the verb fä 'put'. We have no information
about the possible source of the distal extension gh.

Although the primary function of the extensions is locative, many ex-
tensions have acquired secondary functions.





Chapter 11

Modalities

1. Introduction

The speaker's attitude(s) toward a proposition is coded by verbal inflec-
tions, including tone; by affixes; and, with respect to the nature of com-
plement clauses, by clausal order. The discussion below is divided into a
description of epistemic and deontic modality coding. The issues involved
in complement clauses are discussed in chapters dealing with complemen-
tation. We consider interrogatives to be a type of epistemic modality, the
speaker's desire to find out the truth of the proposition or to obtain an an-
swer about a specific component of the proposition.

2. Epistemic modality

Hdi belongs to those languages where the speaker's belief in the truth of
the proposition constitutes the default modality of the unmarked indicative
clause (cf. Frajzyngier 1985f, 1987b). The evidence for this default
meaning is provided by the meaning of marked moods such as hypotheti-
cal or interrogative, which express doubt in truth, hedging about truth, or
inquiry about truth. The discussion of the marked modalities thus pro-
vides evidence for the meaning of the clause in the indicative mood.

3. Hypothetical mood

There are several means of marking hypothetical modality. Each means
has a different scope and different tense properties.

Hypothetical modality may be coded by die clause-final particle da. The
scope of the hypothetical may be delimited by the clause-initial marker bä
(note that the consonant is not glottalized):

(1) bä lä-b-la bä
HYP gO-OUT-gO HYP
'perhaps he went'
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(2) kä uvä mäntsä bä tä dzä- bä. . .
COMP cat COMP HYP IMPF gO-lSG HYP
'Cat said: I might go but . . . '

(3) ir-ä dzägulämä d- ' da
INTERJ eye-GEN large white beans father-IDU HYP
mäntsä kä päkäwäghuvi
like that COMP hyena
* "Oh, perhaps this is the eye of the white beans of our father,"
said Hyena.'

The hypothetical mood may also be coded by the verb kurna 'want' in
the imperfective followed by a complement clause:

(4) yäwä mtä tä dä- mä mndu tä kum-äy
well death PREP father-3SG PREP man IMPF want-PO
tä märä-n-tä kä zläy nä ndä gl-iyu
OBJ show-3-REF SEQ COMP COMP STAT grow-lSG
tämä
already
'Well, the death of one's father would mean that he is already an
adult.'

Hypothetical modality may also be marked by the form mä. This form
is followed by the referential past tense marker s/, followed by the verb:

(5) kä uvä mäntsä mä si tä
COMP cat COMP HYP PAST IMPF
dzä- mndän . . .
go-lSG but
'Cat answered: I might go b u t . . . '

(6) mä tä dzä- mndän nä dun kä
HYP IMPF go-lSG but COMP except 2SG
dza'ä xgä-n-tä rveri kä gwi'yän ndä yäghi
PUT call-3-REF lion COMP elephant ASSC squirrel
' "I would go, on the condition that you do not invite Lion," Ele
phant said to Squirrel.'
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4. Epistemic adverbs

Epistemic adverbs, unlike locative adverbs, occur in clause-initial posi-
tion. The adverb pätok 'perhaps' has been recorded only in the hedging
function with respect to past events or with respect to some referential
proposition (both examples from written sources):

(7) pätok nda ma ghwä tä bgählä,
perhaps ASSC N river PREP bgahla
'perhaps in the direction of the river Bgahla'

(8) pätdk mä väku 1952 pauk ma väku 1958
perhaps PREP year 1952 perhaps PREP year 1958
ku-lu
COMP-UH
'perhaps in the year 1952, perhaps in the year 1958, they say'

The modal phrase kä wäyä 'perhaps' followed by the complementizer
kä'a has been recorded only with respect to future, hypothetical proposi-
tions:

(9) kä wäyä kä-'ä mämu . . .
perhaps COMP exist
'perhaps there will be . . . '

Some epistemic adverbs have a reduplicated form, indicating that they are
derived from another lexical category. We postulate such a derivation on
the basis of analogy with other reduplicative derivations, even though our
data do not always contain the lexical item from which the adverb is de-
rived. An example is xotxotä 'certainly':

(10) kä xotxotä dzä'ä skwä-tä lgut-ä-
SEQ certainly PUT buy-REF cloth-GEN-3SG
mäxtsim
tomorrow
'certainly he will buy his clothes tomorrow'

(11) xär kä ksu-tä-xai] tä gra kä
until SEQ touch:SO-REF-3PL OBJ friend LIKE
xot xotä nda gawa
true ASSC Gawa
'until they became true friends of Gawa' (written sources)
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5. Imperative modality

Within the deontic mood, there is a further distinction between a direct or-
der to the second person, singular or plural, and an indirect obligation
(subjunctive) with respect to all persons, including the second person.

5.1. The imperative stem

The segmental and tonal structure of the simple verb in the imperative is
identical with the segmental and tonal structure of the verb in the indicative
mood. There are two types of imperative addressees: singular (unmarked)
and plural (marked). The only subject pronouns that can be added to the
imperative are first-person dual inclusive and first-person plural inclusive.
The imperative forms thus make a distinction between second-person
singular and plural and first person dual inclusive and first-person plural
inclusive. The first-person pronouns can be added to the simple or the
reduplicated stem.

Imperative Gloss
la 'go!'
klä 'take it!'
zlghä 'take it!
da 'cook it!'
kätä 'help!'

Singular addressee:

(12) xgä tä kn
call OBJ dog
'call the dog!'

Plural addressee:

(13) ghl-f-cf-iq-wä-ghlä tä tvi kä
let-AWAY-lSG-3-PL-let OBJ road SEQ
mnä-ghunä-t-i
tell-2PL-REF-lSG
'Let me tell you . . . '

First-person plural inclusive imperative:
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(14) - -mä mbizä kuruku
eat-SO-1 PL.INCL bean dish first
'Let us first eat the bean dish.'

Examples of the use of the imperative stem with other persons are given
below in the section 6.2.

5.2. The perfective in the imperative

The reduplicated form of the verb is used in the imperative to code
bounded events. There are different constraints for the use of reduplicated
intransitive and transitive verbs in the imperative. Intransitive verbs may
be simply reduplicated without any additional morphemes:

(15) xnä-xnä
lie down!'

(16) lä-lä
'go down!' (speaker at the same place as the hearer)

(17) lä-lä
'dig up roots!'

(18) sna-snä
'listen!'

Evidence for the perfective meaning of the reduplicated form is pro-
vided by the fact that it cannot be used to code durative events. One cannot
use the reduplicated form with the plural form xänä 'sleep!' of the verb xnä
'lie down'. The reduplicated form cannot be used with adverbs coding
duration:

(19) * da-da tä ghzu ma fitik xkon
cook-cook OBJ beer in day three
for 'cook beer for three days'

One can use an extended period of time with a reduplicated verb, but
the time is treated as one unit:
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(20) dä-dä tä ghzu mä fitik xkon
cook-cook OBJ beer in day three
'she cooked beer within three days'

Independent pronouns may follow the imperative in contrastive focus
constructions. The independent pronouns in the imperative modality,
however, constitute a separate phrase, as evidenced by the fact that the
verb ends in a low tone before pronouns. Recall that in the indicative
mood if the subject follows the verb, the verb ends in high tone, a charac-
teristic of the phrase-internal position.

(21) nzänzä käghä kä lä-b-1-iyu kä kn
remain 2SG SEQ go-OUT-go-lSG COMP dog
' "You stay, I should go," said Dog.'

(22) ks-ixä-ksä tä skwi tä M säräk kä
take-lSG-take OBJ thing PREP take stick SEQ
ghzlä-xä mndu,
chase-DOWN man
'do for me what sticks do to maintain discipline over man' (written
source)

5.3. Object coding in the imperative

The imperative differs from the indicative mood in the coding of the ob-
ject. There is an interesting correlation between the reduplication of the
verb, extensions, and the way the object is marked. If there are no exten-
sions to the verb, the object is coded by the preposition tä, as in the in-
dicative mood:

(23) ghubä tä sigä
wash OBJ pot
'wash the pot!'

(24) ksä tä mb9gä
catch OBJ mouse
'catch a mouse!'

If the verb is reduplicated, the object is also marked by the preposition tä:
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ghüb-i-n-ghubä tä sigä
wash-AWAY-3-wash OBJ pot
'wash the pot!'

If there is an extension to the verb but the verb is not reduplicated, the
object is marked only by the position following the verb:

(25) mbsä-f sigä
cover-UP pot
'cover the pot!'

(26) *mbsä-f tä sigä
cover-UP OBJ pot
for 'cover the pof

(27) ghub-in sigä
wash-AWAY pot
'wash the pot!'

*ghub-in tä sigä
wash-AWAY OBJ pot
for 'wash the pot'

(28) ksä-f rnbdga
catch-UP mouse
'catch a mouse'

(29) *ksä-f tä mbogä
catch-UP OBJ mouse
for 'catch a mouse'

The coding of the object in the imperative mood is different from the
coding of the object in the subjunctive mood.

5.4. Number distinction in the imperative

The plurality of the addressee in the imperative is marked by the form wä
(the tone is lowered in phrase-final position) suffixed to the simple form
of the verb or infixed in the reduplicated form:
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(30) s-u-wä-sä sä-wä
drink-SO-PL-drink
'drink!' (plural addressee)

sä-wä-sä sa-wa
arrive-PL-arrive
'comedown!'

(31) xwäy-wä-xwäyä ta xwayä ka
run-PL-run OBJ run COMP 3PL
' "Run away," they said'

(32) la-wa-lä da gteqg-ä xäcfik da
go-PL-GO PREP head-GEN world PURP
käs-1-cfi-k-tä mndu-xä, . . .
catch:PL-AWAY-lSG-!NN-REF man-PL
'Go into the world in order to bring me men . . . '

If the verb has extensions, the plural imperative marker occurs after the
extensions:

(33) z-u-wa-za
eat-SO-PL-eat
'eat everything, empty your dishes!' (plural)

(34) zä-vä-wä-zä
eat-APPL-PL-eat
'eat everything, empty your dishes!' (plural)

(35) kl-i-g-i-cfa-gha-wa kdix-a-cfa, ka-'a
take-EP-INN-AWAY-lSG-GO-PL donkey-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG
' "Bring me my donkey," he said'

In a sequence of verbs in the imperative mood, the plurality of the verb
is coded only with the first verb. The second verb is, however, followed
by the independent second-person plural pronoun:

(36) za-wä kä dzä'ä kum
eat-PL SEQ go 2PL
'eat and go!'
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(37) zä-wä kä sä kuni
eat-PL SEQ drink 2PL
'eat and drink!'

5.5. Politeness and the imperative modality

Politeness in the imperative is coded through the clause-final particle 5a,
the same marker that codes the hypothetical mood:

(38) nghä t-fi ba
look OBJ-1SG HYP
'look at me, wouldn't you'

(39) lä-m-lä da nghä-tä ma tughwäzäk
go-DSf-go PURP look-REF PREP hibiscus
xäd yä da kä'-ä nda uvä
here DEM HYP COMP-3SG ASSC cat
'He told Cat, "Enter into this hibiscus and eat what is inside."'

6. Subjunctive modality

6.1. The form of the subjunctive construction

Subjunctive modality as used in the present work refers to the coding of
obligation with respect to all persons, including the second person. There
are two types of subjunctive modality: One codes obligation with respect
to a referential subject or a specific situation; the other codes obligation
with respect to an unspecified subject or an unspecified situation.

Subjunctive constructions share with sequential clauses the sequential
marker kä. There are two important differences between the clause marked
for subjunctive modality and the sequential clause: The clause with se-
quential modality coding the mood of obligation may be the first clause in
a sequence. A sequential indicative clause cannot be the first clause in a
sequence. In sequential clauses in the indicative mood, which also have
the marker kä, the verb cannot be reduplicated. In the indicative mood the
third-person singular subject is unmarked with the reduplicated form of
the verb. In addition to the marker kä, the subjunctive is marked by the
low tone on verbal extensions and on the referential marker tä. If the sub-
ject pronoun is the first morpheme after the verb, it has low tone. Other-
wise subject pronouns have high tone. We gloss kä as "SEQ" in order to
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maintain the uniformity of glossing in the grammar. The identity of the
sequential marker and the marker of obligation obtains also in other
Chadic languages (Frajzyngier 1993, 1996).

All arguments in a subjunctive modality clause are marked as in the
indicative mood. The subjunctive mood can apply to two aspects: imper-
fective and perfective.

6.2. The subjunctive mood in the independent imperfective aspect

The imperfective subjunctive mood is marked by the goal-oriented marker
a following the verb. The vowel a assumes the tone of the verb. In the
indicative mood of the imperfective aspect the verb has no vowel other
than the epenthetic schwa:

(40) kä zä Pghintä
SEQ eat Phinta
'Phinta should eaf

(41) kä sä Pghintä
SEQ drink Phinta
'Phinta should drink'

Compare the sequential clause:

(42) kä Z9 Pghintä
SEQ eat Phinta
'and Phinta ate'

(43) kä so Pghintä
SEQ drink Phinta
'and Phinta drank*

The monosyllabic C(C)V subject pronouns, i.e. third-person singular
is/, second-person singular kä, first-person plural inclusive mu, and first-
person exclusive qni, which have high tone in the indicative mood, have
low tone in the subjunctive mood:

(44) kä zä-tsi (tä skwi)
SEQ eat-3SG OBJ food
'let him eat!'

Cf.:
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(45) kä zd-tsi ta skwi
SEQ eat-3SG OBJ food
'and he eats'

(46) kä kätä-tsi ta [tf- ] kcfä ghäläm
SEQ help-3SG OBJ ISO end dry season
'he should help me next year*

Cf.:
(47) kä kät-ixä-ta-tsi

SEQ help-lSG-REF-3SG
'and he helped me'

Second-person singular:

(48) kä zä-kä (tä skwi)
SEQ eat-2sG OBJ food
'let him eat!'

Cf.:
(49) kä -kä tä skwi

SEQ eat-2SG OBJ food
'and he eats'

(50) kä kätä-kä tä i kcfä ghäläm
SEQ help-2SG OBJ 1SG end dry season
'you should help me next year*

Cf.:
(51) kä kät-ixä-tä-kä

SEQ help-lSG-REF-2SG
'and you helped me'

First-person plural inclusive:

(52) kä zä-mu
SEQ eat-lPL.INCL
'we should eat!'

Cf.:
(53) kä z9-mu

SEQ eat-lPL.INCL
'and we eaf

The first-person dual subject, which is bisyllabic , has the second
syllable with low tone in subjunctive, but with high tone in the indicative:
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(54) kä '
SEQ eat-1 DU
'let us eat!'

(55) kä '
SEQ eat-1 DU
'and we eaf

First-person singular subject:

(56) kä (tä skwi)
SEQ eat-lSG OBJ food
let me eat!'

Cf.:
(57) kä -

SEQ eat-lSG
'and I eat'

The tone of the second-person plural subject, which is always high, is
low in the subjunctive:

(58) kä wudä-kuni tä wudä kä-'ä
SEQ flght-2PL OBJ fight COMP-3SG
'he said that you (PL) should fight.'

(59) kä wudo-kuni tä wudä kä-'ä
SEQ fight-2PL OBJ fight COMP-3SG
'and he said that you fight'

The tone of the third-person plural subject, which is always low, remains
low in the subjunctive mood, but the subjunctive function is coded by the
goal-oriented vowel a following the verb:

(60) kä wudä- tä wudä kä-'ä
SEQ fight-3PL OBJ fight COMP-3SG
'he said that they should fight.'

(61) kä wudo- tä wudä kä-'ä
SEQ flght-3PL OBJ fight COMP-3SG
'and he said that they fighf
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The evidence that the vowel a codes the subjunctive mood in the im-
perfective aspect and is not simply a part of the verbal stem is provided by
the phonetic form of the absolutive marker ku in the imperfective subjunc-
tive. It is realized as [kwä], labialization being the evidence of the ku + a
fusion:

(62) kä drä-kw-ä-tsi mä lumä
SEQ bum-ABS-3SG in market
'it should burn for one week' (the borrowed word lumä 'market'
[Ful.] is a handy expression for "week" because markets are held
weekly)

The negative subjunctive in the imperfective is coded by the form xacf,
which also codes the negative imperfective in the indicative mood. If there
is a referential marker added to the verb, the marker has low tone in the
subjunctive mood. The third-person singular is not overtly marked in the
negative subjunctive:

(63) xacf tä xän-tä wä
NBG IMPF Üe:PL-REF:SUBJ NBG
'he should not sleep'

(64) xäcf tä xwäyä-tä wä
NBG IMPF run-REF:SUBJ NBG
'he should not run if

If the verb has an extension or an object pronoun, it must have a refer-
ential marker tä. Unlike in indicative modality, the referential marker has
low tone:

(65) kä mbdl sana-n-ta indä mndu-xä
SEQ xxx know:PL-3-REF:SUBJ all man-PL
'so that everybody knows it [the history of Hdi people]' (written
sources)

Subject pronouns following the sequential marker have high tone:

(66) kä hU'ä-dä-p-tä-mu mä na
SEQ leave-ALL-OUT-REF:SUBJ-lPL PREP DEM
xgä nä
house DEM
'we need to leave this house'
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(67) kä hl-uwä-ghä-tä-tsi
SEQ fmd-lDU-D:GO-REF:SUBJ-3SG
'and he should find the two of us'

Cf.:
(68) kä hl-uwä-ghä-tä-tsi

SEQ fmd-lDU-D:GO-REF-3SG
'and he found the two of us'

6.3. The perfective aspect and subjunctive modality

The perfective aspect in the subjunctive may be coded solely by the refer-
ential marker ta. The evidence for the perfective function of the referential
subjunctive marker ta is provided by the fact that it cannot occur together
with an adverb coding a durative situation:

(69) kä wudä-tä-xon ta wudä *(xä väku xis)
SEQ fight-REF:SUBJ-3PL OBJ fight during year two
'they should fight the fight *[for two years]'

Cf.:
(70) kä wudä-tä-xsn ta wudä

SEQ flght-REF-3PL OBJ fight
'and they fought the fight'

The perfective aspect may also be coded by the reduplicated verb. The
function of the reduplicated verb (as opposed to the referential marker ta)
is to code the proximity of the event to the time of speech or some other
time established in the discourse. The evidence for this hypothesis is pro-
vided by the fact that the reduplicated form cannot have a remote time
adverb following it, while the simple verb in the subjunctive may have re-
mote time reference:

(71) kä kät-ixä-kätä-tsi *k(fä ghäläm
SEQ help-lSG-help-3SG end dry season
'he should help me'

(72) kä kätä-tsi tä i kcfä ghäläm
SEQ help-3SG OBJ 1SG end dry season
'he should help me next year5
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(73) kä ndä nghä-kä nä kä mnä-nä-tä
SEQ STAT see-2SG COMP SEQ tell-DEM-REF
kä kä kät-ixä-kätä-tsi kää
OMP SBQ help-lSG-help-3SG COMP
'when you see him, tell him that he should help me'

Discourse contexts where the reduplicated subjunctive form is used
also indicate the time proximity of the action/event:

(74) nzänzä käghä kä lä-b-1-iyu kä kn
remain 2SG SBQ go-OUT-go-lSG COMP dog
' "You stay, I should go," said Dog.'

6.4. The subjunctive in equational clauses

The subjunctive mood in equational clauses is coded by the predicate fol-
lowed by the complementizer kä, followed by the subject of the clause. If
the subject is pronominal, the pronouns are drawn from the verbal set,
and they have low rather than high tone:

(75) xdi ka-tsi
Hdi COMP-3SG
'she should be Hdi' (talking about choosing a wife)

(76) xdi ka-xdn
Hdi COMP-3PL
'they should be Hdi'

(77) ndä mbrä kä-tsi
ASSC strong COMP-3SG
'he/she should be strong'

The subjunctive mood in equational clauses is negated by the frame a . . .
wä:

(78) xdi ä kä tsi wä [xdä-ä-kä tsu-wä]
Hdi NBG COMP 3SG NBG
'she should not be Hdi'
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7. Normative modality

Hdi has grammaticalized a modality that codes activities and norms to be
followed as a general rule in pursuit of certain goals, or norms and rules
that exist even if no action on the part of the subject is involved. We label
this "normative". This modality is coded by the preposition ngä 'for'
(glossed as "NORM") in clause-initial position. The verb in the normative
mood cannot be reduplicated. Pronominal subjects are drawn from the
possessive set:

(79) ngä xwäyä-ni ndä zeij-zeq
NORM run-3SG ASSC curved knife
'He should run around with a curved knife.'

(80) tä xul-ä väku xis ngä pgh-äy-ni tä
PREP back-GEN year two NORM pour-PO-3SG OBJ
pghu
libation
'after two years he should pour a libation'

Clauses in the normative mood may have nominal subjects. In our data
such subjects are non-referential, although they could be definite, i.e.
mentioned in previous discourse, as in following examples describing the
general roles of participants in a ceremony to mark becoming the head of a
household:

(81) nga sä-bä tsä mndu yä jibil
NORM go-OUT DEM man DEM outdoors
ndä lgut-ä ngrä tä vghä-
ASSC cloth-GEN black PREP body-3SG
The man should come out wearing black clothes.'

(82) ngä lä-bä mndu-xä ksä-gä-ghä-tä
NORM go-OUT man-PL catch-lNN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ
'people should go out and catch him'

(83) ngä dä-gä-ghä-tä indä grä-xä- tä
FOR cook-!NN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ all friend-PL-3SG OBJ
ghzu
beer
'All of his friends should cook beer and bring it there.'
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When the subject refers to unspecified humans, it is unmarked, because
the unspecified human subject lu does not have a possessive counterpart:

(84) ngä dä-ghä-tä ...
NORM cook-D:GO-REF:SUBJ
One should cook and take it away'

(85) ngä skäl-äy ndä Mwä tä bidä deydey
NORM dance-PO ASSC sky PREP millet exactly (Hau.)
fitik-ä im!
time-GEN water
One should celebrate during the year of millet, and only during the
rainy season.'

The normative marker is used to code usual events, without any notion of
obligation:

(86) tä xulä tsä ngä xgä-f-tä xgä ghuni. . .
PREP back DEF NORM call-UP-REF call 2PL
'Afterwards, they would call you up ...'

(87) gä mäxtsim-ä-ni ngä sä-ghä
PREP morrow-GEN-3SG NORM arrive-D:PVG
tsä märäkw yä ndä lä dä-ni
DEF wife DEM ASSC COLL father-3SG
'the next day the wife shall return together with her parents'

8. The prohibitive mood

There are two types of prohibitive constructions: One is formed with the
preposition mä, and the other is marked by auxiliary verbs. The pro-
hibitive mood is not a part of the negation domain, since it does not have a
clause-final negative particle.

8.1. The prohibitive through the preposition mä

There are two constructions involving the prohibitive mä. One construc-
tion has the root of the verb or the verb itself ending in schwa. The other
construction has the verb ending in one of the stem-forming vowels, a, /,
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or u. The stem-forming vowels i and u are not reduced in interconsonantal
position:

(88) mä fu-tsi tä rtf
PROH heat-3SG OBJ oil
'he should not heat the oil'

The prohibitive form of the verb dzä'ä 'leave' is identical with the in-
dicative form.

(89) mä dzä'ä-kä
PROH go-2SG
'do not leave'

Our natural discourse data have very few instances of prohibitive
modality; moreover, only one type of prohibitive modality is represented.

The subject pronouns have high rather than low tone. The tone of the
verb is the same as the underlying tone. Compare the verb sä 'drink',
which has underlying low tone, and the verb zä 'eat', which has underly-
ing high tone:

(90) mä sä-kä (tä yä imi yä)
PROH drink-2SG OBJ DEM water DEM
'do not drink [this water]'

(91) mä -kä (tä yä cfäfä yä)
PROH eat-2SG OBJ DEM food DEM
'do not eat [this food]'

The prohibitive form may occur with all persons and numbers. The third-
person singular is marked by the form tsi:

(92) ma zo-ka ma zo-kuni
PROH eat-2SG PROH eat-2PL
'do not eat!' 'you (PL) should not eat!'

(93) mä -tsi mä dä-tsi
PROH eat-3SG PROH cook-3SG
'he should not eat!' 'he should not cook!'

In the first person the vowel i replaces the last syllable of the verb, and as
a result there is a long vowel at the end:
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(94) wa -
PROH eat-lSG
'let me not eat!'

The first-person plural inclusive in the prohibitive is mu rather than ma,
which occurs in the imperative mood:

(95) ma zo-mu
PROH eat-lPL.INCL
'let us not eat*

One cannot have the form ma in the prohibitive mood:

(96) *ma zo-ma
PROH eat-lPL.INCL
for 'let us (INCL) not eat'

In the imperative form only the form mä can be used:

(97) zä-mä
eat-lPL.INCL
'let us eat!'

(98) *za-mu
for 'let us eat!'

Biconsonantal verbs with two obstruents have the prohibitive form
CCd:

(99) ma (fvo-ka
PROH love-2SG
'do not love'

Biconsonantal verbs with the second consonant sonorant insert a
schwa to satisfy the syllabification conditions:

(100) ma son tädä
PROH know Tada
Tada should not know'

Polyconsonantal verbs do not have a schwa in the prohibitive con-
struction:
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(101) mä ndän-kä, kä zwän-ä läzgläftä ndä tsi
PROH think-2SG COMP child:PL-GEN God ASSC 3SG
' "do not worry," the children of God told him'

(102) mä tägh-kä tä skäl-ä riwdu
PROH learn-2SG OBJ dance-GEN man
'do not learn the dance of others' (interpretation: go your own
way; do not imitate others.)

(103) mä wudd-kun tä wüdä mä vwäx-ä
PROH flght-2PL OBJ fight PREP field-GEN
midz-ä-cfä
mother-in-law-GEN -1SG
'do not fight in the field of my mother-in-law.'

(104) mä gigicf-ävä-kä
PROH move-APPL-2SG
'do not move' (INTRANSITIVE)

8.2. The prohibitive and the -a form of the verb

Transitive verbs in the prohibitive form may have the vowel a added. This
marker assumes the tone of the verb. Our hypothesis is that a is a referen-
tial marker. It is used when the goal is referential, viz. when a specific aim
is to be achieved, a specific person affected, a specific place reached.
These functions explain the use of a with spatial extensions. Additional
support for the hypothesis about the referential function of the vowel a in
the prohibitive construction is provided by its use with the referential past
tense, i.e. the tense coding specific past time. This tense is marked by si:

(105) si mä sä a kä wä
PAST PROH drink NBG 2SG NEG
'you should not have been drinking'

The evidence for the proposed function of the marker a is provided by the
fact that it must be used with the referential object or referential place:

(106) mä f-ä-kä tä udzu xädi ya
PROH put-2SG OBJ wood place DEM
'do not put wood there' (to somebody who intends to do so)
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(107) wä 51-ä-ka tä yä zligämä yä
PROH break-PART-2SG OBJ DEM branch DEM
'do not break that branch off

Compare the non-referential object:

(108) mä dol-kä tä tsa zligämä yä
PROH break-2SG OBJ DEM branch DEM
'do not break the branch'

The marker a may be the only marker of the referentiality of the object:

(109) ma ts-ä-kä tä fu
PROH cut-PVG-2SG OBJ tree
'do not cut the branch off that tree'

(110) mä tso-kä tä fu
PROH cut-2SG OBJ tree
'do not cut the tree' (at the bottom)

(111) mä ksä-kä
PROH catch-2SG
'do not wound/kill/devour it5 (after the animal has been caught)

(112) ma kso-ka
PROH catch-2SG
'do not catch if

If a spatial extension is added to the verb, the distinction between the two
types of prohibitives is neutralized because all spatial markers require
goal-oriented a to precede them:

(113) ma fä-f-kä tä udzu
PROH put-UP-2SG PREP wood
'do not put [it] on wood'

8.3, The prohibitive through an auxiliary verb

The prohibitive modality may also be coded by auxiliary verb yäghä
'should not'. This form does not allow the negative marker at the end of
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the clause. The form is used in complement and in main clauses. Subject
pronouns are affixed to the verb, which is then reduced to yägh:

(114) ämä yägh-kä xgä-n-tä üvä kä-'ä
but should not-2SG call-3-REF cat COMP-3SG
' "but you should not invite Cat," he said'

(115) yäghä-kä zä hlu'wi ndfr-ndiri
should not-2SG eat meat raw
'you should not eat raw meat'

The function of yäghä does not necessarily have to be agent oriented. It
codes the negation of potential events in the future. In such function yäghä
is followed by the purpose marker da:

(116) kägbä tsä yä klo xdi-xä kä kä
reason DEF DEM take Hdi-PL SBQ SEQ
wuyä skwi ngä dädä-xä mä xädik
celebrate thing PREP father-PL PREP earth
yäghä- da ghuyä cfäijgwä mä xädik
should not-3PL PURP suffer illness PREP earth
'that is why Hdi celebrate the cult of ancestors, so as not to suffer
calamities on earth'

9. Emotive modality, or warning

There is a clause-initial adverb consisting of the marker w/, sometimes
followed by the middle-distance demonstrative yä 'here'. The function of
this marker is to warn the hearer and possibly to express disapproval of
hearer's actions:

(117) wfimi
'watch out: water* (to somebody who is about to step into water)

The marker wi(ya) 'there' also serves as a marker of surprise and occurs
in clause-initial position:

(118) wiyä lä-m-lä
there go-IN-go
'he has entered', 'he is inside'
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(119) wiyä yäghä kä xgä-n-tä ksr
there should not 2SG call-3-REF dog
ki- käy kä uvä ndä yäghi
COMP-lSG INTER! COMP cat ASSC Squirrel
' "Didn't I tell you not to invite Dog?" Cat said to Squirrel.'

10. Conclusions

As in many other languages, the unmarked indicative sentence indicates
the speaker's belief in the truth of the proposition. Doubt in truth and cer-
tainty of truth are coded through epistemic adverbs. . The hypothetical
modality is coded through the clause-initial marker mä. There are three
deontic modalities coded in the grammatical system: the imperative; the
subjunctive, marked through the clause-initial marker ka\ and the pro-
hibitive, marked through the preposition mä and auxiliary verb yäghä. The
normative modality codes customs or norms to be followed in general, but
does not express obligation with respect to the referential situation. The
negation of subjunctive in the imperfective involves the use of the verb
xacf'not to exist'.





Chapter 12

Aspect

1. Two aspectual systems

As a working definition, we take "aspect" to mean the temporal character-
istic^) of an event within a certain time frame. In addition to marking the
temporal characteristic of the event, however, aspects in Hdi, as in many
Chadic languages, carry the function of coding the pragmatic characteristic
of a clause, viz. whether the clause should be interpreted on its own or in
connection with some other preceding or ensuing propositions (cf. Jun-
graithmayr 1994, Frajzyngier 1997 MS). There are two aspectual sys-
tems: One system occurs in affirmative indicative clauses, in yes/no ques-
tions, and in comments on topicalized constituents. These types of clauses
do not require any specific presupposition for their proper semantic inter-
pretation. They can be produced at the beginning of conversations or nar-
ratives, and when no previous knowledge of a specific context is re-
quired. We call them pragmatically independent clauses.

The other aspectual system occurs in comments on the focused con-
structions, relative clauses, wh-questions, and presentative constructions.
All of these clauses are comments on a proposition that has been previ-
ously mentioned in discourse (comment on the focused elements, com-
ment on the head of the relative clause), or their proper interpretation in-
volves a specific discourse presupposition, such as the assumption of the
truth of the proposition for wh-questions or knowledge of what has been
said before for sequential clauses. We call them pragmatically dependent
clauses.

There are two aspects that code the pragmatic status of the clause: per-
fective and imperfective. The other aspect, viz. Stative, does not code the
pragmatic status.

We have chosen the label perfective for the forms that code bounded
events, those with a well-determined beginning or end or both. The forms
indicate that an event or process, but not a state, is no longer taking place,
or in the case of imperative modality, that the event is bounded. The per-
fective aspect can also be used in the future tense when it codes the
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boundedness of an event in the future time. The perfective aspect may also
be marked in the deontic mood.

There are two means of coding the perfective, depending on the type of
clause. In pragmatically independent clauses, the perfective is coded
through reduplication of the verb. In pragmatically dependent clauses, the
perfective is coded by the vowel a suffixed to the verb before the subject
and object. The imperfective aspect is coded by preposition tä (identical
with the locative stative preposition) in both dependent and independent
clauses. In an independent clause the verb is represented by the nominal
form, and in a pragmatically dependent clause, the verb is represented by
the root when preceding the subject.

The referential marker -tä may occur in both the perfective and the im-
perfective aspects. Table 14 presents an overview of the formal distinc-
tions involving aspect:

Table 14. Aspectual system
Independent Dependent

Perfective
Imperfective
Stative

reduplication
tä nominal verb
ndä verb- a

verb- a
tä verbal root

2. The perfective aspect in pragmatically independent clauses

In pragmatically independent clauses, the perfective aspect is marked by
reduplication of the sentence-initial verb. The final vowel of the second
part of the reduplicated verb is always a, unless it has been replaced by the
vowel of the subject pronoun, such as i for the first-person singular and u
for the first-person dual. We describe first the morphology of reduplica-
tion, then the functions of the reduplicated form.

2.1. The morphology of reduplication

The form of the reduplicated verb is Verb-(Extension)-(Object)-
(Extension)-Verb-(Subject). The first part of the reduplicated verb has the
stem-final vowel. The second reduplicated form ends in the vowel a re-
gardless of the person of the subject. The third-person singular pronomi-
nal subject is unmarked, and the verb ends in low tone, regardless of the
underlying tone of the verb:
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(1) s-u-sa
'he drank up'

z-u-za
'he ate up'

(2) - -n-vä tä
light-AWAY-3-light OBJ fire
'he lit a fire'

The final vowel of the verb has high tone if followed by a pronominal or a
nominal subject, again regardless of the underlying tone of the verb:

(3) - -n-vä-kä tä
light-AWAY-3-light-2SG OBJ fire
'you lit a fire'

(4) - -n-vä-mu/qni tä
light-AWAY-3-light-1 PL.INCL/1 PL.EXCL OBJ fire
'we (INCL/EXCL) lit a fire'

(5) - -n-vä-kuni/xm tä
light-AWAY-3-light-2PL/3PL OBJ fire
'you (PL)/they lit a fire'

Here are examples of high- and low-tone verbs that must end in high tone
when followed by nominal subjects:

(6) xgä-xgä yäghi tä kri
call-call squirrel OBJ dog
'Squirrel invited Dog'

(7) ksä-ksä yäghi tä kn
catch-catch squirrel OBJ dog
'Squirrel caught Dog'

If the subject begins with a vowel, as is the case for the first-person
singular, the vowel of the subject replaces the last vowel of the verb and
assumes its tone. The inherently low-tone verbs have high tone in the
first-person singular subject marker. This fact provides additional evi-
dence that the verb-final syllable has high tone when followed by the
subject:
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(8) S-u-S-f
drink-SO-drink-lSG

drank up'

(9) sa-s-i
arrive-arrive-lSG

came down'

zti-z-i
eat-SO-eat-lSG

ate up'

The low tone on the third-person singular subject is a marker of the
subject, as evidenced by the fact that nominal objects must be preceded by
the preposition tä:

(11) xgä-xgä tä kn
call-call OBJ dog
'he invited Dog'

(12) ksä-ksä tä kn
touch-touch OBJ dog
'he wounded/killed a dog' (The verb ksä 'touch' is one of many
euphemisms for a variety of actions that involve killing.)

In our glosses we leave the third-person singular subject in perfective in-
dicative clauses unmarked.

Object affixes appear after the first occurrence of the verb stem and are
followed by extensions, if any. Recall that the distinction between direct
and dative objects is marked by the tone preceding the object pronoun and
by the tone on the pronoun itself.

2.2. The functions of the perfective through reduplication

The reduplicated form of the verb is used to code bounded events in
affirmative indicative clauses with no element in focus, and in yes/no in-
terrogative clauses. The reduplicated form of the verb is used at the
beginning of paragraphs or narratives, i.e. in those situations where the
proposition does not follow other propositions:
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(13) yäyä-yäyä kcferi ta zwan-i
give birth:PL-give birthrPL Kderi OBJ child-PL
ghwäg-ä-pcfo xis
ten-GEN-plus two
'Kderi begot twelve children'

In conversations the reduplicated form is the first form produced by the
speaker when taking turns, provided the event described in the
proposition is bounded:

(14) , lä-lä-kä nda g iqni ri
OK go-go-2SG to compound (Mafa) 1PL.EXCL Q
'Did you go to our place?

(15) väghä-väghä-kä rä
spend the day-spend the day-2SG Q
'did you pass the day well? (a greeting in the afternoon/evening)

(16) väghä-vägh- präfe
spend the day-spend the day-ISO Prafe

passed the day well, Prafe' (reply to the afternoon greeting)

Evidence that the reduplicated form of the verb is an aspectual rather
than a tense category is provided by the fact that it may be used with the
future tense marker dzä'ä:

(17) dzä'ä sä-ghä-sä-xän nda wudä nda sigä
PUT arrive-D:PVG-arrive-3PL ASSC big pot ASSC pot
They will bring a wuda and a siga [of beer].'

(18) dzä'ä skwä-p-skwä näsärä-ngrä, kä-xdij tä
FUT buy-OUT-buy white man-black8 COMP3PL IMP
ndän-äy
think-PO
The black boss is going to sell [the child], they thought.'

The perfective through reduplication may be used in the imperative
mood:

(19) zlä-nnä-n-wä-zlä kä-xon,
leave-lPL.EXCL-3-PL-leave COMP-3PL
' "Leave (PL) it for us," they said.'
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The reduplicated form may occur after a complementizer:

(20) mäntsä yä tämä na ndzä-ndza la
like that now COMP remain-remain COLL
ddbldm mandä zwärj-ä täglä gäwä
Diblem like child-GEN adoptive Gawa
That is how the Diblem people became like the adoptive children
of Gawa.' (written source)

The perfective may be coded through the reduplicated form only in a
pragmatically independent clause. In a pragmatically dependent clause a
different means to code the perfective must be used. The following
example contains the same verb (in its lexicalized plural and singular
forms) in the perfective aspect in the matrix clause and in the comment-on-
focus clause:

(21) dza'a phla-phlä- ta mndu käbgä
PUT kill.PL-kill.PL-3PL OBJ man because
xäxärj tä dzä-tä dä-dä kä gawa.
3PL COM kill.SG-REF father-1SG COMP Gawa
' 'They will kill us, because it is they who killed my father," said
Gawa.' (phlä is suppletive plural of dzä 'kill')

3. The perfective aspect in pragmatically dependent clauses

3.1. The forms of the perfective in pragmatically dependent clauses

The perfective aspect cannot be coded through reduplication in pragmati-
cally dependent clauses. Instead of reduplication the perfective in pragmat-
ically dependent clauses is marked by the suffix a preceding the pronomi-
nal or nominal subject. The verb keeps its underlying tone, whether high
or low. We illustrate this form with examples of the perfective in specific
interrogative clauses. Note that the third-person singular subject is coded
by the form is/when the question is about the object:

(22) no si dä-tsi
what PAST cook:GO-3SG
'what did he cook? (The action has ended, and the cooking has
been done.)
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(23) no mägä-kä gä ghuni nä
what do:GO-2M PREP 2PL Q
'what did you do at home?

The root form of the verb cannot be used in the pragmatically de-
pendent perfective:

(24) *nu tä 9- 9 (nä)
which thing COM eat-3PL Q
for 'What ate them?

If the adverb of time is fronted, the clause following it is pragmatically
dependent. If the subject occurs before the verb, e.g. when it follows the
temporal adverb mbäcf kä 'then', the object directly follows the verb,
which has the goal-oriented vowel a:

(25) mbäcf kä xdi-xä käy kä phlä tsä
then COMP Hdi-PL INTERJ SEQ kill.PL DEF
plis-xä yä . . .
horse-PL DEM
Then Hdi killed the horses ...'

If the event is referential, the referential suffix tä is the only indication
of perfectivity:

(26) kä küzä-nä-ghä-tä vli tä tvi
SEQ darken-DEM-D:GO-REF space PREP road
'and the darkness surprised him on the road' (lit. 'the space dark
ened around him on the road')

(27) mä sän-ä fitik mbäcf kä
PREP other-GEN time then COMP
i päkäwäghuvi kä nzä-tä ndä kn
ASSC.PL hyena SEQ stay-REF ASSC dog
'At one time, Hyena and Dog lived together.' (They do not live
together anymore.)

Compare the imperfective:
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(28) ma sän-ä fitik mbäcf kä
PREP other-GEN time then COMP
/ päkäwaghuvi kä nzä-ku ndä kn
ASSC.PL hyena SEQ stay-ABS ASSC dog
'At one time, Hyena and Dog lived together.' (no implication that
they do not live together anymore)

The third-person singular, which is unmarked in the reduplicated per-
fective, is marked by the suffix is/if there is a noun phrase other than the
subject preceding the verb. Here is an example of the use of the perfective
in the relative clause, one of the types of clauses requiring the dependent
clause aspectual coding:

(29) tsä mndu-xä tä wu-tsf yä
DEF man-PL PREP take:PL-3SG DEM
'people that he has gathered'

3.2. Types of clauses that require dependent clause perfective coding

3.2.1. Clauses following presentative constructions

The presentative function (originally proposed by Hetzron 1971) involves
presenting one element of a proposition to be commented on by the rest of
the proposition. Most of such clauses have the referential marker tä be-
cause they refer to a specific event:

(30) mä ghumä mäntsä ya ma dza-ta-xsrj
in war like DEM even kill-REF:SUBJ-3PL
ta Gulu
OBJ Gulu
'It is in that type of war that they killed Gulu'

3.2.2. Comment on a focused element

Aspectual coding is one of the means of coding a comment on the focused
element. The focused element is always fronted. If the focus is on the
subject, the comment on focus is preceded by the particle tä, glossed as
"COM", for "comment marker tä". The verb has the referential marker
fa in such a case:
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(31) tsä mndu-xa yä tä täxä-f-tä sä-ghä
DEF man-PL COP COM start-UP-REF arrive-D:PVG
tä xädik kä xdi
PREP land of Hdi
These people are the first to arrive in the Hdi land.'

(32) käbgä xäx9i] ta dza-ta dä-cfä ka gawa
because 3PL COM kill-REF father-1SG COMP Gawa
' "Because it is they who killed my father," said Gawa'

(33) väzak ta (fifä-nä-tä
rooster COM hide-DEM-REF
'it is Rooster that hid him'

If the focused element is the object, there is no comment marker fa, and
more important, the verb does not have the referential marker tä:

(34) väzak cfffä-nä-tsi
rooster hide-DEM-3SG
'it is Rooster that he hid'

3.2.3. Relative clauses

A relative clause is a comment on the head noun. In such a clause only the
dependent aspectual forms are used:

(35) xutsä, ta yä-gä-p-tä mndrä lä
Xutsa COM give birth-lNN-OUT-REF clan COLL
xutsä
Xutsa
'It is Xutsa who begot the clan of Xutsa'

3.2.4. The dependent perfective in specific questions

In specific interrogative clauses the perfective is marked by the vowel a
ending the verb, unless the event is referential with a referential object,
when the verb has the referential suffix tä:

(36) wä fä-tsi na
who put-3SG Q
'whom did he put?
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(37) no fä-tsi nä
what put-3SG Q
'what did he put?

(38) wä ta fä-tä nä
who COM put-REF Q
'who put it?

(39) gä fä-tä-tsi nä
where put-3SG-REF Q
'where did he put it?

3.2.5. The perfective in negative clauses

The perfective in negative clauses is characterized by the non-reduplicated
verb stem ending in a. This form is different from imperfective in negative
clauses. There are no prepositions preceding the verb. Nominal and
pronominal subjects follow the verb, and if the verb has extensions, sub-
jects follow the extensions. Since the event did not occur, it is not part of
reality, not referential; therefore the referential marker ta does not occur in
negative clauses:

(40) ngä-nä-ngä ri ngä-nä wä ä nä
grab-DEM-grab Q grab-OEM NBG 3SG DEM
päkäwäghuvi nä
hyena DEM
' "Did or didn't Hyena grab it?"'

(41) ämä hlägä-f-htögä-xän ta hlägä re
but plant-UP-plant-3PL OBJ plant Q
ärf hldgä-f ä wä xän
or plant-UP NBG NBG 3PL
'But did they plant or didn't they?

The tense aspectual value of the unmarked aspect is underspecified. In
each case the tense aspect interpretation is computed from the discourse
environment. The two preceding sentences had a past tense interpretation.
The following sentence has a present tense interpretation:
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(42) a if snä wä kä tä köbärä gwäl
or Q know NBG 2SG OBJ news (Ful.) people
gi nä
compound 1PL.EXCL Q
'Do you know any news about people from our compound?'

4. The imperfective aspect

Like the perfective, the imperfective also has two forms, one used in
pragmatically independent clauses and the other in pragmatically depen-
dent clauses. Both types share as one of their markers the locative prepo-
sition tä preceding the verb. The use of this preposition suggests that the
imperfective originated as an expression of the type 'X be at V, coded by
the form tä X, where represents a location and X represents a subject.
The location is the nominal form of the verb. The grammaticalization of tä
from a locative preposition to a marker of the imperfective aspect came
about as a result of a functional extension of the locative expression where
the element could be filled by one of various verbal forms. We call the
imperfective in pragmatically independent clauses the "independent imper-
fective", and the imperfective in pragmatically dependent clauses the
"dependent imperfective".

4.1. The form of the independent imperfective

The form of the independent imperfective is tä Verbal noun Subject (tä
Object). In order to demonstrate the form of the independent imperfective,
we present first the verbal nouns derived from various verbs:

(43) Verb Verbal noun
kätä 'help' kätu 'help'
vä 'light a fire' vu Tire'
xänä 'sleep' xani 'sleep'
skälä 'dance' skälu 'dance'
väghä 'spend time' väghu 'time spent
pghä 'spread' pghu 'libation'
wäxä 'cry' wäxu 'cry'
cfgä 'thresh' cfgu 'threshing'
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(44) vnixä Vomit5 'vomit'
xfdä 'bite' xidi 'bite'
ghälä 'steal' gMi thief, theft*
fida 'plane (wood)' fid/ 'planing'

Examples of imperfective constructions:

(45) tä väl-u mbitsä
IMPF jump-NOM Mbitsä
'Mbitsä jumps'

(46) tä ghäl-i mbitsä
IMPF steal-NOM Mbitsä
'Mbitsä steals'

(47) tä kät-u mbitsä
IMPF help-NOM Mbitsä
'Mbitsä helps'

If there is an object in the clause, the verb must be followed by the
object marker ay, which replaces the last vowel of the verb and assumes
its tone:

(48) z-äy 'ear*
s-äy 'drink'
d-äy 'cook5

Biconsonantal verbs

(49) kcf-ay
kät-äy
sn-äy
zlgh-äy
mt-äy
ngh-äy

'finish'
'help'
'listen'
'help'
'die'
'see'

The form of the verb with the object marker -ay is the form that native
speakers give spontaneously as the citation form of verbs without exten-
sions. Citation forms of verbs with extensions include the referential
marker -tä.

The marker -ay is obligatory if the clause has an object marked by the
preposition tä. The third-person singular pronominal subject is unmarked:
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(50) tä s-äy tä ghzu bäcf lumä käwäy
IMPF drink-PO OBJ beer day market only (Hau.)
'he drinks beer only on market days'

Omission of the suffix -ay renders the sentence ungrammatical:

(51) *ta so tä ghzu bad lumä käwäy
IMPF drink OBJ beer day market only (Hau.)
for 'he drinks beer only on market days'

Pronominal subjects other than the third person are added after the suffix
-ay.

(52) tä d-äy-kä tä cfäfä
IMPF cook-PO-2SG OBJ food
'you cook'

(53) tä fs-äy- tä hlwi
IMPF grill-PO-3PL OBJ meat
'they grill meat5

4.2. The functions of the independent imperfective

The structure tä Verbal noun (Object) codes unbounded events. The evi-
dence that this structure codes an aspectual rather than a tense category is
provided by the fact that it may occur with different tense markers, e.g.
with the specific past tense marker s/to produce the past imperfective:

(54) sf tä cfv-äy-xän tä hli-ä-mu
PAST IMPF want-PO-3SG OBJ leave-GEN-lPL.lNCL
'[at that time] they wanted us to leave'

(55) si tä d-äy tä däfä kä skwä-p-tä
PAST IMPF COOk-PO OBJ food SBQ buy-OUT-RFJ7

tä lumä
PREP market
'[at that time] she used to cook food and sell it at the market5

The evidence that the structure fa Nominalized verb (Object) represents
unbounded events is provided by the fact that it can occur with adverbs
coding duration:
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(56) tä nu'w-äy-lu ta hlä väku his kwa xkdn
IMPF fatten-PO-UH OBJ bull year two or three
One fattens a bull for two or three years'

The independent imperfective is used in affirmative indicative clauses
with no element in focus, in questions about the truth of a proposition,
and in comments on topicalized elements. We first present examples of the
use of the independent imperfective in affimative indicative clauses and in
questions about truth:

(57) ta ta tsk-äy- ta vghä
COM IMPF gather-PO-UH OBJ body
tä hldäy mäntsa ghälya ra
PREP often like once Q
'Do people gather as they used to?

(58) tä tsk-ay-xdn de <— dai (Hau.)
IMPF gather-PO-3PL indeed
They gather indeed.'

The independent imperfective cannot be used in a negative clause. The
following example has the same verb in two clauses, both coding un-
bounded events. The affirmative clause has the independent imperfective
with the potential object marker -ay, and the negative clause has just the
verbal noun form:

(59) tsä myi-xä ya na tä cfv-äy ta yä
DEF wives-PL DEM COMP IMPF like-PO OBJ OEM
turtuk (fvä a tä yä turtuk-
one like NEC OBJ DEM one-NEG
'Among these wives there, he liked one and did not like the other.'

In addition to the aspectual function, the independent imperfective also
codes a clause as pragmatically independent, i.e. not requiring any other
information for its proper interpretation. The independent imperfective is
the principal means of distinguishing between topicalization and focus,
both of which involve fronting of the topicalized or focused element. That
the fronted element is the topic (rather than the focus) is marked by the in-
dependent imperfective:
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(60) gäduru tä z-äy Mbitsa indä fitik
pork IMPF eat-PO Mbitsa all time
'pork, Mbitsa always eats'

The function of the marker -ay requires additional commentary. The
marker is not merely a mechanical result of the presence of an object
phrase in the clause but rather is by itself a marker of the object in the
proposition. The evidence for this hypothesis is provided by the use of
-ay in clauses without a nominal object, as in the second clause of the
following example, where -ay codes the same object as the one mentioned
in the first clause:

(61) tä mäg-äy tä kwä tä ghon ämä
IMPF make-PO OBJ calabash PREP head but
xätf tä kl-äy wä
NBG IMPF take-PO NBG
'she makes head calabashes, but she does not wear one'

Additional evidence for the object function of the marker -ay is pro-
vided by the fact that intransitive verbs become transitive once the suffix
-ay is added:

(62) tä vr-äy tu lumä
IMPF return-PO PREP market
'he returns to the market with something'

Cf.:
(63) tä vru tu lumä

IMPF return PREP market
'he returns to the market5

The final piece of evidence for the function of the marker ay is
provided by the fact that it does not occur in clauses that describe general
activities with no specific object:

(64) tä sku bäcfu lumä käwäy
IMPF buy:NOM day market only
'she does the shopping only on market days'

(65) tä täw zwäq
IMPF cry child
'a child cries'
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4.3. The imperfective and the point of view of source

The source-oriented marker in the imperfective is the form -ku added to
the verb stem ending in the vowel a. The marker can be added to intransi-
tive or transitive verbs. It codes subject affectedness through an outside
force or movement of the subject. There is no distinction between prag-
matically independent and pragmatically dependent clauses with the point
of view of source. Here are examples with intransitive verbs:

(66) a/?;?/ ndä zwän-ä-cfä tä rwä-ku da
IPL.EXCL ASSC child:PL-GEN-lSG IMPF Suffer-ABS PREP
mäyä
hunger
'my children and I suffer hunger*

(67) ku-lu na us-a riwdu-xa tä darzlä-ku
COMP-UH COMP blood-GEN man-PL IMPF run-ABS
mändä zälä tä Hkä mä rum.
like current PREP river PREP name of a mountain
They say that blood of men was running like the current in the
river of Rum'

The verb ghulpä 'to go blind' always affects the subject, and with this
verb the marker ku must be used:

(68) g färä-f-tä ir-ä-täq tsä
immediately start (Hau.)-UP-REF eye-GEN-3PL DEM
tä ghulpä-ku
COM blind-ABS
'immediately their eyes started to go blind'

The marker -ku is also used if the subject is undergoing movement but
the situation is presented from the point of view of the subject:

(69) ko'ä ka xd'o-xä kcfinä-gä-p-tä tä ghurum
COMP COMP Hdi-PL SpOt-INN-UP-REF PREP hole
nä tä kwokusä-mä-ku-xorj mä ziväk.
DEM IMPF walk in wasteland-lN-ABS PREP field
'When the Hdi spotted them from inside the cave, they
[Hamayadzi's people] were walking aimlessly in the field.' (written
sources)
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The marker -ku must also be used with the verb nzä or ndza 'stay, re-
main':

(70) kä mämu mndu kul sä-ghä ndä
SEQ exist man lack arrive-D:PVG ASSC
ndzä-kw-ä- daghwänä
stay-ABS-GEN-3SG health
ndä kwälä- kul dghwänä-ku täni hfiiä-täi]
ASSC lack without health-ABS or go-3PL
'if somebody did not come, whether he is healthy or not, they will
go . . .'

If the subject is not affected, the source-oriented marker is not used:

(71) tä förzte us
IMPF run blood
'the blood runs'

5. The dependent imperfective aspect

5.1. The form of the dependent imperfective aspect

In the dependent imperfective clause, if the verb is not preceded by a
complementizer, the subject, whether nominal or pronominal, must follow
the verb. The verb occurs in its root form, i.e. without the final vowel for
monosyllabic verbs, and with the first vowel for polysyllabic verbs. Re-
call that in the dependent perfective the verb ends in the vowel a. If the
verb is monosyllabic, schwa is inserted, as required to carry the tone of
the verb and for the syllabification needs.

(72) no si dd-tsi
what PAST cook-3SG
'what did he want to cook [but did not manage to]? (The action
has ended, but the cooking has not been accomplished.)

Unlike in the perfective aspect, the underlying tone does not become high
before nominal or pronominal subjects:
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(73) ghzu t si-ί xiy t ζί-ί
beer IMPF drink-1SG corn IMPF eat-lSG
'It is beer that I drink' 'It is corn that I eaf

2SG S9-ka zo-ka
3SG sa-tsi zo-tsi
IDU su-ύ ζύ-ύ
IPL.INCL S9-mu zo-mu
IPL.EXCL S9-qm ζ9-ηηϊ
2PL s9-kuni zo-kuni
3PL s9-x9n Ζ9-Χ9Π
IH su-lu zu-lu

Bisyllabic verbs have the root form only, i.e. consonants and the first
vowel. There is no second vowel unless one is required by syllabification
rules:
(74) k dif kn

SEQ hide dog
'and the dog is hiding something'

(75) *ka difa kn
SEQ hide dog
for 'and the dog is hiding'

Compare the pragmatically independent imperfective:

(76) t dif kn
IMPF hiding dog
'the dog is hiding'

In the imperfective aspect the marker a suffixed to the verb marks the fol-
lowing pronoun or noun as the object rather than the subject:

(77) no t z -xdn (n )
what IMPF eat-3PL Q
'what eats them? (What is their predator?)

(78) ή t za ts tsi (n )
what IMPF eat 3SG Q
'what eats this thing?
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5.2. The imperfective aspect in sequential clauses

In sequential clauses, i.e. clauses beginning with kä, the imperfective is
marked by the root form of the verb rather than by the stem form:

(79) kä kn
SEQ eat dog
'and Dog eats'

(80) kä so kn
SEQ drink dog
'and Dog drinks'

(81) kä kso kn
SEQ touch Dog
'And Dog devours'

(82) kä wudo-xdn ta wudä
SEQ fight-3PL OBJ fight
'and they were fighting.'

The independent imperfective cannot be used in sequential clauses:

(83) *ka z-u kn
SEQ eat-SO dog
for 'and the dog eats'

(84) *ka s-u kn
SEQ drink-SO dog
for 'and the dog drinks'

If the sequential clause is preceded by the form mbäcf kä, the subject
follows the complementizer, and the verb in sequential clause has the
nominalized form:

(85) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xäni
then COMP-3SG SEQ sleep:PL:NOM
'then he slept5

(86) mbäcf kä- kä mbäcfä
then COMP-lSG SEQ walk
'then I walked'
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5.3. Argument coding in pragmatically dependent clauses

In the dependent imperfective the subject role of the argument is marked
by the root form or the schwa:

(87) käbgä mändäyä tä mag zwän- tä zläy
because like IMPF do child-PL PREP often
gä xdi
in Hdi
'As youngsters often do in Hdi' (zwäni includes young people up
to around 20 years old.)

The object following the subject is marked by the preposition tä:

(88) mä sän-ä fitik kä xägd yäghi tä
PREP one-GEN day SEQ invite:PL squirrel OBJ
mndu
people
One day Squirrel was inviting people

If the nominal object in the dependent imperfective follows the verb, it
is coded by the vowel ä and high tone at the end of the verb. Recall that
the vowel a with high tone is the genitive marker. Thus the verb and the
object form a genitive construction:

(91) käbgä hämäyädzi kol ' kä bäbä
because Hamayadzi take Hdi SEQ build:PL:GEN
xgä tä ghwä tä ghwä
house PREP mountain PREP mountain
'it is because of Hamyadzi that Hdi came to build houses on the
mountains' (written sources)

(92) mä sän-ä fitik mbäcf kä yäghi kä
PREP one-GEN day then COMP squirrel SEQ
xag-ä mndu nga dzä'ä da väghu
invite:PL-GEN people FOR go PURP spend day
mu vwäx-ä-ni
PREP field-GEN-3SG
One day Squirrel was inviting people to work in the field of his
in-laws.'
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(93) wuyä skwi ta klä-ghä-tä-
here thing IMPF take-2SG-REF-lPL.EXCL
'here is the thing that we give you'

5.4. The functions of the dependent imperfective

The dependent imperfective is used in sequential, comment on focus, and
specific interrogative clauses. The preceding examples illustrate the use of
the dependent imperfective in sequential clauses. If a constituent of a
clause is in focus, the comment on the focus in the imperfective aspect is
marked by the dependent imperfective:

(94) mändä xiyä tä ngh-iyu ta käghä
like guinea corn IMPF see-lSG OBJ 2SG

see you as guinea corn'

The dependent imperfective is used in specific questions:

(95) nu tä zo-kä
which thing IMPF eat-2SG:Q
'which thing do you eat?

The dependent imperfective must be used in reason clauses. The inde-
pendent imperfective is disallowed here:

(96) käbgä mändä yä tä mag *äy zwän- tä
because like that COP IMPF do child-PL OBJ
hlonä gä xdi
work in Hdi
'because it is like that that the young men work in Hdi'

The dependent imperfective is in itself a marker of the pragmatically
dependent clause. That means that whenever the dependent imperfective is
used, the hearer must look for a relevant context for the proper interpreta-
tion of the clause. Thus the use of the dependent imperfective alone may
induce a temporal protasis interpretation:

(97) tä V9 rnbitsa ta vu
IMPF light Mbitsa OBJ fire
'when Mbitsa lights the fire'

Cf.:
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(98) tä v-äy mbitsä tä vu
IMPF light-PO Mbitsä OBJ fire
'Mbitsä lights the fire'

(99) tä skälu-lu tä skälu girvidik
IMPF dance-UH OBJ dance night
One dances all night and ...'

Compare the independent imperfective:

(100) tä skäl-äy-lu tä skälu girvidik
IMPF dance-PO-UH OBJ dance night
They dance all night.'

(101) tä (fff kn
IMPF hide dog
'while the dog is hiding'

(102) tä kso kn
IMPF touch dog
'while the dog devours'

(103) tä kso-tsi
IMPF touch-3SG
'while he devours'

The dependent imperfective is used in the comment on the focused el-
ement. Since both focused and topicalized elements are fronted, the de-
pendent imperfective is the principal means of coding the focus construc-
tion:

(104) skwi dägälä tä mär-tsi mä xicfäkwä xdi
thing many PREP show-3SG PREP tradition Hdi
kä-'ä
COMP-3SG
'these are many things that are included in the civilization of Hdi'

(105) tsä ya tä xgo xdi kä mäsolsel.
DEF OOP IMPF call Hdi as maselsel
That is what Hdi call maselsel (maselsel 'the rising of the first
smoke while the meat is frying' has religious significance, selselsel
is an ideophone about smoke rising.)
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(106) tä S9 bad lumä tä ghzu käwäy (Hau.)
IMPF drink day market OBJ beer only
'it is only on market days that he drinks beer*

Compare a non-focused construction:

(107) tä s-äy bad lumä tä ghzu käwäy
IMPF drink-PO day market OBJ beer only
'he drinks beer on market days only'

6. The progressive aspect

6.1. The form of the progressive aspect

The progressive is formed through the reduplication of the preposition tä
followed by the reduplicated verbal root. The verb, whether transitive or
intransitive, may have the suffix -ay. Subject suffixes occur only after the
second of the reduplicated forms:

(108) tä way-ay- way-ay-X9n
IMPF run-PO-run-PO-3PL
'they are running'

(109) tä z-äy-z-äy tä cfäfä kul xäcf(u) dalf
IMPF eat-PO-eat-PO OBJ food without lack sauce
'he is eating mush without the sauce' (action going on right now)

Cf.:
(110) tä z-äy tä cfäfä kul xäcf(u) cfäli

IMPF eat-PO OBJ food without lack sauce
'he eats mush without the sauce'

The third-person singular is unmarked:

(111) tä wäy-äy-x wäy-äy
IMPF run-PO-run-PO
'he is running'
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The object is marked by the preposition tä:

(112) ta skw-äy-skw-äy tä hlä
IMPF buy-PO-buy-PO OBJ cow
'he is buying a cow'

(113) tä gl-äy-glä-iyu tä gu
IMPF grow-PO-grow-lSG OBJ goat

am raising a goaf

6.2, The functions of the progressive aspect

The progressive form is used only in pragmatically independent clauses,
such as affirmative indicative clauses and questionsabout the truth of a
proposition. The progressive is used only with respect to an event going
on at the time of speech:

(114) tä tsgh-äy tsgh-äy-kä ri kri kä
IMPF send- send-PO-2SG Q dog COMP
päkäwäghuvi nä
hyena DEM
' "Dog, are you sending them up?" said Hyena.'

(115) tä wud-äy-wud-äy-xQn tä wudä
SFJQ fight-PO-fight-PO-3PL OBJ fight
'they are fighting'

In pragmatically dependent clauses the reduplicated form does not
occur, and instead the dependent imperfective is used:

(116) kä wudo-xän tä wudä
SFjQ fight-3PL OBJ fight
'and they were fighting.'

But the temporal function is neither the only nor the most important
function for which the progressive is used. Along with temporal si-
multaneity, the progressive is also a means of focusing on the verb. It
cannot be used if the focus is on an element other than the verb. Consider
the following facts: To the question "Where is he?" or "What is he
doing?", the answer could be:
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(117) tä za cfäfä
IMPF eat food
'he is eating'

To the question "is he eating?", the answer could also be:

(118) tä zä cfäfä
IMPF eat food
'he is eating'

or:
(119) tä z-äy z-äy tä cfäfä

IMPF eat-PO eat-po OBJ food
'he is eating'

To the question "What is he eating?", the answer could be:

(120) tä zä cfäfä
IMPF eat food
'he is eating mush'

But not:

(121) *ia z-äy z-äy tä cfäfä
IMPF eat-PO eat-PO OBJ food
for 'he is eating mush'

Here are a few natural discourse examples illustrating the focusing func-
tion of the progressive:

(122) mä täbä tsä gulu na tä
PREP middle DEF again DEM IMPF
dz-äy dz-äy xafj tä sän-ä xicfä-kw-ä-täq
weave-PO-weave-PO OBJ another-GEN wise- ABS -GEN -3PL
'In the meantime they were preparing another plan'

If the verb is intransitive and the event is non-referential, the verb oc-
curs in the root form:

(123) tä wp-w-3 kd€n dzäghä-ni
IMPF return-return Kderi home-3SG
'and Kderi is returning home'
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7. The stative aspect

What makes the stative aspect in Hdi interesting is that it may have in its
scope either the affected or the controlling argument of the transitive verb.
Moreover, the latter may occur with the object present in the clause.

7.1. The form of the stative

The stative aspect is marked by the associative preposition ndä followed
by a non-reduplicated verbal stem ending in the vowel a. The presence of
the simple rather than the reduplicated form is explained by the fact that
the reduplicated form codes bounded events, and the stative is inherently
unbounded:

(124) ndä xälä tsä sigä yä
STAT used DEF pot DEM
'the used pot5

In the stative aspect verbs cannot take extensions coding the semantic
role of arguments or the directionality of the event. Thus the verb mt 'die'
in the perfective aspect takes the source-oriented extension u. In the stative
aspect it occurs only with the vowel ä:

(125) ndä mtä dä-
STAT die father-3SG
'his father is dead'

The absence of extensions again correlates with the stative nature of the
event. All extensions add the value of referentiality to the event and hence
delimit the event in one way or another.

The stative aspect may be a nominal category, as evidenced by the fact
that it does not differ from nominal predicates:

(126) xwäyä-n-xwä- yä na ämä ndä -
run-3-run-lSG COMP COMP but STAT back-lSG
'Although I ran, I was late'
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7.2. Object coding in the stative aspect

The stative form may also occur with verbs of perception and of cogni-
tion, when the perceiving subject is not agentive. In such cases the verb
may be followed by an object. The verb ends in high tone before the ob-
ject as well. Unlike in other clauses, all objects, whether nominal or
pronominal, are preceded by the object-marking preposition tä:

(127) ndä snä tä plis-ä-cfä
STAT know OBJ horse-GEN-lSG
'he knows my horse'

(128) ndä nghä tä plis-ä-cfä
STAT see OBJ horse-GEN-lSG
'he saw my horse'

The verb cannot take pronominal object suffixes. Recall that in dy-
namic aspects the third-person pronominal object of verbs of perception is
marked by the form -n.

(129) wuyä ndä snä- tä käghuni
since STAT know-lPL.EXCL OBJ 2PL
'since we know you'

(130) ndä snä-kä n säräk,
STAT know-2SG Q stick
'do you understand me, stick T

7.3. The functions of the stative aspect

The core function of nda is to indicate the existence of a certain state with
respect to the subject of the clause. Evidence that the form marked by ndä
is an aspectual category is provided by restrictions on its occurrence to-
gether with other aspectual markers, such as the perfective marked
through reduplication. The perfective form indicates a definite end of the
event, while the stative form does not:

(131) ndä ijgh-iyu tä xän ma vwäx
STAT see-lSG OBJ 3PL PREP field

saw them in the field'
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(132) ndä sn- tsätsi tä dzä'ä
STAT know-lSG 3SG IMPF go

knew that he will go'

(133) ndä bägh-i
STAT satisfy-ISO

am satisfied'
Compare the perfective:

(134) bäghä-f-bägh-i
satisfy-UP-satisfy-1SG

was satisfied'

The function of the stative aspect is to a code a state resulting from an
action, an event rather than a natural state of things. When the verb is
transitive and there is only one argument, this argument is interpreted as
being in the state evoked by the verb:

(135) ndä xnä hlä
STAT cut COW
'the cow is slaughtered'

(136) ndä sä
STAT drink water
'the water is drunk up'

(137) ndä skwä hlä
STAT buy cow
'the cow is sold'

An additional piece of evidence for the stative meaning is provided by
the types of predicates with which ndä occurs and by the types of predi-
cates with which it cannot occur. The stative marker occurs in clauses
where stativity is compatible with the meaning of the predicate, for exam-
ple, with the verb s/j^'know':

(138) käbgä mndrä tsä mndu-xä yä yä ndä snä
because clan DEF man-PL DEM DEM STAT know
tä tsäf-tä duvul yä ngä Imu ndä tsi
OBJ make-REF metal DEM FOR war ASSC 3SG
'it is because this clan knows how to make metals to go to war
with'
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(139) ndä snä-kä n säräk,
STAT know-2SG Q stick hit.PL-AWAY-lSG-EP-UP-hit.PL
'you understand, stick, hit them for me'

The subject may be a notional patient or experience!·, as in the examples
given above, but it may also be an agent:

(140) ndä mägä hlänä ghuni kä ktäri
STAT make work 2PL COMP Kderi
' "you worked well," said Kderi' (i.e., thank you')

The pronominal subject of a stative construction is coded by the subject
forms of the pronoun, even though it represents the affected argument, as
in the following example where the expression dzä-kä 'hit-2SG' has the
subject rather than the object pronoun:

(141) kä livinä a kä tä ksä htinä
SEQ be able NEG 2SG OBJ touch work
msimmsim ma wu ndä dzä-kä
fast fast or not STAT hit-2SG
ndä xärfä-kä mä ndä dzä-kä
STAT tiredness-2SG or STAT hit-2SG
'whether you are able to work fast or not you will be hit; whether
you are tired or not, you will be hit*

With punctual verbs of perception, the stative form codes non-punctual
characteristics of the event:

(142) ndä ngh-iyu tä mbftsä tä Mmä
STAT see-lSG OBJ Mbitsa PREP market

saw Mbitsa at the market5

Compare the perfective:

(143) ngha-ngh-iyu tä mbftsä tä lumä
see-see-1SG OBJ Mbitsa PREP market

spotted Mbitsa at the market3

If the subject of the clause is in the scope of the stative, no agent can be
added:
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(144) *hlä ndä xnä da mbitsä
cow STAT slaughter PREP Mbitsa
for 'the cow is slaughtered by Mbitsa'

The stative marker cannot occur in a negative clause, and instead the
dependent imperfective is used:

(145) *ndä sn-i tä gwäcfä xdi wä
STAT know-ISO OBJ language Hdi NBG
for do not know Hdi'

Cf.:
(146) sn-i tä gwädä xdi wä

know-lSG OBJ language Hdi NBG
do not know Hdi'

The explanation for this constraint on the occurrence of the stative
marker and negation lies in the postulated grammaticalization of the stative
marker from the associative preposition ndä 'with'. The inherent meaning
of ndä is an affirmative whose logical form is 'be with'. Hdi has a negative
equivalent of this affirmative form, which is xäcf'lack'. Hence the use of
affirmative-only form with negation would constitute an internal
contradiction between two forms within the same proposition.

The stative marker cannot occur with predicates that indicate the ac-
quisition of a state. The perfective form of the verb must be used instead:

(147) dzä'ä snä-n-snä kä tä gwäcfä xdi
PUT know-3-know 2SG OBJ language Hdi
'you should learn Hdi'

The unspecified object form cannot occur with the stative marker:

(148) *ndä gl-äy Mbitsä
STAT grow-PO Mbitsa
for 'Mbitsa is big'

7.4. The grammaticalization of the stative aspect

The stative aspect grammaticalized in several steps from the associative
preposition ndä: (l) The associative marker becomes the possessive
marker. In the absence of the verb "to have", the possessive clause is real-
ized by the construction Associative Noun phrase Noun phrase NP. The
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coding of possession through associative construction is common in
African and non-African languages. (2) In the possessive construction,
the place of the possessum can be taken by an intransitive or a transitive
verb. The notion of "having" is thus extended from having an object to
having, or being in, a state expressed by a transitive or intransitive verb.

8. Conclusions

The aspectual system of Hdi has two functions: one is to code aspectual
distinctions, and the other is to code the pragmatic status of the clause.
Two aspects, perfective and imperfective, have two forms each, one for
the coding of pragmatically independent clauses and one for the coding of
pragmatically dependent clauses. The perfective through reduplication
codes the pragmatically independent clause. It is used at the beginning of
narratives, conversations, and paragraphs. The perfective through the
suffix tä codes pragmatically dependent clauses. The distinction between
the two types of imperfective is marked through word order and suffixes
to the verb. Transitive verbs in the imperfective in pragmatically depen-
dent clauses do not have potential object marker -ay. In the progressive
aspect (a subclass of the imperfective) and in the stative aspect there is no
distinction between pragmatically dependent and pragmatically indepen-
dent clauses.





Chapter 13

Coding the domain
of referentiality of an event

1. Introduction

There exists in Hdi a functional domain of referentiality of events, where
the distinction is between referential (marked) and non-referential
(unmarked) events. The referentiality of the event is coded by the suffix
-fa, glossed as "REF", added to the verb in the perfective or imperfective
aspect.

The marker -ta codes reference to real world phenomena. The event is
made referential if it affects a referential object or a referential predicate.

2. Referentiality of object

If the object is hypothetical, i.e. non-referential, the suffix -ay is used to
code such an object:

(1) xiya (nä) xäcf-kä tä dzäw-äy wä
guinea corn COMP lack-2SG IMPF trade:PL-PO NBG
'guinea com, you do not sell'9

If the object is referential, made so through a previous mention in dis-
course or present in the environment of speech, the verb has the suffix -fa:

(2) tsa xiya yä nä xäd-kä tä
DEF guinea corn DEM COMP lack-2SG IMPF
dzäwa-tä wä
trade:PL-REF NEG
'the guinea corn [previously mentioned], you do not sell'
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(3) yä xiyä yä nä xäcf-kä tä
DEM guinea-corn DEM TOP lack-2SG IMPF
dzäwä-tä wä
trade:PL-REF NEG
'this guinea corn here, you do not sell'

3. Referentiality and the perfective

The referential marker -fa cannot be added to the reduplicated form of the
verb. This constraint follows directly from the proposed function of the
marker tä and the function of the reduplicated form of the verb. The
reduplicated form of the verb codes a bounded event. The boundedness
makes it a specific, referential event:

(4) ghwalä-ghwälä tä
dry-dry OBJ germinated guinea corn
'he dried the germinated guinea corn' (for the brewing of beer)

The marker -tä is not used with such a verb, because the referentiality is
already coded by the form of the verb. The co-occurrence of the redupli-
cated verb and the marker -ta would result in tautological coding. The
cooccurrence of the reduplicated form of the verb and the marker -ay
would be an internal contradiction of the coding means because the marker
-ay specifically codes potential objects, hence the occurrence of ay with a
bounded event would be contradictory.

The marker -tä can be used in the dependent perfective and imperfective
aspects, with intransitive and transitive events:

(5) kä ghwälä-tä zindiq
SEQ dry-REF germinated guinea corn
'and germinated guinea corn has dried'

Compare the imperfective:

(6) tä ghwälä-tä zindirj
IMPF dry-REF germinated guinea corn
'while germinated guinea corn has been drying'

(7) kä ghwälä-tä-tsi tä zindiq
SEQ dry-REF-3SG OBJ germinated guinea corn
'and he dried the germinated guinea corn'
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(8) tä ghwälä-tä-tsi tä
IMPF dry-REF-3SG OBJ germinated guinea com
'while he was drying the germinated guinea corn'

4. Referentiality of the event and adjuncts

The presence of adjuncts specifying time makes the event referential:

(9) mä sän-ä fitik mbäd kä
PREP other-GEN time then COMP
i päkäwäghuvi kä nzä-tä ndä kri
ASSC.PL hyena SEQ stay-REF ASSC dog
'At one time, Hyena and Dog lived together.'

The referential marker can be used as a diagnostic of whether the se-
quence of verbs in a clause represents one event or several events. If it is
one event, the referential marker is used only once, with the last verb:

(10) kä 1-iyu ngäs-i-n-tä vu mistä mbizä
SEQ go-lSG push in-AWAY-3-REF fire under bean dish
kä päkäwghuvi
COMP hyena
' "I have to push in the fire under the bean dish," said Hyena.'

The intransitive verbs la 'go', hli 'depart', and sä 'come' have the ref-
erential marker i instead of tä. Like the marker tä, marker / occurs after
extensions:

(11) kä lä-ugh- uvä difä-ugh-tä mä tughwäzäk
SEQ go-D:SO-REF cat hide-SO-REF PREP hibiscus
'And Cat went and hid in the hibiscus.'

The event is referential if it took place at a well-determined time, e.g.
after another event:

(12) mbäd kä kn kä lä-b-i
then COMP dog SEQ depart-OUT-REF
Then Dog went away.'
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(13) mbäcf kä kn kä sä-ghw-i
then COMP dog SEQ arrive-D:SO-REF
Then Dog came.'

5. Aspect coding in sequential clauses and in the normative
mood

Sequential clauses and normative mood have one feature in common, viz.,
they are marked by particles preceding the verb. There is a constraint that
does not allow more than one particle from the tense-aspect-mood do-
mains to precede the verb. Consequently, if the clause is marked for one
of these categories, another category cannot be marked by the particle.
The imperfective marker tä used in the unmarked clauses cannot be used if
the sequential particle kä or the normative mood particle ngä is used.
Consequently, in sequential clauses marked by the particle kä, the
imperfective of intransitive verbs is coded only by the nominalized form
of the verb:

(14) mbäcf kä xän kä xwäyä
then COMP 3PL SBQ run
'And they were running.'

Transitive verbs in the perfective aspect have the suffix -tä and, in the
imperfective aspect, the suffix -ay. Consider the following clauses that
follow each other in a narrative. The first one is perfective marked by the
suffix -ta and the second is imperfective marked by the suffix -ay.

(15) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä-tä xvä
then COMP hyena SBQ farm-REF farm
'Hyena had already farmed.' (It finished farming.)

(16) mbäcf kä xän kä cfg-äy
then COMP 3PL SEQ thresh-PO
'And they were threshing.'

Evidence that the marker -ay has the function of coding an unspecified
object is provided by the fact that -ay cannot be omitted from intransitive
verbs unless it is replaced by an object:
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(17) mbacf kä- tämä kä dghäcf-äy
then COMP-3PL finally SBQ chew-PO
'And now they are chewing.'

(18) *mbäd kä-xan tämä kä dghäcfä
then COMP-3PL finally SBQ chew
for 'And now they are chewing.'

(19) mbacf kä-xän tämä kä dghäcfä urnä
then COMP-3PL finally SEQ chew peanuts
'And now they are chewing peanuts.'

The marker ay has acquired the function of coding imperfectivity as evi-
denced by the fact that it is codes temporal simultaneity in a protasis
clause:

(20) xwäy-äy-tän tä xwäyä
run-PO-3PL OBJ run
'While they were running'

(21) cfg-äy-tän ta cfgu yä. . .
thresh-PO-3PL OBJ threshing DEM
'While they were threshing'

Compare the perfective aspect in the temporal protasis clause:

(22) cfgä-tä-tän tä cfgu yä. . .
thresh-REF-3PL OBJ threshing DEM
'After they threshed ...'

Additional evidence for the referential versus non-referential functions
of the markers -ta and -ay is provided by their use in the same mood and
the same aspect: The marker -ay codes a non-referential event, and the
marker -ta a referential one:

(23) tä xul-ä väku xis ngä pgh-äy-
PREP back-GEN year two NORM pour-PO-3SG
ta pghu
OBJ libation
'After two years he should pour a libation.' (i.e. proceed with the
initiation)
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(24) tä xul-ä da tä ghzu ngä pghä-tä
PREP back-GEN cook OBJ beer NORM pour-REF
sifi ma glifin
dregs PREP glifin
'After the beer has been cooked, one should pour out the dregs
into a glifin' (Dregs are referential, the product that is always as
sociated with beer making. A glifin is a clay pot for dregs or
inedible animal parts.)

Additional evidence for the imperfective coding of the marker -äy and the
perfective coding of the marker fa is provided by their use when a verb is
followed by a complement. The verb has to have an object marker. The
marker äy is used to code imperfective and the marker tä is used to code
perfective aspect:

(25) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä tx-äy kä zläy. . .
then COMP hyena SEQ expel-PO SEQ COMP
'then, hyena says like that: . ..'

(26) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä txä-tä . . .
then COMP hyena SEQ expel-REF
kä zläy
SEQ COMP
'then, hyena said like that:... '

A predicate followed by a complement must have an object marked.
The object markers have a double function: coding the object and coding
the referentiality or the aspect of the event:

(27) mbäcf kä kä nghä-dä-ghä-tä nä. . .
then COMP SEQ look-ALL-D:PVG-REF COMP
'he noticed tha t . . . '

(28) tä nghä-dä-ghä-tä-tsi nä. . .
IMPF look-ALL-D:PVG-REF-3SG DEM
'while he was noticing that. . . '

The potential object marker -äy cannot be used if the verb is followed by
extensions:
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(29) * nghä-dä-gh-äy-tsf n a . . .
IMPF look-ALL-D:PVG-PO-3SG DEM
for 'while he was noticing that.. . '

A pronominal object added to a verb narrows the scope of the predicate
and makes the event referential. Consequently, a verb with an object has
the referential marker -ta in both the imperfective and the perfective
aspects:

(30) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-n-tä
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-3-REF
Then Dog helped him.'

(31) * mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-n-äy
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-3-PO
for Then Dog helped him.'

If the verb is transitive and there is no other object, the suffix -ay must be
added:

(32) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-äy
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-PO
Then Dog was helping.'

Some extensions make the event referential, and the marker -ta must
occur when those extensions are used. Without such extensions the
marker is not required:

(33) kä 1-iyu ngäs-i-n-tä vu mistä
SEQ go-lSG push in-AWAY-3-REF fire under
mbizä kä päkäw ghuvi
bean dish COMP hyena
* "I have to push in the fire under the bean dish," said Hyena.'

(34) kä 1-iyu ngäsä vu mistä mbizä
SEQ go-lSG push fire under bean dish
kä päkäw ghuvi
COMP hyena
' "I have to push in the fire under the bean dish," said Hyena.'
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Not all verbs with extensions have to have the referential marker -tä.
Two verbs of movement, la 'go, depart' and sä 'arrive, come', do not allow
the referential marker -tä if they have an extension:

(35) xacfg-xan tä lä-xä wä
lack-3PL IMPF go-down NBG
'they do not go down'

6. Conclusions

The language codes the referentiality of the event with the suffix -tä added
to the verb. The referentiality of the event may involve any of the follow-
ing: (1) referentiality of the object; (2) boundedness of the event in se-
quential clauses; and (3) presence of verbal extensions. The referential
function of the marker -ta allows one to explain why it does not occur in
negative clauses. That is because their events did not happen and are
therefore inherently non-referential.

The potential object marker -äy codes non-referential objects with
transitive verbs, and with complements of verbs of saying. It cannot occur
if the verb has an extension, but it can follow a verb without extensions.
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Tense

1. Introduction

We use the term tense for the coding of temporal distinctions only. There
are only three tense categories: the referential past and two future tenses.
If a clause does not have any of the formal characteristics associated with
the three tenses, its tense is unmarked, and any interpretation of the actual
or relative time of the event has to be made on the basis of discourse
configuration of events; aspectual characteristics, adverbs of time and
other deictic categories, including extensions; and individual lexical items
involved in the discourse. For example, clauses in the perfective aspect
and verbs with the affected subject extension are often interpreted as in
the past time, while clauses in the stative and imperfective aspects are
often interpreted as involving the time of speech.

2. Referential past tense

We postulate the existense of the category referential past on the basis of
the function performed by the particle si. The form si occurs at the begin-
ning of the clause. We gloss this morpheme as "PAST", but this designa-
tion means "referential past tense" rather than "past tense". The time so re-
ferred to may be recent or remote. The form designates events that hap-
pened at some well-determined period of time:

(1) ma guli kä snä-n-tä indä mndu-xä tä
good again SEQ know-3-REF all man-PL PREP
kumä käki si ndzä-kw-ä xdi
front how PAST stay-ABS-GEN hdi
'it would be good if the future generation knows how Hdi used to
live'

The determination of the period of time can be achieved through an
adverb of time or through a reference to an event in the preceding sentence
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or discourse. In the following example the time reference occurs in the
same clause:

(2) kä- mäntsa, si ndä gä kä ndä
comp-3PL like that PAST ASSC where 2SG ASSC
rvidik
night
'and they said: where were you last night?

In the following example, which in natural discourse follows the preced-
ing one, the time reference is the one mentioned in the preceding example:

(3) si tä zä wliwa-di nda tä'ä grä, kä-'ä
PAST IMPF eat walk-ISO ASSC PREP-DEM friend COMP-3S

was taking a walk on the other side, my friend, he said'

Similarly in the following example, the specific past refers to a time men-
tioned in a preceding discourse:

(4) si hlfyä-f da räyä-ijni ma mtak
PAST leave-UP PURP hunt-lPL.EXCL in bush
'we were hunting in the bush' (answer to the question: Where
were you last night?)

The marker si may occur in negative clauses, though only in the ones
formed with the auxiliary xäcfu 'not to be':

(5) tä xulä zl-i-n-tä lä doblom tä
PREP back chase-AWAY-REF COLL Deblem OBJ
gudolu gä xdi si tä xäcfu
Gudulu PREP Hdi PAST COM lack war
kätä-kätä si zläy gä xdi wu.
a lot PAST time PREP Hdi NEG
'After the Diblem people had chased the Gudulu away, there was
no dangerous warfare at that time in Hdi.'

The form si may occur in interrogative clauses, again with a specific
time in the past as a reference:
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(6) tikvägavli tä mn-äy kä zläy nä si
TikvaGavli IMPF say-PO SEQ COMP COMP PAST
riindu dzi'i rä
man kill-lSG Q
Tikva Gavli said thus: Is it a man that I killed? (sidescribes some
specific time preceding the discourse. There is no question that
Tikva Gavli killed a man.)

The marker s/is also used in conditional protasis clauses:

(7) ka uvä mäntsä ma si tä dza-i
COMP cat COMP HYP PAST IMPF gO-lSG
mndän na ä duq äka da xga-n-ta
but DFJVl COND except 2SG PUT call-3-REF
kri kä uvä
dog COMP cat
'Cat answered, "I might go, but on condition that you do not invite
Dog."' (lit. 'but will you invite a dog?)

If the time in the past is non-specific, viz. any past time, the marker si
is not used and the past time is not overtly marked.

The referential past marker may occur with verbal and non-verbal
clauses alike:

(8) si tä lum-iyu . . . si tä lumä-kä. . .
PAST PREP market-1SG PAST PREP market-2SG

was at the market. . . ' 'you were at the market...'

3. Future tenses

There are three structures involved in the formation of the future tense. In
two structures the verb cfzä'a'go' is used with the perfective aspect, in
another with the imperfective aspect, and in the third the simple verb stem
is used without the auxiliary verb. This structure is involved in the
formation of the negative future tense.

The evidence that dzä'a is a tense rather than an aspectual marker is
provided by the fact that it cannot occur with the referential past marker si
and by the fact that it can occur with different aspectual markers. The
auxiliary dzä'äcan occur with the reduplicated and with the simple form of
the verb.
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3.1. Future tense with the perfective aspect: Pragmatically independent
clauses

The reduplicated form of the verb is used in the coding of the perfective
aspect in pragmatically independent clauses, e.g. in declarative clauses
with no element in focus, and in yes/no questions:

(9) dzä'ä skwä-p-skwä näsärä-ngrä
PUT buy-OUT-buy white-black
'the boss will sell it' ('boss' an educated black person)

(10) tä xul-ä skälu dzä'ä sä-ghä-sä
PREP back-GEN dance PUT arrive-D:PVG-arrive
märäkw gä särcfok ndä Ja dä-ni
woman PREP morning ASSC COLL father-3SG
'After the dance the woman will come in the morning, together
with her parents.'

(11) dzä'ä phlä-phlä-xorj tä mndu,
PUT kill.PL-kill.PL-3PL OBJ man
'they will kill [all of u s ] . . . '

3.2. Future tense with the perfective aspect: Pragmatically dependent
clauses

The future in pragmatically dependent clauses is formed through use of
the auxiliary verb dzä'ä with the simple stem of the main verb. Here is an
example of the future tense in a comment-on-focus clause:

(12) tä xul-ä skälu dzä'ä sä-ghä märäkw
PREP back-GEN dance PUT arrive-D:PVG woman
ndä lä dä-ni gä sardok
ASSC COLL father-3SG PREP morning
'It is after the dance that the woman will come with her parents
in the morning'

If the verb is followed by a subject pronoun, the verb ends in the vowel a:
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(13) tä kä ghuni dzä'ä pghä-qni tä ngucfuf
PREP on 2PL PUT pour-lPL.EXCL OBJ heart
kä 9
COMP 3PL
' "It is on you that we will pour our anger," they said'

Presentative:

(14) tä nä säräk nä dzä'ä zä-kä tä mghäm
PREP DEM stick DEM PUT eat-2SG PREP chief
'Because of this stick here you will live happily' (lit. 'eat royally')

The verb may be followed by an object, with the subject following the
object. This structure is used for contrastive focus on the subject:

(15) dzä'ä mnä purkutundzum-
PUT say story-ISO
'[as for me] I am going to tell a story . . . '

3.3. Future tense with the imperfective aspect

In the future imperfective aspect the verb occurs in the nominal form, as it
does in the independent imperfective aspect:

(16) dzä'ä xänf
fut lie.PL:VN
'he will sleep'

The referential event in the imperfective is coded by the marker fa:

(17) dzä'ä xnä-tä
PUT lie-REF
'he will lie down'

(18) dzä'ä hföv-äy tä indä mndu-xä
PUT hit-PO OBJ all man-PL
'he will hit everybody'

(19) dzä'ä ngh-äy-kä ti- mäxtsim
PUT see-PO-2SG OBJ-lSG tomorrow
'you will see me tomorrow'
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The pronominal object may also be affixed to the verb:

(20) dzä'ä ngh-i-ka maxtsim
PUT see-lSG-2SG tomorrow
'you will see me tomorrow'

3A. The future tense in the negative clause

The future tense in the negative clause is not marked by the auxiliary
dzä'ä. Instead the simple stem of the verb followed by the referential suf-
fix fa (with low tone) and by the negative frame a . . . wä is used. This
construction is limited only to the negative future:

(21) ks-u-tä ä kn tä uvä wä
devour-SO-REF NBG dog OBJ cat NEC
'the dog will not devour the cat'

Compare the affirmative future:

(22) kä dzä'ä kn ks-u-tä uvä
SEQ PUT dog devour-SO-REF cat
'and the dog will devour the cat'

The referential marker is used regardless of whether the verb has an ex-
tension, and regardless of whether the verb is transitive or intransitive:

(23) xnä-tä a kn wä
lie-REF:SUBJ NBG dog NBG
'the dog will not lie'

If the subject following the verb begins with a vowel, the vowel re-
places the negative marker a and assumes its tone:

(24) xgä-n- i ta uvä wä kä
call-3-REF:SUBJ NFJG:lSG OBJ cat NBG COMP
yäghi
squirrel
' "I am not going to invite Cat," said Squirrel.'
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(25) skwä-nä-p-ti i tä hlä-cfä wä
buy-3SG-OUT-REF:SUBJ NBG:lSG OBJ cow-lSG NBG

will not sell my cow to him'

4. Conclusions

The category tense comprises one referential past tense formed by the
clause-initial marker s/and several forms of future tenses. The affirmative
future tenses are all marked by the auxiliary dza'a, which grammaticalized
from the verb dzä'ä 'go'. There is a distinction between the perfective and
the imperfective aspect in the future tense, and within the perfective aspect
there is a distinction between the future perfective in a pragmatically de-
pendent clause and the future perfective in a pragmatically independent
clause.

The negative future is marked by a simple form of the verb followed by
the referential marker fa (low tone) and the negative frame ä... wä.





Chapter 15

Verbless clauses

1. Introduction

Verbless clauses in Hdi include clauses with nominal, pronominal, or ad-
jectival predicates. Equational clauses are clauses that assert the identity of
two nominal referents or the inclusion of one nominal referent in the set
represented by another nominal referent (e.g., John is a soldier). The im-
portant question for equational clauses is how the language distinguishes
between subject and predicate when both of them are nominal. In Hdi the
distinction between the two is marked by word order: The noun phrase at
the beginning of the clause is the predicate and the noun phrase following
it is the subject. Thus, the order Predicate Subject is not a property of
verbs alone but rather is a general property of the predication system in
this language.

Verbless clauses cannot be marked for aspect, but they can be marked
for tense. This may be explained by the fact that the perfective and imper-
fective aspects involve different forms of verbs, forms that are not avail-
able with nouns. However, tense categories are marked through indepen-
dent morphemes occurring at the beginning of the clause, and do not de-
pend on the form of the predicate. In the next two sections, we describe
clauses that have the order Predicate Subject, and then discuss the func-
tion of the order Subject Predicate. In verbless clauses (as well as in ver-
bal clauses with well-determined exceptions) the subject role of the noun
phrase is marked by the high tone on the syllable preceding it.

2. Coding the predicate and the subject through word order

The distinction between subject and predicate is marked through word or-
der. The predicate is the first noun phrase and the subject the noun phrase
that follows:
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(1) riind-ä räyä mbftsä
man-GEN hunt Mbitsa
'Mbitsa is a hunter"

If the subject is pronominal, it is drawn either from the verbal set or from
the independent set, and it follows the predicate noun phrase:

(2) (fgha-mu/qni
blacksmith-1 PL.INCL/1 PL.EXCL
'we are blacksmiths'

(3) klugä wu käghä klugä
plate what thing 2SG plate
'"You are a plate of what, Plate?'"

(4) klugä (fäf-i kä-'ä
plate food-1SG COMP-3SG
* "I am a plate of food," he said'

(5) xdi-xän
Hdi-3PL
'they are Hdi'

3. Identificational clauses

We use the term identificational clauses for clauses whose subject has
been mentioned in the previous discourse or been present in the discourse
environment, but is not overtly marked in the clause. In English, such ex-
pressions have the form 'it is X'. In Hdi such sentences have the form
Noun phrase Copula, where the noun phrase is the predicate. The subject
is not overtly marked. The copula could be any of the series of demon-
stratives, but with low rather than high tone: a, nä, or yä. The last tone of
the noun must be high before the copula, regardless of the underlying tone
of the noun. This is in accordance with the tone-raising rule before sub-
jects in verbal clauses. Thus the low-tone hla 'cow' has high tone before a
copula:

(6) hlä yä
COW COP
'it is a cow'

The tone-raising rule also applies to nouns with closed syllables:
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(7) twäk yä/nä/ä
sheep OOP
'it is a sheep' (twäk 'sheep')

If the noun is bisyllabic, the tone on the second syllable is raised, but the
first tone, if it is low, remains low:

(8) mäkwä yä/nä/ä
girl COP
'it is a girl' (mäkwä 'girl')

xiyä yä
guinea corn DEM
'it is guinea corn'

The high tone of the noun remains high before the copula:

(9) Mwä xdi ä
village Hdi COP
That is a Hdi village' (talking about a village seen at a distance)

The tonal behavior of nouns before a copula indicates that copulas may
in fact be old subjects marked by deictic pronouns, because the raising of
the preceding tone is associated with the category subject.

The choice of the copula depends on whether the noun phrase was
mentioned in the preceding discourse and if the noun phrase is present in
the environment of discourse, on the distance between the place of speech
and the referent. The copula yä is used when the noun phrase has been
previously mentioned in discourse, the copula a for remote distance, and
the copula na for proximate distance:

(10) bukwää-cfä yä
lie-ISO COP
'it is my lie' (i.e., lied')

The noun may be followed by a demonstrative. The copula then fol-
lows such a group. The noun retains its underlying tone before the
demonstrative:

(11) twäk yä yä
sheep DEM COP
'it is only a sheep'
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(12) mäkwä yä yä
girl DEM COP
'it is only a girl'

The predicate could also be a pronoun, and in such a case the inde-
pendent form of the pronoun is used. Here are examples with demonstra-
tive yä referring to participants in a preceding discourse.
/ \ >?·'' v ·*> S \. X X V(13) u ya uuya amu ya

ISO DEM 'it is the two of us' 'it is us'
'it is me'

käghäyä käghuni yä
'it is you' 'it is you (PL)'

xaxon yä
'it is them'

The proximate copula nä may be used only with the second and third
persons. This is because the point of reference for the demonstrative is the
speaker. If nä were to be used for the speaker, the point of reference nec-
essary for the demonstratives would be lost:

(14) *ff-nä käghänä tsätsinä
for 'it is me' 'it is you' 'it is him'

The predicate could be a possessive phrase consisting of a possessum and
possessor:

(15) da-da yä
father-ISO COP
'he is my father"

(16) zwärj-a mä-da yä
son-GEN mother-ISG COP
'he is my brother* (lit. 'son of my mother5)

(17) muk-mä-dä yä
girl-mother-1SG COP
'she is my sister" (muk-mä is probably a fusion of mäkwä 'girl' and
ma 'mother")
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4. Property concept predicates

Property concept words, just like noun phrases, are marked for the pred-
icative function by the clause-initial position. Recall that there are two
types of property concept expressions: inherent adjectives, i.e. a category
whose inherent function is to modify a noun, and expressions derived
from other lexical categories. The property concept expression in the
predicative function occurs in the same form as in the attributive function,
i.e. with the categorial markers, if any.

The order Predicate Noun is the pragmatically unmarked order. The
predicate must end in high tone, just like verbs and nouns before the sub-
ject. Thus the adjective kftikw 'small' ends in high tone before the subject:

(18) kftikw mbftsa
small Mbitsa
'Mbitsa is small'

High-tone nouns retain their high tone before subjects:

(19) tontänga sfgä
hard pot
'the pot is hard'

(20) dagälä yä mndu yä
big DEM man DEM
'that man is big'

The subject pronouns are drawn from the independent set, but the
second-person pronoun can be reduced to kä, making it identical with the
verbal set of pronouns. Again, the last tone of the predicate must be high,
regardless of the predicate's underlying tone:

(21) kwitikw u
small ISO

am small'

kwitikw tsätsi
small 3SG
'he is small'
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kwitikw-kä(ghä)
small-2SG
'you are small'

The plural pronouns can be drawn either from the independent set or from
the verbal set:

(22) kwftikw (xä)xän kwitikw kuni or käghuni
small 3PL small 2PL
'they are small' 'you are small'

(23) kwitikw (a)mu kwitikw (a)gni
small IPL.INCL small 1PL.EXCL
'we are small' 'we are small'

(24) ndä u'wählä mbitsä
ASSC big Mbitsä
'Mbitsä is large'

(25) ndä hlrä mbitsä
ASSC tall Mbitsä
'Mbitsä is tall'

The subject in predicative constructions with a property concept predi-
cate must be definite or generic. This is probably a universal characteristic
of adjectival predicative constructions; compare English *a cow is white,
ungrammatical in non-generic use. If the subject is a noun, it must be
modified by a demonstrative, previous-mention marker, or other modi-
fiers. The previous-mention marker is the frame tsä ... yä:

(26) dägälä tsä gu yä
large DEM goat DEM
'the goat is large'

(27) kfyä tsä hlä yä
small DEM cow DEM
'the cow is small'
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5. Property concept predicates through a copula

Property concepts derived through the form kä like, as', such as kä Iffcf
'new', kä dvä 'red', kä xotxotä 'true' (Eguchi 1971), retain this form in the
predicative function. These forms must be followed by a copula coding
the distance between the referent and speaker:

(28) kä nghlirj yä Igut yä
PREP white COP cloth DEM
'that cloth is white' (for a cloth indicated by a hand gesture, 'middle
distance')

(29) kä kuzun-kuzun nä Igut nä
PREP green COP cloth DEM
'this shirt is green' (for a shirt that one may hold in one's hand)

The negation of predicative constructions with adjectives is realized by
the frame a... wä, which encloses the subject of the clause:

(30) dägälä ä mbftsä wä
big NBG Mbitsa NBG
'Mbitsa is not big'

6. Possessive clauses

The term possessive clause refers to a clause whose logical function is to
express the function of 'X having/possessing V. The possessive clause
has the structure nga-Possessor (Copula) Possessum. If the possessum is
not followed by a deictic marker, no copula can be used:

(31) *ngä-cfä yä hlä
POR-lsg COP cow
for '[the] cow is mine' (e.g. when talking about a cow among other
animals)

(32) *ngä mbitsä yä hlä
FOR Mbitsa COP cow
for '[the] cow is Mbitsa's' (e.g. when talking about a cow among
other animals)
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If the possessum is followed by a deictic marker, a copula must be
used. The copula codes the same distance as the deictic marker and has the
same segmental structure. It differs in tone: low on the copula and high on
the deictic marker. The copula occurs after a possessive phrase:

(33) ngä-ghä ä hlä ä
FOR-2SG COP COW DEM
'that cow over there is yours'

(34) ngä mbitsä yä hlä yä
FOR Mbitsa COP COW DEM
'this cow is Mbitsa's'

(35) ngä mbitsä nä hlä nä
FOR Mbitsa COP cow DEM
'this cow is Mbitsa's'

If the possessum is enclosed in an anaphoric frame, no copula is used:

(36) ngä-cfä tsä hlä yä
FOR-lSG DEF COW DEM
'the cow is mine'

(37) ngä mbitsä tsä hlä yä
FOR Mbitsa DEF cow DEM
'the cow is Mbitsa's'

7. Existential propositions

Existential propositions are formed with the clause-initial predicate mämu
'exist' followed by the subject of the clause and complements, if any:

(38) mämu sän mghäm tä kl-äf-tä märäk xis
exist certain chief COM take-UP-REF wife two
There was a chief who married two wives.'

The form mämu may be reduced to mää:

(39) mää skwi
exist thing
'there is a thing' (about a place mentioned earlier in discourse)
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The existential verb does not code the number of the subject.

(40) mämu mghäm-xä ...
exist chief-PL
There were chiefs . . . '

The existential verb mämu does not occur in negative possessive con-
structions. Instead the verb xädu 'exist' is used with a negative marker at
the end of the clause:

(41) xädu mghäm-xä wä , . .
exist chief-PL NBG
There were no chiefs . . . '

(42) xäcf da tsi wä
lack PREP 3SG NBG
'she'doesn't have' (any)

8. The possessive through existential constructions

The existential verb may have a locative complement. When the locative
complement is a human noun, the construction has a possessive interpre-
tation:

(43) maa hlä da fi
exist cow PREP 1SG
'there is a cow at my place' (it may or may not be mine)

(44) mämu kodu da tsi
exist money PREP 3SG
'she has money'

(45) mämu da tsi
exist PREP 3SG
'she has' (some)

The existential verb mämu may be used in a modifying construction:

(46) mndu-xä mämu skw-ä-täij
man-PL exist thing-GEN-3PL
'rich people'
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9. Locative sentences: X is located at

In locative predicative expressions, the predicate, i.e. the locative phrase,
precedes the subject of the clause. The locative phrase has the form
Preposition Noun. Prepositions may include tä 'at, in'; mä 'inside'; and da
'in'; as well as the prepositional complex nustä'under, together*:

(47) tä den
PREP bed hat
'the hat is on the bed'

(48) /na zlotj den
PREP bed hat
'the hat is inside the bed'

(49) mä imi den
PREP water hat
'the hat is in the water5

If the subject is pronominal, it follows the locative argument:

(50) si tä kcfix-i
PAST PREP donkey-1SG

was on a donkey'

(51) si tä kcfix-kä rä
PAST PREP donkey-2SG Q
'were you on a donkey?

The prepositional complex nustä can mean codes presence of an object
in the vicinity of another, and can include such meanings as "under",
"behind", "together", or "with":

(52) nustä zteq den
PREP bed hat
'the hat is under the bed'

(53) nustä Igut den
PREP shirt hat
'the hat is with the shirf

The phrase tä vä means "on the side of:
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(54) ta va ta zloij den
PREP side PREP bed hat
'the hat is on the side of the bed'

Pronominal subjects in locative sentences are verbal rather than inde-
pendent or possessive:

(55) ta luma-xdn
PREP market-3PL
'they are at the market*

tä lumä
PREP market
'he is at the market5

10. Clause-initial deictic particles

A clause-initial deictic particle wä 'here, there' must be followed by dif-
ferent deictics coding the distance between the speaker and the referent.

The form with the remote deictic a may be used only when the subject
is not in the same location as the speaker.

(56) wä ä gä mokolo
there DEM PREP Mokolo
'he is in Mokolo' (The speaker is not in Mokolo.)

(57) wä ä kä
there DEM 2SG
'there you are!'

wä ä kuni
there DEM 2PL
'there you (PL) are!'

The form with nä may be used only if the speaker is in the same loca-
tion as the subject:

(58) wä nä gä mokolo
here DEM PREP Mokolo
he is in Mokolo' (The speaker is in Mokolo.)
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When a demonstrative follows the form wä and the subject is pronominal,
the subject pronoun follows the demonstrative:

(59) wä ä xän gä mokolo
there is DEM 3PL PREP Mokolo
'they are in Mokolo' (The speaker is not in Mokolo.)

When the particle wä is followed by the demonstrative nä 'here' and the
following pronoun begins with a vowel, the vowel of the pronoun may
replace the vowel of the demonstrative:

(60) wä nä i gä mokolo
here DEM ISO PREP Mokolo
'here I am in Mokolo'

(61) wä n- mä mbä
here DEM-lSG PREP kitchen
'here I am in the kitchen' (in response to Where are you?)

(62) wä n-ämu mä mbä
here DEM-lPL PREP kitchen
'here we are in the kitchen'

(63) wä nä u'u[wänu'u] mä rnbä
here DEM 1DU PREP kitchen
'the two of us are here in the kitchen'

11. Conclusions

There are several types of verbless sentences. In equational sentences, the
structure consists of the predicate followed by the subject. Identificational
sentences lack a subject; the clause consists of the predicate noun followed
by a copula. The copula could be the anaphoric yä, the proximate deictic
nä, or the remote deictic a. Locatives of the type "X is on/at Y", etc. do
not have a copula. The locative function is coded by prepositions.



Chapter 16

Interrogative clauses

1. Introduction

The discussion of interrogative clauses is divided into two structurally dif-
ferent domains: questions about the truth of the proposition, often referred
to in the literature by the Anglocentric term yes/no questions; and ques-
tions about a specific element of the proposition, often referred to as wh-
questions. These questions are called 'specific questions' in the present
work. All interrogative clauses in Hdi, whether specific or concerning the
truth, have Verb Subject Object word order, the same as indicative
clauses. The fundamental difference between questions about the truth and
specific questions is in the use of the aspectual systems. Questions about
the truth, like indicative affirmative clauses, use the independent aspectual
system, viz. reduplication of the verb for the perfective, and the nominal
form of the verb for the imperfective. Specific interrogative clauses have
the dependent aspectual system characterized by the simple form of the
verb with the vowel a in the perfective, and the root form of the verb in
the imperfective.

2. Questions about the truth

There are several means of coding questions about the truth of a whole
proposition: One involves tonal changes and the other, clause-final inter-
rogative particles.

2.1. The interrogative through tonal changes

The most frequent coding of the interrogative mood is through tonal
change, whereby the last high tone occurring in the clause is further
raised. This extra-high tone is marked in the following examples in bold-
face:
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(1) vlä-ghä-vlä-xan tä kob-ä (fä
give-2SG-give-3PL OBJ money-GEN ISO
'did they give you my money?

(2) dzä'ä guy-äy-kun tä vghä mäxtsfm
PUT meet-PO-2PL OBJ body tomorrow
'will you meet [each other] tomorrow?

(3) tä lumä kä
IMPF market 2SG
'are you at the market? (asked of someone who makes a lot of
noise at home or in some other inappropriate place)

2.2. Clause-final interrogative particles

An interrogative clause may also be marked by clause-final interrogative
particles rä, ", re, or r-ke. The markers r/and rä are interchangeable, and
appear to have a neutral interrogative meaning, i.e., the speaker has no as-
sumption about the truth of the proposition:

(4) xänä-xänä-kä rä
spend night-spend night-2SG Q
'did you spend the night well? (greeting in the morning)

(5) si mndu du'- m
PAST man kill-lSG Q
'was it a man I killed?

(6) xdi kä rä
Hdi 2SG Q
'are you Hdi? (genuine question seeking information)

The penultimate syllable of the interrogative clause has high tone, re-
gardless of the inherent tone of the word. Thus the inherently low tone
word kn has high tone when penultimate in an interrogative clause:

(7) kn m
dog Q
'is it a dog?
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Even the interrogative marker itself acquires high tone if it happens to be
the penultimate syllable, as when it is followed by the word coding the
flHHrp.sspp·addressee:

(8) inä vli xädä ri grä
good place there Q friend
'is life good there, my friend?

3. Rhetorical interrogatives

A rhetorical question about the truth may be marked by interjection Id or
k6 added to the general interrogative marker rä. The vowel a of the general
interrogative marker is deleted in the process. The marker ke is added only
if the answer is known or if the speaker is challenging the addressee:

(9) xd-iyu r-ke cf. xd-iyu rä
Hdi-lSG Q-INTERJ Hdi-lSG Q
'am I Hdi? (sarcastic) 'am I Hdi?

(10) xdi ka r-ke
Hdi 2SG Q-INTERJ
'are you Hdi? (The speaker knows, or wants to assert, that the
addressee is not Hdi.)

The form r-k6 is used in greetings, which have an interrogative form
but whose pragmatic function is not a question:

(11) xänä-xänä-kä r-ke
sleep-sleep-2SG Q-INTERJ
'how are you? (a morning greeting)

4. Specific questions

4.1. Introduction

A specific question is a question about a constituent of a proposition that,
as a whole, is assumed to be true. Specific questions differ from ques-
tions about the truth in the aspectual system used, in the presence of
clause-final interrogative markers, and in the optional clause-final inter-
rogative marker, which is na rather than rä. The following categories are
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coded in specific questions: human participant, non-human participant,
place, time, reason. For human and non-human participants, the language
also codes the grammatical role of the argument, specifically the categories
subject, object, associative, and head of the modifying construction. In
addition, the specific interrogatives code whether the event is referential or
not.

Questions about human participants have the clause-initial interrogative
pronoun wä, and questions about non-human participants have the clause-
initial marker or no, depending on the requirements of syllable structure
rules. Unlike questions about human participants, questions about non-
human participants distinguish between questions in the domain de dicto
and questions in the domain de re. We describe the distinction between
human and non-human participants while describing the formation of
questions about equational clauses. Subsequent sections are dedicated to
the discussion of the referentiality of arguments, aspect coding, and the
coding of the grammatical role of the entity that the question is about.

4.2. Questions about participants in equational clauses

Questions about participants of equational clauses differ from questions
about participants of verbal clauses in that the former do not have aspec-
tual markers.

Questions about the general identity of the subject have the sentence-
final marker nä. This marker is related to the proximate demonstrative na
and is identical with the proximate copula nä:

(12) wä cfghä na
who blacksmith Q
'who is a blacksmith?

(13) wä tsftsi nä
who 3SG Q
'who is he/she? (As in many other languages, it is not polite to use
demonstratives in the presence of their human referent.)

(14) wä xäxän nä
who 3PL Q
'who are they?

Questions about the identity of plural human participants are coded
through the associative plural i preceding the marker wä:
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(15) i wa cfgha nä
PL who blacksmith Q
'who are blacksmiths?

Questions about the identity of participants can also use the lexeme xgo
'name' followed by the genitive marker a (which assumes the low tone of
xga) and by possessive pronouns. Such a complex follows the
interrogative wä (human) or na (non-human):

(16) wä xg-a-ni
who name-GEN-3SG
'who is he?

4.3. De dicto and de re domains in specific interrogatives

If the question is about an inanimate subject, there is a distinction between
the domain de dicto, i.e. when the speaker does not know the potential set
from which the subject is drawn, and the domain de re, where the set of
potential subjects exists and the speaker knows the set (cf. Frajzyngier
1991). Inanimate subjects in the domain de dicto are marked by the ques-
tion word 9. Questions about an inanimate subject from the domain de re
are marked by the form nu 'which thing', which most probably represents
a fusion of the form no and the domain de re question word wu. We write
this form as nu to represent the phonological changes the two morphemes
have undergone.

Compare the two interrogative forms with the same verb bä 'build':

(17) no ba-f-tsi
what build-UP-3SG
'what did he build? (The set of potential objects is wide open.)

(18) nu ba-f-tsi
which thing build-UP-3SG
'which one did he build? (The set of potential objects is known to
the speaker.)

There is no distinction between the domain de dicto and the domain de re
for human subjects; i.e., the same form is used for questions of the type
"who" and "which person out of the set of X".

Both de dicto and de re question words can be used with the word xg9
'name' followed by a possessive pronoun:
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(19) no xg-ä-
what name-GEN-3SG
'what is it?

(20) nu xg-ä-
which thing name-GEN-3SG
'what is it?

(21) no xg-ä-tän
what name-gen-3PL
'what are they?

4.4. The copula in specific interrogatives

Questions about identity may have a copula other than nä. Asking about
the identity of a person at a distance or invisible, one can say:

(22) wä yä
who COP
'who is there?

(23) no xg-ä- yä
what name-GEN-3SG COP
'what is it? (for a thing lower down and close to the speaker)

(24) no xg-ä- ä
what name-GEN-3SG COP
'what is it? (for a thing far away)

4.5. Aspect coding in specific questions

Specific interrogatives are characterized by the selection of the dependent
perfective and imperfective aspects. The coding of the perfective aspect
depends on which argument the question is about. If the question is about
the subject, the perfective is coded by the comment clause marker fa pre-
ceding the verb and by the simple form of the verb with the final suffix a.
If the question is about other arguments, there is no comment clause
marker fa. The imperfective for all arguments is characterized by the
preposition fa preceding the simple root form of the verb. None of the
above-mentioned distinctions applies to questions about arguments of
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equational clauses. Table 15 presents the system of aspectual distinction
configured with the coding of the argument role in the clause:

Table 15. Aspectual distinctions in specific interrogatives
Perfective Imperfective

Subject tä verb + a la verb root (-ay)
Object verb + a verb root

One cannot use the potential object marker -ay in specific questions in
the imperfective aspect:

(25) *wä tä dz-äy-tsi
who IMPF hit-PO-3SG
for 'who is he hitting?

4.6. Questions about the subject in verbal clauses

The clause-final question marker nä is optional with interrogative verbal
clauses. If the question is about a human subject, the form wä is used; if
the question is about a non-human subject, the forms or nu are used, de-
pending on the domain to which the subject belongs. Either wä or may
occur in clause-initial position. The role of the interrogative word as sub-
ject of the clause is computed from the absence of other subjects in the
clause and the potential presence of objects in the clause.

Questions about the subject in the perfective aspect are characterized by
the comment clause marker fa preceding the simple form of the verb and
complements, if any. The perfective aspect indicates that the event has
ceased, not necessarily the completion of an action. If the verb has exten-
sions, the referential marker must be used in questions about the subject:

(26) wä tä phlä-nä-p-tä
who COM break:PL-DEM-UP-REF
'who broke it into pieces?10

(27) wä tä phlä-q-tä
who COM break:PL-TENT-REF
'who tried to break it into pieces?
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(28) no ta klä-gä-ghä-f-tä tä nä fu
what COM take-INN-2SG-UP-REF PREP DEM tree
nä nä ka-'a
DEM Q COMP-3SG
' "what brought you here to this tree?" he asked'

If the speaker presupposes that the human subjects are plural, the question
word wä is preceded by the associative plural marker i:

(29) wä ta phlä-nä-p-tä
ASSC.PL who COM break-DEM-UP-REF
'who were the people who broke it?

In questions about the subject, if there is an object following the verb,
the referential marker ta cannot be used if the verb does not have any ex-
tensions:

(30) nu tä bädzä xgä
which thing COM spoil house
'which thing has spoiled the house?

4.7. Questions about the object

The role of the interrogative wä 'who', no 'what', or nu 'which thing' as
object is marked by the fact that the subject of the clause must follow the
verb:

(31) no tä mäg-kä ndä nä nä
what IMPF do-2SG ASSC DEM Q
'what do you do now?'

(32) wä tä nägh-kä
who IMPF look-2SG
'who do you see?

(33) wä dzu-n-kä nä
who hit-SO-3-2SG Q
'who did you hit?

The third-person singular pronominal subject must always be overtly
marked if the question is about the object:
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(34) wä ghunä-gä-p-tsi
who send-INN -OUT -3SG
'who did he send here?

(35) wä ghunä-dä-p-tsi
who send-ALL-OUT-3SG
'who did he send there?

(36) wä ku-lü dzä'ä
who COMP-UH PUT
tsä skwi tä vrä
DEF thing COM return

mäg-äy ndä
make-PO ASSC
mndu ndä xul
man ASSC back

ndä
ASSC

xul
back

'What should one do with respect to things that turn the man s
education] back?

In the imperfect!ve aspect, the referential marker -fa (low tone) must be
added if the verb has extensions:

(37) no tä nägh-gol-tä-kä gulf
what IMPF see:PL-AGAIN-REF-2SG again
kä zwänä läzgläftä ndä kderi
COMP child:PL.GEN God ASSC Kderi
' "what are you looking for again?" said the children of God to
Kderi'11

(38) wä tä ghunä-gä-p-tä-tsi
who IMPF send-INN-OUT-REF:SUBJ-3SG
'who does he send here?

(39) wä tä ghunä-dä-p-tä-tsi
who IMPF send-ALL-OUT-REF:SUBJ-3SG
'who does he send there?

If the question is about plural human objects, that is marked by the as-
sociative plural form i:

(40) i wä mbä-nä-f-tsi nä
ASSC.PL who cure-3SG-UP-2SG Q
'who (PL) did he cure?
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(41) no si dä-tsi
what PAST cook-3SG
'what did she cook? (The object is not there anymore.)

(42) nu z-u-ka
what eat-SO-2SG
'what did you eat?

Questions about objects of inherently intransitive verbs, i.e. verbs that
require the marker na in affirmative clauses, require this marker also in
interrogative clauses:

(43) wä mbä-nä-f-tsi nä
who cure-DEM-UP-3SG Q
'who did he cure?

(44) wä mbäzä-nä-tsi tä mbäzä
who wash-DEM-3SG OBJ wash
'who did she wash?

Omission of the pronoun na from the verb is ungrammatical:

(45) *wä mbäzä-tsi tä mbäzä
who wash-3SG OBJ wash
for 'who did she wash?'

4.8. The role of referential marker tä

The referential marker tä may be used in specific interrogative clauses,
whether with a transitive or an intransitive verb. In specific interrogative
clauses the referential marker has low tone if it is followed by the subject
or if it occurs in phrase-final position:

(46) no dzä'ä dä-nä-tä-tsi
what PUT COok-DEM-REF:SUBJ-3SG
'what will he cook for him?

If the verb has extensions and there is also a nominal object, the refer-
ential marker must have high tone; it is realized as tä:
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(47) tä bädz-i-n-tä xgä
which thing COM spoil-AWAY-3-REF house
'which thing has spoiled the house?'

(48) wä tä nghä-n-tä dulä
who COM see-3-REF Dula
'who saw Dula?'

The marker tä codes referentiality of the event even if the verb has no
extensions or object pronouns. The referential marker directs the hearer to
look for an additional interpretation of the event, without necessarily
specifying what this interpretation should be:

(49) wä tä gunä-tä tghä
who COM open-REF door
'who opened the door? (completely or in such a manner)

Cf.:
(50) wä tä gunä tghä

who COM open door
'who opened the door?

(51) wä tä drä-tä xäsu'uwä-cfä
who COM bum-REF wood-lSG
'who burned my wood?' (e.g. for his own benefit, completely)

Cf.:
(52) wä tä drä xäsu'uwä-cfä

who COM burn wood-lSG
'who burned my wood? (The wood is not completely burned.)

The referential marker cannot be used if the object of the verb does not
undergo any change:

(53) wä tä nghä hlä
who COM see cow
'who watched the cow?

If the same verb is used with the referential marker, it means "devour":

(54) wä tä nghä-tä hlä
who COM see-ref cow
'who devoured the cow?
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Similarly, with the verb tsuka 'to sweep', one cannot use a referential
marker, because the integrity of the object is not affected:

(55) wä tä tsukä wi tghä
who COM sweep mouth house
'who swept the front of the house?

(56) *wä tä tsukä-tä wi tghä
who COM sweep-REF mouth house
for 'who swept the front of the house?'

An example with an intransitive verb:

(57) nu tä xwaya-ugh-ta
which thing COM RUN-SO-REF
'which animal escaped from here?

If an intransitive verb does not have an extension, no referential marker is
added:

(58) nu tä xwäyä
which thing COM run
'which animal ran away?

4.9. Use of the copula in specific interrogatives

The question word may be followed by a copula. If the question word is
in the de re domain, the copula selected is the one that codes the distance
between the speaker and the object that the question is about:

(59) nu na skwi xaba-f kaghuni tä
which thing COP thing attach:PL-UP 2PL PREP
xul na
back DEM
'what is that thing you have attached to your back?

For a slightly more distant object:
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(60) yä skwi xäbä-f käghuni tä
which thing COP thing attach:PL-UP 2PL PREP
xul yä
back DEM
'what is that thing you have attached to your back?

For a remote object but still in sight, the same question has the form:

(61) mi a skwi xäbä-f käghuni tä
which thing COP thing attach:PL-UP 2PL PREP
xul ä
back DEM
'what is that thing you have attached to your back?

If the question is about an object in the domain de dicto, the question
word wä for humans and no for non-humans is used. The copula chosen
must be the middle-distance demonstrative yä, and the clause-final
demonstrative is na. Thus when people talk about their adventures, one
could ask them:

(62) no yä skwi xäbä-f käghuni tä
which thing COP thing attach:PL-UP 2PL PREP
xul nä
back DEM
'what did you attach to your back?

The copula may occur in equational clauses as well:

(63) wä yä nä
who COP Q
'who is he (or she)?

Across languages, specific interrogatives and focus constructions quite
often have similarities. There have even been claims about the pragmatic
or semantic identity of the two constructions (cf. Schuh 1982 for other
Chadic languages). The data in Hdi point to categorial differentiation be-
tween focus constructions and specific interrogatives. The optional use of
copulas in interrogative clauses, with both human and non-human partici-
pants and with both subjects and objects, argues against equating the in-
terrogative with the focus construction.
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4.10. Questions about the dative/benefactive

There are three means of coding questions about the dative. One has the
third-person dative marker nä following the verb. This complex can be
used with different configurations of objects and with interrogative marker
wä:

(64) dlä-nä-p-51ä tä säräk-ä wä
break-DEM-OUT -break OBJ stick-GEN who
'for whom did he break the club?

If the verb has extensions, the referential marker and the object marker are
reduced to one, represented here by the referential marker:

(65) dä-nä-tä wä-kä tä däfä
cook-DEM-REF who-2SG OBJ food
'for whom did you cook?

(66) bä-nä-f-tä wä tä xgä
give-DEM-UP-REF who OBJ house
'for whom did he build the house?

(67) vlä-nä-tä wä-kä tä kobü
give-DEM-REF who-2SG OBJ money
'to whom did you give the money?

Another means for coding questions about the benefactive is through
the preposition ngä followed by the form wain clause-initial position. The
verb does not have high tone before the dative argument. In pragmatically
independent clauses, high tone on the verb indicates the dative function of
the following pronoun. Note also that like verbs that do not raise their
tone before the subject in specific interrogatives, the referential particle tä
does not have high tone either:

(68) ngä wä dä-nä-tä-kä tä däfä
FOR who COOk-DEM-REF-2SG OBJ food
'for whom did you cook?

If the potential benefactive is plural, the associative plural marker precedes
the question word wä: Since the associative plural is vocalic, the associa-
tive plural i replaces the vowel of the benefactive marker ngä:
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(69) ngf-i wä dä-tä-kä
POR-ASSC.PL who COok-REF-2SG
'for whom (PL) did you cook?

4.11. Questions about the genitive modifier

Questions about the modifier that in affirmative clauses is preceded by a
genitive construction have the head followed by the genitive marker and
then by the question word. The question word is wu if the potential mod-
ifier is non-human:

(70) kulgä wu käghä kulgä
plate Q 2SG plate
'you are a plate for what [kind of food]?' (kulgä an old variety of
plate carved of wood, of a higher quality than a calabash.)

(71) k(ßx-ä wu käghä ktfix?
donkey-GEN Q 2SG donkey
'you are a donkey of what? (What is your purpose?)

(72) säräk-ä wu käghä säräk?
stick-GEN Q 2SG stick
'you are a stick of what?

If the potential modifier is human, the question word is wä:

(73) miyä wä
women Q 3PL
'Whose wives are they?

(74) ir-ä-w nä nä
eye-GEN-who DEM Q
'Whose eye is this?

(75) sl-ä-w nä nä
leg-GEN-who DEM Q
'Whose leg is this?

The evidence that it is the potential feature of modifier rather than the
head noun that determines the choice of the interrogative marker is pro-
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vided by the fact that the question about a non-human modifier of the hu-
man head requires the marker wu:

(76) miyä wu xän
women Q 3PL
'what is the role of these women?

4.12. Questions about the locative

There are two types of questions about location, depending on whether
the question involves the directional or the stative locative. Both types in-
volve the interrogative particle gä 'where'. Questions about the stative
locative have the form gä Subject:

(77) si ndi gä-kä ndä rvidik
PAST toward where-2SG ASSC night
'where were you last night?

(78) gä kdix-ä-dä nä kä-'
where donkey-GEN-lSG Q COMP-3SG
' "where is my donkey?" he said'

(79) gä Iwä tä Iwä
where world PREP world
'where is the world in the world!' (an exclamation of amazement)

Questions about the direction of movement have the preposition ndi
'toward' with the preposition gä and a verb of movement:

(80) ndi gä sä-ghä mbitsä
toward where arrive-D:PVG Mbitsa
'where does Mbitsa come from?

It is also possible to begin a question about location with the verb. The
locative argument is marked by the locative prepositions gä or da followed
by the appropriate interrogative particle, wä or na:

(81) son da wä kä
hear PREP who 2SG
'at whose place did you hear that?
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Questions about the object of a locative preposition have the preposi-
tional phrase at the beginning:

(82) tä wä dzä kä
PREP who hit 2SG
On whom did you hit?

4.13. Questions about the time of the event

Questions about time are marked by the clause-initial interrogative com-
plex ya-wu. The marker yä is cognate with the demonstrative yä and iden-
tical with the copula yä. The form wu is the same marker that occurs in
questions about de re non-human participants. Like other specific ques-
tions, questions about time can end in the marker nä:

(83) yä-wu sä-ghä tsi
when arrive-D:PVG 3SG
'when did he come?

(84) yä-wu nghä-n-tä-tsi ti-
when see-3-REF-3SG OBJ-SG
'when did he see me?

4.14. Questions about manner

There are several means of asking questions about manner. One is
through the marker £/'how' in clause-initial position, with or without the
interrogative marker na in clause-final position:

(85) ki tä dä-lu tä cfäfä (nä)
how IMPF cook-UH OBJ mush Q
'how does one cook mush?

The other means is through the sequence ki nä wu, in which the first
element corresponds to "how"; the second element is the specific inter-
rogative marker, which in other interrogatives occurs in clause-final posi-
tion; and wu is the de re question word:

(86) ki nä wu tä dä-lu ta cfäfä
how Q Q IMPF cook-UH OBJ food
'how does one cook mush?
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If the subject is nominal, it is placed after the verb. The instances with
the nominal subject provide the evidence that the final vowel a is indeed
the marker of realis modality rather than an integral part of the verb, as it
occurs after the distal cum source-oriented extension:

(87) Id nä wu lä-ghu-ä Mbitsa da Nigeria
how Q Q go-D:SO-REAL Mbitsa PREP Nigeria
'how did Mbitsa go to Nigeria from here?

(88) ki nä wu sä-b-ä Mbitsa da Nigeria
how Q Q anive-OUr-REAL Mbitsa PREP Nigeria
'how did Mbitsa come from Nigeria?

The other means is through the clause-initial interrogative marker wä,
followed by complementizer kä, and then followed by the subject:

(89) wä kä Mbitsa lä-gh- - da Nigeria
how COMP Mbitsa go-D:SO-REF PREP Nigeria
'how did Mbitsa go to Nigeria from here?

(90) wä ki-i dzä'ä mag-ay kä-'ä
what COMP-lSG PUT do-PO COMP-3SG
' "what shall I do?" he said'12

(91) wä kä-ä si tä bäs-äy
how COMP-3SG PAST IMPF suffer-PO
'how did he suffer?

All pronominal subjects except the third-person ä have low tone when
they follow the complementizer. This property can in fact be generalized
to all situations where pronominal subjects precede the verb:

(92) wä kä-kä sä-ghä
how COMP-2SG arrive-D:PVG
'how did you come?

(93) wä kä-xsn mägä-tä
how COMP-3PL work-REF
'how did they work?
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The vowel of the complementizer changes under the influence of the fol-
lowing subject pronoun in predictable situations, viz. when followed by a
vocalic suffix or a syllable with a liquid at its onset:

(94) kä wä ki- dzä'ä mäg-äy ndä nänä u
SFJQ how COMP-lSG FUT do-PO ASSC DEM NBG
'and now I do not know what I am going to do'

The presence of the interrogative wä in questions about manner indi-
cates that an analysis of wa as coding a human participant is too narrow. It
is possible that wä is the most general interrogative marker, and that no
represents a specific marker used only for non-human participants.

4.15. Questions about the reason

There are several means of coding questions about the reason why. One is
through the clause-initial sequence consisting of no 'what' followed by the
copula yä, realized as -yä. This form may be used independently in the
sense of "what's the matter?". It may also be used at the beginning of a
longer interrogative:

(95) -yä kwäl-kum kwäl sä-ghä cfäxäwu
why-COP refuse-2PL refuse arrive-D:PVG yesterday
'why didn't you come yesterday?

(96) -yä tä xwäy kä
why-COP IMPF run 2SG
'why are you running?'

The second means of asking questions about the reason why is through
the clause-initial marker käbgä 'because' followed by the particle wu. The
form käbgä may be a complex structure consisting of preposition kä,
followed by the noun bga 'pile, a determined quantity' (Fr. fas), followed
by the genitive marker a. The reason for postulating it as a complex
structure is the fact that the preposition kä may be replaced in this expres-
sion by the preposition Ja, producing da bgä wu. The form käbgä also
codes adverbs of reason in indicative clauses. The form wu is the same
that is used in questions about non-human de re participants:
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(97) käbgä wu sä-ghä-tsi nä
because Q arrive-D:PVG-3SG Q
'why has he come?

The third means of asking about the reason is through the clause-initial
sequence ngä wu 'for Q' realized as [ngu]. In the perfective aspect the
subject of the clause may follow the verb or it may follow the interrogative
marker in a focus-like construction. When the subject follows the verb, it
behaves like all other subjects in this position. For pronominal subjects
that means high tone:

(98) ngu -tä kä
why eat-REF SG
'why did you eat? (can be said while pointing at the object)

In the independent imperfective aspect, the nominal or pronominal
subject must occur after the question word if the verb is followed by an
object, including the potential object marker -ay.

(99) ngu mbitsä tä zä hlu'wi
why Mbitsä IMPF eat meat
'why does Mbitsa eat meat?

(100) ngu mbitsä tä z-äy
why Mbitsa IMPF eat-PO
'why does Mbitsa eat it?

When the pronominal subject occurs before the verb, it has low rather
than high tone:

(101) ngu kä tä z-äy
why 2SG IMPF eat-PO
'why do you eat it?

(102) ngu kä tä zä hlu'wi
why 2SG IMPF eat meat
'why do you eat meat?

If the verb in imperfective is not followed by an object, the subject
must occur after the verb:
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(103) ngu tä za kä
why IMPF eat 2SG
'why do you eat? (if you were told not to eat)

(104) ngu tä za mbitsä
why IMPF eat Mbitsa
'why does Mbitsa eat?

The marker ngu may follow the verb:

(105) kä uvä mäntsä xgä ngu kä tä kn
COMP cat COMP invite why 2SG OBJ dog
käy
INTERJ
'Cat says, "Why did you invite Dog?"'

The form ngu is most likely a fusion of two markers: the preposition
ngä 'for* and the marker wu, which occurs in the interrogative complex
asking for the reason, as described above. Support for the hypothesis
about the composition of this marker is provided by the form of the inter-
rogative when it occurs in clause-final position, where apparently the fu-
sion did not take place and the form is realized as ngäw. Pronominal sub-
jects following the clause-final ngäwhave high rather than low tone:

(106) tä ngäw-kä
IMPF eat why-2SG
'why are you eating?

(107) tä ngäw
IMPF eat why
'why is he eating?

4.16. The coding of the perfective in questions about the reason

When a question about the reason why is marked by käbgä wu, the per-
fective aspect is coded by a construction consisting of a verb klä 'take',
followed by a nominal or pronominal subject, and then the sequential
marker kä, followed by the main verb with the referential marker:
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(108) käbgä wu kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä uvä
because Q take-2SG SBQ call-3-REF cat
käy
INTERJ
'Why did you invite Cat?

(109) 'käbgä wu kdl-tsi kä zu-tä
because Q take-2SG SEQ eat:SO-REF
'why did you eat?

The form kol derives from the verb klä 'take' through the reduction of
the final vowel and schwa insertion, as dictated by syllabification rules.
The main verb of the clause is marked by a sequential clause.

The evidence for the perfective function of klä is provided by the fact
that this verb does not occur in clauses in the imperfective aspect:

(110) käbgä wu tä za-ka
because Q IMPF eat-2SG
'why do you eat?

(111) käbgä wu kol-kä kä sä-ghä
because Q take-2SG SEQ arrive-D:PVG
'why did you come?

The negative counterpart of a question about cause or reason is marked by
the form kul preceding the main verb:

(112) käbgä wu kol mbitsa kul sä-ghä
because Q take Mbitsa NBG arrive-D:PVG
'why didn't Mbitsa come?

(113) käbgä wu kol-kä kul sä-ghä
because Q take-2SG NBG arrive-D:PVG
'why didn't you come?

(114) käbgä wu kdl-tsi kul sä-ghä
because why take-3SG NBG arrive-D:PVG
'why didn't he come?
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4.17. Questions about the kind

Questions about type or kind consist of the noun phrase that is the target
of the question, followed by the possessive marker a, followed by the
morpheme wu:

(115) uv-ä wu
cat-GEN Q
'what kind of cat?

vdz-ä wu
monkey-GEN Q
'what kind of monkey? (cf. vcfz/'monkey')

4.18. Questions about instrumental and associative arguments

Questions about instrumental and associative participants are formed
through the addition of the marker wä or ns to the associative preposition
ndä. Unlike questions about the subject and the object, the interrogative
phrase about the associative follows the verb. The aspectual coding in the
verb is like that in other specific questions:

(116) sä-ghä ndä-wä kä
arrive-D:FVG ASSC-WHO 2SG
'with whom did you come?

(117) sä ndä-wä kä
arrive ASSC-WHO 2SG
'with whom did you come?

(118) sä-ghä ndä-w ngäläy nä
arrive-D:PVG ASSC-who Ngale Q
'by what means did Ngalay come ?

4.19. Questions about purpose

Questions about purpose have the form of a complex sentence where the
matrix clause is followed by the purpose-marking preposition da, then the
verb mägä 'do', followed by the interrogative marker wu.
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(119) sä-ghä da mägä wu
arrive-D:PVG PURP do Q
'why did he come? (lit. 'he came to do what thing?)

4.20. Questions about the predicate

Questions about the predicate are formed with the verb mägä at the begin-
ning of the clause, followed by the preposition kä 'like', followed by the
interrogative wu:

(120) mägä kä-wu tä xiyä
do POR-Q OBJ guinea corn
'what did he do with the guinea corn?

5. Conclusions

There are several means of coding interrogative modality. One is through
the raising of the last tone in clause-final position. Another is through in-
terrogative particles. The third is through the use of clause-initial specific
question words. Raised tone can, and most often is, used along with a
clause-final interrogative particle. Questions about the truth of the
proposition (yes/no questions) are formed through the interrogative parti-
cle m. Questions asking for the confirmation of an assumption are formed
through the clause-final particle ri. Specific questions about participants in
an event are formed with clause-initial question words and with the op-
tional clause-final particle nä. Hdi makes a distinction between human and
non-human participants and also codes questions about place, time, man-
ner, reason, possessor, and instrument/associative. When a question is
about a non-human argument, the language makes a distinction between
the domain de dicto and the domain de re. The marker of the domain de re
wu is also used in questions about adjuncts.



Chapter 17

Negation

1. Introduction

The markers a and wä are glossed as "NEG". The forms wä and wü are
free variants, although some speakers show preference for wä and others
for wu. The marker wä is most often reduced in normal speech to [w].

2. Negation of pragmatically independent clauses

Pragmatically independent clauses are coded by means of the negative
frame a . . . wä, with the marker a following the predicate and preceding
the subject, and the marker wä following the object and adjuncts, if any.

2 . Negation of identificational and equational clauses

In identificational clauses, the particle a occurs immediately after the
predicate, and if there is nothing else in the clause, it is followed by the
negative particle wä (examples excerpted from natural discourse):

(1) xamayadzi a wä
Hamayadzi NBG NBG
'it is not Hamayadzi'

If the negative marker follows a morpheme ending in a vowel, the
vowel of the preceding morpheme is replaced in accordance with the rules
of vowel replacement:

(2) kdix-ä-m a wä -» [kdix-ä-nä ä wä]
donkey-GEN-3SG NBG NBG
'it is not his donkey'
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(3) den ä wä -> [derääwä]
hat NEC NBG
'it is not a haf (elicited)

(4) dzvu ä wä —> [dzvääwä]
hand NBG NBG
'it is not a hand' (elicited)

In equational clauses with a subject and a predicate, the first component
of negation a follows the predicate and precedes the subject, and the
second component wä follows the subject and its modifiers, if any:

(5) ndghä 'ä zwän-ä xdi ndä
numerous NBG child:PL-GEN Hdi ASSC
dzängä dzängä tag wä
education education 3PL NBG
'the educated Hdi are not numerous' (written sources)

2.2. Negation of verbal clauses

Negation of pragmatically independent verbal clauses is similar to the
negation of equational clauses, in that the negative particle a comes after
the verb and before the subject. The negative marker wä must occur at the
end of the clause. The verb cannot be reduplicated in the negative clause.
The verb has the simple form followed by the thematic vowels and exten-
sions, if any. The temporal and aspectual interpretation of such clauses is
determined by the discourse environment, and it could be past, present or
future, perfective or imperfective. Here are a few examples that describe
permanent states:

(6) (fvä 'a xdi-xa ta 1'ecole wu,
like NBG Hdi-PL OBJ school (Fr.) NBG
kä-'ä
COMP-3SG
' "Hdi do not like school," he said'

(7) snä a indä xdi tä mäxtsim wä
know NBG all Hdi OBJ next day NBG
'Not all Hdi know the future' (written sources)

And here is an example that describes usual activities:
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(8) zä ä zwar) tä tsä wä kä-'ä
eat NBG child OBJ DBF NBG COMP-3SG
' "Children do not eat it," he said'

Here are examples where frame a . . . wä is used in clauses describing
past events, whose affirmative equivalent would have been in the
perfective aspect:

(9) lävä-nä ä yäghi lävä-nä ä
beable-DEM NBG squirrel beable-DEM NBG
tä gi ks-u-tä gwi'yän wä
COM immediately touch-SO-REF elephant NBG
'Squirrel did not manage to devour Elephant immediately.'

(10) dxä-dä-gh-iyu tvi tsä wä
arrive-ALL-D:FVG-1SG road DEF NBG

did not arrive there.'

(11) lä ä kä ndä tä tsä wu
go NBG 2SG ASSC PREP DEF NBG
'You did not go there?

The coding of the future tense in negative clauses differs considerably
from the coding of negation of other types of clauses and also from the
coding of future in affirmative clauses. The verb in the negative future has
referential marker tä (with low tone) followed by the frame a ... wä:

(12) mäntsäyä guti xär mäxtsim snä-n-tä 'ä
like that also till future know-3-REF NBG
xäg tä skwi tä räntä-xdjj wä kä-'ä
3PL OBJ thing COM right-3PL NBG COMP
'In this way Hdi will never know their rights' (written sources)

(13) xgä-n-tj i tä uvä wä
call-3-REF:SUBJ NBG-lSG OBJ cat NBG
kä yäghi
COMP squirrel
' "I am not going to invite Cat," said Squirrel.'

If there is a clause-initial noun other than the subject, the third-person
singular subject is marked by the suffix tsi folio wing the negative marker:
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(14) fitik dr- ä tsi wu
time burn-SO NBG 3SG NBG
'since it did not burn'

The negative interrogative clause does not have the marker ä:

(15) tä tsk-äy- wä
IMPF gather-PO-3PL NBG
They gather, don't they?

2.3. Negation and referentiality

In the process of elicitation, and only in elicitation, we have noticed a phe-
nomenon worth reporting, despite the fact that it has not been attested in
natural discourse data. There appears to exist an interaction between ex-
tensions to the verb and the form of the negative marker a in the coding of
referentiality. The interaction is as follows: If the verb does not have ex-
tensions, the negative marker with low tone, ä, codes the referentiality of
the event. The high-tone variant a codes non-referentiality. In order to dis-
tinguish between the two negative markers, we gloss the low-tone a as
"NEG:REF" for negative referential. The non-referential negative marker a
is glossed simply as "NEC".

If the verb has extensions, which determine the event with respect to
spatial orientation or in some other way, the negative marker a is used.
Note that the verb does not have the referential marker fa:

(16) nduk nda tsä klo-gä-nä-ghä a xän wä
all ASSC DEF take-INN-DEM-D:PVG NBG 3PL NBG
'despite all that, they didn't bring [it] to him'

(17) dr- a xayäghu (tä xäsu'uu) wä
burn-AWAY NBG Hayahu OBJ wood NBG
'Xayahu did not burn (the wood) away'

(18) xvä-f a xdi tä värä kcfä wä
plant-UP NBG Hdi OBJ beans last year NBG
'Hdi did not plant beans last year5

If the verb does not have the extensions, referentiality is coded by the
low-tone marker ä (all data elicited):
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(19) xvä ä xdi tä värä kcfä wä
plant NBG:REF Hdi OBJ beans last year NBG
'Xdi did not plant beans last year"

The non-referential events are valid for any period of time:

(20) gwäcfä ä mbitsä wä
speak NBG:REF Mbitsä NBG
'Mbitsä did not say anything' (during a specific conversation)

Cf.:
(21) gwädä ä mbitsä wä

speak NBG Mbitsä NBG
'Mbitsä does not speak'

(22) zu ä ta hlu'wi wä
eat:SO NBG:REF OBJ meat NBG
'he did not eat the meat*

(23) za ä ta hlu'wi wä
eat NBG OBJ meat NBG
'he does not eat meat5

Consider the use of the two markers with the applicative marker vä and
the source-oriented marker ti, both of which code the affectedness of the
subject. The applicative does not imply completion, or totality, of the
event. The source-oriented marker codes completion of the event. With
the applicative vä, the negative marker has the form a. With the source-
oriented marker , the negative marker is only ä:

(24) drä-vä ä/*ä xäsu'uu ndä Idä wä
bum-APPL NBG wood ASSC wet NBG
'wet wood does not burn'

(25) dr- ä/*ä xäsu'uu wä
burn-SO NBGiREF wood NBG
'the wood did not burn completely'

Compare also the following:

(26) su ä ta ghzu wä
drink:SO NBG:REF OBJ beer NBG
'he did not drink the beer5
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(27) sä a tä ghzu wä
drink NBG OBJ beer NBG
'he does not drink beer"

All events that involve the speaker are automatically referential, and the
negative form used is always ä, because the referentiality is coded by the
nature of the subject (the first-person singular marker i replaces the vowel
of the negative and assumes its tone):

(28) sä-bi da Imä i wä
arrive-OUT:REF PURP war:NEG 1SG NBG

did not come in order to wage war*

(29) dr- i tä wä
bum-AWAY NBGllSG OBJ wood NB3

did not burn wood'

(30) dr-in ä- (tä ) wä -> [drinä]
burn-AWAY NB3-1SG OBJ wood NBG

did not burn the wood'

When the verb has an extension, the scope of the negation is the ex-
tension with the verb. Thus the tentative extension 77, which often means
"try to do X", in a negative clause means "did not try to do X":

(31) tsä-rja ä mbitsä wä
cut- NBG Mbitsä NBG
'Mbitsa did not try to cut5

3. The dependent negative clause: The auxiliary xäcfu

The pragmatically dependent negative clauses are negative relative clauses,
negative conditional protases, and negative conditional and temporal apo-
doses. The negative dependent clause is coded by a frame beginning with
the clause-initial form xäcfu 'lack, not to exist'. The form xäcfu is the op-
posite of mämu 'exist', which also occurs in clause-initial position. As is
the case with mämu, subjects, whether nominal or pronominal, must fol-
low xäcfu. Pronominal subjects are taken from the verbal set (Table 10).
Since the clause-initial position is the one occupied by the predicate, we
take xäcfu to be an auxiliary. The auxiliary xäcfu has variants xäcf and
xwacfu. In the mperfective aspect the auxiliary is followed by the prepo-
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sition tä, a nominal form of the verb, and the clause-final negative particle
wä. Pronominal subjects (natural discourse data):

(32) xäcf ärjni tä mtä-ku ndä mtä wä
lack 1PL:EXCL IMPF die-ABS ASSC die NBG
'we do not die [when we are old]'

(33) xacfu-lu tä mäg-äy mändä tsä tä zläy
NBG-UH IMPF do-PO üke DBF PREP before
bäcfu lumä gözu lumä göz yä-w
day market Gozu market Gozu DEM-NEG
Is it not done as before on Wednesdays? (Wednesday = market
day at Gosi in Nigeria)

The negative dependent clause may also be a concluding clause, after an-
other statement has been made:

(34) ämä xäcfu-lu tä täw-äy
but lack-UH IMPF cry-PO
'but one does not complain about it*

(35) xäcf tä ksä-f-tä dägälä wä
lack 3PL IMPF catch-UP-REF many NBG
'they do not catch many*

Negative comment on a focused element:

(36) matakam gun nä, xäcfulu tä ndzuv-tä
Matakam also DEM lack-UH IMPF tie-REF
ndä X9ij wä
ASSC 3PL NBG
'Also the Matakam [Mafa], one didn't get along with them
either"

Negative clause in the temporal apodosis:
(37) sä-fä lä xamayadzi xäcf xdq

arrive-UP COLL Hamayadzi lack 3PL
tä ksä-f-tä dor turtuk wä
IMPF catch-UP-REF even one NEC
'When Hamayadzi's people arrived, they didn't even catch a single
person'
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The negative relative clause involves the negative relative clause marker
kul and the auxiliary xäcfu:

(38) ba um ya yä kul xäcfu sa-ghä
except water DEM COP which:NEG lack arrive-D:PVG
'... except for rains that do not come.'

(39) xäcfik kul xäcfu kcfä-vä-k-tä-ni
world without lack finish-APPL-INN-REF-3SG
'world that does not end' (written source)

The evidence that the form xäcfu is a verb 'lack, not to have' is provided
by the clauses where it is the only predicate:

(40) xäcfu skwi mütsä-f-tsi wä
lack thing get-UP-3SG NBG
'there is nothing that he got' (i.e., 'he did not get anything')

(41) xäcf im gä xdi wu ko
NBG water in Hdi NBG Q (Hau.)
'So, there are no rains in Hdi?

The structure corresponding to "there is no such thing . . ." is also
used for the coding of dependent future:

(42) xäcf skwi dzä'a ksä-n-tä wä
lack thing PUT touch-3-REF NBG
'[if certain offerings have been made] nothing will happen to him'

4. Negation of possessive clauses

Negation of possessive clauses, i.e. verbless clauses coding possession,
is also marked by xäcfu . . . wä, with the possessor marked by the loca-
tive preposition da:

(43) xäcf kob da tsi wä
lack money PREP 3SG NBG
'she does not have any money'
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When the object of possession is not coded overtly, the sentence is con-
strued as meaning that the possessor has no member of a set mentioned in
previous discourse:

(44) xäcf da tsi wä
lack PREP 3SG NBG
'she does not have any'

(45) xäcf kobu di-i wä
lack money PREP-lSG NBG

do not have money'

5. Negation through the auxiliary kwälä 'lack, fail*

An alternative negation form consists of the use of the verb kwälä 'lack,
fail', combined with the form kul 'without', which is also used as a
negative relative clause marker. One of the structures in which the auxil-
iary is used consists of the full verb kwälä 'fail', followed by the subject,
then the form kul, followed by the main verb with extensions, if any, and
then followed by the object. There is no negative marker a or wä:

(46) mäntsä dzä'ä kwälä-xon kul ghäl-gol tä
like that PUT lack-3PL without steal-AGAIN OBJ
käghä
2SG
'like that, they will not rob you again'

The short form kul, which precedes the verb, is used as a negative
marker:

(47) no kul z9-ka
why without eat-2SG
'why don't you eat?

(48) no kul zo-tsi
why without eat-3SG
'why doesn't he eat?

(49) no kul so-ka
why without drink-2SG
'why don't you drink?
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6. Conclusions

The form of the negative clause codes the pragmatic status of the clause.
The negation of pragmatically independent clauses involves the negative
frames ä.. . wa for non-referential events and ä .. . wä for referential
events. The negation of pragmatically dependent clauses is marked by the
auxiliary verb xacfu 'lack'. The pragmatically independent clauses do not
display aspectual distinctions, while the pragmatically dependent clauses
do.
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Topicalization

1. Introduction

Topicalization, as understood in this chapter, means changing the topic of
a sentence or a fragment of discourse. Topicalization has different forms
for different arguments and adjuncts. If the topicalization involves
movement into the clause-initial position, there is a perceptible pause
between the topicalized argument and the rest of the clause. Clauses in
which the pause is artificially eliminated are considered ungrammatical. In
addition to the pause, the demonstrative nä, serving as the background
marker, may precede the comment-on-the-topic clause. The fundamental
syntactic distinction between topicalization and focus is that in
topicalization constructions the clause that follows the topicalized element
is pragmatically independent, i.e., the perfective is coded through
reduplication and the imperfective retains its thematic vowel. In focus
constructions, the clause that follows the fronted element is pragmatically
dependent, i.e., the perfective cannot be coded by reduplication and the
imperfective is marked just by the verbal root. In what follows we discuss
the topicalization of various arguments and the role of particles that may
follow the topicalized argument.

There are different means for topicalizing arguments of verbal clauses
versus arguments of equational clauses, and different means for topicaliz-
ing nominal arguments versus pronominal arguments. The first part of the
discussion is dedicated to the description of the formal means available,
and the second part is a description of the functions of topicalization. The
description of the formal means is based on elicited expressions in order
to minimize extraneous material that may obscure the grammatical patterns
involved. The description of the functions is based on natural discourse
data only.

2. Topicalization of the pronominal subject

The pronominal subject in the imperfective clause is topicalized through
the independent pronoun occurring after the verb. The verb occurs in
nominalized form, as always in the independent imperfective aspect:
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(1) tä xwäyä fi
IMPF run ISO

'

(2) tä xänf käghä
IMPF sleep 2SG
'you sleep'

(3) tä yäwi tsätsi
IMPF chatter 3SG
'he chatters'

If the verb is transitive, the potential object marker -ay must occur:

(4) tä zl-äy fi
IMPF chase-PO 1SG

chase if

The difference between topicalized and non-topicalized pronominal sub-
jects is in the form of the subject pronouns. The non-topicalized subject
pronouns are affixes; the topicalized subject pronouns are independent:

(5) tä zl-äy-i
chase it*

Here is the illustration of other topicalized pronouns in the imperfective
aspect:

(6) tä zl-äy käghä
'you chase'

(7) tä zl-äy tsätsi
'he chases'

(8) tä zl-äy '
'the two of us chase'

(9) tä zl-äy ämu
'we (INCL) chase'

(10) tä zl-äy äqni
'we (EXCL) chase'
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(11) tä zl-äykäghuni
'you chase'

(12) tä zl-äyxQn
'they chase'

3. Topicalization of the nominal subject

The topicalized nominal subject may be followed by the comment clause
marker nä, identical with the proximate demonstrative, and glossed as
"DEM". The topicalized nominal subject is put at the beginning of the
clause. Given the function of topicalization, such a subject, unless it is a
proper name, must be marked by one of the demonstratives nä, yä, or a,
The choice of demonstrative depends on: (1) the distance between the
speaker and the subject and (2) the discourse status of the subject. Recall
that the rule about the tones on deictics is as follows: A deictic following
the noun always has high tone. A deictic preceding the noun always has
high tone. If there are two deictics preceding the noun, the first deictic has
low tone. Thus the following schemes are possible: Demonstrative-High
tone Noun Demonstrative-High and Demonstrative-Low Demonstrative-
High Noun Demonstrative-High:

(13) nä nä gwi'yän nä (nä) dägälä
DEM DEM elephant DEM DEM large
'this elephant here is large'

(14) yä yä gwi'yän yä dägälä
DEM DEM elephant DEM large
'that elephant is large'

(15) a ä gwi'yän ä dägälä
DEM DEM elephant DEM large
'that elephant over there is large'

Putting an ordinary noun before the predicate without a demonstrative
results in an ungrammatical expression:

(16) *gwiyäij dägälä
elephant large
for 'an elephant is large' (even for generic statements)
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Topicalized proper names are not enclosed in the demonstrative frame.
The demonstrative that follows the proper name is the comment clause
marker. A transitive verb in the imperfective aspect must have the potential
object marker -ay.

(17) pghintä nä tä s-äy tä imi
Phinta DEM IMPF drink-PO OBJ water
'as for Phinta, she drinks water*

In the perfective negative, the verb has only goal-orientation vowel a:

(18) pghintä nä sä a tä imi wä
Phinta DEM drink OBJ water NEG
'as for Phinta, she did not drink water"

In the prohibitive mood, the background marker nä is not used. The
fronted nominal subject is followed by a pause. The verb must have the
third-person singular subject tsi or the third-person plural subject xdn:

(19) tädä [pause] ma -tsi tä mbizä
Tada PROH eat-3SG OBJ bean dish
Tada, he should not eat the bean dish'

Cf.:
(20) mä Z9 tädä tä mbizä

PROH eat Tada OBJ bean dish
Tada should not eat the bean dish'

The clause that follows the topicalized subject is coded as a pragmati-
cally independent clause. The evidence for this conclusion is provided by
the fact that the verb in the perfective aspect is reduplicated:

(21) pghintä nä sä-ä-sä tä imi
Phinta DEM drink-PART-drink OBJ water
'as for Phinta, she drank some water* (while other people drank
other things)

Negation with a topicalized subject is marked as in indicative clauses,
viz. by the particle a following the verb and by the clause-final particle
wä. Since the subject is in clause-initial position, the two negative markers
are in sequence if there are no other elements in the clause:
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(22) pghintä nä sä-ghä ä wä
Phinta DEM amve-D:PVG NBG NBG
'as for Phinta, she did not come'

(23) pghintä nä sä ä tä im/ wä
Phinta DEM drink NBG OBJ water NBG
'as for Phinta, she does not drink water'

In the stative aspect, topicalization involves placing the subject in
clause-initial position:

(24) hlä ndä xnä
cow STAT cut
'the cow, it is slaughtered'

4. Topicalization of the subject in equational clauses

In equational clauses, when the subject occurs in clause-initial position for
topicalization, the predicate is followed by the copula yä. The topicalized
element is followed by the comment clause marker nä:

(25) mäl-ä-cfä nä cfghä yä
oldersibling-GEN-lSG DEM blacksmith COP
'my older brother is a blacksmith'

(26) yä yä cfghä yä nä
DEM DEM blacksmith DEM DEM
mäl-ä-cfä yä
older sibling-GEN -1SG COP
'that blacksmith is my older brother'

The topicalization marker nä may be omitted:

(27) pghintä mäl-ä-cfä yä
Phinta oldersMng-GEN-lSG COP
'Phinta is my older sister5

If the topicalized argument of an equational clause is pronominal, the
pronoun is drawn from the independent set, and like a nominal subject, it
may be followed by the demonstrative nä. Instead of the clause-final cop-
ula yä, different pronouns serve as copulas:
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(28) käghä na kiukw kä
2SG DEM small 2SG
'as for you, you are small'

Topicalization of the subject of possessive clauses has the form: Noun
Phrase nä ngä Noun Phrase Copula. The copulais an obligatory compo-
nent of the possessive clause. Any of the three deictic markers and the
anaphor tsä can serve as the copula. The choice of copula is dictated by
the deictic marker determining the possessum. But unlike the deictic
marker, the copula always has low tone. The definite marker tsä serving
as copula is unique among copulas in that it has high tone:

(29) tsä hlä yä nä ngä-cfä tsä
DBF COW DEM DEM POR-lSG COP
'the cow is mine'

The other copulas always have low tone:

(30) tsä hlä yä nä ngä-cfä yä
DBF COW DEM DEM POR-lSG DEM
'the cow is mine'

(31) nä (nä) hlä nä nä ngä-cfä nä
DEM DEM COW DEM DEM POR-lSG COP
'this cow here is mine'

(32) yä (yä) hlä yä nä ngä-cfä yä
DEM DEM COW DEM DEM POR-lSG COP
'this cow here is mine'

(33) a (a) hlä ä na ngä-cfä ä
DEM DEM COW DEM DEM POR-lSG COP
'that cow over there is mine'

5. Topicalization of the object

The topicalized object is also fronted, and like all fronted objects and un-
like the object in postverbal position, it is not preceded by the object
marker ta. The topicalized object may also be followed by the background
marker nä.

In the imperfective aspect, the verb following the topicalized object
must have the potential object marker -ay.
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(34) hlu'w-ä hlä (nä) tä cfv-äy-
meat-GEN cow DEM IMPF like-PO-lSG
'beef, I like'

In the perfective aspect, the verb does not have an object marker,
which is the usual situation for perfective in pragmatically independent
clauses:

(35) mbizä - -zä pghintä
bean dish eat-SO-eat Phinta
'the bean dish, Phinta ate it5

(36) hlu'w-a kn nä cfvä ä wä
meat-GEN dog DEM like NEC MEG
'dog meat, he does not like it*

The demonstrative/copula nä is optional, provided there is a pause
between the topicalized noun phrase and the following sentence:

(37) hlu'w-ä kn (nä) cfvi i wä
meat-GEN dog DEM like NBG-lSG NBG
'dog meat, I do not like'

If the demonstrative is deleted and the pause is suppressed, the sentence is
ungrammatical:

(38) *hlu'w-a kn cfvä- wä
meat-GEN dog like-lSG NBG
for 'dog meat I do not like'

6. Topicalization of the dative

Topicalization of the dative involves the fronting of the dative argument
without any preposition preceding it. The verb has a dative pronoun,
which codes the person and number of the fronted argument:

(39) pghintä nä dä-nä-d- tä skwi
Phinta DEM cook-DEM-cook-lSG OBJ food
'as for Phinta, I cooked food for her"
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Similarly to the direct object, when the dative argument occurs in clause-
initial position, it is not preceded by the object-marking preposition tä:

(40) pghintä vlä-n-vl- tä gu
Phinta give-3-give-lSG OBJ goat
'as for Phinta, I gave her a goat'

If the dative argument is a conjoined noun phrase, the clause following the
topicalized phrase has to have a resumptive plural pronoun marked by the
preposition fa:

(41) i pghintä nda raku vlä-n-vl- tä
ASSC.PL Phinta ASSC Raku give-3-give-lSG OBJ
gu tä
goat OBJ 3PL
'as for Phinta and Raku, I gave them a goat'

If the dative argument is pronominal, the independent form of the pro-
noun is placed in clause-initial position. The verb has a pronominal suffix
coding the same person and number:

(42) käghä vlä-ghä-vl-f tä gu
2SG give-2SG-give-lSG OBJ goat
'as far as you are concerned, I gave you a goat'

(43) kaghuni vlä-ghunä-vl- tä gu
2PL give-2PL-give-lSG OBJ goat
'as far as you are concerned, I gave you a goat'

7. Topicalization of the adjunct

Some adverbs of time always occur in clause-initial position. The topical-
ization of the adverb of time is marked by the comment clause marker na:

(44) indä dimanche nä mämu marriage ndänä
every Sunday (Fr.) COMP exist marriage now
'Every Sunday there is a marriage now'
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8. The functions of topicalization

Topicalization establishes a new topic of a sentence or a paragraph. If the
topic has not been mentioned before in discourse, it is introduced in
clause-initial position without any demonstratives or deictics:

(45) xiyä xlyä skwi txäf- tä nä
corn corn thing expel-1SG PREP DEM
cfelewer nä nä skwi 3 nghä-nä-ghä-tsi
notebook DEM DEM thing three look-DEM-D:GO-3SG
'What I have written about in this notebook regards three things:'
(written sources)

The demonstrative nä marks the material that is a comment on the topical-
ized element:

(46) käbgä ndusä nä rven ndä lüwä gitäo
because be close DEM lion ASSC village today
'because there is a lion close to the village today'

A topicalized element previously mentioned in discourse is marked by
the frame tsä.. .yä followed by the background marker nä:

(47) tsä Gulu yä nä yä-yä
DEF Gula DEM DEM give birth-give birth
tä zwäni ndä ndghä
OBJ child:PL ASSC many
'that Gulu begot many children'

The definite marker tsä may follow the topicalized subject if the subject is
also in focus:
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(48) pghu tsä yä dzä'ä märä-n-tä
libation DEF DEM PUT show-3-REF
snä-n-tä- tä dädä-xä- ndä mtä dägä
know-3-REF-3SG OBJ father-PL-3SG STAT dead PREP
dä- dä-ni mä dä- dä-ni mä
father-3SG father-3SG PREP father-3SG father-3SG PREP
dä- xä gulu
father-3SG until Gulu
'It is the libation that will make him know his dead parents, back to
Gulu.' (Gulu is a forefather whom the xutsä, kcfäy, läluwä, and
doblom clans claim as their ancestor. There are several dozen
clans in Hdi.)

If the topicalized element is present in the environment of speech, it is
enclosed in an appropriate demonstrative frame (Situation: after the
children of God gave the protagonist a donkey, they said):

(49) nä-nä kdix nä na, kdix-a xiyä yä
DEM-DEM donkey DEM DEM donkey-GEN corn COP
This donkey here it is a donkey of corn'

The adjunct also may be topicalized when it has been previously men-
tioned in the clause. Thus in a story:

(50) tsä myi-xä yä nä tä dv-äy tä yä
DEF wives-PL DEM COMP IMPF like-PO OBJ DEM
türtuk dvä ä tä yä turtuk-u
one like NBG OBJ DEM one-NEG
'Among these wives there, he likes one and does not like the
other.'

A clause itself may be topicalized, i.e. may be commented on by
the material following it. The comment is marked by the demonstrative
nä:

(51) säälä-xä kä-x9n tä tskä kobü nä
other-PL COMP-3PL IMPF search money DEM
hliy-ä-tän/*x9 da ghuä kzun
go-GEN 3PL PURP cut grass
Others, they find money like that: by going to cut grass'
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In a way, all topicalized material, whether lexical or clausal, represents
an instantiation of backgrounding whereby the topic is considered back-
ground for the comment. We return to the notion of backgrounding when
discussing the issues of complementation.

9. Conclusions

Topicalization is coded through the placement of the topicalized noun
phrase in clause-initial position. Either a pause or the demonstrative nä
must follow the topicalized element. The clause that follows the topical-
ized element is pragmatically independent. That is the main element that
distinguishes between topicalization and focus in Hdi.





Chapter 19

Focus and relative clauses

1. Introduction

The term focus in the present work designates the highlighting of one el-
ement of a proposition as either important or new, including an element
that corrects an erroneous assumption of the hearer.

We use the term relative clause for a structure in which a noun or a
noun phrase (the head) is modified by a clause. The reason the two func-
tions are described in the same chapter is that the coding means for the
two functions are identical. A clause with a focused element may serve as
an argument of another clause, in which case the comment on the focused
element is the relative clause. In what follows we briefly describe the
characteristics of the constructions coding the two functions. We then we
describe how arguments and adjuncts are put into focus and relativized.

Focus may be coded by various means, depending on what element of
the clause is in focus and whether the clause has a nominal or a verbal
predicate. There are two main means of coding focus and relativization:
(1) placing the focused or relativized element before the predicate, i.e., in
clause-initial position if there are no adverbs, and (2) for verbal clauses,
use of a dependent aspect. Unlike in topicalization constructions, the
fronted element is not followed by the demonstrative nä. Thus, several
independent means distinguish between focused/relativized and topicalized
elements, although both the topic and the focus occur in clause-initial
position. Aspect coding in focus and relative constructions is intertwined
with the coding of the grammatical role of the focused noun phrase.
Hence, in the description that follows, the categories of aspect and
grammatical role are discussed at the same time.

The order of components is always Head Relative clause. The head
may be preceded by a definite or a demonstrative marker. When it is pre-
ceded by such a marker, the relative clause must also be followed by a
demonstrative marker. The potential structure of the relative clause is
therefore as follows: (Definite/Demonstrative) Head Relative clause
(Demonstrative). The choice of the definite or one of the demonstrative
markers depends on the existential status of the head. If the head has been
previously mentioned in discourse, it is preceded by the definite marker
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tsä and the relative clause ends with the demonstrative yä. The choice of
remaining demonstratives depends on the distance between the speaker
and the head of the relative clause. The relative clause may, but does not
have to, be enclosed in a demonstrative frame:

(1) tsä sigä tä gun-u-tä yä
DBF pot COM Open-SO-REF DEM
'the pot that opened'

Just like focus constructions, relative clauses are pragmatically depen-
dent, as shown by the use of the dependent aspectual markers.

The negation of relative clauses differs significantly from the negation
of other clauses. When the head is modified by a negative relative clause,
the relative clause is preceded by the marker kul, regardless of the gram-
matical role and the semantic function of the head.

2. Focus on the subject in verbless clauses

The order Subject Predicate is the coding means for focus on the subject
in equational clauses:

(2) mäkwä yä yä
girl DEM COP
'it is only a girl'

Pronominal subjects for focus in clause-initial position are drawn from
the independent set:

(3) ff mnd-ä räyä
ISO man-GEN hunt
'it is me who is a hunter*

(4) ff zwar)
ISO child

am the child'

(5) fi [pause] nM
ISG older sibling

am the older brother*
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(6) kagha [pause] mäli
2SG DEM older sibling
'you are the older brother*

3. The copula in focus and relative clause constructions

The copula yä can be used in focus and relative clause constructions. Its
function appears to be linked to contrastive focus, i.e. providing correct
information in contrast to the incorrect presupposition that the hearer may
have:

(7) ghodxi ndä ghävä nudä yä kä-xsn
quiver ASSC arrow inside COP COMP-3PL
' "it is a quiver and an arrow that are inside," they said'

(8) kä mndu yä dägälä
SEQ man COP important
'and the man is the most important person'

The copula occurs less often in relative clause constructions, but it is
found there nevertheless:

(9) fitik yä - gä mokolö [nzä+i\
time COP live-lSG in Mokolö
'the time I lived in Mokolö'

4. Focus on and relativization of the subject in verbal clauses

The fundamental difference between the coding of a focused/relativized
subject and the coding of any other focused or relativized argument or
adjunct is that the perfective aspect with a focused subject is coded by the
particle fa (note the high tone) preceding the predicate, i.e. the comment
on the focused/relativized subject. This is the same particle that marks the
object. We gloss it, however, as "COM" for "comment" in order to distin-
guish its function in focus constructions. Other arguments in focus do not
have a comment clause marked by the particle fa. The particle fa does not
occur in the imperfective aspect:
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(10) tikvä gävB ta nm-äy kä-zläy na si mndu
Tikva Gavli COM say-PO SEQ-COMP COMP PAST man
dzi'i m tä kn dzi'i
kill-lSG Q OBJ dog kill-ISO
'It is Tikva Gali who said: is it a man that I killed? I killed a dog'

(11) mamu tsamok-xä kcferi tä in ndä tsi
exist enemy-PL:GEN Kderi IMPF envy ASSC 3SG
'there were enemies of Kderi who envied him'

(12) tsätsi ta yä-gä-p-tä la luwä gä
3SG COM beget-INN-OUT-REF COLL LuwaPREP
xdi yä gulf
Hdi DEM also
'it is he who started the clan of Luwa among the Hdi'

One of the most important structural elements coding the element in
focus is the comment clause. The comment clause after a focused element
is pragmatically dependent. The perfective aspect in such clauses is coded
by the simple form of the verb rather than by reduplication. The object of
the verb, if any, is not marked by the preposition tä but rather follows the
verb directly:

(13) yäghi ta xägä mndu nga dzä'ä
squirrel COM invite:PL people FOR go
vägh mu vwäx-ä midz-ä-ni
spend day PREP field-GEN mother-in-law-GEN-3SG
'it is Squirrel who invited people for the common work in the field
of his mother-in-law.'

A focused subject followed by a reduplicated verb is ungrammatical:

(14) *i mbftsä ndä pghintä skwä-p-skwä tä
ASSC.PL Mbitsa ASSC Phinta buy-OUT-buy OBJ
hla-tan
cow-3PL
for 'it is Mbitsa and Phinta who sold their cow'

If the verb has extensions, it must have the referential marker tä with low
tone:
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(15) tälä zäqwä tsä yä tä märä-n-tä
exorcise demon DEF DEM COM show-3-REF
\ld-g-i-n-ta indä ghwäcfäk-ä skwi ma
gather-INN-AWAY-3-REF all bad-GEN thing PREP
xgä yä
home DEM
'It is tälä zäijwä that shows that one has chased away all the bad
things from the compound.'

(16) käbgä äijw tä dzä-f-tä justice
because 1PL.EXCL COM build-UP-REF justice
gä mokolo ya kä-'ä
PREP Mokolo DEM COMP-3SG
' "because it is we who built justice in Mokolo," he said'

There is no difference between the focus construction for the subject
and the relative clause construction with the subject as its head. Both are
illustrated in the following example, consisting of three clauses: the first, a
clause with a relativized subject; the second, a sequential clause; and the
third, a clause with the subject in focus:

(17) z wan tä kcf-i-ij-tä dzäijgä gä xdi
child COM finish-AWAY-3-REF studies PREP Hdi
kä lä-ghw- da mokolo nä
SEQ gO-D:SO-REF PREP Mokolo COMP
zwän tä lä-ghw-i ränä-kw-ä-
child COM go-D:SO-REF copulate:PL-ABS-GEN-3SG
'a child who finished his studies in Hdi and went to Mokolo is a
child who went to prostitute himself

A relative clause with the subject as its head does not differ from the fo-
cus-on-subject clause:

(18) zindiq tä w-ä luwä
zindin PREP mouth-GEN top
'it is zindin that is on the top of the shed'

Relativization of the subject of verbal clauses obeys the same rules that
apply in focus constructions. In the perfective aspect the relativized sub-
ject is followed by the comment clause marker fa, and the verb has to have
the referential marker if it has any extensions:
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(19) mämu sän mghäm tä kl-äf-tä märäkw xis
exist certain chief COM take-UP-REF wife two
There was once a chief who married two wives.'

(20) skwi ta ngä-nä-f-tä gäm tä tv-ä
thing COM close-DEM-UP-REF barrier PREP road-GEN
xicfäku xdi
civilization Hdi
'thing that closed the road to civilization of Hdi'

(21) ghurum tä Iä-ghw- ndä mä xäcfik
hole COM go-D:SO-REF ASSC in ground
'a hole that went deep into the ground'

(22) indä mndu-xä tä kwälä-ugh-tä kä dzulä
all man-PL COM refuse-SO-REF as pray
tä dzulä
OBJ prayer

1 ̂'all people who refused to get converted to Islam'

Here are examples of a relativized subject serving as the object of a matrix
clause:

(23) kä lä-m üvä hlä-nä-ghä-tä väzäk tä
SEQ enter-IN cat find-DEM-D:GO-REF rooster COM
tfifä-ugh-tä mä tughwäzäk
hide-SO-REF PREP hibiscus
'When Cat entered, he found Rooster hiding in the hibiscus.'

In the future tense the form dzä'ä is used:

(24) skwi dzä'ä mägä-ku mäxtsim
thing PUT make-ABS tomorrow
'the thing that will happen in the future'

The head of the relative clause may be accompanied by various
anaphoric and deictic markers, depending on whether it has been previ-
ously mentioned in discourse and on the distance between the head of the
relative clause and the speaker. The frame tsä . . . ya indicates that the
head of the relative clause has been previously identified in discourse:
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(25) tsä mndu-xa ya tä täxä-f-tä sä-ghä
DEF man-PL DEM COM start-UP-REF arrive-D:PVG
tä xäcfik-ä xdi
PREP ground-GEN Hdi
'It is those people that started to settle the Hdi land.'

The focused subject may be preceded by an adverb of time, but that
does not affect its coding. What is important is that the subject precedes
the verb:

(26) tingil väzak tä lä-ghä tantan
first rooster COM go-D:PVG first
'It is Rooster that arrived first.'

5. Subject focus in the imperfective

The subject in focus in the imperfective aspect precedes the predicate. The
predicate is marked by the marker tä. The verb in the imperfective aspect
is in nominalized form:

(27) mbitsä tä xäni
Mbitsa IMPF sleep:NOM
'it is Mbitsa who sleeps'

(28) mäntsäyä kä mndrä mndu tä säbi dägä
like that COMP bottom man IMPF leave from (Hau.)
ma mndrä xgä
PREP bottom house
'It is like that that the soul of the man leaves the bottom of the
house'

If the verb has an extension, it must be followed by the referential
marker tä:

(29) mbitsä tä bä-dä-f-tä
Mbitsa IMPF build-ALL-UP-REF
'it is Mbitsa that builds it up'

The verbs that can occur with or without objects may have the potential
object marker -ay added:
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(30) tsä yä ta gwäcfä
DEF 1SG DEM IMPF talk
'it is me who is talking'

(31) tsä ff yä tä gwäcf-äy
DEF ISO DEM IMPF talk-PO
'it is me who is saying this'

Inherently transitive verbs must have the potential object marker -ay added
if no object follows:

(32) mbftsä tä b-äy
Mbitsa IMPF build-PO
'it is Mbitsa that builds'

The focused subject may also occur in the stative aspect:

(33) käbgä mndrä tsä mndu-xä yä yä ndä snä
because clan DEF man-PL DEM DEM STAT know
tä tsäf-tä duvul yä ngä Imu ndä tsi
OBJ make-REF metal COP PREP war ASSC 3SG
'Because this clan knows how to make metal for war*

6. Focus on and relativization of the object

A focused and relativized object is placed in preverbal position and is not
preceded by the object marker tä. The potential ambiguity regarding the
role of a focused or a relativized argument is resolved by at least two
coding means: the overt coding of all subjects and the use of pragmatically
dependent aspectual markers.

In the imperfective aspect, the verb in the comment clause has the root
form, which may end in schwa if syllabification rules require vowel in-
sertion (examples with focused objects were obtained by eliciting the con-
trastive focus function):

(34) ghuz-ä xiyä yä tä sä mbftsä
beer-GEN guinea corn DEM IMPF drink Mbitsa
'it is the corn beer that Mbitsa drinks' or 'is drinking'
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(35) hlä tä xn-9 mbitsä gu a wä
cow IMPF slaughter Mbitsa goat NBG NBG
'it is a cow that Mbitsa is slaughtering, not a goat5

The schwa becomes u when it follows a labial consonant:

(36) hlä yä tä mbu mbitsä gu a wä
cow COP IMPF treat Mbitsa goat NBG NBG
'it is a cow that Mbitsa is treating, not a goaf

(37) hlä tä dzäwu mbitsä gu ä wä
cow IMPF buy Mbitsa goat NBG NBG
'it is cow that Mbitsa is buying, not a goaf

The schwa also becomes u when followed by the unspecified human
subject lu because the consonant 1 is transparent with respect to vowel
harmony:

(38) tsä yä skwi tä xgu-lu kä zsgläfiä
DEF DEM thing IMPF call-UH as zsglafta
'this is the thing that one calls zägläfiä'

If the verb has extensions, it is followed by the referential marker fa:

(39) hlu'wi tä fä-m-tu-lu mä kuwä
meat IMPF put-IN-REF-UH PREP dish
'it is meat that one puts into a dish'

If a locative object is in focus, it is not preceded by a locative preposition:

(40) mokolo tä hl- inda fitik
Mokolo IMPF go-lSG every day
'it is to Mokolo that I go everyday'

There is no distinction between a focused object and a relativized ob-
ject:

(41) wuyä skwi tä klä-ghä-tä-qni,
here thing IMPF take-2SG-REF-lPL.EXCL COMP-3PL
'here is the thing that we give you'
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(42) tsä mnduxä dzä'ä zbä-f-tu-lu yä
DEF man-PL PUT look for-UP-REF-UH DEM
nä zs'äl-ä pghü ndä märkw-ä
COMP husband-GEN libation ASSC wife-GEN
pghu yä
libation COP
'the people that one will look for will be the father and the
mother of libation'

An object that is the head of a relative clause is fronted, i.e., it occurs
before the predicate, and therefore it does not have the object marker tä
unless it is also the object of the matrix clause (see below). The function
of the object as head of the relative clause is assured by the presence of
subject markers on the verb. Relativization of the object differs from rela-
tivization of the subject in that there is no focus marker tä following the
head in the perfective aspect:

(43) xiyä-xiyä skwi txä-f-i tä nä delewer na
corn-corn thing expel-UP-lSG PREP DEM book DEM
na . . .
DEM
The general themes that I have written about in this book . . . '

In the perfective aspect the verb has the completive marker a if followed
by the subject:

(44) gitä kam nä dzä'ä plä-ghä-m-plä-
today then DEM PUT return-2SG-IN -return-1 PL.EXCL
tä dä-ghä dzä-xOQ
OBJ father-2SG kill-3PL
'today, then, we will avenge your father whom they have killed.'

Compare the focus construction:

(45) sän-ä mghäm-ä lä dzulä tä xgu-lu kä
certain-GEN chief-GEN COLL prayer IMPF call-UH as
xämäyädzi tä tx-äy kä zläy nä. . .
Hamayadzi COM expel-PO SEQ COMP DEM
'a certain Moslem chief called Hamayadzi said that... '
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(46) skwi tä kumi-yi tä mn-äy xädä na,
thing IMPF want-ISO OBJ say-PO here DEM
mndu tä fä-nä-tä ngud'uf-ä- dem
man IMPF put-DEM-REF importance-GEN-3SG all
dem ngä skwi mnä- - ndä mnä, kä
all FOR thing say-DEM-UH ASSC say üke
skwi tä ngho-tsi. . .
thing IMPF see-3SG
'What I want to say is that a person who gives more importance to
the things that he is told rather than to the things that he
sees

If the head of the relative clause has been mentioned before in discourse,
the whole relative clause is enclosed in the definite frame tsä... yä:

(47) tea [PAUSE] tea märäkw kul cfvo-tsi yä
DEF DEF woman REL:NBG like-3SG DEM
tea yä tä yä-tä zorj kä mndu
DEF DEM COM give birth-REF son SEQ man
yä dägälä
DEM big
The wife he did not like gave birth to a son who became a great
personality.'

(48) ngä tsuk-wä-f-tä indä skwi si zä-n-lu
NORM sweep-IMP:PL-UP-REF all thing PAST eat-3-UH
mä tsä fitik yä
PREP DEF time DEM
One should sweep up everything one ate during those times'

If the head of the relative clause is present in a discourse environment,
even in a speech, it is enclosed in a demonstrative frame coding the dis-
tance between the speaker and the object:

(49) nä-nä gwäcfä dzä'ä gwäcf- nä nä tä
DEM-DEM word FUT tell-lSG DEM DEM IMPF
ghon-ä ndzä-kw-ä-dä kcfä
head-GEN happen-ABS -1SG last year
The story that I am going to tell is about what happened to me last
year*
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In the future tense formed with the auxiliary dzä'ä, the second-person
pronoun follows the auxiliary rather than the verb. The verb ends in the
third-person potential object marker -ay.

(50) tsä gwäcfä dzä'ä kä gwäcf-äy yä nä tä
DEM word PUT 2SG tell-PO DEM COMP PREP
ghoq-ä
head-GEN
The story that you are going to tell is about

The perfective aspect with a focused object is coded by the completive
form of the simple verb, i.e. the form ending in the vowel a:

(51) hlä (yä) xänä mbitsa gü ä wä
cow DEM slaughter.PL Mbitsa goat NEG NEG
It is a cow that Mbitsa slaughtered, not a goat

Pronominal subjects in comment clauses have low rather than high
tone. This is the marker of the clause's being a comment clause. Recall
that in pragmatically independent clauses, pronominal subjects have high
tone. Like other focused elements, the object in focus may be followed by
the copula yä. Recall that if a low-tone noun is followed by a copula, its
tone becomes high. Thus hlä becomes hlä when followed by a copula:

(52) hlä yä xnä-lu gu-ä wä
cow COP slaughter-UH goat-NEG NEG
'it is a cow that was slaughtered, not a goaf

If there is no copula, the tone on the focused object remains the same as
the underlying tone:

(53) hlä xnä-lu gu-ä wä
cow slaughter-UH goat-NEG NEG
'it is a cow that was slaughtered, not a goat'

If the subject is vocalic, it assumes the tone of the preceding verb and
does not carry the tonal marking of the comment clause. The verb skwä
has high tone, and therefore the first-person object is realized as /rather
thani:
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(54) hlä yä skw- gu a wä
cow COP buy-lSG goat NBG NBG
'it is a cow that I bought, not a goat'

The third-person singular subject must be overtly marked when the
object is in focus. The explanation for this fact is straightforward: Without
a pronominal subject, the grammatical system would not be able to iden-
tify the role played in the clause by the fronted argument. Thus if a
pronominal object is in focus, its form, drawn from the independent set,
is the same as that used for a pronominal subject in focus. Therefore, the
coding of the subject in the position after the verb is a disambiguating
means. If the verb belongs to a class where the presence of an object must
be marked through suffix /ia, such a suffix is also present in an object-fo-
cus construction:

(55) ff (fifä-nä-tsi
ISO hide-DEM-3SG
'it is me that he hid'

7. The topicalized subject and focused object

The following discussion, as well as the discussion in section 8, is based
solely on elicited data. Topicalization of the subject and focus on the ob-
ject can be combined in one clause. The construction consists of the sub-
ject in clause-initial position, followed by the object, followed by the
preposition ngä, followed by a possessive pronoun coding the features
person and number of the subject of the clause, followed by the verb:
Subject Object ngä Pronoun Verb. The noun preceding the preposition
ngä must have high tone. Thus the words hlä 'cow' and gu 'goat' both
occur as hlä and gu before the preposition ngä. A clause with a topicalized
subject and an object in focus has the same coding as a topicalized clause
rather than as a comment on the element in focus:

(56) tsätsi hlä ngä-ni tä dzäw-äy gu ä wä
3SG COW FOR-3SG IMPF sell.PL-PO goat NBG NBG
'as for him, it is cattle that he sells, not a goat'

If the subject is not overtly marked, the pronoun following ngä is inde-
pendent rather than possessive:
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(57) ff hlä ngä-cfä tä dzäw-äy gu ngä tsätsi
ISG cow FOR-lSG IMPF buy-PO goat PREP 3SG

am selling cows; he is selling goats'

8. The topicalized adverb and focused object

If an adverb is topicalized and the object is in focus, the adverb occurs
first and the object precedes the verb. The subject is marked through the
possessive construction nga-Pronoun, where the pronoun codes the sub-
ject of the clause. The verb cannot have a subject clitic. The sentence thus
has the structure of a topicalized rather than a focus clause:

(58) bäcfu lumä ghuz-ä kwäläbä ngä- tä
day market beer-GEN bottle FOR-3SG COM
dzawa-p-ta
sell.PL-OUT-REF
On the day of the market, it was bottled beer that she sold'

(59) bäcfu lumä ghzu ngä-tän tä dzäwä-p-tä
day market beer FOR-3PL COM sell.PL-OUT-REF
On the day of the market, it was beer that they sold' (the form ghzu
represents a product of the first vowel omission)

The possessive construction, which is obligatory when the object is in
contrastive focus, is not allowed in pragmatically neutral clauses:

(60) bäcfu lumä tä skwä-p-tä ghuz-ä kwäläbä
day market IMPF buy-OUT-REF beer-GEN bottle
* (ngä- )
FOR-3SG
On the day of the market she sells bottled beer1

9. Focus on the dative

One means of coding focus on datives involves the fronting of the dative
argument preceded by a preposition marking the argument as different
from the subject and the object. Two prepositions are used for this pur-
pose, ngä 'FOR' and the object-marking preposition fa, plus an independent
pronoun or noun. The fronted dative phrase is followed by the präg-
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matically dependent clause, as evidenced by low tone on the subject pro-
nouns:

(61) ngä pghintä vlä-n-t-i tä gu
FOR Phinta give-3-REF-lSG OBJ goat
'it is to Phinta that I gave a goat*

If the verb does not take dative arguments in its unmarked form, the third-
person dative marker nä must be added:

(62) ngä mbitsä dä-nä-tä-tsi
FOR Mbitsä cook-DEM-REF-3SG
'it is for Mbitsa that he cooked'

(63) ngä-ghä vlä-ghä-t-i tä gu ngä- ä
FOR-2SG give-2SG-REF-lSG OBJ goat FOR-3SG NBG
wä
NBG
'it is to you that I gave a goat, not to him'

(64) ngä- vlä-n-t-i ta gu ngä ghä ä
FOR-3SG give-3-REF-lSG OBJ goat FOR 2SG NBG
wä
NBG
'it is to him that I gave a goat, not to Raku'

(65) ngä pghintä vlä-n~t-i tä gu ngä
FOR Phinta give-3-RFJ-lSG OBJ goat FOR
räkü ä wä
Raku NBG NBG
'it is to Phinta that I gave a goat, not to Raku'

The dative argument in focus may also be coded by the preposition tä, the
same marker that codes the direct and dative object in pragmatically inde-
pendent clauses:

(66) tä tsätsi vlä-n-t-i tä gu tä käghä
OBJ 3SG give-3-REF-lSG OBJ goat OBJ 2SG
ä wä
NBG NBG
'it is to him that I gave the goat, not to you'
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(67) tä pghintä vlä-n-t- tä gu tä räku
OBJ Phinta give-3-REF-lSG OBJ goat OBJ Raku
ä wä
NEG NEG
'it is to Phinta that I gave the goat, not to Raku'

One can also put the dative argument after the verb, and the subject
pronoun is then affixed to the dative argument. The dependent aspectual
coding is used. The subject pronouns, except for the third-person subject,
are drawn from the verbal set. The third-person subject pronoun is drawn
from the independent set. The tone of the syllable to which the subject
pronouns are added becomes high, as is the case with verbs when subject
pronouns are added. Thus the noun pghintä becomes pghintä before
subject pronouns:

(68) vlä-n-tä pghint- tä gu
give-3-REF Phinta-1SG OBJ goat

gave a goat to Phinta'

(69) vlä-n-tä pghintä-kä tä gu
give-3-REF Phinta-2SG OBJ goat
'you gave a goat to Phinta'

(70) vlä-n-tä pghintä tsätsi tä gu
give-3-REF Phinta 3SG OBJ goat
'he gave a goat to Phinta'

The language assistants did accept a non-human recipient:

(71) vlä-n-tä hlä-kä tä kzun
give-3-REF cow-2SG OBJ grass
'you gave grass to the cow'

10. Dative as the head of the relative clause

The identity of the head of the relative clause as a dative argument is as-
sured by the dative markers on the verb in the perfective and by the pos-
sessive markers in the imperfective aspect. The verb via 'give' requires the
marker n when there is a dative argument. Since our texts do not have
relativized datives, the examples below have been elicited:
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(72) tsä märäkw vlä-n-f tä pitsäkw yä
DEF woman give-3-lSG OBJ hoe DEM
'the woman to whom I gave a hoe'

(73) sä-ghä ä mndu vlä-n- ta
anive-D:PVG NB3 man give-3-lSG OBJ
cocfi wä
money (Ful.) NBG
'the man to whom I gave money did not come'

The dative marker on the verb cannot be used in the imperfective
aspect. Instead, the dative role of the head of the relative clause must be
coded by possessive pronouns:

(74) tsä mndu tä bo-M tä xgä- yä
DEF man IMPF build-UH OBJ house-3SG DEM
'the man for whom the house is being builf

(75) tsä mndu bä-nä-f-lu tä xgä yä
DEF man build-DEM-UP-UH OBJ house DEM
'the man for whom the house was built'

(76) tsä mndu tä nuä-lu [ - ] tä hlä- yä
DEF man IMPF fatten:PVG-UH OBJ cow-3SG DEM
'the man for whom his cow is fattened'

(77) tsä mndu nuä-nä-f- tä hlä yä
DEF man fatten:PVG-DEM-UP-UH OBJ cow DEM
'the man for whom the cow was fattened'

11. Focus on and relativization of adjuncts

An adjunct is marked for focus by clause-initial position or by the position
following the verb but preceding the subject, whether nominal or
pronominal.

11.1. Focus and relativization of locatives

The focus on the locative adjunct has the locative preposition present in
clause-initial position. Subject pronouns in the comment clause have low
tone:
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(78) tä nä säräk nä dzä'ä zä-kä tä mghäm
PREP DEM stick DEM FUT eat-2SG COM chief
'because of this stick [lit. On this stick'] you are going to eat well'

(79) tä käghuni dzä'ä pghä-qni tä ngucfuf
PREP 2PL PUT pour-lPL.EXCL OBJ suffering
ka-xaij
COMP-3PL
' "it is on you that we will pour the suffering," they said'

The following example illustrates the use of the independent imperfective
in a pragmatically independent clause and the dependent imperfective in
the comment on focus construction:

(80) tä mäg-äy- ämä ndä mä nizeryä tä
IMPF do-PO-3PL but ASSC IN Nigeria IMPF
mägu-lu bäd tsä
do-UH day DEF
'they do it, but it is in Nigeria that they do it on those specific
days.'

Relativization of the locative head has the same form as focus on the
locative adjuncts. The distinction between Stative and directional locatives
is coded through the lexical meaning of the verbs of the relative clause and
through the system of extensions on the verb. Thus if the locative is sta-
tive, that is marked by a Stative verb such as nzä 'to be, to exist':

(81) dägälä tsä Mwä tä nzä-ku-tsi yä
big DEF village IMPF live-ABS-3SG DEM
'the village where he lives is large'

(82) dägälä tsä luma lä-ghu-tsi yä
big DEF village go-D:PVG-3SG DEM
'the market to which he went is large'

The difference between the element in focus and the relativized element
is that the relativized element together with the relative clause is considered
as one entity, as evidenced by the way the demonstrative frame is added.
The demonstrative frame encloses both the head of the relative clause and
the relative clause. Such an entity may be marked as the topic of the
sentence through the topic-marking demonstrative nä:
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(83) tsä xgä hlä-gh-i midä yä nä dägäla
DEF house fmd-2SG-lSG inside DEM DEM big
'the house where I found you is big'

(84) tsä xgä xänä-ghä yä nä dägäla
DEF house sleep-2SG DEM DEM big
'the house where you sleep is big' (lit. 'the house of your sleep is
big')

11.2. Focus and relativization of time adjuncts

The focus and relativization of time adjuncts is similar to the focus/ rela-
tivization of the locative adjuncts. The dependent aspect markers indicate
that the fronted element is the focus rather than the topic of the clause. In
addition to the dependent imperfective coding, the evidence for the focus
function is also provided by the contrast with the time phrase in the sec-
ond clause:

(85) mändä ghälyä kuni tä ghuyä cfängwä ngä-dä
since longtime 2PL IMPF make illness FOR-lSG
ämä, gitä fitik-ä ngä ghuni guli
but today time-GEN for 2PL still
'You have made me suffer for a long time, but today it is your turn'
(written sources)

Several adverbs of time occur in clause-initial position for both topical-
ization and focus. The distinction between the topicalized and the focused
adverb is coded by the form of the clause following the adverb. The fo-
cused adjunct is coded only by the dependent aspect:

(86) gitä dzäwä-p-tä-tsi tä gu-xä
today buy.PL-OUT-REF-3SG OBJ goat-PL
'today, he/she sold goats'

Compare the pragmatically neutral:

(87) gitä dzäwä-p-dzäwä tä gu-xä
today buy.PL-OUT-buy.PL OBJ goat-PL
'he/she sold goats today'
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(88) mäxtsim dzä'ä dzäwä-p-tä-tsi tä
tomorrow PUT buy.PL-OUT-REF: SUBJ-3SG OBJ
mda xiya-ni
all corn-3SG
'it is tomorrow that she will sell all her guinea corn'

Cf.:
(89) dzä'ä dzäwä-p-dzäwä tä indä xiyä-

PUT buy .PL-OUT-buy.PL OBJ all guinea corn-3SG
mäxtsim
tomorrow
'she will sell all her guinea corn tomorrow'

11.3. The associative as head of the relative clause

If the head of the relative clause is an argument that is coded through an
associative preposition in a pragmatically independent clause, the role of
such an argument is coded by a resumptive prepositional phrase consist-
ing of the associative preposition ndä followed by the anaphoric pronoun
tsi. The demonstrative, if any, comes after the prepositional phrase:

(90) mä a tsä pitsäkw tä xv-i tä xvä
good NBG DEF hoe IMPF work-lSG OBJ work
ndä tsi yä wä
ASSC 3SG DEM NBG
'the hoe that I work with is not good'

(91) ngä-cfä tsä kälok lä-p-tsi tä skwi ndä
FOR-lSG DEF spade dig-OUT-3SG OBJ thing ASSC
tsi yä

'the spade that he dug with is mine'

Focus on the associative phrase is achieved through the placement of the
associative phrase with its marker in clause-initial position:

(92) ndä mndr-ä pälä mäntsäyä
ASSC bottom-GEN stone like that
dghä-f-tä-M tä mndrä ni
establish-UP-REF-UH OBJ bottom-3SG
'it is with this type of foundation stone that they laid its foundation'
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11.4. Focus on the adverb of manner

The adverb of manner is fronted for focusing:

(93) ämmä kä ghuväzwän tä ghüdz- tä
but like yellow IMPF urinate-1SG OBJ
kwäni
urine
'but I urinated yellow urine' (verb ghüdzä 'urinate')

Focus on the anaphor referring to the manner of event, one of the most
frequant types of focus constructions in natural discourse, has the phrase
mäntsä yä 'like that' in clause-initial position. Such a construction is
followed by the complementizer and the subject of the clause. The verb
follows the subject:

(94) mäntsä yä kä-xsn mb-i-di-f-tä
like that DEM COMP-3PL Cure-AWAY-lSG-EP-UP-REF
That is how they cured me.'

Focus on the reason is different from other focus constructions in that
it requires the auxiliary verb klä 'take' to code the perfective aspect. The
auxiliary is followed by the sequential marker and the main verb. The
auxiliary verb occurs in its root form:

(95) käbgä hämäyädzi kol xdi kä bäbä
because Hamayadzi take Hdi SEQ build:PL
xgä tä ghwä tä ghwä
house PREP mountain PREP mountain
'it is because of Hamayadzi that Hdi build their houses on the
mountains' (written sources)

(96) mäntsä yä klo- kä sä-ghä da
that DEM take-lPL.EXCL SEQ arrive-D:PVG PREP
xäd-nä
here-DEM
'that is why we came here' (written sources)

In the imperfective aspect the form klo is preceded by the preposition tä:
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(97) käbgä mäntsä tä klo- kä zbä skwi
reason like that IMPF take-lSG SEQ search thing
ngä z-äy- kä-'ä
FOR eat-PO-lSG COMP-3SG
'it is because of this that I allow myself to look for something
for us to eat' (written sources)

11.5. The possessor as head of the relative clause

The identification of the head of the relative clause as the possessor is
coded through the use of the singular or plural possessive pronouns on
possessums:

(98) tsä mndu skw- tä pitsäkw-ä-ni yä
DBF man buy-lSG OBJ hoe-GEN-3SG DEM
'the man whose hoe I bought'

(99) tsä mndu-xa skw- tä pitsäkw-ä-täg yä
DEF man-PL buy-lSG OBJ hoe-GEN-3PL DEM
'the men whose hoe I bought'

(100) tsä mndu nghä-n- tä dä- yä
DEF man see-3-lSG OBJ father-3SG DEM
'the man whose father I saw'

The focus on possessor is coded by the use of the preposition ngä for
followed by the possessor:

(101) ämä, gitä ßtikä ngä ghuni guli
but today time FOR 2PL already
'But today, it is your time already'

12. Focus on the predicate

A verb phrase may be placed in focus through the formation of a cognate
object and the placement of the cognate object in clause-initial position.
The subject is coded either through the dative preposition ngä followed by
the possessive pronoun or through subject suffixes:
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(102) dzängä ngä-ni tä dzäng-äy
learn (Ful.) POR-3M IMPF learn-PO
'his job is to go to school'

dzängä ngä-cfä tä dzäng-äy
learn (Ful.) FOR-lSG IMPF learn-PO
'my job is to go to school'

The subject cannot be coded by verbal subject markers:

(103) mä fitik-ä zäväcf skälu ngä tan tä
PREP time-GEN zäväcf dance PREP 3PL IMPF
skäl-äy-*(xän)
dance-PO-3PL
'during the zavad season it is dancing that they do'
(zävacf'flute')

Focus on the predicate can be combined with topicalization of an ar-
gument or adjunct. The cognate object follows the topicalized constituent,
and the subject of the clause is coded through the preposition ngä plus a
possessive pronoun:

(104) tsä tsi zäv zavä ngä
DEF 3SG play play FOR 3M
'as for him, he just plays'

(105) mä fitik-ä zäväcf skäl ngä cfä tä skäl-äy
PREP time-GEN zäväcf dance FOR 1SG IMPF dance-PO
'during the zavad season it is dancing that I do'

(106) mä fitik-ä zäväcf skälu ngä tan tä
PREP time-GEN zäväcf dance FOR 3PL COM
skäl-u-tä
dance-SO-REF
'during the zavad season it is dancing that they did'
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13. Negation, focus, and relativization

Where the focus and relativization constructions differ is in negation.
Negation of a focused element does not differ substantially from negation
of other clauses, but negation of relative clauses has a form of its own.
Therefore, the negative relative clause represents a construction different
from the focus construction.

13.1. Negation of focused arguments

The negation of the focused element has the form of the negation of an
equational clause, and it consists of enclosing the comment clause in the
negative frame a ... wä. The negative marker a occurs after the focused
constituent and the marker wä at the end of the comment clause. The
comment-on-focus clause does not change when the focused element is
negated:

(107) mbitsä a tä skwa-tä hlä wä koftä yä
Mbitsa NBG COM buy-REF cow NBG Kofta DEM
'it is not Mbitsa that bought a cow, it is Kofta' or possibly
'it is Mbitsa that did not buy a cow, it is Kofta'

(108) mbitsä ä tä skwä hlä wä koftä yä
Mbitsa NBG IMPF buy cow NBG Kofta COP
'It is not Mbitsa that is buying a cow, it is Kofta'

If the focused element is the object, the third-person subject must be
overtly coded in the comment clause:

(109) hlä a skwä-tsi wä gu yä
cow DEM buy-3SG goat goat COP
'it is not a cow that he bought, it is a goaf

(110) hlä ä tä skws-tsi wä gu
cow NBG IMPF buy-3SG NEC goat
yä [skwü-tsu-wä]
COP
'it is not a cow that he bought, it is a goat'
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(111) hla a tä skwä mbitsä wä gu
cow NBG IMPF buy Mbitsa NBG goat
ya [skwü-tsu-wä]
DEM
'it is not a cow that Mbitsa bought, it is a goat'

13,2. Negation of relative clauses

If the relative clause is negative, the predicate is preceded by the marker
kul 'without', but it does not end with the negative marker wä or wü, as
other negative clauses do:

(112) mäntsä dzä'ä kwälä xan kul ghäl-gdl-tä
like that PUT xxx 3PL without steal-AGAIN-REF
käghä
2SG
'In this way they will not rob you again.' (written sources)

(113) käbgä tsäyä M lä doblom ndä lä k(fay
reason DEM take COLL Diblem ASSC COLL Kday
kul xäcf tä dgo vgha-xa gitä nä nä
without lack MPF divide body-PL today DEM COP
That is why the Diblem people and the Kday people have not sep
arated from each other until today.'

In the imperfective aspect the marker kul may be followed by the
auxiliary verb xacf(u), the same coding means as the one occurring in
other negative imperfective clauses:

(114) zwan-i kul xädu-lu tä cfväy
child-PL without lack-UH IMPF love-PO
'children that are not loved'

(115) tä dghwänä-lu ndä nänä
IMPF bewell-UH PREP now
bä imi yä yä kul xädu sä-ghä
except water DEM COP which:NEG lack arrive-D:PVG
They are well, except for rains that do not come.'
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(116) ndänä-p-xä gui tä ghong-ä xädik
think-OUT-DöWN also PREP head-GEN world
kul xäcfu kcfä-vä-k-tä-ni
without lack end-APPL-INN-REF-3SG
'He also thought about the world, which has no end.'

14. Conclusions

The form of focus and relative clause constructions depends on which
component of the clause is in focus or is relativized, and on whether an-
other component of the clause is also topicalized. Focus and relativization
of subjects differ from focus and relativization of other elements in that in
the former case, the perfective aspect is coded by the particle tä following
the focused subject. When some other element is in focus or relativized,
the perfective aspect is coded through the simple (non-reduplicated) form
of the verb with the suffix a, followed by the subject. The imperfective
aspect is coded through the imperfective marker tä and the verb in the root
form. The subject is coded by a possessive construction when the focus
construction also contains a topicalized element. The verb may be coded
for focus through the formation of a cognate object placed in clause-initial
position.

Relative clause constructions are identical with focus constructions,
with the only substantial difference in the form of negative clauses. The
previous mention of the head is coded by the definite marker fsa, which
precedes the head, and the demonstrative ya, which follows the relative
clause. Similarly, the deictic nature of the head is coded by the appropriate
deictic frame. When the head of the relative clause is the matrix clause
object, the object noun phrase, like other object noun phrases in clause-
initial position, is not marked by the preposition tä. Relativization of loca-
tive and instrumental phrases may involve an anaphoric locative expres-
sion following the verb.

Negation with the focused element in its scope involves the negative
frame a ... wä, which encloses the comment clause. Negation of the rela-
tive clause involves the preposition kul 'without', followed by the verb in
perfective aspect, and then by the auxiliary xäcfu and the form fa in the
imperfective aspect.



Chapter 20

Paratactic, conjoined, sequential, and
counterexpectation clauses

1. Introduction

This chapter describes several types of constructions encoding relations
between clauses within a sentence, constructions in which one clause is
not a complement of another or a modifier of a constituent of another
clause. Each type of construction proposed has specific structural charac-
teristics that distinguish it from all other types.

Paratactic constructions have no conjunction between clauses. The
semantic characteristic of this type of sentence is that the proposition of
one clause does not depend on the proposition of another, either tempo-
rally or in a cause-effect relationship.

Conjoined clauses are clauses with a specific construction indicating
both the goal as stated in the first clause has been achieved.

Disjoined clauses have a conjunction indicating an either/or relationship
between the two clauses.

Sequential clauses code a temporal sequence or a result of the preced-
ing clause. Sentences with sequential clauses differ from paratactic sen-
tences both functionally and formally. There are also sentences denying
hearer's or speaker's presupposition and supplying what the speaker be-
lieves to be a correct information, corresponding to "instead of SI, S2."

Negative sequential sentences in which the second clause is a semantic
negation of the possible consequences of the preceding proposition.

Counterexpectation clauses are clauses where the proposition of second
clause is in some way unexpected or is not an obligatory effect of the
proposition of the first clause.

2. Paratactic asyndetic constructions

A paratactic construction has no conjunction between the clauses. The ex-
istence of parataxis as a special type of construction, separated from any
sequence of separate clauses in a discourse, is provided by the fact that in
the paratactic construction the subject is overtly coded only once, usually
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after the first predicate. Although no coordination is used and no specific
relationship between the clauses is coded, the clauses are arranged in a
temporal sequence:

(1) ngä lä-bä mndu-xä ksä-gä-ghä-tä
NORM go-OUT man-PL catch-INN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ
'People should go out, catch him, and bring him back.'

(2) ngä xgä-x-tä mälä mä mndrä ghuni
NORM call-DOWN-REF older PREP clan 2PL
wuyä-f-tä tsä tsu'uq yä hlrä-f-xä-tä
worship-UP-REF DEF stone DEM pierce-UP-DOWN-REF
tsä ghuzu yä udä
DEF beer DEM on it
One would call the elder of your clan to worship the stone, and to
pour beer upon it' (The use of the verb hlrä 'pierce' for "pour"
remains obscure)

If each of the clauses in a paratactic construction has a normative
modality, the modality is overtly coded on each clause:

(3) bäcfu ' -ä tsä zindiq yä
day pound-GEN DEF germinated corn DEM
ngä da iä mbizä ngä läbä-nä-f-tä
NORM cook OBJ bean dish NORM mix-DEM-UP-REF
ndä ghuv-ä gu ngä vlä-n tä zwän-i
ASSC excrement-GEN goat NORM give-3 OBJ child-PL
On the day of pounding the corn, one would cook a bean dish,
mix it with goat excrement, and give it to children.' (written
sources)

3. Clauses conjoined by the verb la 'go*

The coordinated clausal conjunction may be formed through the use of the
verb la 'depart, go'. The verb is used in its nominalized form, as evidenced
by the fact that the subject pronouns are drawn from the possessive set.
The verb la may have extensions. Often the nominalized form of the verb
la is followed by the form mbädkä 'then'. The function of the auxiliary la
is to indicate separation and temporal sequentiality of events, when the
event of the second clause has been completed. Events of the second
clause are not the necessary consequence of the events of the first clause:
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(4) tsghä-dä-f xäxsn tä säm lä-ghä-
put up-ALL-UP 3PL OBJ one go-D:PVG-3SG
mbäcf kä kä tsghä-dä-f-tä säni zlibi
then COMP SEQ send-ALL-UP-REF one bag
They sent up one bag, then they sent another bag.

The reason we postulate that the verb la has grammaticalized into a
conjunction is the frequency of its use as well as its meaning and the con-
text in which it is used. In a text of 40 sentences ("Dog and Hyena") the
verb la is used 22 times. Some of these uses are lexical, i.e., on the face
value of the sentence in isolation they may indeed code movement:

(5) tä cfg-äy-cfg-ay turtukw-ä-
PREP thresh-PO-thresh-PO alone-GEN-3SG
'he was threshing it alone'

(6) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-n-tä
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-3-REF
Then Dog came and helped him.'

In other usages, however, no movement is involved. Compare the next
fragment, where the verb la is used twice. Whereas the first use can be
conceived of as representing the lexical verb 'go', the second use cannot:

(7) mbäcf kä kn kä dg-äy
then COMP dog SEQ thresh-PO
'And Dog kept threshing.'

(8) lä-ghä päkäw ghuvi käy kä lä-b
go-D:PVG hyena thus SEQ go-OUT
dingä-f-tä tsä mbizä yä
put on fire-UP-REF DEF bean dish DEM
'After Hyena l went, hei Put tne bean dish on the fire.'

Crucial evidence is provided by sentences where the verb la is used
with a subject that does not move, as in the second clause of the following
example:

(9) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-b-i
then COMP dog SEQ go-OUT-REF
Then Dog went away.'
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(10) lä-ghä päkäwghuvi kä mnä-n-tä kri
go-D:PVG hyena SEQ tell-3-REF dog
'And Hyena said to Dog,'

It is very likely that grammaticalization from the verb "to go" to clausal
conjunction went through a stage whereby the verb "to go" served as a
bridge between one event and another. The subject moved to another lo-
cation and a new action or event began there. All stages of grammatical-
ization are represented by the synchronic data. In the following sentence
the "bridge" function of the verb la is in evidence:

(11) mbäcf ka-'a kä w-i-g-f-n-tä kä
then COMP-3SG SEQ take.PL-AWAY-INN-3-REF SEQ
lä-ghw- (fifa-nä-tä zwän-ä-ni
go-D:SOREF hide-3-REF child:PL-GEN-3SG
'He took his children and hid them.'

Additional evidence for the grammaticalization of the verb la as a con-
junction implying completion of the action of the following verb is pro-
vided by the fact that the following verb cannot be negated. Consider the
following sentence:

(12) kä lä-b-1- dingä-f-ta mbizä
SEQ go-OUT-go-lSG put on the fire-UP-REF bean dish

have to go put the bean dish on the fire'

This sentence cannot be followed by a clause negating the second verb:

(13) *ama dinga-f-ti-i wä
but put on the fire-UP-REF-1SG NBG
for 'but I will not put it on fire'

Instead a different construction must be used for the expression "X has
to do Y, but will not do it". One of the constructions used for this
meaning involves the obligation marker ma:

(14) mä dzä'ä dingä mbiz- ämä
HYP go put on the fire bean dish-1SG but
dingi-i wä
put on the fire-1SG NBG

should put the bean dish on the fire, but I will not do it'
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In certain cases it is difficult to draw a precise line between the category
of clausal conjunction and the lexical meaning "to go":

(15) mbäcf kä-'ä kä w-f-g-i-n-tä kä
then COMP-3SG SEQ take.PL-AWAY-INN-3-REF SEQ
lä-ghu- <fifä-nä-ta zwän-ä-ni
go-D:SO-REF hide-3-REF child:PL-GEN-3SG
'He took his children out and hid them.'

The second conjunct may have a different modality from the first conjunct:

(16) lä-m-ä- ndä tä zlängwäcfäk ngä
go-DSf-GEN-3SG ASSC PREP back entrance NORM
lä-m-ä-ni hlä-nä-ghä-tä zä'al-a-tän
go-!N-GEN-3SG search-DEM-D:PVG-REF husband-GEN-3PL
'Having entered through the back of the compound, she should
find her husband.'

The evidence that the form lä-m-ä-ni has a grammatical function despite its
lexical characteristics is provided by the fact that one cannot insert any
other lexical verb there.

4. Disjoined clauses

Clausal disjunction is coded by the form a nä, which we gloss as "or".
The form nä is probably identical with the interrogative marker nä. The
form nä can occur in identificational clauses:

(17) twäkri gu ana
sheep Q goat or
'is it a sheep or a goat?

The form a nä is a clausal disjunction only. Nominal disjunction is marked
by the form ko occurring between disjoined noun phrases.

If a negative clause is combined with an interrogative in conjoined
clauses, presenting a choice between two propositions, the affirmative
clause ends in the interrogative marker ri, but the negative clause, in addi-
tion to the negative marker wä, also has the sequence a nä following wä:
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(18) mägä-mägäri mägä ä wä ä nä
do-do Q do NBG NBG Q
'did he do it or did he not? (note the low tone on the negative a,
coding specific reference)

If there is a nominal subject, it occurs between the marker ä and the
marker nä:

(19) ngä-nä-nga n ngä- ä wä ä nä
grab-DEM-grab Q grab-ADD NBG 3SG DEM
päkäwäghuvi nä kä-'a kä zl-i-n-tä-tsi
hyena Q COMP-3SG SEQ leave-AWAY-3-REF-3SG
kä ghwäya-ugh-tä
SEQ run-SO-REF
* "Did Hyena grab it or not?" he thought. He left [a bag] and ran
away.' (The high tone on ngä in ngä-nä-ngä n is result of tone
raising on the penultimate syllable in the interrogative clause.)

5. Sequential clauses

5.1. Forms of sequential clauses

The term sequential clause refers to the clause marked by kä or, more
rarely, tä. Such a clause may be the second or third in a sequence of
clauses, but it also may be the first in a sequence of clauses if it is pre-
ceded by an adverb of time. Sequential clauses are characterized by the
choice of the dependent aspectual system. In the imperfective aspect the
verb has the root form if it is not followed by the object:

(20) sä-bä päkäwäghuvi kä -tsi
leave-OUT hyena SEQ work-3SG
'Having come out [of the hibiscus], Hyena works'

(21) mbäcf kä-xsn kä cfgu
then COMP-3PL SEQ threshing
They kept threshing.'

Before the object the verb ends in ä:
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(22) mbäcf kä-xan kä (fgä xiyä
then COMP-3PL SEQ threshing guinea corn
They kept threshing guinea corn.'

The verb may also have the absolutive suffix ku to code the affected-
ness of the subject:

(23) manda cfiyä-f-tä- kä ghuälä-kwä-tsi
after germinate-UP-REF-3SG SEQ dry-ABS-3SG
'after it has germinated, it is drying up'

The perfective in a sequential clause is marked by the realis marker a if
there are no extensions:

(24) sä-bä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä
arrive-OUT hyena SEQ work
'Having come out [of the hibiscus], Hyena worked.'

The imperfective with an anaphoric object is coded by the potential
object marker ay.

(25) mbäcf kä-xzn tämä kä dghäcf-äy
then COMP-3PL finally SEQ chew-PO
'And now they are chewing it [the beans].'

The perfective with an anaphoric object is coded by the referential
marker ta:

(26) mbäcf kä-xän tämä kä dghäcfä-tä
then COMP-3PL finally SEQ chew-REF
'And afterwards they chewed it [the beans].'

The imperfective without an anaphoric object is coded by the verbal noun:

(27) mbäcf kä-xan tämä kä dghäcfu
then COMP-3PL finally SEQ chew
'And now they are chewing' (no implication of an object)

When both clauses have a first- or second-person subject, the sequen-
tial clause does not code the subject overtly in the perfective or the imper-
fective aspect.
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Imperfective:

(28) xlä-f-xl- ta zwän-ä kn kä xwäya
take-UP-take-lSG OBJ child-GEN dog SBQ run

picked up the children of Dog and I was running'

The third-person singular subject pronoun is overtly marked in the se-
quential imperfective aspect:

(29) sa-bä päkäwäghuvi kä -tsi ta xvä
arrive-OUT hyena SBQ work-3SG OBJ work
'Having come out [of the hibiscus], Hyena worked.'

The progressive formed through the reduplication of the verb cannot be
used in sequential clauses:

(30) *dä-dä tä däfä kä dzäw-äy-dzäw-äy tä
cook-cook OBJ food SEQ sell-PO-sell-PO PREP
lumä
market
for 'she cooked food and is selling it at the market'

Instead, a simple form of the verb must be used:

(31) dä-dä ta däfä kä dzäw-äy tä lumä
cook-cook OBJ food SEQ sell-PO PREP market
'she cooked food and sells it at the market*

5.2. Functions of sequential clauses

The sequential marker kä has one principal function: to indicate that the
event takes place after a specified time. The reference time can be deter-
mined through an adverb of time or through a preceding clause. The
clause following the sequential marker is pragmatically dependent, i.e.
marked by dependent aspectual forms. It may have the perfective or the
imperfective aspect, and its time reference can be either past or present.

When the adverb of time occurs in clause-initial position, the following
clause is marked by the sequential marker kä:
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(32) kcfä mäntsä kä ksä-tä-rjni tä hlonä. . .
last year then SEQ work-REF-lPL.EXCL OBJ work
'Last year, we worked

(33) bit nä gulf kä hlfya-f-t- kä säx-
year DEM again SEQ leave-UP-REF-lSG SEQ go-down
This year again, I left [the village] and came down'

(34) mbacf ka- tämä kä dghäd-äy
then COMP-3PL finally SEQ chew-PO
'And now they are chewing it [the beans].'

If the main clause has the future tense, there is no sequential marker:

(35) bacfu pghu dzä'ä hlfyä-f-hlfyä märäkw kä . . .
day initiation PUT get up-UP-get up woman SEQ
On the day of the initiation the wife will get up ...'

The sequential marker kä may occur at the beginning of a sentence in
discourse to code that the event, state, etc., marked by the sequential
marker follows the event, state, etc., of the preceding sentence:

(36) kä lä-ghä väzäk ndzcfä-vä-tä väzäk
SEQ go-D:GO rooster spend time-APPL-REF rooster
tä tä nghg-tso nä kä sä-ghä
PREP work IMPF see-3SG COMP SEQ arrive-D:GO
uvä
cat
'Rooster came. After having done some work, he sees Cat
coming.'

(37) tä xul-ä ngätsä-f-tä-ni tä mndo-xä
PREP after-GEN gather-UP-REF-3SG OBJ man-PL
väghu mä vwäx-ä-cfä kä'-ä
work collectively PREP field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG
kä xlyä-f-tu-lu kä lä-ghu-lu
SEQ leave-UP-REF-UH SEQ go-D:SO-UH
'Having gathered people, he said, "There is work at my in-laws'."
Each got up and went.'

The following fragment contains three instantiations of the sequential
marker kä. The first codes a sequential sentence within a discourse; the
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second codes a clause within a sentence, and the third again codes a se-
quential sentence within a discourse:

(38) kä ndänä-p-tä n.n. kä zläy na, ma
SEQ think-OUT-REF N.N. SEQ COMP DEM HYP
inä guyä ghorj kä-'ä kä tskänä tä indä
good meet head COMP-3SG SEQ gather OBJ all
grä-xä-ni tä dzärjgä.
friend-PL-3SG IMPF study
'And n.n. thought it would be good to get organized, and he gath-
ered all his friends who were in school.' (written sources)

(39) kä tsä-f-tä-xgq tä xgä tsä guyä
SEQ design-UP-REF-3PL OBJ name DBF meet
tä ghoq-ä-täg yä kä: AERT
PREP head-GEN-3PL DEM äs AERT
'And they named their association AERT [Association des eleves
resortissants de Tourou]' (written sources)

(40) tsätsä-f ä wä kä gi
recognized-UP NBG NEG SEQ immediately
zl-i-n-tä-tsi tä tsä mä xis-ä
chase-AWAY -REF-3SG OBJ DEF PREP second-GEN
märkwä-tän yä
wife-3PL DEM
'She did not recognize him l and he2 immediately chased away the
second wife' (object and subject of the two clauses have different
referents)

5.3. Clauses corresponding to "instead of proposition 1, proposition 2"

The sequential clause is also used after the marker manga 'instead'. The
verb of the first clause is nominalized, its subject being possessive rather
than verbal. The sequential clause is coded as a temporal apodosis, viz.,
its referential marker tä has low tone, even if followed by the subject:
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(41) mägä-tä-cfä tä lekol käy mäntsä mängä
do-REF:SUBJ-lSG OBJ school then instead
dzäng-äy-tfä tä dzängä kä ksä-f-tä
study-PO-lSGOBJ study SEQ catch-UP-REF:SUBJ
dangwä t-ü
illness OBJ-lSG
'When I was going to school, instead of studying, I caught an ill
ness' (lit. an illness caught me')

6. Negative sequential clauses

Negative sequential clauses code the negative outcome of an event, state,
etc. These clauses deny the expectations or presuppositions resulting from
the proposition of the first clause or deny the expectations that the hearer
might have with respect to the situation. The formal marker of these
clauses is the preposition kul 'without', the same marker that is used in
negative relative clauses:

(42) - -zä tä hlui dimdim kul pcfä-nä-tä
eat-SO-eat OBJ meat all without leave-DEM-REF
'he ate all the meat and did not leave anything'

Negative sequential clauses are similar to other clauses with the form kul
'without1 in that they do not have the negative frame ä. . . wä.

7. Counterexpectation clauses

The Counterexpectation clause is marked by the conjunction ma, ämmä or
ämä, 'but' (borrowed from either Hausa or Fula but originally coming
from Arabic):

(43) ksä-f-tä dangwä t-ü käy mäntsä
catch-UP-REF:SUBJ illness OBJ-lSG then then
lä-x-ä-cfä tä lopitäl mä xäcfu kwobu
go-DOWN-lSG PREP hospital (Fr.) but lack money
wä
NBG
'When I caught the illness, I went to a hospital, but there was no
money then'
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The background clause may also be coded by the markers yä na. Recall
that the form nä marks the backgrounded material:

(44) cfiyä-f-cfiyä- yä nä äma tä
germinate-UP-germinate-3PL DEM DEM but IMPF
ghuälä-ku-ghuälä-ku-
dry-ABS -dry-ABS -3PL
'they germinated, but they are drying up'

In concessive clauses the perfective aspect is marked by the reduplicated
form of the verb. However, unlike in independent clauses, the third-per-
son singular subject is overtly marked by the form is/, the same form that
otherwise marks the third-person singular subject in the imperfective as-
pect:

(45) cfiyä-f-cfiyä-tsi yä nä ämä tä
germinate-UP-germinate-3SG DEM DEM but IMPF
ghuälä-ku
dry-ABS
'It has germinated; however, it dries up.'

8. Discourse conjunctions

The term discourse conjunction refers to those markers whose function is
to connect independent sentences in discourse. The role of sequential
marker kä as a discourse conjunction has already been described in a pre-
ceding section. Now we shall concentrate on the most frequently used
discourse conjunction, mbäcfkä.

The conjunction mbäcfkä is a complex structure consisting of the form
mbacf'walk' and the complementizer kä. The evidence that the second el
ement is a complementizer is supported by the fact that subjects of the
following clause, whether nominal or pronominal, follow the comple-
mentizer. Moreover, pronominal subjects after kä have low rather than
high tone, again a characteristic of complementizers.

The discourse conjunction mbäcfkä has all the features of an adverb of
time, as evidenced by the fact that it must be followed by a sequential
clause. The function of the marker is to connect various elements in dis-
course. The marker does not necessarily code the sequence of events in
time. Compare sentences (2), (3), and (4) in the text "Dog and Hyena".
These sentences are marked by mbäcfkä, and yet they do not indicate se-
quentiality in time:
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(46) mä sän-ä fitik mbäcf kä
PREP other-GEN time then COMP ASSC.PL
päkäwäghuvi kä nzä-tä ndä kn
hyena SEQ stay-REF ASSC dog
'At one time, Hyena and Dog lived together.'

(47) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä-tä xvä
then COMP hyena SEQ farm-REF farm
'Hyena had already farmed.'

(48) mbäcf kä xän kä cfgu
then COMP 3PL SEQ thresh
'when they were threshing'

The discourse function is a means to build a narrative rather than to
indicate the semantic relationship between the elements of discourse.

9. Conclusions

Hdi has grammaticalized several types of relationships between clauses.
Paratactic asyndetic constructions, characterized by the absence of any
conjunction, imply a relationship between the clauses without specifying
the nature of the relationship. Conjoined clauses, marked by the auxiliary
verb la 'go', code the perfectivity of the events of the first and second
clause. Sequential clauses marked by kä imply a temporal or logical se-
quence between the event of the first clause and the event of the second
clause. Negative sequential consecutive clauses, marked by the conjunc-
tion kül, indicate that an event that would be expected to follow the first
clause did not occur. Counterexpectation clauses are marked by the form
mä or ämmä and deny the potential consequence of the preceding proposi-
tion. The sequential marker kä and the form mbäcf kä can function as dis-
course conjunctions.





Chapter 21

Clausal complements of verbs of saying

1. Introduction

Clausal complements of verbs of saying are important for the study of
complementation because the formal means used in such clauses have
been grammaticalized in several other functions. We begin with a descrip-
tion of the coding means, followed by the description of the functions of
complementation for individual verbs. Three components are relevant: the
complement-taking verbs, the complementizers, and the form of the com-
plement clause.

The verbs of saying include mnä 'say', Ima 'forbid', cfäwä 'ask', txä
'expel' [words], and gwäcfä 'talk'. The complementizers occurring with
verbs of saying are kä mäntsä 'like that', and kä zläy, consisting most
probably of the sequential marker kä and the quotation form of the verb zl
'talk'.

The discussion of complements of verbs of saying is divided into the
following sections: the de dicto complementizer kä; the omission of verbs
of saying; the de dicto/de re distinction with complements of verbs of
saying; and deontic complements of verbs of saying.

2. The complementizer kä

2.1. The form and syntactic position of the complementizer

The complementizer kä is interesting because of its syntactic position, the
morphological properties connected with it, and its function. All these
properties can be explained by the proposed sources of its grammatical-
ization. The complementizer occurs after the complement clause. It is fol-
lowed by the subject of the verb of saying. The verb of saying, if any, oc-
curs after the subject of the matrix clause.

The evidence that kä is a complementizer rather than simply a verb of
saying is provided by the fact that the matrix clause may have its own
verb:
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(1) mnd-a ray a Mbäkä kä mbftsä mnä-tä
man-GEN hunt Mbaka COMP Mbitsa say-REF
'Mbitsa said that Mbaka is a hunter"

The possible claim that kä is in fact a verb of saying has only two ar-
guments in its favor. The first is that it is followed by subjects, nominal or
pronominal, and the second is that in specific interrogative clauses kä
could be said to be a predicate:

(2) wä kä'-ä
what COMP-3SG
'what did he say?'

(3) wä ki-'i
what COMP-lSG
'what did I say?'

The argument against kä being a verb is the fact that it cannot be used
as a predicate in the future tense:

(4) *wä dzä'ä kä
what PUT COMP
for 'what will he say?

Instead, the verb mna 'say' must be used:

(5) nu dzä'ä tsi mn-äy
'what PUT 3SG say-PO
'what will he say?

Moreover, the form kä may occur as a complementizer with the future
tense:

(6) wä kä-ä dzä'ä mn-äy
what COMP-3SG PUT say-PO
'what will he say?

For other questions where a verb of saying is part of the background,
one must also use the verb mnä:
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(7) wä tä mnä-tä
who COM say-REF
'who said that?

(8) gä mnä-tä-tsi nä
PREP say-REF :SUBJ-3SG Q
'where did he say that?

(9) kä mnä-tä-tsi
SEQ say-REF :SUBJ-3SG
'and he said'

The form kä cannot be used as a predicate in negative clauses. Instead
negation of the verb mnä 'say' must be used:

(10) xaff skwi mnä-tsi wä
lack thing say-3SG NBG
'he did not say anything'

In natural discourse, the verb of saying is often omitted and the com-
plementizer is the only indicator of what type of matrix predicate the sen-
tence has.

2.2. Subject pronouns and the complementizer

Pronominal subjects of the matrix clause follow the complementizer:

(11) la ka-xdn
go COMP-3PL
'they told him to go'

mnä-nä-tä
tell-3SG-REF

All subject pronouns following the complementizer except for the third-
person singular ä have low tone. Recall that in pragmatically independent
clauses, subject pronouns except for the third-person plural have high
tone.

The third-person singular pronoun is a, as opposed to the zero-marking
of the perfective aspect of verbs or the is/of the dependent imperfective
aspect. The form a occurs as a third-person subject marker in several other
environments, such as sequential clauses. The evidence that ä is the third-
person singular is provided by its complementary distribution with other
pronominal forms following kä:
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(12) sä-ghä-sä kä- ndä fi
amve-D:PVG-arrive COMP-3PL ASSC 1SG
'they told me to come'

(13) sä-ghä-sä kä-i/kä ndä tsi
am ve-D:PVG-arrive COMP-1SG/2SG ASSC 3SG
'I/you told him to come'

When the pronoun a follows the complementizer kä, the complemen-
tizer is often reduced to ko or kä

(14) sä-ghä-sä kö-ä ndä fi
amve-D:FVG-arrive COMP-3SG ASSC 1SG
'he told me to come'

The complementizer may be further reduced to the consonant k when
followed by the third-person singular a. Evidence for this reduction is that
the vowel following k is articulated separately, producing the sequence
k'ä. In our transcription, we represent each instance of the complementizer
as it actually occurred, rather than trying to use one conventionalized
transcription.

3. The coding of the addressee

If a verb of saying is used, the nominal addressee is coded as an object,
viz. by the position following the verb. If the addressee is pronominal, it
is coded by the appropriate pronoun affixed to the verb. For the third
person this pronoun is nä. Both types of coding of the addressee are
illustrated in the following fragment:

(15) lä-ghä päkäwghuvi kä mnä-n-tä kn
go-D:PVG hyena SBQ tell-3-REF dog
'And Hyena said to Dog!'

yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä yä
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mnä-nä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-DEM-REF
' "Do not look inside the pot," he said to him.'
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(16) yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä yä
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mnä-ghä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-2SG-REF
' "Do not look inside the pot," he told you.'

(17) yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä yä
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mn-ixä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-lSG-REF
' "Do not look inside the pot," he told me.'

If the verb of saying is omitted, the addressee is marked by the asso-
ciative preposition ndä:

(18) wä-nä-f-wä na mähläkä-cfä na,
walk around-DEM-UP-walk around DEM wall-lSG DEM
kä-'ä ndä duxwäl-xä-ni
COMP-3SG ASSC youngster-PL-3SG
' "Surround [my house] with a wall," he told his people.'

(19) ka-xsn ndä tsä mndu-xa yä mäntsä
COMP-3PL ASSC DEF man-PL DEM like that
'they were saying thus to the people'

4. The order of clauses in complementation

4.1. The problem

In complements of verbs of saying, nominal complements follow the ma-
trix clause and clausal complements precede the matrix clause. Nominal
complements such as "word", "news", "story" follow the matrix verb. If
there is a subject following the verb, the object is preceded by the prepo-
sition tä:

(20) mn-ixä-mnä tä purkutu ndzum
tell-lSG-tell OBJ story
'he/she told me a story'

(21) mn-ixä-mnä tä lffcf-ä gwäcfä
tell-lSG-tell OBJ new-GEN word
'he/she told me the news'
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Clausal complements precede the matrix clause. When the verb of saying
is omitted, the complementizer and the subject are the only traces of the
matrix clause:

(22) tä dzä- ka rveri
IMPF go-lSG COMP lion
' "I will go," said Lion.'

(23) xgä-n-ti-' tä gwi'yän wä kä'-ä
call-3-REF-lSG OBJ elephant NBG COMP-3SG
' "I will not invite Elephant," he said.'

(24) yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä yä
Should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mnä-nä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-DEM-REF
' "do not look inside the pot," he told him.'

The addressee phrase occurs after the complementizer:

(25) lä-ghä- da gwi'yän kädokodok tä
go-D:PVG-3SG PREP elephant please IMPF
kum-äy- tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da väghu mä
like-PO-lSG OBJ 2SG FOR go PREP work PREP
vwäx-ä-cfä ka ndä gwi'yän
field-GEN-lSG COMP ASSC elephant
'Having arrived at Elephant's, he said, "Please, I would like you to
come to work in the field of my in-laws."'

4.2. An explanation of clausal order

In order to explain the different behavior of the nominal and the clausal
complements, it is useful to invoke the distinction between de dicto ana de
re complements (cf. Frajzyngier 1991). The complement of the verb of
saying is in the domain de re if it represents a specific object, including the
specific result of the performing of a speech act. The de re complements
follow the matrix verb.

The complement is in the domain de dicto if it refers to something that
has been said. De dicto complements precede the matrix clause.

The same utterance may be presented as being in the domain de re
(what actually has been uttered) or in the domain de dicto (the sense of
what has been uttered). The clause may be presented as being in the do-
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main de re, i.e., it may follow the complementizer with its subject. But in
such a case, it must be preceded by a complementizer marking it as actual
utterance, e.g. mäntsä 'like that5:

(26) kä yäghi mäntsä, lä-m-lä cfifa-ugh-tä
COMP Squirrel COMP go-IN-go hide-SO-REF
xädi yä mä tughwäzäk xädi yä da
here DEM PREP hibiscus here DEM please
'Squirrel said, "Go hide yourself here in the hibiscus, here in this
very place, won't you?"'

Most often, the complement clause that follows the complementizer
with its subject also ends with a complementizer and its subject:

(27) kä yägh mäntsä cfifa-ugh-cfifä xäd yä
COMP Squirrel COMP hide-SO-hide here DEM
kä yäghi
COMP squirrel
'Squirrel said, "Hide yourself here."'

(28) kä uvä mäntsä ma si tä dzä-
COMP cat COMP HYP PAST IMPF go-lSG
mndän nä ä duq a kä da xgä-n-tä
but DEM COND except 2SG PUT call-3-REF
kn kä uvä
dog COMP cat
'Cat answered, "I might go, but on condition that you do not invite
Dog."' (lit. 'but will you invite Dog?)

In the second instantiation, the subject may be represented by a pro-
noun rather by a full noun:

(29) kä yäghi mäntsä xgä-n-ti-i tä kn
COMP squirrel COMP call-3-REF-1SG OBJ dog
wä k'-ä
NEG COMP-3SG
'Squirrel answered that he would not invite Dog.'
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(30) kä-'ä nä: [pause] kulä xtsfrjg-ä skw-ä pdu
COMP-3SG DEM grave nose-GEN thing-GEN poverty
kä-'ä
COMP-3SG
'he said thus: a grave on the nose of poverty' (i.e. 'may poverty be
cursed')

The addressee phrase can occur after both instantiations of the sequence
complementizer-subject:

(31) ka'-a ndä uvä mäntsa kädokodok tä
COMP-3SG ASSC cat like that please IMPF
kum-äy- tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da väghu
like-PO-lSG OBJ 2SG FOR go PURP work
mü vwäx-ä-dä kä-'ä ndä uvä
PREP-at field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG ASSC cat
'He said to Cat: "I beg you to go and work in the field of my in-
laws." '

The evidence for the distinction between de dicto and de re comple-
ments is provided by complements of the same verb, which, depending
on the position of the complement clause, are interpreted as being either in
the domain de dicto or the domain de re. For example, the verb Ima
'forbid' may take a de re complement, which follows the matrix clause
verb. The de re complement is preceded by the sequential marker kä rather
than by the complementizer kä:

(32) lmä-f-lmä ti-' kä zä skwi
forbid-UP-forbid OBJ-1SG SEQ eat thing
'she prevented me from eating' (by refusing me food, etc.)

(33) lma-f-lma-lu ti- kä dzä'ä da maroua
forbid-UP-forbid-UH OBJ-lSG SEQ go PREP Maroua

was forbidden to go to Maroua' (I did not go)

(34) lmä-f-lm- kä zä skwi
forbid-UP-forbid-1SG SEQ eat thing

prevented him from eating' (he did not eat)

The complement clause may also be preceded by the imperfective
marker fa. In such a case the interdiction came during the event and the
event was not completed:
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(35) lmä-f-lmä t-fi ta zä skwi
forbid-UP-forbid OBJ-lSG IMPF eat thing
'While I was eating, she forbade me to eat and I stopped eating'

The same verb may also take de dicto complements, which precede the
matrix verb:

(36) mä zo-tsi ki-' lma-f-ta
PROH eat-3SG COMP-lSG forbid-UP-REF

told him not to eat' (he might have eaten or not)

More evidence for the coding of the distinction between the de dicto
and de re domains is provided by the complements of the verb grä 'think,
calculate'. The complement clause is fronted if the object of belief is a
proposition whose truth may be in doubt. In this case the complementizer
occurs at the end of the complement clause, i.e. between the complement
and the matrix clause:

(37) mnd-ä räyä mbäkä kä mbitsä tä gr-äy
man-GEN hunt Mbaka COMP Mbitsä IMPF think-PO
'Mbitsä thinks that Mbaka is a hunter"

If, however, the sentential complement is in the domain de re, it is not
fronted and it does not end in a complementizer. Instead, the verb is
nominalized and its subject appears as a possessive suffix:

(38) grä-f-ndä-grä mbitsä tä
think-UP-ASSC-think Mbitsä OBJ
zä-nä-p-t-ä-ni tä pitsäkw-ä-ni
forget-DEM-OUT-REF-GEN-3SG OBJ hoe-GEN-3SG
'Mbitsä realized that he had forgotten his hoe'

5. Complements of cognitive verbs

The complement of the verb snä 'know, hear' may be marked by the
complementizer kä-'ä following the complement clause. In addition, the
complement of cognitive verbs may also be marked by the complementizer
kä zl-äy and the background marker nä following the matrix clause. First
examples with the complementizer kä-'ä alone:
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(39) ndä sn- zä-nä-p-zä- tä
STAT know-lSG forget-DEM-OUT-forget-3PL OBJ
pitsäkw-ä-tän kä-'ä
hoe-GEN-3PL COMP

know that they forgot their hoe'

(40) zlä-nä-zlä-kä kä-'ä ndä sn-
leave-DEM-leave-2SG COMP-3SG STAT hear-lSG

know that he said that you left it'

(41) zlä-nä-zlä-kä tä pitsäkw kä-'ä ndä
leave-DEM-leave-2SG OBJ hoe COMP-3SG STAT
sn-i
hear-lSG

know that you left your hoe'

The coding of the clausal complement differs from the coding of the
nominal complement in that the nominal complement is preceded by the
object marker fa:

(42) ndä snä- tä xürgw-ä-ni gä sorcfok
stat hear-lPL.EXCL OBJ roar-GEN-3SG PREP morning
'we have heard its [lion's] roar this morning'

In negative clauses, there is no complementizer and instead the comple-
ment clause is preceded by the sequential marker:

(43) snä / kä wä tsi wä
know ISO SEQ who 3SG NBG

do not know who he is' (In negative clauses the verb has low
tone before the subject.)

Putting the complement clause in sentence-initial position results in an un-
grammatical sentence:

(44) *wa tsi kä snä-i wä
who 3SG SEQ know-lSG NBG
for do not know who he is'

The complement of the cognitive verb may be marked by the comple-
mentizer kä zläy nä to code the de re domain of the complement clause:
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(45) kä yäwu ndzä-kw-ä-gä-p-tä xdi mändä
SEQ when settle-ABS-GO-INN-OUT-REF Hdi since
ghäliyä ndä snä-xäij kä zläy nä indä
old time STAT know-3PL SEQ COMP DEM all
mndu-xä tä mtu-tä nä ngä tfokcfek ä
man-PL COM die-REF DEM FOR finish NBG
wu kä-'ä
NBG COMP
'ever since the Hdi exist, they know that when people die, it is not
forever1 (i.e., the spirits of the ancestors do not die)

6. The imperative mood in complements of verbs of saying

The imperative mood of the complement clause is coded by the imperative
form of the verb in the de re domain, i.e. when the complement clause
follows the complementizer. The verb is reduplicated:

(46) kä yägh mäntsä d'ifä-ugh-cfifa xäd yä kä
COMP squirrel COMP hide-SO-hide here DEM COMP
yäghi
squirrel
'Squirrel said, "Hide yourself here."'

In the de dicto domain, i.e. when the complement clause precedes the
complementizer, the simple form of the verb is used (in elicited sentences
the verb m/rä'say' is most often present):

(47) la kä-XQn mn-ixä-tä
go COMP-PL tell-lSG-REF
'they told me to go'

(48) lä kä-xän mnä-ghä-tä
go COMP-3PL tell-2SG-REF
'they told you to go'

(49) lä kä mbitsä mnä-nä-tä mbäkä
go COMP Mbitsä tell-DEM-REF Mbaka
'Mbitsa told Mbaka to go'

If the addressee is plural, the verb of the complement clause has the plural
imperative form:
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(50) lä-wä-lä kä-xän mnä-nnä-tä
go-PL-go COMP-3PL tell-lPL:I
'they told us to go'

(51) lä-wä-lä kä mnä-mä-tä
gO-PL-gO COMP 3PL tell-lPL:INCL-REF
'they told us to go'

If the verb mnä is omitted, the addressee of the matrix clause is marked
by the associative preposition nda:

(52) la kä mbitsä nda tsi
go COMP Mbitsä ASSC 3SG
'Mbitsa told him to go'

(53) lä-wä-lä kä iyu ndä xän
go-PL-go COMP ISO ASSC 3PL

told them to go'

7. Backgrounding and complementation

The matrix clause with verbs of saying or with cognitive verbs may be
followed by the proximate demonstrative marker na. Recall that the
proximate demonstrative marks comments on the topicalized element. The
matrix clause is not a topic in the sentence with a verb of saying, but
rather is background for the following clause, providing the information
about the source from which the following clause comes. Thus the matrix
clause may have a cognitive verb snä 'hear, know', grä 'measure, think'.

The verb grä 'think' is used mainly to code the speaker's uncertainty
about the truth of the proposition. The matrix clause is backgrounded
through the sentence-initial position and, crucially, through the use of the
demonstrative na.

(54) tä grä-f-t- na ma zlrimä Gudalu
IMPF think-UP-REF-lSG DEM PREP branch Gudalu

should think it is from one of the branches of the Gudalu clan'
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(55) wätu ki- tä gr-äy na kä
according COMP-lSG IMPF think-PO DEM like
midriminu tä nghä-tsi
surprise IMPF see:PVG-3SG
'according to what I think, he sees it as a surprise'

The matrix clause may also be followed by the sequence kä zläy. which
marks the following clause as being in the domain de re:

(56) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä tx-äy
then COMP hyena SEQ expel-PO
kä zläy nä - -mä mbizä küruku. . .
SFjQ COMP COMP eat-SO-lPL bean dish first
Then Hyena said, "Let us first eat the bean dish."'

The connection between backgrounding and verbs of saying is that the
second clause is very often followed by the complementizer kä- 'ä regard-
less of the subject of the matrix clause:

(57) zä-nä-p-z- kä zläy na mä
forget-DEM-OUT -forget-1SG SEQ COMP DEM PREP
zlnmä güdälu kä-'ä
branch Gudalu COMP

forgot that it is from one of the branches of the Gudalu clan'

(58) ndä sn- kä zläy nä mä zlnmä
STAT know-lSG SEQ COMP DEM PREP branch
güdälu kä-'ä
Gudalu COMP

know that it is from one of the branches of the Gudalu clan'

8. Prohibition in the complement clause

Prohibitive sentential complements precede the matrix clause. They are
marked in one of four ways. In one, the complement clause is preceded
by the prohibitive particle mä, which serves as the prohibitive marker in
simple sentences. The matrix clause may consist of the complementizer
and subject only. The coding of the prohibitive mood in the complement
clause is the same as in matrix clauses, viz., the verb occurs in the root
form before the subject:
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(59) ma z$-i kä-'ä
PROH eat-lSG COMP-3SG
'he forbade me to eat*

The second means of coding prohibition in the complement clause is
through the use of the verb yäghä, followed by a nominalized form of the
verb in the complement clause; the matrix clause is represented by the
complementizer followed by the subject:

(60) yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä yä
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mnä-nä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-DEM-REF
* "Do not look inside the pot," he said to him.'

(61) yägh-kä ngh- didä kä-'ä mn-ixä-tä
should not-2SG look-SO inside COMP tell-lSG-REF
' "You should not look inside," that's what he told me.'

(62) yäghä-tsi xgä-n-tä uvä ko-
should not-3SG call-3-REF cat COMP-lSG

told him not to invite Cat.'

The verb yäghä cannot be used in the matrix clause if that is the only
clause of the sentence:

(63) *yägh-i da ngh didä
should not- ISG PREP look inside
for should not look inside'

9. Cross-reference and disjoint-reference coding

Unlike many other Chadic languages (cf. Frajzyngier 1985d, 1985e), Hdi
has no logophoric pronouns. Nevertheless, the language does have a
means to indicate whether the third-person subject of the complement
clause is co-referential with the third-person subject of the matrix clause.
Co-referentiality is coded through the use of the first-person subject in the
complement clause. Disjoint reference is coded through the use of the
third-person subject a in the complement clause:
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(64) xgä-n-ti-i ia uvä wä kä yäghi
call-3-REF:SUBJ-lSG OBJ cat NBG COMP squirrel
' "I am not going to invite Cat," said Squirrel.'

(65) xgä-n-tä-ä a tä uvä wä kä
call-3-REF:SUBJ-3SG NBG OBJ cat NBG COMP
yäghi
squirrel
' "Hei is not going to invite Cat," said Squirrel2.'

(66) zä-nä-p-z- tä pitsäkw-ä-ghä
forget-DEM-OUT-forget-1SG OBJ hoe-GEN-2SG
kä mbitsä ndä mbäkä
COMP Mbitsä ASSC Mbaka
'Mbitsai told Mbaka2 that hei forgot his2 hoe'

The reference to the speaker and the addressee of the on-going discourse
is ruled out in (66) because the sentence initial position of the complement
clause marks it as being in the de dicto domain, and its arguments refer to
the reported discourse situation.

If the verb has an unmarked subject, then the third-person subject is
not co-referential with either of the participants in the discourse.

(67) zä-nä-p-zä tä pitsäkw-ä-
forget-DEM-OUT-forget OBJ hoe-GEN-3SG
kä mbitsä ndä mbäkä
COMP Mbitsä ASSC Mbaka
'Mbitsai told Mbaka2 that he3 forgot his3 hoe'

(68) lä-ghu-lä kä-'ä ndä tsi
gO-D:SO-gO COMP-3SG ASSC 3SG
'hei told him2 that hes went5

In the preceding example, if the subject of the complement clause were the
same as the addressee of the matrix clause, the verb of the complement
clause would be marked by the second-person singular subject pronoun.
If the subject of the complement clause were the same as the subject of the
matrix clause, the verb of the complement clause would be marked by the
first-person singular subject pronoun.

In deontic complements, the overt coding of both the third-person ad-
dressee in the matrix clause and the third-person subject in the comple-
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ment clause through the third-person pronoun -tsiindicates disjoint refer-
ence:

(69) kä lä-tsi kä mbitsä ndä tsi
SBQ go-3SG COMP Mbitsä ASSC 3SG
'Mbitsai told him2 that he3 should go'

If the prohibition is directed at the addressee, then the embedded clause
has the second-person singular pronoun. The order to the addressee is
coded through the imperative form in the embedded clause:

(70) lä kä mbitsä ndä tsi
go COMP Mbitsä ASSC 3SG
'Mbitsai told him2 that he2 should go'

Cross-reference between the subject of the matrix clause and the subject of
the embedded clause is coded through the use of the first-person subject
pronoun in the embedded clause:

(71) \a dzä-i kä mbitsä ndä tsi
IMPF go-ISO COMP Mbitsä ASSC 3SG
'Mbitsai told him2 that hei should go' or 'Mbitsä told him that I
should go'

Cross-reference with the addressee is coded through the second-person
subject pronoun in the complement clause:

(72) tä dzä-ä-kä kä mbitsä ndä tsi
IMPF go-2SG COMP Mbitsä ASSC 3SG
'Mbitsai told him2 that he2 should go'

10. Conclusions

Four means are used in complementation of verbs of saying and cognitive
verbs: clausal order, complementizers kä, kä zläy, and the demonstrative
nä. Clausal order is used to distinguish between de re and de dicto
complements. If the complement is in the domain de dicto, the
complement clause precedes the matrix clause. If the complement is in the
domain de re, the matrix clause precedes the complement clause.

The verb of saying is usually omitted in natural discourse, leaving the
de dicto complementizer kä, followed by a nominal or pronominal subject,
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as the only marker of the matrix clause. The third-person singular subject
following the complementizer kä is a. With verbs other than verbs of
saying the form ka-'ä has been grammaticalized as the complementizer for
all persons and numbers.

Deontic complements of verbs of saying are marked by the imperative
form of the complement clause verb. Second-person pronouns are suf-
fixed to the verb of the complement clause.

Co-referentiality of the third-person subject of the complement clause
and the third-person subject of the matrix clause is coded through the use
of the first-person subject pronoun in the complement clause. Although
this means eliminates potential ambiguity among the participants in the
events described in the sentence, it creates ambiguity between the partici-
pants in the conversation and participants in the events of the sentence.





Chapter 22

Interrogative complements

1. Introduction

Interrogative complements may follow non-interrogative verbs of saying
as well as the interrogative verb cfäwä 'ask'. There are two possible orders
for complements of the interrogative verb cfäwä : Questions concerning
the truth of the proposition (yes/no questions) and specific questions (wh-
questions) occur in sentence-initial position followed by the matrix clause.
They behave thus like complements in the de dicto domain. Requests for a
thing or action occur after the matrix clause, thus behaving like de re
complements:

(1) si kä cfäwä-f-tä- tä tvi da
PAST SEQ ask-UP-REF-lPL.EXCL OBJ way PREP
sous-prefet
sous-prefet
'at that time we asked permission from the sous-prefet'

The clausal complement of the verb cfäwä may be marked by the
complementizer kä zläy and the comment clause marker nä and introduced
as a de re complement, i.e. one that is not a request for an answer. This is
one of the means to ask a question in an indirect way:

(2) sä-b da cfäwä-n-tä da käghuni kä
arrive-OUT PURP ask-3-REF:SUBJ PREP 2PL SEQ
zläy nä, sä-ghä ndigä käghuni nä, kä-'ä
COMP DEM arrive-D:PVG FROM 2PL Q COMP
U
1SG

came to ask you where you come from'

The general structure of a sentence with an interrogative de dicto
complement is Complement clause Matrix clause. The interrogative clause
xends in an appropriate interrogative marker, i.e. rä for yes/no questions
and nä for specific questions. The interrogative particle may be followed
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by the de dicto complementizer kä, which is followed by the subject of the
matrix clause and then by the matrix verb. The third-person singular pro-
noun after the complementizer is ä. The addressee, if any, occurs at the
end of the matrix clause and is marked by the preposition da 'from':

(3) ir-ä-w na nä da kä'-ä cfäwä-n-tä
eye-GEN-who DEM Q father COMP-3SG ask-3-REF
da tsi
PREP 3SG
' "Whose eye is this, father?" he asked him.'

Recall that addressees of non-interrogative verbs, such as mna 'say', are
coded by the associative preposition nda. Since the complement interroga-
tive clause has the same form as the simple interrogative clause, the dis-
cussion in the present chapter focuses on the interaction among the means
of subordination, clausal order, and modality.

2. Yes/no interrogative complements

Complement questions concerning the truth of the proposition, like simple
yes/no questions, are marked by the clause-final interrogative marker rä or
ii. The complementizer kä follows the interrogative marker. The subject of
the matrix clause follows the complementizer kä, even if there is an overt
verb in the matrix clause:

(4) mä vli xädä n grä ku-lu cfäwä-ij-tä yä
good place there Q friend COMP-UH ask-3-REF DEM
One asked, "Is everything fine there, friend?"'

The verb däwä 'ask' may be omitted, like other verbs of saying. The
identity of the omitted verb is assured by the clausal order Complement
Matrix and by the interrogative markers occuring at the end of the com-
plement clause:

(5) M vD xädä ri grä ku-lu
good place there Q friend COMP-UH
One asks, "Is everything fine there, friend?"'

Rhetorical questions are formed by the marker käy, often realized as [ke\,
at the end of the sentence, i.e. at the end of the matrix clause when the
order is Embedded Matrix. The rhetorical marker is inherently an inter-
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jection, as evidenced by the fact that it also occurs in non-interrogative
clauses, and also by the fact that it does not replace the interrogative
marker ra but rather occurs with it:

(6) kwfäkw- kä-'ä r-käy
small-1SG COMP-3SG Q-INTERJ
'does he think that I am small?

3. Specific interrogative complements (wh-questions)

The formation of embedded specific interrogatives (wh-questions) con-
sists of putting the interrogative clause in sentence-initial position. The
embedded interrogative clause has the same structure as the simple inter-
rogative clause. Specific interrogative complements may end in the low-
tone particle nä. The matrix clause begins with the complementizer kä,
followed by the subject of the matrix clause. The matrix clause thus has
the same form as the matrix clause with a verb of saying, providing an
additional piece of evidence that interrogative complements are in the do-
main de dicto.

3,1. Interrogative complements about human participants

The marker wa 'who' occurs in clause-initial, hence sentence-initial, posi-
tion. When the interrogative wä has the function of the subject of the
clause, it behaves like a subject in focus constructions. Aspect and tense
markers follow the interrogative wä. The complement clause has the as-
pectual/tense system that codes pragmatically dependent clauses. The per-
fective aspect is marked by the suffix tä after the interrogative marker. Re-
call that the perfective aspect in contrastive focus constructions is also
marked by the particle tä. The pronouns following the complementizer
have low tone:

(7) wä tä s- tä ghzu ki-'i cfäwä-n-tä
who COM drink-SO OBJ beer COMP-lSG ask-3-REF

asked who drank beer5

(8) wä tä sä ghzu ki-' tä cfäw-äy
who IMPF drink beer COMP-lSG IMPF ask-lSG

am asking who drinks beer*
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(9) wä dzä'ä käti- nä ki-' cfäwä-n-tä
who PUT help-ISO Q COMP-lSG ask-3-REF

asked who could help me'

Questions about a human object have also wä in clause-initial position.
The grammatical function of wä is marked by the presence of the subject
following the verb of the embedded clause:

(10) wä dzä-p-tsi ki-'i cfäwä-n-tä
who hit-OUT-3SG COMP-lSG ask-3-REF

asked who he hit'

(11) wä mbä-nä-f-tsi ki-' cfäwä-n-tä
who treat-DEM-UP-3SG COMP-lSG ask-3-REF

asked who he cured'

Questions about the associative argument have the associative prepo-
sition ndä followed by interrogative wä:

(12) sä-ghä ndä-wä ki-' cfäwä-n-tä
arrive-DiPVG ASSC-who COMP-lSG ask-3-REF

asked with whom he came'

Questions about the dative are formed through the preposition ngä 'FOR'
followed by the interrogative wä:

(13) kä ngä wä sä-ghä-tsi ki-' cfäwä-n-tä
SEQ FOR whom arrive-D:PVG-3SG COMP-lSG ask-3-REF

asked for whom he came'

Other arguments that are marked by prepositions in the indicative clause
and in simple interrogative clauses are also marked by prepositions in em-
bedded interrogative clauses:

(14) dä-wä sä-ghä-tsi ki-' cfäwä-n-tä
PREP-who arrive-D:PVG-3SG COMP-lSG ask-3-REF

asked to whom he came'
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3.2. Interrogative complements about non-human participants

Interrogative complements about non-human participants are marked as in
the indicative and matrix interrogative clauses. The complement clause
may follow a backgrounded matrix clause or precede the matrix clause:

(15) kä-kä da zläy nä, säräk-ä wu
COMP-2SG PUT COMP DEM stick-GEN which thing
käghä säräk
2SG stick
'you are a stick of what?

The interrogative clause may be a complement of a non-interrogative
verb of saying. The following example does not have a matrix clause
verb, but the evidence that it was a non-interrogative verb that was omitted
is provided by the fact that the addressee is coded by the associative
preposition ndä rather than by the locative preposition da:

(16) no xga-nf mägä-glä-ghä-lu käy gulf kcferi
what name-3SG do-again-2SG-UH INTERJ again Kderi
kä zwän-ä läzgläfiä ndä kcfen
COMP children-GEN God ASSC Kderi
' "What have they done to you again, Kderi?" said the children of
God'

The interrogative complement may be represented as direct speech, i.e.
as a de re complement, by the complementizer mäntsä 'like that' following
the matrix clause:

(17) kä gäwä ndä xon mäntsä, na nä
COMP Gawa ASSC 3PL like that what Q
skwi xäb-äf käghuni tä xul nä da?
thing attach-UP 2PL PREP back DEM POL
'Gawa asked them: what do you have on your back?

The complementizer mäntsä cannot be replaced by the sequence kä zläy nä
in the preceding clause.
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3.3. Interrogative complements about the place

The interrogative complement about place starts with the particle gä
'where'. The complement clause may follow the matrix clause or precede
it. If the complement clause follows the matrix clause, the complementizer
mäntsä is used.

(18) käxon mäntsä, si ndi gä kä ndä
COMP-3PL like that PAST toward where 2SG ASSC
rvidik
night
They asked: "Where were you last night?"'

If the complement clause precedes the matrix clause, the complementizer
mäntsä cannot be used. Instead, the matrix clause begins with the com-
plementizer kä:

(19) gä kdix-ä-cfä na kä-'ä ndä tsä
where donkey-GEN-lSG Q COMP-3SG ASSC DBF
mndu-xä yä
man-PL DEM
"'Where is my donkey?" he asked them'

3.4. Interrogative complements about the time

The interrogative complement about time has the complement clause in
sentence-initial position. The interrogative particle is yäwu 'when'.

(20) yäwu dzä'ä hldrä-kä tä hlnä kä ff
when PUT start-2SG OBJ work COMP 1SG
cfäwä-n-tä da mbitsä
ask-3-REF PREP Mbitsa

asked Mbitsa when he could start work5

(21) yäwu hldrä-f-tä-kä tä hlnä kä ff
when start-UP-REF-2SG OBJ work COMP 1SG
cfäwä-n-tä da mbitsä
ask-3-REF PREP Mbitsa

asked Mbitsa when he started work'
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3.5. Interrogative complements about the possessor

Interrogative complements about the possessor have an interrogative pos-
sessive phrase with the structure Noun phrase Genitive- wä in clause-ini-
tial position. The marker wä is reduced to w in phrase-internal position.
The complement clause ends in the interrogative particle na and it precedes
the matrix clause:

(22) sl-ä-w nä na da kä kn klä-gä-f
leg-GEN-who DEM Q father COMP dog take-INN-UP
tä slä zwän-ä päkäwäghuvi
OBJ leg child:PL-GEN hyena
'Dog picked up a leg of Hyena's children and asked: "Whose leg is
this, Father?'"

3.6. Interrogative complements about the reason

The scope of the interrogative is marked by one of the expressions that
mark reason why questions in the simple clause, viz. käbgä wü 'reason':

(23) käbgä wu ghünä-gha- - tä zwärj-ä-cfä nä
why sent-D:PVG-REF-lSG OBJ son-GEN-lSG Q
kä räaku tfäwä-n-tä da tsi
COMP Raku ask-3-REF PREP 3SG
'Raku asked him why I sent my son'

3.7. Interrogative complements about the manner

Interrogative complements about manner are sentence-initial and are pre-
ceded by the interrogative particle wä followed by the de dicto comple-
mentizer kä. Subject pronouns of the complement clause are suffixed to
the complementizer. The complement clause may end in the question
marker nä.

(24) wä kä-kä da ta kwä tä ghon
how COMP-2SG prepare OBJ calabash PREP head
kä ff däwä-n-tä da räku
COMP ISO ask-3-REF PREP Raku

asked Raku how she made her calabash'
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(25) wä k-iyu sä-ghä da turu nä
how COMP-lSG arrive-D:PVG PREP Tourou Q
kä räku cfäwä-n-tä da ff
COMP Raku ask-3-REF PREP 1SG
'Raku asked me how I came to Tourou'

When the subject of the complement clause is third-person singular, the
consonant k of the complementizer kä becomes the syllabic coda of the
interrogative wä. The third-person singular marker a is rearticulated as a
separate syllable:

Perfective:

(26) wä-k-'ä sä-ghä da tur nä
how-COMP-3SG arrive-D:PVG PREP Tourou Q
kä räaku (cfäwä-n-tä) da fi
COMP Raku ask-3-REF PREP 1SG
'Raku asked me how he came to Tourou'

Imperfective:

(27) wä-k-'ä tä sä-ghä da tur nä
how-COMP-3SG IMPF arrive-D:PVG PREP Tourou Q
kä räku (cfäwä-n-tä) da fi
COMP Raku ask-3-REF PREP 1SG
'Raku asked me how he comes to Tourou'

Nominal subjects follow the complementizer as well:

(28) wä kä mbitsa sä-ghä da turu
how COMP Mbitsa arrive-D:PVG PREP Tourou
kä räaku cfäwä-n-tä da fi
COMP Raku ask-3-REF PREP 1SG
'Raku asked me how Mbitsa came to Tourou'

(29) wä kä mbitsa gzmä-tä nd-fi kä räaku
how COMP Mbitsa meet-REF ASSC-lSG COMP Raku
cfäwä-n-tä
ask-3-REF
'Raku asked Mbitsa how he met me'
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4. Non-propositional addressees

The term non-propositional addressee refers to an addressee who is not a
participant in the proposition of the clause (cf. Frajzyngier 1989b) but
rather a participant in the discourse in which the clause is uttered. The
non-propositional addressee may be nominal or pronominal. A non-
propositional addressee in Hdi is coded outside of the proposition and at
the end of the clause. In the following example, the addressee kn 'dog'
occurs after the interrogative marker and before the complementizer. It has
high tone because it occurs in the interrogative clause:

(30) tä tsgh-äy tsgh-äy-kä ri kri kä
IMPF send-PO send-PO-2SG Q dog COMP
päkäwäghuvi nä
hyena DEM
' "Dog, are you sending them up?" said Hyena.'

The addressee may also be coded by the form gä, a variant of grä
'friend', which follows the specific interrogative marker nä. The resulting
sequence is reduced in normal speech to no gä (note the change of tone
from low to high when nä becomes nä}. The plural form of the non-
propositional addressee is gä-xä, further supporting the hypothesis that gä
is a nominal form. The coding of the addressee is independent of the
coding of the subject of the clause:

(31) no tä mäg-kä nd grä
what IMPF do-2SG Q friend
'what are you doing?

The addressee of the interrogative is independent of the subject of the
clause:

(32) no tä mäg-xan no gä
what IMPF do-3PL Q friend
'what are they doing?

5. Conclusions

Interrogative complements are marked by the same markers as indepen-
dent interrogative clauses. The matrix clause is marked by the comple-
mentizer kä, which provides evidence that interrogative clauses are con-
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strued as complements of verbs of saying. Embedded questions about the
truth of the proposition are marked by the clause-final particle ra. Specific
questions are marked by clause-initial specific question words and the op-
tional clause-final particle na. Interrogative complements provide addi-
tional evidence for the proposed distinction between de dicto and de re
complements. De dicto complements of the verb cfäwä 'ask' precede the
matrix clause, while de re complements of the same verb (requests for a
thing or an action) follow the matrix clause.



Chapter 23

Complements of verbs of perception

1. Introduction

We devote this chapter to the complements of verbs nghä 'see' and snä
'hear, know'. Only one clausal order—Matrix clause-Complement
clause—is allowed with these verbs. This constraint is consistent with the
hypothesis that de re complements follow the matrix clause.

The relevant question for verbs of perception is the distinction between
direct and indirect perception. There are three constructions coding
evidential modalities with complements of verbs of perception. Direct per-
ception is coded through the use of complementizers; nominalization of
the complement clause; and matrix coding of the subject of the comple-
ment clause (sometimes called "subject-to-object raising"). Indirect per-
ception is coded through several complementizers.

2. Direct perception

2.1. Complementizer käwäk

One means of encoding direct perception is through the structure käwäk-
Subject pronoun(s). The form käwäk behaves similarly to the comple-
mentizer kä. We gloss käwäk as 'how' (all examples elicited):

(1) nghä käwäk-iyu si tä välä vD
look how-lSG PAST IMPF jump place
'look how I jumped'

(2) nghä käwäk-ä si tä välä vli
look how-3SG PAST PREP jump place
'look how he jumped'

The third-person plural suffix xon is added to the third-person singular
pronoun rather than to the complementizer, resulting in the form a-xsn:
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(3) nghä käwäk-ä-xän si tä välä vli
look how-3SG-3PL PAST PREP jump place
'look how they jumped'

2.2. Nominalization

Direct perception of the event can be coded though the nominalization of
the complement clause. The complement clause follows the matrix clause.
The evidence for the nominalization of the complement clause is the fact
that the subject pronouns are possessive and are preceded by the posses-
sive marker a:

(4) snä-n-snä tä dzä'ä-cfä
hear-3-hear OBJ go-lSG
'he heard me go', 'he heard my departure'

(5) ndä snä- ta xurgw-ä- ga sorcfak,
STAT hear-lPL.EXCL OBJ roar-GEN-3SG PREP morning
'we have heard his roar this morning'

(6) ngha-ngh-fyu tä hlfyä-ni
see-see-ISG OBJ leave-3SG

saw him go'

The nominalized clause may refer to events in the past or in the future:

(7) sna-n-sna tä dzä'ä-cfä kcfä
hear-3-hear OBJ go-lSG year
'he knew about my departure last yeaf

If the verb of the complement clause is transitive and has no exten-
sions, the possessive suffix is added to the verb stem after the potential
object marker -ay.

(8) snä-n-sn- tä ghw-äy-tän tä ngurlduij-ä
hear-3-hear-1SG OBJ slaughter-PO-3PL OBJ neck-GEN
hlä
cow

heard them slaughter cattle'
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(9) snä-n-snä tä ks-äy-cfä tä hlnä mu
know-3-know OBJ stop-PO-lSG OBJ work PREP
vwäx
field
'he knows that I work in the field'

The role of the subject of the embedded clause is coded by the suffixes
to the verb. If there is the potential object suffix -ay, the subject of the
verb is controlling. If there is the absolutive suffix -ku, the subject of the
embedded clause is affected:

(10) zi-a-n-zi-iyu tä drä-ku-ä-ni
smell-PART-3-lSG OBJ burn-ABS-GEN-3SG

smelled it burn'

(11) sna-n-sn-iyu tä drä-ku-ä-ni
hear-3-hear-1SG OBJ burn-ABS -GEN -3SG

heard it burning'

(12) sna-n-sn-iyu tä dr-äy-
hear-3-hear-lSG OBJ burn-PO-3SG

heard him burn [something]'

The complementizer nä may be used if direct perception is involved.
This is the case when the subject is surprised by the event. Consider the
following sentence where the complementizer nä is followed by the
sequential marker kä:

(13) tä ngho-tsi nä kä sä-ghä uvä
IMPF see-3SG COMP SEQ arrive-D:PVG cat
'he sees that Cat is coming!'

2.3, Matrix coding

The term matrix refers to the coding of the subject of the complement
clause as the object of the matrix clause. The complement clause of a verb
of perception may be nominalized to code direct perception. The
nominalized clause is marked by the locative preposition tä and obligato-
rily receives an imperfective interpretation. The sentence has the structure:
X [verb of perception] at Z, where is represented by the nominalized
verb. For the third-person singular the object is unmarked:
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(14) nda ngh- tä xäni
STAT see-lSG PREP sleep

saw him/her sleep'

The logical subject of the complement proposition is marked as the object
of the complement clause either through affixation or through the object-
marking preposition fa. The first-person singular object can only be i-xa:

(15) ngh-ixä-nghä tä dzä'ä
see-lSG-see IMPF go
'he saw me go'

The use of the movement-away (distal) extension with the object
marker cfgives a quite different meaning, viz. one with the subject of the
matrix clause being also the subject of the embedded clause:

(16) ngh-i-d-ä-ghä-nghä tä dzä'ä
see-AWAY -1SG-GO-D :GO-see IMPF go
'while leaving he paid me a visit5 (he was leaving)

If the object is marked by the preposition tä, the matrix verb in the per-
fective aspect must have the definite object marker n:

(17) nghä-n-nghä if/ tä dzä'ä
see-3-see OBJ-lSG IMPF go
'he saw me go'

In the stative aspect the verb does not have the object marker:

(18) ndä nghä tä ff tä dzä'ä
STAT see OBJ ISG IMPF go
'he saw me go'

In the imperfective aspect of the matrix clause, the verb must have the po-
tential object marker -ay.

(19) tä ngh-äy ti- tä dzä'ä
IMPF see-PO OBJ-lSG IMPF go
'he sees me go'
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The subject of the complement clause cannot be coded in both the matrix
and the embedded clauses:

(20) *sn-ixä-snä tä dzä'-i
hear-lSG-hear IMPF go-lSG
for 'he heard me go'

(21) *snä-n-snä t- tä dzä'-i
hear-3-hear OBJ-lSG IMPF go-lSG
for 'he heard me go'

3. Coding indirect perception

Indirect perception is coded through the sequence kä zläy preceding the
complement clause and the complementizer kä- 'a following the comple-
ment clause. The complement clause must follow the verb of perception,
like other de re complements. In a way, the structure codes direct percep-
tion of a statement, rather than than direct perception of an event:

(22) snä-ghä-snä kä zläy tä dzä'- kä-'ä
hear-D:PVG-hear SEQ COMP IMPF go-lSG COMP
'he heard that I should go'

Without the complementizer kä zläy, the above sentence is ungrammatical:

(23) * snä-ghä-snä tä dzä'ä-iyu kä-'ä
hear-D:PVG-hear IMPF go-lSG COMP
for 'he heard that I should go'

The subject of the complement clause may be coded in the matrix
clause even if the sentence contains a complementizer. But in this case the
raised subject represents the subject of a verb of saying. Again the se-
quence kä zläy is an obligatory element:

(24) sn-ixä-snä kä zläy tä dzä'- kä-'ä
hear-lSG-hear SEQ COMP IMPF go-lSG COMP
'he heard me say that I should go'

The matrix clause may be backgrounded. This operation does not code
modality but rather has a discourse function, setting the background for
what follows. The backgrounding is realized through the use of the
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demonstrative nä. The demonstrative must be preceded by the sequence kä
zläy.

(25) ndä nghä kä zläy nä mä sigä
STAT see SEQ COMP DEM PREP pot
zwän-ä- kä- 'ä
child-GEN-3SG COMP
'he saw that his children were in the pot'

(26) yäwä mta tä dä- mä mndu tä kum-äy
well death PREP father-3SG PREP man IMPF want-PO
ta. märä-n-tä kä zläy nä ndä gl-iyu
OBJ show-3-REF SEQ COMP COMP STAT grow-lSG
tamä
already
The death of the man's father would mean that I am already an
adult.' (The referent here is unspecified human, which in posses
sive constructions is coded by the form mndu 'man')

The demonstrative nä may be followed by the expression mbäd kä,
which otherwise marks temporal sequentiality. The use of this expression
after the demonstrative nä may serve a temporal function as well, relating
the proposition to a clause preceding the matrix clause of which it is a
complement:

(27) ndzd'ä-vä-tä päkäwäghuvi ta xvä tä ngho-tso
last-APPL-REF hyena PREP work IMPF see-3SG
nä mbäd kä zingä kä sä-ghä
DEM then COMP Zinga SEQ arrive-D:PVG
'Having worked for some time, he sees that Zinga is coming.'

(28) kä lä-ghä väzäk ndzd'ä-vä-tä väzäk
SEQ go-D:GO rooster remain-APPL-REF: SUB J rooster
tä xvä tä ngho-tsi nä kä sä-ghä
PREP work IMPF see-3SG DEM SEQ arrive-D:GO
uvä
cat
'Rooster came. After having done some work, he sees Cat com-
ing.'

The de dicto complementizer kä also codes the modality of uncertainty:
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(29) ndä sn- kä tsä mariage-xä yä tä
STAT hear-lSG COMP DEF marriage (Fr.)-PL DEM IMPF
mäggä-ku gä xdi ka-xan mändi bängäl-xä
make-ABS PREP Hdi COMP-3PL like marriage (Ful.)-PL
yä
DEM

have heard that marriages are being made in Hdi.'

Compare the modality of certainty in which the complement clause is
marked as object:

(30) ämä na snä-xon ta d-äy gongägongä
but DEM know-3PL OBJ cook-PO well (Ful.)
wu
NEG:Q
'But they do not know how to cook very well.'

The complementizer kä zläy may also be used to mark indirect percep-
tion. The complementizers ka-'a and kä zläy may be combined in the same
clause:

(31) nghä-nä-tä- kä zläy [na] zwar) a
see-DEM-REF:SUBJ-3SG SEQ COMP DEM child GEN
da yä ka-'ä nä
1SG DEM COMP DEM
'Having seen that it was his child' (lit. 'this is my child')

4. Conclusions

The complement clause follows the matrix clause if the verb of the matrix
clause is a verb of perception, providing additional evidence for the hy-
pothesis that the de dicto/de re distinction in Hdi is coded by the clausal
order. There are two types of modalities possible after verbs of percep-
tion: direct perception of the event and indirect perception of the event. Di-
rect perception is coded through the complementizer käwäk, nominaliza-
tion, and the matrix clause coding of the subject of the complement clause
(subject-to-object raising). Indirect perception is coded through the de
dicto complementizer kä-'ä and by complementizer kä zläy, in connection
with the background marker nä.





Chapter 24

Complements of volitional verbs

1. Introduction

There are at least two volitional verbs: kumä and cfvä; The latter has a
variant with a non-glottalized stop, dvä. Volitional complements are inter-
esting because there are two possible clausal orders, matrix-complement
and complement-matrix, and because some volitional complements in-
volve matrix coding of the subject of the complement clause (subject-to-
object raising), and complement coding of the subject of the matrix clause
(subject lowering). In addition to the two volitional verbs, in this section
we also describe the complements of the verb kwal 'refuse'.

In addition to the above issues the present chapter also deals with the
coding of co-referentiality of subjects of the matrix and embedded clause
and the coding of the modality of the complement clause.

2. Same-subject complements

If the complement clause follows the matrix clause, the complement clause
is marked by the object-marking preposition tä. When the subject of the
matrix clause is the same as the subject of the complement clause, the
subject is overtly coded only once, either in the matrix or in the comple-
ment clause:

(1) kabgä tä kum-äy-i tä wänä-f-tä nä
because IMPF want-PO-lSG OBJ build-UP-REF DEM
mähläkä-dä nä
wall-lSG DEM
'because I want to build my wall here'

The verb of volition occurs with or without the potential object marker
-ay, depending on the type of clause. In a pragmatically independent
clause, as in the preceding example, the potential object marker does oc-
cur. Compare also the following example:
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(2) si tä (fv-äy-gni tä hlfi
PAST PREP want-PO-lPL:EXCL OBJ leave
'we wanted to leave'

In comment-on-focus constructions, the verb occurs in the root form
and the subject pronouns are suffixed directly to the root:

(3) ämä kä xämäyädzi mäntsä ndä mndu tä
but COMP Hamayadzi like that ASSC man IMPF
kum-i & b-i-cfi-f-tä nä muxulä-cfä
want-ISO OBJ build-AWAY-1SG-UP-REF DEM wall-lSG
nä, kä-'ä
DEM COMP-3SG
'but Hamayadzi said, it is with the people that I want him to build
me my wall here'

The root form also occurs in relative clauses:

(4) skwi tä kumi-yi tä mn-äy xädä nä. . .
thing IMPF want-lSG OBJ say-PO here DEM
'what I want to say is that.. . '

In negative clauses, the subject form is suffixed directly to the verb root as
well:

(5) cfvi- tä dzä'ä da lekol wä
want-lSG OBJ go PREP school (Fr.) NBG

do not want to go to school'

3. Subject lowering

There are some complement clauses in which the subject of the matrix
clause is coded in the complement clause rather than in the matrix clause.
We call this phenomenon "subject lowering":

(6) tä tfvä sä-ghä-
IMPF want amve-D:PVG-3PL
'they want to go'

(7) tä cfvä hlfi-xdn
IMPF want leave-3PL
'they want to leave'
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(8) tä cfvä hlff-mu
IMPF want leave-lPL.lNCL
'we want to leave'

(9) tä cfvä xän-iyu
IMPF want sleep-1SG

want to sleep'

Subject lowering can occur also with transitive verbs of the complement
clause. The subject pronoun occurs after the potential object marker -ay.

(10) tä cfvä z-äy-xan tä (fäfä
IMPF want eat-PO-3PL OBJ food
'they want to eaf

(11) tä cfvä s-äy- tä ghzu
IMPF want drink-PO-3PL OBJ beer
'they want to drink bilbil

As an explanation for the phenomenon, we propose that the verb cfvä
has a lowered subject when it functions as an auxiliary verb coding a hy-
pothetical modality, something similar to "would" in English. Unfortu-
nately, this must remain just a hypothesis, as we have no natural language
data to support it.

4. Different subjects

If the subject of the matrix clause and the subject of the complement clause
are different, the latter must be overtly coded. There are two possibilities
for coding the subject of the complement clause. One is to code it in the
complement clause, and the other is to code it as an object of the matrix
clause. In Hdi, as in many other languages (cf. Frajzyngier 1996), the
raised subject of a volitional complement codes a realis wish, i.e. a wish
that the speaker knows can be realized. The non-raised subject codes an
irrealis wish, i.e. a wish that the speaker knows cannot be realized. All in-
stances of raised subjects in our texts involve realis wishes.

Because volitional verbs do not allow pronominal object suffixes, the
raised subject is marked by the object-marking preposition tä:
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(12) kä'-ä ndä uvä mäntsä kodokädok tä
COMP-3SG ASSC cat COMP please IMPF
kum-äy- tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da väghu
like-PO-lSG OBJ 2SG FOR go PURP work
mu vwäx-ä-cfä kä-'ä ndä uvä
PREP field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG ASSC cat
'He told Cat: "I beg you to go and work in the field of my in-
laws." '

Evidence that subject raising is an independent coding device is provided
by the fact that it is not obligatory:

(13) tä kum-äy- tä väghä-tä ghä mä
IMPF like-PO-lSG OBJ spend the day-REF 2SG IN
märwä14

Maroua
would like you to spend a day in Maroua'

The complement clause may be nominalized, as evidenced by the fact
that it takes possessive rather than verbal suffixes, preceded by the geni-
tive marker:

(14) tä (fv-äy tä hlf-ä-dä
IMPF want-PO OBJ leave-GEN-lSG
'he wants my departure'

(15) si tä d'v-äy-xän tä hlfy-ä-mu
PAST IMPF want-PO-3PL OBJ leave-GEN-lPL.lNCL
'they wanted us to leave' (lit. 'they wanted our leaving')

When the complement clause occurs in sentence-initial position, it, like
any other fronted object, is not marked by the object-marking preposition
tä. The focus function of the fronted noun phrase is coded by the
dependent aspectual form:

(16) hlfyä-dä tä cfvo-tsi
leave-GEN-lSG IMPF want-SO-3SG
'he wants my departure'
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5. Complements of the verb kwälä 'refuse*

The complement of the verb kwälä 'refuse' may be marked in two ways,
depending on the type of clause in which the verb kwälä occurs. If the
verb kwälä occurs in a pragmatically independent clause, the complement
of the verb is marked by the object marker tä:

(17) kwälä-ghu-kwäl- tä Idghä ceedi
refuse-DrPVG-refuse-1SG OBJ receive money (Ful.)

refused to receive money'

(18) käbgä wu kwälä-ugh-tä-kä tä z-äy
because Q refuse-SO-REF-2SG IMPF eat-PO
'why do you refuse to eat?

In clauses with focused elements, whether interrogative or not, the
complement of the verb kwälä is followed by the preposition kul 'without',
the same marker that codes the negative relative clause:

(19) no ya kwäl-kä kul z-äy
what COP refuse-2SG without eat-PO
'why are you not eating?

(20) ghzu dzä'ä kwäl- kul cfv-äy
bilbil PUT refuse-1SG without like-PO
'it is the beer that I do not like'

If a clause with the verb kwälä has the negative marker wä, the
modality of the clause is affirmative:

(21) kwälä-ugh-tä-ä-lu tä klä-g-tä imi wä
refuse-SO-REF-NBG-UH OBJ take-INN-REF water NBG
One cannot refuse to bring water" (i.e., One should bring water")

The complement clause may be marked by the sequential marker kä:

(22) kwälä-u-tä- kä hlff da lekol wä
refuse-SO-REF-lSG SEQ leave PREP school (Fr.) NBG

will not refuse to go to school'
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6. Conclusions

Complements of volitional verbs distinguish between realis wishes, which
are coded by subject-to-object raising, and irrealis wishes, which are
characterized by the absence of raising. Complements of volitional verbs
are also characterized by the phenomenon of subject lowering, whereby
the subject of the matrix clause is marked only on the verb of the comple-
ment clause.

Complements of volitional verbs with the same subject have no com-
plementizers, and the subject is coded only once, either in the matrix or
the embedded clause. If the complement clause has a different subject
from the matrix clause, the subject of the complement clause must be
overtly coded and the complement clause is marked as an object by the
form tä.



Chapter 25

Adverbial and adjunct clauses

1. Introduction

The term adverbial clause refers to a clause coding a specific semantic
function. The term adjunct clause refers to a clause that can be added to
any other clause, i.e. an element whose addition does not depend on the
properties of the verb. The functions of the two types of clauses overlap.
The means used to code adjunct clauses of time, purpose, manner, and
reason as well as to code conditional clauses include: clausal order,
tenseaspectual systems, subordinating particles, adverbs, prepositions,
and the sequential marker kä. We begin with a discussion of temporal
clauses.

2. Temporal sentences

There are several coding means whose function is specifically to code the
temporal clause. These means are the use of the predicate with possessive
subjects and the use of demonstratives, subordinating particles, and ad-
verbs of time. In the following discussion, we use the term protasis for
the antecedent event or temporal background event, and apodosis for the
subsequent event or an event contemporaneous with the background
event. Those terms do not imply any specific order of clauses within the
sentence. In most temporal sentences, however, the protasis precedes the
apodosis, but the reverse order is also possible.

2.1. The protasis clause

Temporal protasis clauses are coded by several means. One means in-
volves the suppression of the rule of tone raising before nominal subjects,
or to put it differently, tone lowering on the verb-final morpheme. The
rule applies to the referential marker as well as to extensions, if any:
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(1) ndzdä-vä-tä uvä tä xvä tä ngho-1
last-APPL-REF cat PREP work IMPF see-UH
nä kä sä-ghä kn
DEM SEQ arrive-D:PVG dog
'When Cat had spent some time working on the field, one sees
Dog coming.'

Cf.:
(2) kä ndzdä-vä-tä uvä tä xvä

SEQ stay-APPL-REF cat PREP work
'and the cat spent some time working'

(3) xlyä-f-tä-tän gä zingä kä lä- - da
leave-UP-REF-3PL PREP Zinga SEQ go-SO-3PL PREP
gwi'yän
elephant
'having left Zinga, they went to Elephant'

The fundamental means of coding the temporal protasis is through the
nominalization of a clause. When this is the case, the subject is coded by
possessive rather than verbal subject pronouns. Nominal subjects are also
coded as possessors. The protasis clause has the form Verb-(Extensions)
Possessive Subject. The verb occurs in the simple, i.e. non-reduplicated,
form. No temporal particles of any kind have to be used:

(4) lä-mä kri da xäd-ä kä
go-IN dog PREP here-DEM SEQ
hlä-nä-ghä-tä-tsi t-uva
fmd-DEM-D:PVG-REF-3SG OBJ-cat
'When Dog entered there, he found Cat.'

(5) sä-bä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä
anive-OUT hyena SEQ work
'Having come out [of the hibiscus], Hyena worked.'

(6) lä-m-ä- nda tä zlärjgwätfäk ngä
go-IN-GEN-3SG ASSC PREP back entrance NORM
lä-m-ä- hlä-nä-ghä-tä zä'äl-ä-tän
go-IN-GEN-3SG search-DEM-D:PVG-REF husband-GEN-3PL
'Having entered through the back of the compound, she should
find her husband.'
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If the protasis clause has an object, the object occurs after the posses-
sive subject:

(7) tä xul-ä ngä tsä-f-tä- tä
PREP back-GEN PREP gather-UP-REF-3SG OBJ
mndu-xä väghu mä vwäx-ä-cfä kä-'ä
man-PL work PREP field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG
'Having gathered people, he said, "There is work at my in-laws'"

The temporal protasis may also be marked as background information
through the demonstratives yä or näthat follow the protasis clause:

(8) lä-bä kn yä mbäcf kä-'ä kä
go-OUT dog DEM then COMP-3SG SEQ
gunä-nä-f-tä sigä
open-DEM-UP-REF pot
'When Dogi went, hei opened the pot.'

(9) ndä kcfä-kw-ä- yä nä ndä
ASSC finish-ABS-GEN-3SG COP COMP ASSC
sä-ghä-ni
anive-D:PVG-3SG
'when that thing ended, he came'

The function of the demonstratives is to mark the comment clause, a
phenomenon attested in other constructions in Hdi and in temporal and
conditional apodosis clauses in other Chadic languages (cf. Frajzyngier
1996).

If the verb has the absolutive marker coding the affectedness of the
subject, in additional to the nominal subject, a pronominal possessive
pronoun is added to the verb:

(10) tä wäwä-ku-ä- kn
IMPF walk around-ABS-GEN-3SG dog
mbäcf kä kä nghä-dä-ghä-tä nä
then COMP SEQ look-ALL-D:PVG-REF COMP
tä cfg-äy (fg-äy turtukw-ä-nf
PREP thresh-PO thresh-PO alone-GEN-3SG
'When Dog was taking a walk he noticed that he [Hyena] was
threshing alone.'
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The third means of coding the temporal protasis clause is through the
sequential marker kä and the dependent aspectual markers:

(11) kä lä-m uvä hlä-nä-ghä-tä väzäk tä
SEQ enter-DSf cat find-DEM-D:GOREF rooster COM
difä-ugh-tä mä tughwäzäk
hide-SO-REF PREP hibiscus
'When Cat entered, he found Rooster hiding in the hibiscus.'

In temporal protasis clauses, the referential marker has low rather than
high tone, a characteristic of the pragmatically dependent clause:

(12) yäwä hlyä-f-tä-ni gäaa,
well (Hau.) leave-UP-REF-SUBJ-3SG PREP [hesitation]
gä kn kä lä-ugh-tsi da päkäwäghuvi
PREP dog SEQ go-D:SO-3SG PREP hyena
'Well, when he left Dog, he went to Hyena.'

(13) sä-ghä uvä xvä-n-tä-ni tä
arrive-D:PVG cat work-TENT-REF:SUBJ-3SG OBJ
xvä kitikw . . .
work a little
'When Cat came, and after he worked a little

(14) sä-ghä uvä xvä-nä-n-tä uvä
arrive-D:PVG cat work-DEM-TENT-REF:SUBJ cat
tä xvä kwitik
OBJ work a little
'after Cat came and worked a little for him'

The imperfective aspect in the temporal protasis clause is coded by the
potential object form -ay, followed by possessive subject pronouns. The
importance of this fact rests in the absence of the preposition tä, which
codes the imperfective aspect in pragmatically independent clauses:

(15) dg-ay-tan tä cfgu yä [cfgiyä]
thresh-PO-3PL OBJ threshing DEM
mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä klä-ä-tä värä
then COMP hyena SEQ take-PART-REF beans
'While they were threshing Hyena took some beans'
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(16) wud-äy-tän tä wudä mäntsä kä yäghi
fight-PO-3PL OBJ fight like that COMP squirrel
ndä-xän mäntsä mä wudo-kun tä wudä
ASSC-3PL COMP PROH flght-2PL OBJ flght
mä vwäx-ä midz-ä-dä
PREP field-GEN mother-in-law-GEN-lSG
'While they were fighting like that, Squirrel told them, "Do not
fight in the field of my mother-in-law.'"

22. Overt coding of temporal priority and posteriority

The temporal priority of the protasis clause is coded by the verb mag 'do,
make' followed by the unspecified human subject marker lu. This is a
highly grammaticalized construction, as it is used with subjects in any
person and number:

(17) mägu-lu kä da tsghä tsä värä yä tu
make-UH SEQ PURP send DEF beans DEM PREP
ubu mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä tx-äy
small granary then COMP hyena SEQ expel-PO
kä zläy nä - -mä mbizä kuruku
SEQ COMP COMP eat-SO-lPL bean dish first
'Before sending the beans up to the granary, Hyena said: "Let us
first eat the bean dish."'

(18) mägu-lu kä da tsghä tsä värä yä tu
make-UH SEQ PURP send DEF beans DEM PREP
ubu mbäcf kä- kä tx-äy kä
small granary then COMP-lSG SEQ say-PO SEQ
zläy. . .
COMP
'Before sending the beans up into the granary, I said . . . '

Subordinating markers that code temporal protasis clauses include:
mändä'like, when/after, since', mä fitik-ä 'when', ägd 'before, täwä
'when', and tä xul-ä 'after*. Most of these are complex constructions. For
example, the expression mä fitik-ä is literally "at the time of.

The subordinator always occurs at the beginning of the temporal pro-
tasis clause. The subject of the temporal protasis clause follows the verb.
When a clause begins with a temporal adverb, this adverb must be fol-
lowed by a temporal apodosis marker, such as the sequential kä or the
phrase mbäcf kä, glossed as "then COMP":
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(19) täntän mbäcf kä kä xgä-n-tä väzäk
first then COMP-3SG SEQ call-3-REF rooster
'First he invited Rooster.'

(20) täntän mbäcf kä xän kä xgä-n-tä väzäk
first then COMP 3PL SEQ call-3-REF rooster
'first they invited Rooster5

(21) mä sän-ä fitik mbäcf kä yäghi
PREP one-GEN day then COMP squirrel
kä xäg-ä mndu ngä
SEQ invite:PL-GEN people FOR
dzä'ä da väghu mu vwäx-ä-
go PURP work PREP field-GEN-3SG
One day Squirrel got into inviting people to work in the field of
his in-laws.'

The evidence that kä is a complementizer is that other subjects, whether
nominal or pronominal, must follow kä, a characteristic of the
complementizer kä with verbs of saying.

Temporal posteriority is specifically coded by the expression tä xul-ä 'at
the back of, followed by the nominalized form of the verb:

(22) tä xul-ä hlyä-f-tä-ni gä uvä kä
PREP back-GEN leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP cat SEQ
lä-ugh-tsi xgä-n-tä kn
go-D:SO-3SG call-3-REF dog
'Having left Cat, he went to invite Dog.'

The particle gulf'not yet, still' occurs at the end of the protasis clause.
The particle is followed by the negative marker wä:

(23) - -zä xänä-n ä tä xäni guli wä
eat-SO-eat sleep-3 MEG OBJ sleep yet NEG
'he ate and he did not sleep yet'

The absence of a, the first component of the negative frame ä.. . wä,
suggests that the function of gift/overlaps with the function of ä.
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2.3. The temporal apodosis clause

The temporal apodosis clause can be marked by several means. One in-
volves the form mbäcf followed by the complementizer kä and by a nomi-
nal or pronominal subject. The subject pronouns following the comple-
mentizer are drawn from the independent set. This complex may be fol-
lowed only by a sequential clause, marked by kä:

(24) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä-tä xvä
then COMP hyena SEQ farm-REF farm
'Hyena had already farmed.'

(25) *mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi tä xvä-tä xvä
then COMP hyena IMPF farm-REF farm
for 'and then Hyena has been farming.'

(26) dghäcf-äy-tän dghäcf-äy-tän mbäcf kä kn kä
chew-PO-3PL chew-PO-3PL then COMP dog SEQ
klä-gä-f-tä ir-ä zwärj-ä päkäwäghuvi
take-INN-UP-REF eye-CEN child-GEN hyena
'While they were chewing it, Dog picked up an eye of a child of
Hyena.'

(27) mbäcf kä'-ä kä cfg-äy
then COMP-3SG SEQ thresh-PO
'and then he was threshing'

(28) mbäcf kä xän kä cfg-äy
then COMP 3PL SEQ thresh-PO
'And they were threshing.'

The other means is simply by the sequential marker kä:

(29) sä-bä zingä kä xvä
arrive-OUT Zinga SEQ work
'When Zinga got out, he worked.'

(30) xwäyä-ugh-tä kn kä sä-ghä päkäwu-ghuvi
run-SO-REF:SUBJ dog SEQ arrive-DiGO hyena
'after Dog escaped, Hyena came'
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If the first clause is not marked as a temporal protasis, then the se-
quential clause is not interpreted as an apodosis:

(31) , kä hlfyä-f-tä-tsi gä väzäk
well, SEQ leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP rooster
kä lä-ghä-tsi da uvä[-*wvä\
SEQ gO-D:GO-3SG PREP cat
'Well, he left the Rooster's [household] and went to Cat.'

2.4. Subject coding in protasis and apodosis clauses

If the subject of the protasis clause is the same as the subject of the apo-
dosis clause, the subject is coded only once, with the protasis clause:

(32) kä lä-ghä väzäk ndzdä-vä-tä väzäk
SEQ go-D:PVG rooster remain-APPL-REF: SUBJ rooster
tä xvä tä ngho-tsi na kä sä-ghä
PREP work IMPF see-3SG DEM SEQ arrive-D:GO
uvä
cat
'Rooster came. After having done some work, he sees the Cat
coming.'

(33) kdä-kw-ä-tän tä ghwä kzun ngä
finish-ABS-GEN-3PL IMPF cut grass PURP
tskä-f-tä-tän tä zwäg-ä kwo&ö kitikw
gather-UP-REF:SUBJ-3PL OBJ child-GEN money little
'After they will have finished cutting grass, they will have put
aside a little money'

If the subjects of the protasis clause and apodosis clause are different, the
subject is overtly marked in both clauses:

(34) tä xulä klä-ugh-tä- kä tsM-tä
PREP back take-SO-REF:SUBJ-3SG SEQ defecate-REF
zväxw tä tsfrä-ku tä vghä käbgä tä
bat OBJ defecate-ABS PREP body because COM
xäcfu ntfäg ngä nuwä-f-tä mdurä-ni wä
lack glue FOR close-UP-REF anus-3SG NEG
'When he took this, the bat defecated on himself because there was
no glue to close his anus.'
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3. Purpose clauses

Purpose clauses may be marked in three ways. One is through the
preposition ngä 'FOR', the same that marks the nominal purpose in the
simple sentence, preceding the purpose adjunct. The proposition express-
ing purpose follows the matrix clause. The verb of the complement
proposition ends in a vowel a (low tone). If it is followed by an object,
the object may, but does not have to be, marked by the object marker fa.
The marker ngä codes the purpose clause in which the subject does not
exercise control over the event:

(35) xadu kodu ngä mägä lekol wä
lack money FOR do school NBG
There was no money to go to school.'

The second means to code the purpose clause is with the subordinator
da. The function of the purpose marker da is to code events when the
subject exercises control over them:

(36) lä-m-lä da nghä-tä mä tughwäzäk
gO-IN-go PURP look-REF PREP hibiscus
xädi yä bä
here DFJVI please
'Go inside and look at [eat] what's in this hibiscus here.'

(37) kä-'ä ndä uvä mäntsä kädoköddk tä
COMP-3SG ASSC cat COMP please IMPF
kum-äy- tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da väghu
like-PO-lSG OBJ 2SG FOR go PURP work
mu vwäx-ä-cfä kä-'ä ndä uvä
PREP field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG ASSC cat
'He told Cat: "I beg you to go and work in the field of my in-
laws." '

The preposition ngä cannot replace the preposition da, nor can the
preposition da replace the preposition ngä in any of the above sentences.

The evidence for the proposed distinction between the two purpose
markers is provided by a sentence where one can replace one marker by
the other:
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(38) bit nä gulf kä hlfyä-f-t-i kä
year DEM again SEQ leave-UP-REF-lSG SEQ
sa-x-i
go-DOWN-lSG
This year again, I left [the village] and came down.'

da ksä hlnä ngä mutsä-f tä kobö
PURP catch work FOR have-UP OBJ money

came to get a job in order to find money.'

The second line of this example may imply that the task of finding work
has already started. Here one can replace the purpose marker da by ngä.
But if that is done, the sentence rules out the possibility that the task of
finding the work has already started:

(39) ngä ksä hlnä ngä mütsä-f tä kobö
FOR catch work FOR have-UP OBJ money

came to find work in order to find money.'

In agreement with the proposed hypothesis, one cannot replace the
marker ngä in the above example or in its original form by the marker da,
because having money does not involve the subject's control over the
event. Nor can one replace the marker ngä in the following sentence:

(40) ngä ksä hlnä yä mä lekol kodä ghaläm
PREP find work which in school year dry
'in order to do the school work next year5

The reason one cannot replace ngä by da is that the expression means
"attend school" (frequenter m colloquial French in Cameroon) rather than
"do school work".

(41) kdä-kw-ä fitik-ä zl-i-n-tä zwän-
finish-ABS-GEN time-GEN free-AWAY-3-REF child-PL
ngä mbi'yä vghä hlfyä-f-tä-tän kä dzä'ä
FOR rest body leave-UP-REF:SUBJ-3PL SEQ go
da tskä kobu
PURP search money
'in the end [the beginning] for vacation they leave in search of
money' (this is an attempt to render the notion of "vacation")
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4. Manner clauses

The adverbial clause of manner is coded by the associative preposition
ndä, followed by a nominalized verb:

(42) sä-wä ndä xwäyä
arrive-PL ASSC run
'come running!' (plural addressee)

5. Reason clauses

Adverbial clauses of reason are marked in several ways. One is through
the form käbgä which may well be composed of the word bgä 'pile',
preceded by the marker kä. Recall the sequence kä bgä wu marking
interrogative reason clauses. The coding of sentential adverbs of reasons
is the same as the coding of nominal adverbs of reason:

(43) dzä'ä phlä-phlä- tä mndu, käbgä xäxäij tä
PUT kill-kill-3PL OBJ man because 3PL COM
dzä-ta dä-cfä kä gawa
kill-REF father-ISG COMP Gawa
* "they will kill us all, because they killed my father," said Gawa'

(44) tä xulä klä-u-tä- kä tsfra-ta
PREP back take-SO-REF:SUBJ-3SG SEQ defecate-REF
zväxw tä tsira-ku tä vghä käbgä
bat OBJ defecate-ABS PREP body because
tä xäcfu ntfäq ngä nuwä-f tä mndrä-ni wä
COM lack glue FOR close-UP OBJ anus-3SG NBG
'When he took this, the bat defecated on himself because there was
no glue to close his anus.'

The referential past time marker si is also used as a clausal subordina-
tor, following the sequential marker kä or käbgä in clause-initial position:

(45) kä si mal ndä mä xädik na vli
SEQ PAST surface ASSC PREP ground DEM space
kä'-ä yä
COMP-3SG DEM
'Since he said that the space in the ground is larger [than in the
sky]'
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(46) käbgä si tä mn-äy
because PAST IMPF say-PO
'Because one used to say'

6. The auxiliary verb klä *take' and reason clauses

The auxiliary verb klä 'take' has the pronominal subjects suffixed to it. The
verb kol is most probably a reduced form of the verb klä 'to take'. The
final vowel is deleted before the suffix is added, and the schwa is inserted
to syllabify the disallowed consonant cluster [kl C] that would otherwise
have resulted. The rest of the complement clause, viz. its main verb and
complement, is preceded by the sequential marker kä.

(47) käbgä wu kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä uvä käy
because Q take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF cat! NTERJ
'why did you invite Cat?

The sequence kol... kä may be omitted, but then the subject of the clause
is suffixed to main verb:

(48) käbgä wu xgä-n-kä tä uvä käy
because Q call-3-2SG OBJ cat INTERJ
'why did you invite Cat?

The function of the verb kdl in such constructions is to mark an unex-
pected event or action. The fact that the event is unexpected is the reason
for posing the question about its cause. Evidence for this hypothesis is
provided by the use of the form kol, which occurs when the speaker did
not expect the event to happen and yet the event does happen:

(49) käbgä wu kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä
because Q take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF
uvä käy yäghä kä xgä-n-tä uvä
cat INTERJ should not 2SG call-3-REF cat
kä-i[ki-i] käy-ni niä kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä
COMP-lSG Q-RHET why take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF
uvä kä-'ä ndä yäghi
cat COMP-3SG ASSC Squirrel
' "Why did you invite Cat, despite the fact that you should not
invite Cat, as I told you?" he said to Squirrel.'
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When the form kol is added to a present or future construction, the mean-
ing carries an inceptive function:

(50) käbgä wu kdl-kä kä xgä uvä käy
because Q take-2SG SEQ invite cat INTER!
'why did you decide to invite Cat? or 'why did you up and invite
Cat?

Cf.:
(51) käbgä wu xgä-kä tä uvä käy

because Q call-2SG OBJ cat INTERJ
'why do you invite Cat?

7. Conditional clauses

There are two types of conditional protasis clauses: one that codes realis
conditions, i.e. conditions that could be met, and the other, irrealis condi-
tions. The two types of clauses differ in conditional markers and also in
the coding of aspect.

7.1. Realis conditionals

In realis conditionals, the protasis clause is marked by the sequential
marker kä in clause-initial position:

(52) kä tä cfv-äy lazgläftä
SEQ IMPF like-PO God
'If God allows'

Cf.:
(53) tä (fv-äy lazgläftä

IMPF like-PO God
'God allows'

Each of the first two clauses in the following example is coded as a
temporal protasis, and the third clause is coded as a conditional protasis of
a reported speech:
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(54) sä-ghä kri, ndzcfä-vä-tä kn tä xva,
anive-D:FVG dog last-APPL-REF: SUB J dog PREP work
kä ndä xärfä kä nä lä-m-lä
SEQ ASSC tiredness 2SG DEM go-IN-go
nghä-tä mä tughwäzäk xädi yä yä
see-REF:SUBJ PREP hibiscus here DEM DEM
kä yäghi ndä kn
COMP squirrel ASSC dog
'When Dog came, after he had worked for some time, Squirrel
said to Dog, "If you are tired, enter to see [something] in the hi-
biscus here."'

Most often, the conditional protasis is coded as a background clause,
marked by the demonstrative nä. There are no restrictions on aspect or
tense in the conditional protasis clause; examples in the perfective, imper-
fective, and future have been recorded. The conditional protasis clause
differs from the temporal protasis clause in that the perfective aspect in the
conditional protasis is coded by reduplication of the verb.

(55) kä ndä xärfä kä nä lä-m-lä nghä-tä
SEQ ASSC tiredness 2SG DEM go-IN-go see-REF
mä tughwäzäk xädi yä yä
PREP hibiscus here DEM DEM
'If you are tired, enter to see what is in the hibiscus here'

(56) ä kä tä dzä'ä käghä nä xgä-n- -
INTERJ SEQ IMPF go 2SG DEM call-3-REF-lSG
tä päkäwäghuv wä kä yäghi ndä tsi
OBJ hyena NBG COMP squirrel ASSC 3SG
' "If you will go, I will not invite Hyena," Squirrel told him.'

(57) kä dz-u-dzä käghä nä xgä-n-tä-i
COND gO-SO-gO 2SG DEM call-3-REF-lSG
tä gwi'yän wä kä-'ä
OBJ elephant NBG COMP-3SG
' "If you show up, I will not invite Elephant," he said.'

The conditional protasis may also be unmarked if the apodosis clause is
marked:
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(58) kä tä käpä pälä wu
be able NBG 2SG OBJ raise stone NBG
mä ndä dzä kä
then STAT hit 2SG
'if you cannot raise the stone you are whipped'

The third-person singular subject in protasis clauses is marked by the
pronoun tsL This is a characteristic shared by consecutive clauses, which
are also marked by the sequential marker kä. The difference between the
conditional protasis clause and the sequential clause is that the verb of the
conditional protasis clause may be reduplicated even if the third-person
singular subject is marked by the pronoun tsi:

(59) kä kcf-f-n-kcfä-tsi tä hln-ä-
SEQ fmish-AWAY-3-fmish-3SG OBJ work-GEN-3SG

- -n-livä tä mbi'yä vghä
beable-AWAY-3-beable OBJ rest body
'if he has finished his work, he can rest5

The conditional protasis with prohibitive modality follows the apodosis
clause and is marked by the form durja in the third-person singular, and
by dunä plus subject pronouns for other persons:

(60) kä uvä mäntsä mä si tä dzä-
COMP cat COMP HYP PAST IMPF gO-lSG
mndän nä ä duqä kä
but DEM COND except 2SG
da xgä-n-tä kn kä uvä
PUT call-3-REF dog COMP cat
'Cat answered, "I might go, but on condition that you do not invite
Dog."' (lit. 'but will you invite a dog?)

7.2. Irrealis conditionals

The irrealis conditional can be marked by two means: the hypothetical
marker mä and the past tense marker si. The protasis clause has the inde-
pendent imperfective aspect marked by the preposition fa. But, interest-
ingly, the verb has the referential marker ta even if it does not have any
extensions:
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(61) mä tä kum-tä-kä tä nzä-ku mä turu. . .
HYP IMPF want-REF-2SG OBJ stay-ABS PREP Tourou
'if you wanted to live in Tourou ...'

The referential marker ta suffixed to the verb codes the conditional modal-
ity. If one were to replace it with the potential object marker -ay, the
clause with the marker mä would be simply hypothetical:

(62) mä tä kum-äy-kä tä nzä-ku mä turu
HYP IMPF want-PO-2SG OBJ stay-ABS PREP Tourou
'you wanted to live in Tourou ...' (but it did not happen)

Compare the realis conditional:

(63) kä tä kum-äy-kä tä nzä-ku mä turu. . .
SEQ IMPF want-PO-2SG OBJ stay-ABS PREP Tourou
'if you want to live in Tourou ...'

The apodosis clause for Irrealis wishes is also coded by the marker mä:

(64) mä tä hlgä-f-tä-tsi kcfä mä mämu
HYP IMPF plant-UP-REF-3SG last year HYP exist
skw-ä z-äy
thing-GEN eat-PO
'had he planted last year, he would have had food'

8. The negative conditional mood

The hypothetical clause may be marked by rhetorical interrogative forms a
dun or sun, glossed as "except", expressing the minimal condition(s) un-
der which the hypothetical will become real:

(65) ädun kä da sä-ghä mäxtsfm
except 2SG FUT arrive-2SG tomorrow
'except do not come tomorrow'

(66) sun kä da sä-ghä mäxtsim
except 2SG FUT arrive-2SG tomorrow
'except do not come tomorrow'
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The protasis clause is in the future tense, marked through the periphrastic
dzä'ä or da:

(67) kä kär mäntsä ma tä dzä- mndän
COMP dog COMP PREP PREP go-lSG but
na surjä kä da xgä-n-tä päkäwäghuvi,
DEM except 2SG FUT call-3-REF hyena
kä kn
COMP dog
'Dog replied, "I will go, on condition that you do not invite
Hyena."'

(68) ma tä dzä-'i mndän na dunä kä dzä'ä
HYP IMPF go-lSG but COMP except 2SG FUT
xgä-n-tä rveri kä gwi'yän ndä yäghi
call-3-REF lion COMP elephant ASSC squirrel
" would go, on the condition that you did not invite Lion," Ele-
phant said to Squirrel.'

9. Conclusions

In temporal clauses, the protasis clause usually precedes the apodosis
clause, though the reverse order is also possible. One of the means of
coding temporal protasis clauses is by use of nominalized clauses with
possessive subjects. Protasis clauses may also be marked through the use
of various subordinating particles and temporal adverbs. When such a
clause is sentence-initial, the apodosis clause is marked by the sequential
marker kä. The sequential marker can also function as the protasis marker
in conditional clauses, which differ from other protasis clauses in having
the perfective aspect coded by reduplication and the overt coding of the
third-person singular subject through the marker tsl

A number of particles code adverbial clauses of purpose, manner, and
reason.





Chapter 26

Comparative constructions

1. Equal predicates

Our data include examples of equal comparative clauses with adjectival or
verbal predicates. With both types of predicates the equal predicate struc-
ture has the form Predicate Target mändä Standard:

(1) ndä glä mbitsä mändä pghintä
ASSC big Mbitsä like Phinta
'Mbitsä is as big as Phinta'

(2) tä mägä hlsnä mbitsä mändä pghintä
IMPF do work Mbitsä like Phinta
'Mbitsä works as well as Phinta'

(3) mändä xiyä tä ngh- tä käghä
like guinea com IMPF see-lSG OBJ 2SG
'You are very beautiful' (lit. see you like [I see] guinea com')

2. Unequal predicates

To express an unequal comparison a sentence with an adjectival or verbal
predicate starts with the property concept word mal 'big', followed by the
demonstrative plural marker /, and then by the target, which is the supe-
rior argument of the comparison. The standard, or inferior, is marked by
the preposition kä 'like':

(4) mal i mbitsä kä pghintä
big ASSC.PL Mbitsä than Phinta
'Mbitsä is larger than Phinta'

(5) mal tsätsi tä mägä hlonä kä
big 3SG IMPF do work than ISO
'he works better than me'
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(6) mä mal xicfäku kä mbräku kä-'ä
HYP big wisdom SEQ strength COMP-3SG
'intelligence should surpass strength'

The grammaticalization of mal as a marker of an unequal predicate is at
an early stage, as evidenced by the fact that different lexemes are used to
express the notion "smaller":

(7) ki'yä mbitsä kä pghintä
small Mbitsa like Phinta
'Mbitsa is smaller than Phinta'

Further evidence for the early stage of grammaticalization of mal lies in the
fact that other adjectives may be used to express the notion expressed by
mal:

(8) doron mbitsä kä pghintä mä mägä hlsnä
surpass Mbitsa PREP Phinta PREP do work
'Mbitsa works better than Phinta'

In comparisons of size, Hdi sometimes uses the word ghon 'head'
followed by the genitive marker. The order of elements in such clauses is:
Predicate Target tä ghon-ä Standard. The most interesting fact about these
constructions is that when the standard is first or second person, the se-
quence ghon-ä, realized as [ghona] 'head-GEN', is followed, not by the
possessive form of the pronoun, but rather by the independent pronoun:

(9) sägon mbitsä tä ghorj-ä pghintä
small Mbitsa PREP head-GEN Phinta
'Mbitsa is smaller than Phinta'

(10) mal tsätsi tä ghon-ä ff
big 3SG PREP head-GEN 1SG
'he is taller than me'

(11) */na/ tsätsi tä ghon-ä da
big 3SG PREP head-GEN 1SG
for 'he is taller than me'

(12) mal tsätsi tä ghon-ä käghä
big 3SG PREP head-GEN 2SG
'he is taller than you'
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Evidence that the word ghon 'head' has been grammaticalized as a com-
ponent of the comparative construction is that it may be used for compar-
isons involving properties other than size:

(13) mal mbftsä tä mägä hlänä tä ghon ngä
surpass Mbitsa PREP do work PREP head FOR
pgfuntä
Phinta
'Mbitsa works better than Phinta' (lit. 'Mbitsa is better at work than
Phinta')

3. Conclusions

In equal comparison constructions, the standard is marked by mändä,
possibly a prepositional sequence ma. ndä. In unequal comparisons, the
superior is marked by the adjective mal 'big' and the inferior by one of
several other adjectives. The inferior cannot be marked by mal. The stan-
dard in an unequal comparison is marked by the preposition kä 'like' or by
the lexeme ghon 'head', which forms a genitive, but not a possessive
construction, with the standard.





Chapter 27

Texts

1. Proverbs and sayings

(1) mändä xiyä tä ngh- tä käghä
like guinea com IMPF see-lSG OBJ 2SG
'You are very beautiful.' (lit. see you as guinea corn.')

(2) ma tagh-kä tä skäl-ä mndu
PROH leam-2SG OBJ dance-GEN man
'Do not learn the dance of others' (interpretation: 'go your own
way; do not imitate others.')

2. Dog and Hyena

The text is a folktale whose various versions may last several hours. The
recorded version is about 30 minutes. We present here the first 40 sen-
tences of the recorded text. The division into sentences was dictated by
context, and each division was confirmed by language assistants. The
main characters in the tale are anthropomorphized. There is never a defi-
nite article or a demonstrative added to the words kn 'dog' and päkäwä
ghuvi 'hyena' (lit. 'leopard-GEN feces', spelled as päkäwä ghuvi and
glossed in all sentences as 'hyena'.) In order to be faithful to this aspect of
the text, we treat the two nouns as proper names, omitting articles from
the English text and capitalizing the words Dog and Hyena.

(1) kn nda päkäwäghuvi
ASSC.PL dog ASSC hyena
'Dog and Hyena.'
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(2) mä sän-ä ßtik mbäcf kä i
PREP other-GEN time then COMP ASSC.PL
päkäwäghuvl kä nzä-tä ndä kn
hyena SEQ stay-REF ASSC dog
'At one time, Hyena and Dog lived together.'

(3) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvl kä xvä-tä xvä
then COMP hyena SEQ farm-REF farm
'Hyena had already farmed.' (i.e. finished farming)

(4) mbäcf kä-xdn kä cfg-äy
then COMP-3PL SEQ thresh-PO
'And they were threshing.'

(5) tä wäwä-ku-ä- kn
IMPF walk around-ABS-GEN-3SG dog
'When Dog was taking a walk'

mbäcf kä kä nghä-dä-ghä-tä nä
then COMP SEQ look-ALL-D:PVG-REF COMP
'he noticed that5

tä cfg-äy cfg-äy turtukw-ä-ni
IMPF thresh-PO thresh-PO alone-GEN-3SG
'he [Hyena] was threshing alone.'

Probably an error. The corrected clause is:

tä cfgo turtukw-ä-ni
PREP thresh alone-GEN-3SG
'he was threshing alone.'

(6) mbäcf kä kn kä lä-ghä zlghä-n-tä
then COMP dog SEQ go-D:PVG help-3-REF
Then Dog came and helped him.'

(7) cfg-äy-tän tä cfgu yä [cfgi yä]
thresh-PO-3PL OBJ threshing DEM
'While they were threshing'
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mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä klä-ä-tä värä
then COMP hyena SEQ take-PART-REF beans
'Hyena took some beans'

kä zläy nä kä l- dä-tä
SEQ COMP COMP SEQ gO-lSG COOk-REF:SUBJ
kä-'ä
COMP-3SG
'and said: "I have to go to cook these."'

(8) yyäw kä kn
OK COMP dog
'Dog said: "OK"'

(9) mbäcf kä kn kä cfg-äy
then COMP dog SEQ thresh-PO
'And Dog kept threshing.'

(10) lä-ghä päkäwäghuvi käy
go-D:PVG hyena thus
kä lä-bi dingä-f-tä tsä mbizä yä
SEQ go-OUT put on fire-UP-REF DEF bean dish DEM
'After Hyena i went, hei put fire under the bean dish on the fire.'

(11) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xlä-f-tä zwän-ä kn
then COMP-3SG SEQ gather-UP-REF child.PL-GEN dog
'And then he gathered the children of Dog'

kä pgh-f-n-tä gucfuk distä-
SEQ put-AWAY-3-REF together in-3SG
'and put them all inside it [the beans].'

(12) mbäcf kä kä - -n-tä kfyä ndä
then COMP SEQ light-AWAY-3-REF fire small ASSC
mistä-ni
under-3SG
Then he lit the fire under it.'

(13) mbäcf kä-xän kä cfgu
then COMP-3PL SEQ threshing
They kept threshing.'
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(14) kä l-iyu ngäs-i-n-tä vu mistä mbizä
SEQ go-lSG push in-AWAY-3-REF fire under bean dish
kä päkäwghuvi
COMP hyena
' "I have to push in the fire under the bean dish," said Hyena.'

(15) a kä lä-b-1-iyu käghä ä
INTERJ SBQ go-OUT-go-lSG 2SG NBG older Q
' "Oh, shouldn't I go. Aren't you older?"'

nzänzä käghä kä lä-b-1-iyu kä kn
remain 2SG SEQ go-OUT-go-lSG COMP dog
' "You stay, I should go," said Dog.' (low tone on i in iyu)

(16) mbacf kä kn kä lä-b-i
then COMP dog SBQ go-OUT-REF
Then Dog went away.'

(17) lä-ghä päkäwghuvi kä mnä-n-tä kn
go-D:PVG hyena SBQ tell-3-REF dog
'And Hyena said to Dog,'

yägh-kä da ngh- da sigä yä
should not-2SG PURP look-SO PREP pot DEM
kä-'ä mnä-nä-tä
COMP-3SG tell-DEM-REF
* "Do not look inside the pot," he said to him.'

(18) yäw kä kn
yes COMP dog
'Dog agreed.'

(19) lä-bä kn yä mbäcf kä-ä kä
go-OUT dog DEM then COMP-3SG SBQ
gunä-nä-f-tä sigä
open-DEM-UP-REF pot
'When Dog l went, hei opened the pot.'
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(20) kä ä kä-'ä nghä-dä-tä nä
SEQ 3SG COMP-3SG look-ALL-REF COMP
zwän-ä- mä sigä
child:PL-GEN-3SG PREP pot
'And he saw that his children were in the pot.'

(21) mbäcf kä-'ä kä w-i-g-i-n-tä kä
then COMP-3SG SEQ take.PL-AWAY-INN-3-REF SEQ
lä-ghw- cfifä-na-ta zwän-ä-ni
go-D:SOREF hide-3-REF child:PL-GEN-3SG
*He took his children out and hid them.'

(22) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xlä-f-tä zwän-ä
then COMP-3SG SEQ gather-UP-REF child:PL-GEN
päkäwäghuvi käy kä pghä-dä-tä da
hyena INTERJ SEQ put-ALL-REF PREP
sigä kä v-i-n-tä vu guk mistä-ni
pot SEQ put-AWAY-3-REF fire a lot under-3SG
'And then he gathered the children of Hyena, put them in the pot,
and put a lot of fire under it.'

(23) mbäcf kä mbizä kä dä-tä [-^käddätä] mbuuluk
then COMP bean dish SEQ cook-REF very well
Then the bean dish cooked very well.'

(24) kdä-ku-ä-tän tä vixä-p-tä värä mbäcf
finish-ABS-GEN-3PL PREP sift-OUT-REF beans then
kä-xan kä wä-dä-p-tä tsä värä
COMP-3PL SEQ take.PL-ALL-OUT-REF DEF beans
yä dzäghä
DEM home
'When they finished sifting the beans, they brought them home.'

(25) mägu-lu kä da tsghä tsä värä yä tu
make-UH SEQ PURP send DBF beans DEM PREP
ubu mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi kä tx-äy
small granary then COMP hyena SEQ expel-PO
kä zläy nä - -mä mbizä kuruku
SEQ COMP COMP eat-SO-lPL bean dish first
'Before sending the beans up to the granary, Hyena said: "Let us
first eat the bean dish."'
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(26) mbäcf kä-lu kä pghä-gä-p-tä mbizä
then COMP-UH SEQ pour-INN-ÖUT-REF bean dish
Then, the bean dish was poured out and brought.'

(27) mbäcf kä päkäwäghuvi käy kä klä-ä-tä
then COMP hyena INTERJ SBQ take-PART-REF
ngä zwän-ä-ni
FOR child:PL-GEN-3SG
'Hyena took some of it for his children.'

(28) mbäcf kä- tämä kä dghäcf-äy
then COMP-3PL finally SEQ chew-PO
'And now they are chewing it [the beans].'

(29) dghäcf-äy-tän dghäcf-äy-tän mbäcf kä kn
chew-PO-3PL chew-PO-3PL then COMP dog
kä klä-gä-f-tä ir-ä zwäg-ä päkäwäghuvi
SEQ take-INN-UP-REF eye-GEN child-GEN hyena
'While they were chewing it, Dog picked up an eye of a child of
Hyena.'

(30) ir-ä-w nä nä da kä-'ä cfäwä-n-tä
eye-GEN-who DEM Q father COMP-3SG ask-3-REF
da tsi
PREP 3SG
' "Whose eye is this, Father?" he asked him.'

(31) 6 ir-ä dzägulämä d- ' bä
INTERJ eye-GEN large white beans father-1 DU HYP
mäntsä kä päkäwä ghuvi
like that COMP hyena
' "Oh, perhaps this is the eye of the white beans of our father,"
said Hyena.'

(32) zä ä zwar) tä tsä wä kä-'ä kä
eat NEC child OBJ DEF NEG COMP-3SG SEQ
klä-ugh-tä kä f-u-d-u-tä
take-D:SO-REF SEQ pUt-SO-ALL-EP-REF
' "Children do not eat it," he [Hyena] said [and he] took it and ate
it up.' (lit. 'put it in himself)
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(33) sl-ä-w nä nä da kä kn
leg-GEN-who DEM Q father COMP dog
klä-gä-f-tä slä zwän-ä päkäwäghuvi
take-INN-UP-REF leg child:PL-GEN hyena
'Dog picked up a leg of Hyena's children and asked: "Whose leg is
this, Father?"'

(34) 6 ghäläkä kä värä d- ' ghälyä tä
INTERJ like this COMP beans father-1 DU earlier IMPF
yä-ku ndä slä ndä slä [tsä]
yield-ABS ASSC leg ASSC leg DEM
' "Oh, it is like this: The beans of our forefathers earlier were born
with feet."'

(35) za a zwan-i tä tsä wä ngä riindo rxä
eat NBG child-PL OBJ DEF NBG FOR person good
tsä kä ä kä klä-ugh-tä kä
DEF COMP 3SG SEQ take-D:SO-REF SEQ
f-u-du-tä
pUt-SO-ALL-REF
' "Children do not eat it. It is for respectable persons," he said, and
he took it and ate it.'

(36) mbäcf kä- tämä kä hl- tsghä värä
then COMP-3PL finally SEQ go-REF put up beans
tä ubu
PREP small granary
'Finally they went to put the beans into the granary.'

(37) tsghä-dä-f xäxän tä säni lä-ghä-
put up-ALL-UP 3PL OBJ one go-D:PVG-3SG
mbäd kä kä tsghä-dä-f-tä säni zlibi
then COMP SEQ send-ALL-UP-REF one bag
'After they sent one bag, then they sent another.'
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(38) ngä-nä-ngä ri ngä-nä ä wä ä
hold-DEM-hold Q hold-ADD NEC NBG 3SG DEM
päkäwäghuvi nä kä-'ä kä zl-i-n-tä-tsi
hyena Q COMP-3SG SEQ leave-AWAY-3-REF-3so
kä ghwäyä-ugh-tä
SEQ run-SO-REF
' "Did Hyena grab it or not?" he thought. He left [a bag] and ran
away.' (Dog intends to run away. In order to do that he needs to
keep Hyena busy. One of the means to do so is to have Hyena try
to grab the bag with the beans.)

(39) mbäcf kä-'ä kä xwäyä-ugh-tä lä-ghu da
then COMP-3SG SEQ run-SO-REF go-D:SO PREP
zwän-i
child-PL
Then he fled and he went to his children.'

(40) tä tsgh-äy tsgh-äy-kä n kri kä
IMPF send-PO send-PO-2SG Q dog COMP
päkäwäghuvi nä
hyena DEM
4 "Dog, are you sending them up?" said Hyena.'

3. ghuz-ä duxwäl 'Beer of Adulthood'

The ceremony ghuz-ä duxwäl 'beer of adulthood' was characterized by one
of the language assistants as a "pre-initiation." The text contains some
borrowings from Fula (Ful.) and Hausa (Hau.). A few sentences show an
unintentional shift in subject from third to second and even to first person.
Guinea com beer is the most important alcoholic drink, used daily as well
as for celebrations. Hence the shift from "beer" to "celebration".

(1) ghüz-ä duxwäl tä fucfäku mändä
beer-GEN adult IMPF begin (Ful.) when
mtä-tä dä- wä mndu
death-REF father-3SG PREP man
The beer of adulthood begins after the death of one's father.'
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(2) yäwä mtä tä dä-ni mä mndu tä kum-äy
well death PREP father-3SG PREP man IMPF want-PO
tä märä-n-tä kä zläy nä ndä gl-iyu
OBJ show-3-REF SEQ COMP COMP STAT grow-lSG
tämä
already
'Well, the death of one's father would mean that he is already an
adult.'

(3) ngä dä-gä-ghä-tä indä grä-xä-
NORM cook-INN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ all friend-PL-3SG
tä ghzu
OBJ beer
'All of his friends should cook beer and bring it there.'

(4) ngä fä-m-tä dägä gitä ndä glä-kä
NORM put-IN-REF:SUBJ PREP today STAT grow-2SG
'From that day on he should be considered an adult person.' (lit.
'from that day they will call you an adult person')

(5) ngä zä tä tsä väku yä
NORM eat OBJ DEM year DEM
'He should wait out this year.' (In the next sentence the speaker
corrects himself.)

(5 a) ngä zä-tä-nf tä väku xis
NORM eat-REF-3SG OBJ year two
'He should wait two years.'

(6) tä xul-ä vaku xis ngä pgh-äy- tä
PREP back-GEN year two NORM pour PO-3SG OBJ
pghu
libation
'After two years he should pour a libation.' (i.e. proceed with the
initiation)
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(7) pghu tsä yä dzä'ä märä-n-tä
libation DEF DEM PUT show-3-REF
snä-n-tä- tä dädä-xä-ni ndä mtä dägä
know-3-REF-3SG OBJ father-PL-3SG STAT dead PREP
dä- dä- mä dä- dä-ni mä
father-3SG father-3SG PREP father-3SG father-3SG PREP
dä- xä gulu
father-3SG until Gulu
'It is the libation that will make him know his dead ancestors, back
to Gulu.'

(8) bäcfu pghu dzä'ä hlfyä-f-hlfyä märäkw kä
day initiation PUT get up-UP-get up woman SEQ
lä-ugh- da la dä-ni
go-SO-REF PREP COLL father-3SG
On the day of the initiation the wife will get up and go to her fam
ily.'

(9) tä skälu-lu tä skälu girvidik
IMPF dance-UH OBJ dance night
One dances all night, and ...'

(10) tä xul-ä skälu dzä'ä sä-ghä-sä märäkw
PREP back-GEN dance FUT amve-D:PVG-arrive woman
gä sdrdok ndä lä dä-ni
PREP morning ASSC COLL father-3SG
'After the dance the woman will come in the morning, together
with her parents.'

(11) dzä'ä sä-ghä-sä-xan ndä wudä ndä
FUT amve-D:PVG-arrive-3PL ASSC big pot ASSC
sfgä
smaller pot
They will come with a wudä and sigä of beer.' (Another version
states that they bring beer and guinea corn.)

(12) ngä lä-mä-ni ndä tä
NORM enter-IN-3SG ASSC PREP
zläqgwäcfäk
back entrance broken in the wall
'She should enter through the back of the compound.'
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(13) lä-m-ä- ndä tä zläqgwätfäk
go-IN-GEN-3SG ASSC PREP back entrance
ngä lä-m-ä- hlä-nä-ghä-tä
NORM gO-IN-GEN-3SG search-DEM-D:PVG-REF
zd'äl-ä-tan
husband-GEN-3PL
'Having entered through the back of the compound, she should
find her husband.'

(14) ngä sä-bä tsä mndu yä jibil ndä
NORM arrive-OUT DEM man DEM outdoors ASSC
Igut-a ngrä tä vghä-ni
cloth-GEN black PREP body-3SG
The man should come out wearing black clothes.'

(15) ngä xwäyä-ni ndä zeq-zeq
NORM run-3SG ASSC curved knife
'He should run around with a curved knife.'

(16) ngä lä-bä rnndu-xä ksä-gä-ghä-tä
NORM go-OUT man-PL catch-INN-D:PVG-REF:SUBJ
'People should go out, catch him, and bring him back.'

4. skäl-ä hlä 'Festivity of the Bull1

(1) skäl-ä hlä tä nw-äy-lu tä hlä väku
festivity-GEN bull IMPF fatten-PO-UH OBJ bull year
xis kwä xkon
two or three
'Festivity of the bull: One fattens the bull for two or three years.'
(skälu-ählä -> [skälählä])

(2) ngä skäl-äy ndä luwä tä bidä
NORM dance-PO ASSC sky PREP small millet
dey d6y fitik-a imi
exactly (Ful.) time-GEN rain
One should celebrate during the year of the millet, and only during
the rainy season.' (Hdi plant guinea com one year and millet and
beans the next year. This practice allows regeneration of the soil
and protection against weeds, especially Strega.)
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(3) tä xul-ä skäl-ä tä hlä mämu tälä
PREP back-GEN dance-GEN COM bull exist exorcise
zäijwä
demon
'In addition to the festivity of the bull there is the exorcising of
demons.'

(4) tälä zäijwä tsä ya tä märä-n-tä
exorcise demon DEF DEM COM show-3-REF
xld-g-i-n-ta inda ghwäcfäk-ä skwi mä
gather-INN-AWAY-3-REF all bad-GEN thing PREP
xgä yä
home DEM
'It is tälä zäijwä that shows that one has chased away all the bad
things from the compound.'

5. Work for Squirrel's In-laws

This story, told by Njidda Kassie Abel on July 1, 1994, is a traditional
Hdi folktale. In addition to the main character, Squirrel, it usually features
twelve other animals. In the version presented here, the order of events
departs from the usual order with respect to one character, Zinga, the
mythical king of animals. Zinga is considered a paragon of nastiness,
hence the expression "nasty as Zinga". The story contains a few mis-
takes that were corrected, either immediately or later, by the narrator or by
other speakers who collaborated in the analysis. We have retained both the
mistakes and the corrections because of their linguistic and literary in-
terest. The transcription is phonemic after the application of mor-
phophonological rules. A comma in the Hdi text indicates a pause.

(1) mä sän-ä fitik mbäcf kä yäghi
PREP one-GEN day then COMP squirrel
kä xäg-ä mndu ngä
SEQ invite:PL-GEN people FOR
dzä'ä da väghu mu vwäx-ä-ni
go PURP work PREP field-GEN-3SG
One day Squirrel got into inviting people to work in the field of
his in-laws.' (väghä 'spend the day'; väghu mä vwäx 'collective
work in the field'. Can be done at the field of one's in-laws, as part
of the payment for a wife. The preposition mä is realized as mu
under the influence of the following labial consonant.)
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(2) täntän mbäcf kä kä xgä-n-tä väzak
first then COMP SEQ call-3-REF rooster
'First he invited Rooster.'

(3) lä-ghä- xgä-n-tä väzak kä väzak ndä
go-D:PVG-3SG call-3-REF rooster COMP rooster ASSC
tsi mäntsä tä dzä- ämä yägh-kä
3SG COMP IMPF go-lSG but should not-2SG
xgä-n-tä üvä kä-ä
call-3-REF cat COMP-3SG
'When he went to invite Rooster, Rooster answered him, "I will
go, but you should not invite Cat," he said.'

(4) xgä-n- i tä uvä wä kä yäghi
call-3-REF NBG:lSG OBJ cat NBG COMP squirrel
' "I am not going to invite Cat," said Squirrel.'

(5) to, kä hlfyä-f-tä-tsi gä väzak
well, SEQ leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP rooster
kä lä-ghä-tsi da üvä[—>wvä]
SEQ go-D:GO-3SG PREP cat
'Well, he left the Rooster's [household] and went to Cat.'

(6) kä-ä ndä uvä mäntsä kodokodok tä
COMP-3SG ASSC cat COMP please IMPF
kum-äy- tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da
like-PO-lSG OBJ 2SG FOR go PURP
väghu mu vwäx-ä-cfä kä-ä ndä uvä
work collectively PREP field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG ASSC cat
'He said to Cat: "I beg you to go and work in the field of my in-
laws.'"

(7) kä uvä mäntsä mä si tä dzä-
COMP cat COMP HYP PAST IMPF go-lSG
mndän nää duq ä kä da xgä-n-tä
but DEM COND except 2SG PUT call-3-REF
kn kä uvä
dog COMP cat
'Cat answered, "I might go, but on condition that you do not invite
Dog.'" (lit. 'but will you invite a dog?)
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(8) kä yäghi mäntsä xgä-n- i tä kn
COMP squirrel COMP call-3-REF NBG:lSG OBJ dog
wä k'-ä
NBG COMP-3SG
'Squirrel answered that he would not invite Dog.'

(9) tä xul-ä hlyä-f-tä-ni gä uvä
PREP back-GEN leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP cat
kä lä-ugh-tsi xgä-n-tä kn
SEQ go-D:SO-3SG call-3-REF dog
'Having left Cat, he went to invite Dog.'

(10) k'ä ndä kn mantsa väghu mu
COMP-3SG ASSC dog COMP collective work PREP
vwäx-ä-cfä mäxtsim kdddkddok tä kum-äy-i
field-GEN-lSG tomorrow please PREP like-PO-lSG
tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da tsä väghu
OBJ 2SG FOR go PREP DEF collective work
mu vwäx-yä kä-'ä ndä kn
PREP field-DEM COMP-3SG ASSC dog
'He said to Dog: "Tomorrow there is work at my in-laws'. I would
like you to go for this work.'"

(11) kä Jrar mäntsä ma tä dzä-i mndän
COMP dog COMP PREP PREP gO-lSG but
nä suijä kä da xgä-n-tä päkäwäghuvi,
DEM except 2SG FUT call-3-REF hyena
kä kn
COMP dog
'Dog replied, "I will go, on condition that you do not invite
Hyena.'"

(12) a kä tä dzä'ä käghä nä
INTERJ SEQ IMPF go 2SG DEM
xgä-n- i tä päkäwäghuvi
call-3-REF :SUBJ NEG:lSG OBJ hyena
wä kä yäghi ndä tsi
NEG COMP squirrel ASSC 3SG
' "If you will go, I will not invite Hyena," Squirrel said to him.'
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(13) yäwä hlyä-f-tä-ni gäaa,
well (Hau.) leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP
gä kn kä lä-ugh-tsi da päkäwäghuvi
PREP dog SEQ go-D:SO-3SG PREP hyena
'Well, when he left Dog, he went to Hyena.'

(14) kä'-ä ndä päkäwäghuvi mäntsä kodokdok
COMP-3SG ASSC hyena COMP please
väghu mü vwäx-a-cfa mäxtsim
spend the day PREP field-GEN-lSG tomorrow
kä'-ä ndä päkäwäghuvi
COMP-3SG ASSC hyena
'He said to Hyena, "There is work tomorrow at my in-laws'.'"

(15) kä päkäwäghuvi mäntsä ma si tä dzä-i
COMP hyena COMP HYP PAST PREP go-lSG
dunä kä da xgä-n-tä zingä kä
except 2SG PUT call-3-REF zinga COMP
päkäwäghuvi ndä yäghi
hyena ASSC squirrel
' "I would like to go, on condition that you do not invite Zinga,"
Hyena said to Squirrel.' (zingä 'mythical king of animals'. Here the
storyteller mistakenly introduces Zinga instead of some other
animal larger than the hyena but smaller than the next animal in the
hierarchy.)

(16) kä yäghi mäntsä xgä-n- - tä
COMP squirrel COMP call-3-REF:SUBJ-lSG OBJ
zingä wä kä dz-ü-dzä käghä nä
zinga NBG COND go-SO-go 2SG DEM
xgä-n- - tä zingä wä
call-3-REF :SUBJ-1SG OBJ zinga NBG
kä päkäwäghuvi
COMP hyena [error]
'Squirrel answered, "I will not invite Zinga. If you show up, I will
not invite Zinga, said Hyena [error].'

(17) tä xul-ä hlyä-f-tä-ni gä zingä gä
PREP after-GEN leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP Zinga PREP
päkäwäghuvi kä lä-ghu-tsi da zingä
hyena SEQ go-D:SO-3SG PREP Zinga
'Having left Zinga [error] Hyena [correction], he went to Zinga.'
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(18) lä-ghä- da zingä mäntsä lä-ghä-ni
go-D:PVG-3SG PREP Zinga COMP go-D:PVG-3SG
da zingä mäntsä, kodokädok tä kum-äy-i
PREP Zinga COMP please IMPF like-PO-lSG
tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da väghu mä
OBJ 2SG FOR go PREP work collectively PREP
vwäx-ä-tfä kä ndä zinga
field-GEN-lSG COMP ASSC Zinga
'Having arrived at Zinga's, he said, "Please, I would like you to
come work in the field of my in-laws.'"

(19) mä tä dzä- na dunä kä da
HYP IMPF gO-lSG DEM except 2SG FUT
xgä-n-tä gwi'yän
call-3-REF elephant
" will go, on the condition that you do not invite Elephant.'"

(20) xgä-n-ü-i tä gwi'yän wä kä
call-3-REF :SUBJ-lSG OBJ elephant NEG COND
dz-u-dzä käghä na xgä-n-tä-i
go-SO-gO 2SG DEM call-3-REF-1SG
tä gwi'yän wä kä-'ä
OBJ elephant NEG COMP-3SG
" will not invite Elephant. If you show up, I will not invite Ele
phant," he said.'

(21) hlyä-f-tä- gä zingä kä lä-ghu-tsi
leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP Zinga SEQ go-D:SO-3SG
da gwi'yän
PREP elephant
'Having left Zinga, he went to Elephant.'

(22) lä-ghä- da gwi'yän kädokzddk tä
go-D:PVG-3SG PREP elephant please IMPF
kum-äy- tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da väghu mä
like-PO-lSG OBJ 2SG FOR go PREP work PREP
vwäx-ä-dä kä ndä gwi'yän
field-GEN-lSG COMP ASSC elephant
'Having arrived at Elephant's, he said, "Please, I would like you to
come to work in the field of my in-laws.'"
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(23) mä tä dzä- mndän na durjä kä dzä'ä
HYP IMPF go-lSG but COMP except 2SG FUT
xgä-n-tä rvori kä gwi'yän ndä yäghi
call-3-REF lion COMP elephant ASSC squirrel
" would go, on the condition that you do not invite Lion," Ele
phant said to Squirrel.'

(24) xga-n-u-f tä rver wä kä
call-3-REF :SUBJ-lSG OBJ lion NBG SEQ
dz-ü-gu-du-tfu-s-dzä käghä nä
gO-SO-INN-ALL-lSG-INV-go 2SG DEM
xgä-n- - tä rver wä kä-'ä
call-3-REF :SUBJ-lSG OBJ lion NBG COMP-3SG
" will not invite Lion. If you come there for me, I will not invite
Lion," he said.'

(25) tä xul-ä xlyä-f-tä- gä gwi'yän
PREP after leave-UP-REF-3SG PREP elephant
kä lä-ghu-tsi da rvori
SEQ go-D:SO-3SG PREP lion
'Having left elephant, he went to Lion.' (rva7"lion' and 'king', e.g.
rverä-cfä 'my king')

(26) yäwä kä-'ä ndä rvori mäntsä tä kum-äy-
well COMP-3SG ASSC lion COMP IMPF like-PO-lSG
tä käghä ngä dzä'ä da väghu
OBJ 2SG NORM go PREP collective work
mä vwäx-ä-cfä kä-'ä.
PREP field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG
'"Well," he said to Lion, "I would like you to come work in the
field of my in-laws.'"

(27) tä dzä- kä rvori
IMPF go-lSG COMP lion
' "I will go," said Lion.'
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(28) tä xul-ä ngätsä-f-tä- tä mndo-xä
PREP after-GEN gather-UP-REF-3SG OBJ man-PL
väghu mä vwäx-ä-cfä kä'-ä
work collectively PREP field-GEN-lSG COMP-3SG
kä xlyä-f-tu-lu kä lä-ghu-lu
SEQ leave-UP-REF-UH SEQ gO-D:SO-UH
'Having gathered people, he said, "There is work at my in-laws'.'
Each got up and went.'

(29) tingil väzak tä lä-ghä täntän
first rooster COM go-D:PVG first
'It is Rooster that arrived first.'

(30) kä lä-ghä väzak ndzcfä-vä-tä väzäk
SEQ go-D:GO rooster remain-APPL-REF: SUB J rooster
tä xvä tä nghd-tsi na kä sä-ghä
PREP work IMPF see-3SG DEM SEQ arrive-D:GO
uvä
cat
'Rooster came. After having done some work, he sees Cat com
ing.'

(31) käbgä wu kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä
because Q take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF
uvä käy yäghä kä xgä-n-tä uvä
cat INTER! should not 2SG call-3-REF cat
kä-i [ki- ] käy-nf nfä kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä
COMP-lSG Q-RHET why take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF
uvä kä-'ä ndä yäghi
cat COMP-3SG ASSC Squirrel
"'Why did you invite Cat, despite the fact that you should not
invite Cat, as I told you?" he said to Squirrel.'

(32) aw, la-m-la da cfifa-ugh-ta
INTER! gO-IN-go PREP hide-SO-REF
xädi yä kä-'ä ndä väzäk
here DEM COMP-3SG ASSC rooster
' "Oh, go hide yourself here," he said to Rooster.'

(33) kä lä-ghu väzäk cfifä-ugh-tä
SEQ go-D:SO rooster hide-SO-REF
'And Rooster went and hid himself.'
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(34) sä-ghä üvä xvä-n-tä uva tä xvä
arrive-D:PVG cat work-3-REF cat OBJ work
kiukw lä-m-lä da nghä-tä mä tüghwäzäk
a little go-IN-go PURP look-REF PREP hibiscus
xädi yä da kä'-ä ndä uva
here DEM HYP COMP-3M ASSC cat
'When Cat arrived, and after he worked little, he [Squirrel] said to
him [Cat], "Enter in this hibiscus and eat what is inside.'" (a
saying that means: go and eat what is there)

(35) kä lä-m uva hlä-nä-ghä-tä väzäk tä
SEQ enter-IN cat fmd-DEM-D:GOREF rooster COM
difa-ugh-ta mä tüghwäzäk
hide-SO-REF PREP hibiscus
'When Cat entered, he found Rooster, who had hidden in the hi
biscus.'

(36) kä ks-u-tä uva tä väzäk
SEQ touch-SO-REF cat OBJ rooster
'And Cat devoured Rooster.'

(37) ndzädä-vä-tä üvä tä xvä
last-APPL-REF cat PREP work
tä nghä-1 na kä sä-ghä kn
IMPF see-UH DEM SEQ amve-D:GO dog
'When Cat had spent some time working on the field, one sees
Dog coming.'

(38) kä üvä mäntsä xgä ngu-kä tä kn
COMP cat COMP invite why-2SG OBJ dog
käy
INTERJ
'Cat says, "Why did you invite Dog?"'

(39) wiyä yäghä kä xgä-n-tä kor
there should not 2SG call-3-REF dog
ki-f käy kä üvä ndä yäghi
COMP-lSG INTERJ COMP cat ASSC Squirrel
'"Didn't I tell you not to invite Dog?" Cat said to Squirrel.'
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(40) kä yäghi mäntsä, lä-m-lä (fifä-ugh-tä
COMP Squirrel COMP go-IN-go hide-SO-REF
xädi yä mä tughwäzäk xädi yä da
here DEM PREP hibiscus here DEM please
'Squirrel said, "Go hide yourself here in the hibiscus, here in this
very place, won't you?'"

(41) kä la-ugh-wi uvä cfifa-u-ta
SEQ go-D:SOREF cat hide-SO-REF
mä tughwäzäk
PREP hibiscus
'And Cat went and hid in the hibiscus.'

(42) sä-ghä kri, ndzcfä-vä-tä kn tä ,
arrive-DiPVG dog last-APPL-REF: SUB J dog PREP work
kä ndä xarfä kä na lä-m-lä
SEQ ASSC tiredness 2SG DEM go-IN-go
nghä-tä mä tughwäzäk xädi yä yä
see-REF:SUBJ PREP hibiscus here DEM DEM
kä yäghi ndä kri
COMP squirrel ASSC dog
'When Dog came, after he had worked for some time, Squirrel
said to Dog, "If you are tired, enter to see [something] in the hi
biscus here.'"

(43) lä-mä kn da xäd-ä kä hlä-nä-ghä-tä-tsi
go-IN dog PREP here-DEM SEQ fmd-DEM-D:GO-REF-3SG
t-'uvä
OBJ-cat
'When Dog entered there, he found Cat.'

(44) kä ks-u-tä kn t-'uvä
SEQ touch-SO-REF dog OBJ-cat
'And Dog devoured Cat.'

(45) ndzdä-va-tä kn tä xvä, kä sä-ghä
last-APPL-REF dog PREP work SEQ arrive-D:GO
päkäwä ghuvi
hyena
'After Dog had worked for some time, Hyena came.'
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(46) kä krä mäntsä xgä ngu kä tä
COMP dog COMP invite why 2SG OBJ
päkäwäghuvi käy tämä
hyena INTERJ after all
'Dog said, "Why did you invite Hyena [despite what I
told you]?'" (tämä may be replaced by gulf, with the same mean
ing.)

(47) kä dz-u-dzä käghä na xäcf- [error]
SEQ agree-SO-agree 2SG DEM NEG-lSG
dzä'ä xgä päkäwäghuvi kä-kä käy,
go call hyena COMP-2SG INTERJ
kä kn ndä yäghi
COMP dog ASSC squirrel
' "If you accept, I will not invite Hyena,' you told me," Dog said
to Squirrel.'

(48) kä yägh mäntsä cfifä-u-difä xädi yä kä
COMP squirrel COMP hide-SO-hide here DEM COMP
yäghi
squirrel
'Squirrel said: "Hide yourself here.'"

(49) sä-ghä päkäwäghuvi ndzcfä-vä-tä päkäwäghuvi
arrive-DrPVG hyena last-APPL-REF hyena
tä xvä kä yäghi mäntsä
PREP work COMP squirrel COMP
lä-m-lä da xäd yä da mää skwi
go-IN-go PREP here DEM please exist thing
dzä'ä hlä-nä-ghä-tä-kä xädä kä-'ä
go fmd-DEM-D:GO-REF:SUBJ-2SG here COMP-3SG
ndä päkäwäghuvi
ASSC hyena
'When Hyena came, and after he worked for some time, Squirrel
said to him: "Go in there, won't you;, there is something that you
are going to find there," he told Hyena.'

(50) lä-mä päkäwäghuvi da xädä ma tughwäzäk
go-IN hyena PREP here PREP hibiscus
kä hlä-nä-ghä-tä-tsf tä kn
SEQ fmd-DEM-D:GO-REF-3SG OBJ dog
'When Hyena entered the hibiscus, he found Dog.'
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(51) kä ks-u-tä päkäwäghuvi tä kn
SEQ touch-SO-REF hyena OBJ dog
'Hyena devoured Dog.'

(52) sä-bä päkäwäghuvi kä xvä
arrive-OUT hyena SEQ work
'Having come out [of the hibiscus], Hyena worked.'

(53) ndzcfä-vä-tä päkäwäghuvi tä xvä
last-APPL-REF hyena PREP work
tä ngho-tso na mbäcf kä zingä kä
IMPF see-3SG DEM then COMP Zinga SEQ
sä-ghä
arrive-D:PVG
'Having worked for some time, he sees that Zinga is coming.'

(54) wä-'ä mändä zingä xgä ngu kä tä zingä
who-3SG like Zinga invite why 2SG OBJ Zinga
käy yäghä-kä xgä-n-tä zingä k-i
INTERJ should not-2SG call-3-REF Zinga COMP-lSG
käy kä-'ä ndä yäghi
INTERJ COMP-3SG ASSC squirrel
"'Who appears there like Zinga? Why did you invite Zinga?
Haven't I told you not to invite Zinga?" he said to Squirrel.'

(55) o, lä-m-lä cfifä-ü-tä xäd yä
INTERJ go-IN-go hide-SO-REF here DEM
kä yäghi ndä päkäwäghuvi
COMP squirrel ASSC hyena
"Oh, go hide yourself here," Squirrel said to Hyena.'

(56) sä-ghä zingä xvä-n-tä zingä tä xvä
arrive-D:PVG Zinga work-3-REF Zinga OBJ work
lä-m-lä nghä-tä xäd yä da kä yäghi
go-IN-go look-REF here DEM please COMP squirrel
ndä zingä
ASSC Zinga
'When Zinga arrived, he worked in the field. "Go look here,"
Squirrel said to him.'
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(57) lä-mä zingä da tüghwäzäk kä
go-IN Zinga PREP hibiscus SEQ
hlä-nä-ghä-tä-tsi tä päkäwäghuvi kä
fmd-DEM-D:GO-REF-3SG OBJ hyena SEQ
ks-u-tä-tsi
touch-SO-REF-3SG
'When Zinga entered the hibiscus, he found Hyena and devoured
him.'

(58) sä-bä zingä kä xvä
arrive-OUT Zinga SEQ work
'When Zinga got out, he worked.'

(59) ndzcfä-vä-tä zingä tä ngho-tsi tä
last-APPL-REF:SUBJ Zinga PREP see-3SG IMPF
sä-sä gwi'yän
arrive-arrive elephant
'After Zinga has spent some time, he sees Elephant coming.'

(60) käbgä-wu kol-kä kä xgä-n-tä gwi'yän
why take-2SG SEQ call-3-REF elephant
käy yäghä-kä xgä-n-tä gwi'yän
INTERJ should not-2SG call-3-REF elephant

- kä zingä ndä yäghi
COMP-lSG COMP zinga ASSC squirrel
'"Why did you invite Elephant? I told you not to invite Elephant,"
Zinga said to Squirrel.'

(61) lä-m-lä difa-u-ta xäd yä kä yäghi
go-IN-go hide-SO-REF here DEM COMP squirrel
nda tsi
ASSC 3SG
"'Enter and hide yourself here," Squirrel said to him.'
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(62) kä sä-ghä gwi'yän ndzcfä-vä-tä
SEQ anive-D:GO elephant pass time-APPL-REF
gwi'yän tä xvä
elephant PREP work
kä ghunä-dä-m-tä-tsi hlä-nä-ghä-tä zfngä
SEQ send-ALL-IN-REF-3SG fmd-DEM-D :GOREF Zinga
kä ks-u-tä gwi'yän tä zingä
SEQ touch-SO-REF elephant OBJ Zinga
'After Elephant came, after he had worked some, he [Squirrel] sent
him inside. He [Elephant] found Zinga, and Elephant devoured
Zinga.'

(63) sä-bä gwi'yän kä ndzcfä-vä-tä
arrive-our elephant SEQ pass time-APPL-REF
tä xvä däts ndzcfä gwi'yän nä
PREP work little time spend time elephant DEM
kä nghd-tsi tä sä-ghä rvore
SEQ see-3SG IMPF arrive-D:GO lion
'After Elephant got out of the hibiscus and spent some time at
work, Elephant sees Lion coming.'

(64) sä-ghä rv6r nä ä käbgä wu kol-kä
arrive-DiPVG lion COMP INTER! why Q take-2SG
kä xgä-n-tä rv6r käy[ke] wää sä-ghä
SEQ call-3-REF lion INTERJ there arrive-D:PVG
rver tämä xgä ngu kä tä rvore yägh
lion still invite why 2SG OBJ lion should not
kä xgä-n-tä rvor kf-'f ke [käy] kä
2SG call-3-REF lion COMP-lSG INTERJ COMP
gwi'yän
elephant
'While Lion was coming, Elephant said, "Why did you invite
Lion, when I told you not to invite him? There is Lion coming,
haven't I told you not to invite Lion?'"

(65) o, lä-m-lä cfifä-u-tä xäd yä mä
INTERJ go-IN-go hide-SO-REF here DEM PREP
tughwäzäk kä yäghi ndi tsi /ndä tsi/
hibiscus COMP squirrel ASSC 3SG
"Oh, go and hide yourself here in the hibiscus," Squirrel said to
him.'
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(66) kä lä-m-tsi (fifä-u-tä
SEQ go-IN-3SG hide-SOREF
'And he went in and hid himself.'

(67) sä-ghä rvere ndzcfä-vä-tä rvore tä xvä
amve-D.-PVG lion last-APPL-REF lion PREP work
kä ghunä-dä-m-tä yäghi tä rvere
SEQ send-ALL -IN-REF squirrel OBJ lion
'When Lion arrived and had worked for some time, Squirrel sent
Lion in.'

(68) kä lä-m yäghi hlä-n-ä-tä gwi'yän
SEQ go-IN squirrel flnd-3-PVG-REF elephant
'[Lion] entered and found Elephant.' (should have been rvore, not
yäghi)

(69) kä wüdo-xän tä wudä
SEQ fight-3PL OBJ fight
'And they were fighting.'

(70) lävä-nä ä yäghi lävä-nä ä
beable-DEM NEG squirrel beable-DEM NBG
tä gi ks-u-tä gwi'yän wä
COM immediately touch-SO-REF elephant NEC
'Squirrel [error: Lion] did not manage to devour Elephant imme-
diately.'

(71) lävä-nä ä rver tä & ks- tä
beable-3 NEG lion COM immediately touch-SO OBJ
gwi'yän wä kä wdo- tä wdä, kä
elephant NBG SEQ fight-PL OBJ fight SEQ
wdo-x9n tä wdä, kä wdo-xän tä wdä, mu
flght-PL OBJ flght SEQ flght-3PL OBJ fight PREP
vwäx-ä midz-ä yäghi
field-GEN mother-in-law-GEN Squirrel
'Lion does not manage to devour Elephant quickly. They fight,
they fight, they fight, in the field of Squirrel's mother-in-law.'
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(72) wud-äy-tän tä wüdä mäntsä kä yäghi
fight-PO-3PL OBJ fight like that COMP squirrel
ndä-xan mäntsä mä wudo-kun tä wudä
ASSC-3PL COMP PROH flght-2PL OBJ fight
mä vwäx-ä midz-ä-dä
PREP field-GEN mother-in-law-GEN-lSG
'While they were fighting like that, Squirrel said to them, "Do not
fight in the field of my mother-in-law.'"

(73) gävä-dä-p-wä-gävä tä hlorpu kä-ä
move-ALL-OUT-PL-move PREP side COMP-3SG
as£(Hau.) lä-p-lä tä vu mä xäcfik [error]
while dig-OUT-dig OBJ fire PREP ground
tä väl mä xäcfik kä vä-m-tä vu
OBJ place PREP ground SEQ light-JN-REF fire
'He said, "Move to the side," while he dug up the hole in the
ground and lit the fire'

(74) kä gävä-dä-p-tä- [kä yarp (Pul)]
SEQ move-ALL-OUT-REF-3PL [error]
kä gävä-dä-nä-p-tä-tsi tä
SEQ move-ALL-DEM-OUT-REF-3SG OBJ 3PL
kä gävä-dä-nä-p-tä-xon här kä
SEQ move-ALL-DEM-OUT-REF-3PL until (Hau.) SEQ
lä-b- tä ghog-ä tsä vä tä vu
gO-OUT-REF PREP tOp-GEN DEM light OBJ fire
mä xäcfik yä kä dcfä-dä-tä-xän
PREP ground DEM SEQ fall-ALL-REF-3PL
They moved, he pushed them, he pushed them, they moved to the
place where he had lit the fire in the ground, and they fell in.'

(75) dägä rvere, dägä gwi'yän kä
CONJ(Hau.) lion CONJ (Hau.) elephant SEQ
dcfä-dä-tä-xän da vu mä xäcfik
fall-ALL-REF-3PL PREP fire PREP ground
'Lion and Elephant fell into the fire in the ground.'
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(76) kä tsuä-gä-f-tä-tsi täa, täa, täa, tä
SEQ pull-INN-UP-REF-3SG OBJ OBJ OBJ OBJ
rvore kä xnä-tä kä xutä ngä dzä'ä
lion SEQ skin-REF as hide FOR go
skäl-ä-
dance-GEN-3SG
'He [Squirrel] pulled up Lion and slaughtered it for its skin, so that
he could go to the dance with [it (the skin)].'

(77) mäntsä yä kä tsä purkutu ndzum- yä
COMP DEM COMP DEM Story-3M DEM
kud-u-tä ghälyämä täbi i yäghi
finish-SO-REF earlier IN between DEM.PL squirrel
tä xägä mndu ngä dzä'ä vägh mu
COM invite:PL people FOR go common work PREP
vwäx-ä midz-ä-ni
field-GEN mother-in-law-GEN-3SG
'It is like that, that this story finished a long time ago between
Squirrel and the people he invited to work in the field of his
mother-in-law.'

(78) kdä-ku-ä-n tsä xädä
finish-ABS-GEN-3SG DEF here
'It ends here.'

(79) hlädä-hläd-iyu
stop-stop-ISG

stopped.'

6. Conversation between two speakers

(1) väghä- väghä-kä rä
spend the day-spend the day-2SG Q
'did you pass the day well? (a greeting in the afternoon/evening.
The high tone on the subject pronoun codes the interrogative
modality.)

(2) väghä-vägh- präfo
spend the day-spend the day-1SG Prafe

passed the day well, Prafe'
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(3) kivll si la-lä-kä da '
[Error] PAST go down-go down-2SG to Hdi
k-ul nä tä cfghwänä gä xdi
COMP-UH DEM IMPF be well area PREP Hdi

was told that you went to Hdi. Is Hdi OK?

(4) tä cfghwänä-lu ndä nänä
IMPF bewell-UH PREP now
bä imi yä yä kul xädu sä-ghä
except water DEM COP which:NEG lack arrive-DrPVG
They are OK, except for rains that do not come.'

(5) xäcf im gä xdi wu ko
NBG water in Hdi NBG Q (Hau.)
'So, there are no rains in Hdi?

(6) xädu imi wä —> [xäcf-im- wä]
lack water NBG
There are no rains.'

(7) wä käx [error] ämä hldgä-f-htögä-xon tä
how 2SG but plant-UP-plant-3PL OBJ
hldgs re an hldgä-f ä wä X9n
plant Q or plant-UP NBG NBG 3PL
'But did they plant or didn't they?

(8) hl9gä-f-hl9gä-X9n tä htigu ämä diyä-f ä
plant-UP-plant-3PL OBJ plant but germinate-UP NBG
xiyä wu
corn NBG
They planted, but the com did not germinate.'

(9) diyä-f ä wu
germinate-UP NBG NBG
'It did not germinate? (high tone on wu as marker of interrogative)

(10) ßtik diyä-f ä w . . . [incomprehensible]
time germinate-UP NBG NBG
'since it did not germinate ...'
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(11) diyä-f-diyä-tsi yä nä ämä tä
germinate-UP-germinate-3SG DEM DEM but IMPF
ghuälä-ku ghuälä-ku
dry-ABS dry-ABS
'It has germinated; however, it dries up'

(12) tä ghuälä-ku 6
IMPF dry-ABS eh
'So it dries up?

(13) ki gol mintghä tä dghwänä
how people (Mafa) compound IMPF be well
mä-mä rke
mother-IPL.INCL Q
'And how are things at home? Is your mother well?

(14) ndä sn- kä tsä marriage-xä yä tä
STAT hear-lSG COMP DEF marriage (Fr.)-PL DEM IMPF
mäggä-ku gä xdi kä- mändi dängäl-xä
make-ABS PREP Hdi COMP-3PL like marriage (Ful.)-PL
yä
DEM

have heard that marriages are being made in Hdi.'

(15) tä mäggä-ku a tsä wä
IMPF do-ABS NEC DEF NEG
'It is being done, isn't it?

(16) indä dimanche nä mämu marriage ndänä
every Sunday (Fr.) COMP exist marriage now
'Every Sunday there is a marriage now.'

(17) inda dimanche tä mägä-x9n
every Sunday IMPF do-3PL
They do it every Sunday?

(18) 3
'Yes.'
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(19) xäcfu-lu tä mäg-äy mändä tsä tä zläy
NEG-UH IMPF do-PO like DEF PREP before
bäcfu Mmä gozu lumä göz yä-w
day market Gozu market Gozu DEM-NEG
'It is not done as before on Wednesdays? (Wednesday = market
day at Gosi in Nigeria)

(20) tä mäg-äy-xan ämä ndä mä nizoryä tä
IMPF do-PO-3PL but ASSC IN Nigeria IMPF
mägu-lu bäcf tsä
do-UH day DEF
They do it, but it is in Nigeria that they do it on those specific
days/

(21) ndä mä nizoryä
ASSC N Nigeria:Q
'In Nigeria?

(22)

(23)

(24)

'Yes'

, lä-lä-kä
O.K. go-go-2SG
iq
1PL.EXCL Q
'Did you go to our place?

ndä gi
to compound (Mafa)

köbärä gwäl
news (Ful.) people

a ri snä wä kä tä
or Q know NEG 2SG OBJ
gi iijni nä
compound 1PL.EXCL Q
'Do you know any news about people from our compound?'

bxä-dä-gh-iyu tvi tsä wä
arrive-ALL-D:PVG-1SG road DEF MEG

did not get there.'

(25) lä ä kä ndä tä
go NEG 2SG ASSC PREP
'You did not go there?

tsä wu
NEG
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(26) lä- wä
go-lSG NB3

did not go.'

(27) ki vU tä berek
how space PREP Berek
'How are things at Berek? (Berek < — barrack [Eng.] adminis
trative quarter of town)

(28) tä dghwänä gol-xä tä berek
COM be well people-PL PREP Berek
'People at Berek are all well'

(29) tä tä tsk-äy-lu tä vghä
COM IMPF gather-PO-UH OBJ body
tä hldäy mäntsä ghälyä rä [ghälyerä]
PREP often like once Q
'Do people gather as they used to?

(30) tä tsk-äy-xan do <- däi(Uau.)
IMPF gather-PO-3PL indeed
They gather indeed.'

(31) tä tsk-äy- wä
IMPF gather-PO-3PL NBG
They gather, don't they?

(32) ee
'Yes.'

(33) tä tä d-äy-lu tä skwi xädä käy m
COM IMPF cook-PO-UH OBJ thing there still Q
'Do they still cook over there?

(34) tä d-äy-lu
IMPF COOk-PO-UH
They cook.'

(34) tä d-äy-lu e
IMPF COOk-PO-UH Q
They do cook, don't they?
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(35) a/na na snä- tä d-äy gongägongä
but DEM know-3PL OBJ cook-PO well (Ful.)
wu
NBG:Q
'But they do not know how to cook very well.'

(36) snä- wä
know:NEG-3PL NEC
They do not know.'

(37) snä- wä
know:NEG-3PL NEG:Q
They do not know?'

(38) ee
'Yes.'

(39) ämä käy
but INTERJ
'But well.'

7. Wives of a Chief

(1) mi-ä mghäm
wives-GEN chief
'Wives of a chief.'

(2) mämu sän mghäm tä klä-f-tä märäkw xis
exist certain chief COM take-UP-REF wife two
There was a chief who married two wives.'

(3) tsä myi-xä yä nä tä cfv-äy tä yä
DEF wives-PL DEM COMP IMPF like-PO OBJ DEM
turtuk cfvä ä tä yä turtuk-u
one like NBG OBJ DEM one-NEG
'Among these wives there, he likes one and does not like the
other.'

(4) kä yä-tä tsä myi-xä yä tä zwän-i
SEQ give birth-REF DEF wives-PL DEM OBJ child-PL
'And these wives gave birth.'
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(5) tsä [PAUSE] tsä märäkw kul cfvs-tsi yä
DEF DEF woman REL:NBG like-3SG DEM
tsä yä tä yä-tä zog kä mndu
DEF DEM COM give birth-REF son SEQ man
yä dägälä
DEM big
The wife that he did not like gave birth to a son, and he became a
great personality.'

(6) kä nzä-tä tsä zwäq-ä- yä kä mghäm
SEQ be-REF DEF son-GEN-3SG DEM as chief
'Her son became a chief.'

(7) kä lä-u-tsi da säni Mwä kä
SEQ go-SO-3SG PREP certain village SEQ
nzä-tä-tsi [kä] mä tsä Mwä yä kä
become-REF-3SG [error] in DEF village DEM äs
mndu dägälä
man important
'He went to a certain village and he stayed there as an important
person.'

(8) kä zl-i-n-tä tsä mghäm yä [tä
SEQ chase-AWAY-3-REF DEF chief DEM OBJ
zon-ä-ni\ tä tsä märkw-ä-tän yä
child-GEN-3SG [error] OBJ DEF wife-GEN-3PL DEM
The chief chased away his wife.' (The use of the third-person
plural possessive pronoun with low tone is a coding means to in
dicate that the term märäkw refers to his wife rather than, "their
wife", which would have been also socially impossible.)

(9) zl-i-n-tä- tä tsä märäkw yä
chase-AWAY-REF:SUBJ-3SG OBJ DEF wife DEM
man tsä mbätf kä-'ä kä nzä-tä mändä
like DEF then COMP-3SG SEQ become like
xäläwäy
mad
'After he chased the wife, he became almost mad.' (The original
narrator translated the last clause as 'she became almost mad'.
Other speakers insist that the clause is ambiguous).
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(10) mä sän fitik [kä sä-ghä tsi]
IN another time SBQ arrive-D:FVG 3SG
kä sä-ghä tsä -ä-ni yä
SEQ arrive-D:QO DEF child-GEN 3SG DEM
One day that son of his returned.'

(11) gä ma-da nä kä ä
where mother-1SG Q COMP 3SG
' "Where is my mother?" he said.' (The high tone on the posses
sive suffix da is a result of the interrogative coding on the penul
timate syllable.)

(12) xäcfä
NEG
wu
NEG

mä-ghä
mother-2SG
kä-lu
COMP-UH

ta
COM

ma
IN

nä
DEM

xgä
house

nä
DEM

' "Your mother is not in this house," he was told.'

(13) gä tsi nä kä-'ä
where 3SG Q COMP:3SG
' "Where is she?" he asked.'

(14) zl-i-n-zlä-lu [xä mä-ghä]
chase-AWAY-3-chase-UH not to be mother-2SG
xäcfu gä wu kä-'ä [xäginuukä\
not to be with 1PL NEG COMP-3SG
* "She has been chased away, she is not with us," he was told.'

(15) nghä-nä-tä- kä zläy [nä] zwän-ä-cfä
see-3-REF:SUBJ-3SG SEQ COMP DEM child-GEN-lSG
yä kä-'ä nä
DEM COMP-3SG DEM
'Having seen that it was his child' (lit. 'this is my child')

(16) kä tsä mghäm yä käynä dzä'ä
COMP DEF chief DEM therefore PUT
vrä-gä-nä tä tsä märkw-nn-yu kä-'ä
return-INN-3 OBJ DEF wife-1 PL-1 SG COMP-3SG
The chief said: "I will make our wife return."'
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8. How a Bat Wooed a Girl

(1) bat (variant) PREP pigeon SEQ go PURP woe
da mäkwä
PREP girl

am going to tell a story about the loan that a bat got from a pi-
geon in order to woo a girl.'

(2) mä sän-ä fitßc kä hlfyä-f-tä kukü da
PREP one-GEN day SEQ leave-UP-REF pigeon PREP
ghorbu kä hlfyä-f-tä kä dzä'ä da tsä
cuckoo SEQ leave-UP-REF SEQ go PURP borrow
ndzäwä
loan
One day pigeon got up and went to the bird [error] to get a loan.'

(3) kä hlfyä-f-tä zväxw kä (fäwä-f-tä ntfän
SEQ leave-UP-REF bat SEQ ask-UP-REF glue
cfäwä-f-xä-tä däwrä
ask-UP-ALSO-REF cloth
The bat left and asked for glue and also for clothing'

(4) cfäwä-f-xä tä mudubi däwä-f-xä-tä
ask-UP-ALSO OBJ eyeglasses (Hau.) ask-UP-ALSO-REF
babax ngä dzä'ä da mäkwä
shoes FOR go PREP girl
'He asked for eyeglasses and he also asked for shoes in order to
go to a girl.'

(5) tä xulä lä-ghä-täij da mäkwä da jiß ee,
PREP after go-D:PVG-3PL to girl to in-laws [hesitation]
kä dvä-u-ä-tä mäkwä tä zväxw kä
SEQ like-SO-GO-REF girl OBJ bat SEQ
zlä-nä-vä-tä kuku
leave-DEM-APPL-REF pigeon
'After they went to the girl, to the in-laws, the girl chose the bat
and she left the pigeon.'
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(6) tä xulä tsä mäntsä kä cfäwä-u-tä kuku
PREP back DBF that SEQ ask-SO-REF pigeon
tä indä xuzlä-xä-ni klä-ghu-tsi da tsi
OBJ all good-PL-3SG take-D:SO-3SG from 3SG
'Afterwards the pigeon asked for all his things that the bat had
taken from him.'

(7) tä xulä tsä mäntsä kä kuku mäntsä
PREP back DGF COMP COMP pigeon COMP
fitik cfvä-fä-ä-kä ti- wu ndänä nä tämä
since like-UP-NEG-2SG OBJ-lSG NBG now DEM thus
grä zväxw yäghä tä indä xuzlä-xä-dä demdem
friend bat give me OBJ all good-PL-1SG all
ka-ä
COMP-3SG
'Afterwards, the pigeon said: "Since you did not like me, now, my
friend bat, give me back all my things."'

(8) tä xulä klä-u-tä- kä tsirä-tä
PREP back take-SO-REF:SUBJ-3SG SEQ defecate-REF
zväxw tä tsfrä-ku tä vghä käbgä
bat OBJ defecate-ABS PREP body because
tä xäcfu ntfäq ngä nuwä-f tä mndrä- wä
COM lack glue FOR close-UP OBJ anus-3SG NEG
'When he took this, the bat defecated on himself because there was
no glue to close his anus.' (Another speaker preferred xlä-ütä-ni
'having gathered' instead of kla-u-ta-ni.)

(9) tä xulä tsä kä ghubäsa-p-tä lä jiß
PREP back DEF SEQ laugh-OUT-REF COLL in-laws
'Afterwards the in-laws burst out laughing.'



Notes

1. In many cultures of northern Cameroon, the father blesses members of the
household at the beginning of the new year, i.e. the new agricultural cycle.
The blessing takes the form of spitting into the face or hands of the person
being blessed. For a description of the custom among Giziga, speakers of
another Central Chadic language, cf. Jaouen 1995.

2. The sequence päkäw-ä ghuv'i 'hyena' ('leopard-GEN feces'), the only form to
designate hyena in our data, is glossed in all examples in the grammar as
"hyena."

3. The day when the bull raised in the compound is slaughtered. In some tradi-
tions, the festivities actually start before the day the bull is slaughtered.

4. The term dghä mbläm refers to blacksmiths who make sacrificial pottery
called ziglä-ziglä, skwä zwärj 'thing of child', a form of medicine to protect
children. This group of blacksmiths does not differ in their social life from
the rest of society. The term dghä mbuldä (we could not identify the meaning
of the word mbuldä) refers to blacksmiths who make hoes, axes, and other
iron tools. This group of people also takes care of all burials in the village.
As of 1998, there was no intermarriage between the members of dghä mbuldä
and the rest of the community, and there is also a prohibition on touching
and eating from the same dish as members of dghä mbuldä.

5. Note that the genitive marker has low tone in the expression ghäij-ä xlyä
'about the corn1. The low tone indicates a phrasal boundary. High tone on the
genitive marker in this expression would result in the meaning 'head of corn'.

6. The term yaghi 'intelligent, smart' is a nickname given to the squirrel in
folktales. It is also used in similes:

yäghi tsä mndu yä
intelligent DEF man COP
'the man is intelligent'

The name gag is used to refer to squirrel as a zoological species.
7. Hamayadzi is a Hdi version of the name Hamman Yaji, a Muslim ruler who,

until the late twenties, repeatedly raided villages in northern Nigeria and
northern Cameroon for slaves and cattle. He was arrested in 1927. The
description of his activities from his point of view can be found in Vaughan
and Kirk-Greene 1995.

8. The expression näsärä-ngrä 'white man-black'refers to a black educated
person. The term nasara 'white man' has been borrowed from Fulanasaara
'white man'. The extension from the meaning 'white man' to 'educated
man' occurs in other Chadic languages, e.g. Mupun (cf. Frajzyngier 1993).

9. Until relatively recently, guinea corn, the staple food of Xdi, was seldom
sold. It constituted the guarantee of a food supply for the whole family for
the whole year. The selling of guinea corn has been forced on the people by
taxes, the need to pay for education, and so on.
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10. The verb phlä means 'kill many; make something soft'. It is the plural
equivalent of the singular verb dzä 'kill'. The meaning 'break into many
pieces' for the verb phlä is obtained through the addition of the third-person

or the demonstrative nä.
11. The following is proposed as the etymology of the word läzgläftä 'God'.

Every member of the family has one God, who resides in a special sacrificial
piece of pottery. The God of each person is called zsglafta. A morphological
analysis of this word indicates that it could be the verb za 'eat1, followed by
the extension glä 'again', extension f 'up', and the referential marker ta,
something to the effect of 'eat up again'. Additional support for this etymol-
ogy is provided by the fact that the verb always occurs in its root form be-
fore the 'again' extension glä. The tone before the extension /'up' is always
high. The form lä zgläftä is composed of the collective marker la followed
by the word God. Etymologically, läzgläftä thus represents a collective of
personal Gods.

12. The form corresponding to 'how to do x' is widely used in Chadic and non-
Chadic languages of northern Cameroon to mean 'what to do'.

13. dzulä: 'a Moslem prayer', 'Islam1, 'learning'.
14. märwä in this usage is a borrowed word. The Hdi word märwä means

'smallpox'.
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